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EOM TEBE, n03T, rOFDC ^H -

OCTAJibHOE B3;rro.

MapHHa IXBETAEBA

nOKA Bbl, AECOKmCTUai, IIA HAPAX

OTJlEIHBAJMCb, Mbl IDTOBHnH nEPECTPORKy.

-..^ PejijrnroHCT-jiH6epan , yBepoBaBmiH

B 3(i)Hp, nocjie Toro khk OBOQJlEHHblM

naribueM TKHyn e panw CnacHrejw

OGNI TEORIA COMPLICATA I SBAGLIATA.

BCE MEH^IErCa, TQJlbKO yOTEBAn nOBOPAMMBATbCJI.

Peji5rrHBHCT-jni6epajT , nocne noflriHcaHHH

yxaaa o noMHnoeaHHH ysHHKoe actiipa

a<DJlbKO BEPEBOMKE HE BWTbOI, A KOHUY BblTb.

H3 CeHTCHUHH BbJCKasaHHblX

Anb6epT0M SHHiirreHHOM na cmcpthom JKMne

jjpyr npyvA mf^ - h tem cbiibi.

DIE ERKENNTNIS EINER EINZIGEN TATSACHE NACH

IHREN URSACHEN EROFFNET UNS DAS VERSTANDNIS

ANDERER ERSCHEINUNGEN OHNE ZUROCKGREIFEN

AUF DIE ERFAHRUNG.

Galileo Galilei

ommu ^ rponEn buctopy MAKOM)BMMy hoboe

CniXOTBOPBlVIE. BblCnVDIAB MEH5I, B. M. nPOCTO-

jiynno cka3a;i: "mcthiia he moiket BbiTb cranb

ATMHICR."

(DasHJib HcKatwep
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n Signer GENIO TEORICO e la Signorina ESPERIMENTALINA,
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nEPflHCJlOBHE ,^„ ,,

(FARTVIORD)

Tuttavia, poich§ non voglio fidarmi
troppo di me stesso, io non asserisco
nulla qui, e sottometto tutte le mie
opinioni al giudizio dei pii3 saggi ed
all'autotita del la chiesa. Anzi prego
i lettori di non prestare nessuna fede
a tutto quanto troveranno, e non amet-,
tere che quanto la forza e I'evidenza
del la ragione li potra forza re a cre-
dere.

Cartesio

Le ultime parole nel suo saggio:
"I principi del la filosofia"

Although the eighth part of THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH (TVIT) is dedicated predominantly
to the Ampere-Grassmann controversy, I think that the dispute on this controversy must
be closed, as my magnetic experiments with interrupted circuits, which violate the
angular momentum conservation law (the Bui -Cub Machine without Stator - TWT-III, and
the Rotating Ampere Bridge with Displacement Current - TWT-IV), have shown that Ampere's
formula is WRONG, taking into account that this formula does not allow a violation of
Newton's third law.

Nevertheless the experimental and theoretical study of the magnetic interactions (i.a,

the interactions between moving charges) remains further a highly interesting topic.

Let us not forget that the interactions in two of the machines violating the energy

conservation law which were constructed by me (the machine ADAM - TWT-II, i.e., the

cemented Faraday disk, or the so-called N-machine of Bruce de Raima, and the machine

MAMIN COLIU - TWT-III) were magnetic. The latest information which reached me from

Bill MLiller from the Canadian British Columbia (I met Bill and his wife in Hannover in

1987 and his charming daughter Carmen in Einsiedeln in 1989, where she reported on

the work of her father) is that Mliller is on the threshold of closing the energetic

circle in his over-unity converter and thus to run it as a perpetuum mobile. The inter-

actions in MUller's machine are also magnetic.

In the present volume I reprint my paper "Absolute and relative Newton-Lorentz equa-

tions" which was recently published in PHYSICS ESSAYS (this paper was published first

in TWT-IV, p. 101). This theoretical paper and my experimental paper "Action of con-

stant electric current on electrons at rest due to the absolute velocity of the Earth",

published in TWT-IV, p. 110, are decisive for recognizing and accepting the absolute

character of the magnetic phenomena, i.e., that the magnetic effects depend on the ab-

solute velocities of the electric charges.

After the publication of Prof. Rindler's paper in the AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS,

57,993 (1989), reprinted in TWT-VII, p. 219, and especially after the publication of

Dr. Maddox' conundrum in NATURE on the 12 July 1990 (see it reprinted in this volume),

the problem about the absolute character of the magnetic phenomena and of the violation

of the principle of relativity in electromagnetism reached wide circles of the scien-

tific community (let me note that Dr. Maddox' conundrum had to appear in NATURE in De-

cember 1988 as a "Christmas puzzle").

The reaction of the "relativists" to this conundrum is presented by Dr. Bunting in

NATURE, 23 August 1990 (see this note reprinted in this volume). I should like to

point out here the reaction of the "anti-relativists", presented by Prof. Petr Beck-

mann.

I publish here the note which Prof. Beckmann wrote in the November /December issue

of his journal GALILEAN ELECTRODYNAMICS: ^.
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DISSroENT NEWS

pace-Time Conference in Leningrad:

^ail for papers

The Technical University of Leningrad, the Academy of Civil

^viation (also in Leningrad), and the Geographical Society of the

icademy of Sciences of the USSR are sponsoring an International

lonference "Problems of Space and Time in Natural Science."

The conference is to be devoted to the following issues on suc-

essive days:

• Coordinates and time in astrometry, celestial mechanics

nd mathematics;

• Coordinates and time in physics, astrophysics, and cosmol-

gy-

• (2 days) Coordinates and time in physics, geophysics, and

eology; critical analysis of 20th centiuy theories; experimental

Mt;

• general discussion; scientific ethics.

Historians of science and philosophers interested in these lopics

re also welcome.

Prospective speakers should submit a summary in English or

lussian to the

Local Organizing Committee

Intl. Space-Time Conference 1991

P.O. Box 16

Lenmgrad 198097, USSR

The Local Organizing Committee is chaired by Prof. P.P. Par-

4iin, head of the Physics Department of the Academy of Aviation

f\ Leningrad. Other Soviet organizers include physicist Prof.

}.I. Peshchevitsky (Novosibirsk) and astronomer Dr. S.A. Tol-

':hfehukova (Leningrad); all of these have published papers critical

)f modem physics. At press time, an International Scientific

Organizing Committee was also bemg set up.

Please watch this column for further details as they emerge.

Scientists wishing to participate, and especially prospective

peakers should not delay preparations, as communications with

he USSR are j«till extremely slow — in (>ur experience, about one

nonth for an air mail letter to b^deliv.red.

Die Alleged Conundrum
In a page-long article '"Stefan Marinov's seasonal puzzle," in

Vature (12 July 1990), the editor of that journal John Maddox

reports on what he considers a conundrum: (essentially) a magnet

rotating about the axis of symmetry of its field with a conductor in

that field stationary in the lab, as against the case when the mag-

net is stationary and the conductor rotating. In the present case,

dissident physicist Stefan Marinov has chosen the configuration so

cleverly that he need only ask whether a voltage will be induced.

Both "yes" and "no" will contradict Einstein.

Maddox correctly comments that [Einstein's] relativity theory

predicts no difference, but then says "What is the truth? Nobody

is quite sure, for nobody has done the experiment — not even

Marinov." But tmless he refers to that particular configuration of

the general setup for unipolar induction, this is quite incorrect.

Though Maddox is by training a physicist, he can hardly be

blamed for not knowing about F. Muller's unipolar induction

experiments, described in the May/June issue of this journal, and

probably the most complete series on the subject. But he does not

know about Faraday's experiments on unipolar induction in 1831,

either. Familiarity with either would quickly tell him what is

going on and what the answer to the "conundrum" is. All he

need have done was to ask whether the field rotates with the mag-

net when the latter rotates about its axis of symmetry.

Faraday's 1831 experiment is not all that well known, either,

but the unipolar induction effect in general is common
knowledge, and when a physicist who is editor of one of the

world's major scientific journals writes an editorial on the sub-

ject, one would expect him to use its considerable advisory

resources.

Even more embarrassing, perhaps, is the fact that Maddox has

fallen victim to the baseless dogma that Einstein's observer-based

relativity and absolute space are the only possible alternatives.

Here I do not refer to any particular contemporary dissident

theory, but to the fact that for unaccelerated frames the Principle

of Relativity was known to Galileo, was quantitatively formulated

by Newton in the Principia (Book 1, Corollary 5), and was never

doubted by any classical physicist, whether he believed in

absolute space or not. (A rotating magnet is not an unaccelerated

frame — though Muller has shown the effect for uniform motion

also; but Maddox invokes the Relativity Principle anyway.)

It is remarkable to what extent this fundamental principle of

physics has been replaced by the Einstein-or-absolute-space

dichotomy in the consciousness of physicists in general, many of

them working much closer to the subject than an editor. But then,

it is remarkable to what extent experimental evidence by such

classics as Faraday or Michelson (I refer to the 1924 Michelson-

Gale experiment) has simply disappeared from basic (and often

even specialized) textbooks when it refutes the dogmas of ortho-

doxy. P.B.

With. this note I reprinted also the information on the Soviet anti-relativity Confe-

rence presented in GALILEAN ELECTRODYNAMICS, so that the readers of TWT may become
aware of this important scientific meeting which, together with the conference organi-
zed by Prof. Bartocci in May 1991 on the Italian island Ischia,will sign, I hope, the
death act of the theory of relativity.



T/iX6 dAowlng, ca wzit ca alZ dfiamin^ln tkd pfiuznt volumo. 6ign(id by "Rodev",
o/ie OjJ my So{^la nzlghboah. and IhA-dnd, lAXtdn Radzv, one of^ thz mo6t tatdrvtad young
BulgoAlan avitoonUt^ . - Accidentally I counted the mmboA o^ the "thofiny booiu"
in the abo\)e "book cactus". It uku 12. It became cteoA f^oA me that the volumes o^
THE THOVNV WAV OF TRUTH volU be aUo 12. That' A a good number!

To a certain extent Prbf . Beckmann derides Dr. Maddox of being ignorant about cer-
tain elementary physical facts, as Dr. Beckmann writes:

Though Maddox is by training a physicist, he can hardly be blamed for not knowing
about F. Muller's unipolar induction experiments, described in the May/June issue
of this journal, and probably the most complete series on the subject. But he
does not know about Faraday's experiments on unipolar induction in 1831 either.
... when a physicist who is editor of one of the world's major scientific jour-
nals writes an editorial on the subject, one would expect him to use its consi-
derable advisory resources.

I should like to emphasize that Dr. Maddox learned about F. MUller's experiments in

1984, i.e., five years before Prof. Beckmann has heard about them, as Dr. Maddox is a

passionate reader of TWT. Moreover, in 1988 Dr. Maddox paid my trip to London, so that
we can calmly and in detail discuss Faraday's , Muller's and my experiments (which we
have largely discussed during my previoLfe visits in 1985, 1987 and 1988). Finally, the RIGHT
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answers of Dr. Maddox about the effects in the rotational Kennard experiment (i.e., in

the rotational variation of the conundrum, which is the only one discussed and analy-
zed by Prof. Beckmann) are given in his letter to me of the 8 March 1985 and are pub-
lished on p. 296 of TWT-II.

Dr. Maddox is an old fox and he is not as ignorant as Prof. Beckmann thinks. And it

sounds somewhat comical when Prof. Beckmann tries to explain the solution of the ROTA-
TIONAL conundrum by the following words:

All he (Dr. Maddox) need have done was to ask whether the field rotates with the
magnet when the latter rotates about its axis of symmetry.

During our long conversations Dr. Maddox has perfectly well understood that there
Is NO field. Dr. Maddox has very well understood that in electromagnet ism there are only

electric charges, their absolute velocities aiid their distances to the reference point
at the moment of reference which determine their electric and magnetic potentials. And
Dr. Maddox has understood that there is NOTHING ELSE.



Because aware of all of this, Dr. Maddox asks VERY CAUTIOUSLY what will occur if

one cuts a long quasi-rectangular loop from the double circular wires when assuming
their radii to be big enough. Then at a motion of the loop also "its magnetic field"
has to move, and the effects will be not the same as for the rotational case. And
as Dr. Maddox has realized that it is IMPOSSIBLE to bring these two controversial con-
clusions under one hat, he concluded: "There is a puzzle!" Thus the real puzzle is not
to give predictions to the rotational variation but in the impossibility to bring by
the most simple logic the results of the inertial and rotational variations under one
hat without violating the principle of relativity. In his letter of the 8 March 1985

Dr. Maddox gave his prediction also about the inertial Kennard experiment (carried out
by me!) which was WRONG. As I have derided him in my letter of the 15 March 1985 (see
TWT-II, p. 304) for his stupid answer on which any CHILD will laugh, now Dr. Mad-
dox does not give a prediction and leaves this task to the readers of NATURE.

I am sure that Prof. Beckmann also has pose \ the question about the effects in the
inertial Kennard experiment, hasn't he. And as Prof. Beckmann also was afraid to give
his prediction, he did not mention the inertial variation of Kennard 's experiment in

his note. Thus, Dr. Maddox, the editor of one of the most CONSERVATIVE scientific jour-
nals in the world, is hardy enough and POSES the unpleasant question about the effects
in the inertial Kennard experiment, while Prof. Beckmann, the fighter against the Gods,
puts this question under the rug. So, I am asking Prof. Beckmann: Which will be HIS
prediction for the effcts in the inertial Kennard experiment, but I am afraid that he
will not dare to give his answer on the pages of GALILEAN ELECTRODYNAMICS, as he, sure-
ly, will realize that by giving the only logically possible answer, he will be impelled
to recognize the failure of the principle of relativity and he will be impelled to
accept that the Newton-Lorentz equation in a laboratory moving in absolute space must
have the form given by me in the mentioned above paper published in PHYSICS ESSAYS.

The unshakable belief of Prof. Beckmann in the validity of the principle of relati-
vity is expressed in his words from the above note:

I refer ... to the fact (ray emphasis - S.M.) that for unaccelerated frames the
Principle of Relativity was known to Galileo, was quantitatively formulated by
Newton in the V^nclpAjo. (Book 1, Corollary 5), and was never doubted by any
classical physicist, whether he believed in absolute space or not.

At the present time there are only two physicists in the whole world who believe in

absolute space but who not only that do not believe in the principle of relativity, but
show by experiments that this principle is WRONG. These two physicists are Prof. God
of the Champs-Elysees University and the Oberstallknecht Stefan Marinov from the stable
for saddle-horses in Niederschbckl

.

There are a couple of physicists who also assert that the principle of relativity is

wrong (Wesley, Parshin, Efimov, Tolchelnikova) but nobody of them has done experiments
IN THE LABORATORY for demonstrating its invalidity. So Efimov and Spitalnaia in thier
article "06 anHsorporiHH BcnbiiiemioH h njrrHoo6pa30BaTejibHOH flejrrejibHocTH ConHua b HHepim-
ajibHOM npocTpancTBe" /(W3HMECKHE ACTTEKTbl C0BPB1EHH0PI ACiroilOM^i, W3j\3i\me rnaBHOH Acxpo-
HCMHMecKOH 06cepBaTopHH , JfeHHurpajl, 1985, cTp. 147/ report on their registration of the
absolute motion of the Sun system; for the equatorial coordinates of the apex of the
Sun's absolute velocity they have obtained 6 = - 3^, a = IP (compare these figures
with the equatorial coordinates of the apex of the Earth's absolute velocity in February

obtainedby the help of my "coupled shutters" experiment , 6 = - 24°, a = 12.5" (TWT-II, p. 68),

and with the right ascension of the apex of the Earth's absolute velocity in January
obtained by the help of my inertial Kennard experiment, a = 11.8^ (TWT-IV, p. 110)).

However, the "laboratory" of Efimov and Spitalnaia was the whole Sun system.

The only other man who has claimed of having observed violation of the principle of
relativity by having done experiments in the laboratory was E. W. Silvertooth with his
quasi-Wiener experiment (Spec. Sc. Techn., 10, 3 (1987); Electronics and Wireless World,
p. 4J/, May 1989). By duplicating this experiment in the proposed by me quasi-Michelson

MMAmr ?"' ^ ^°""^ ""^^ result and I drew the conclusion that also Silvertooth was
UNABLE to measure the absolute laboratory's velocity by THIS kind of experiment



I wish to conclude by turning reader's attention to my letter to Prof. Beckmann of
the 2 August 1990 (published in this volume).

This letter remained unanswered as, obviously, Prof. Beckmann did not wish to publish
my comments on Dr. Maddox' conundrum entitled "How Dr. Maddox blabbed out the secret
about the goat's ears of King Albert", where I point out certain unpardonable LIES prin-
ted in Dr. Maddox' article.

Surely, it became clear to Prof. Beckmann that by publishing my comments on the pa-
ges of his journal, he will be impelled to start not only with the discussion about
the invalidity of the principle of relativity, but also with the discussion about the
invalidity of the laws of conservation. One has to consent that the discussion of this
topic on the pages of GALILEAN ELECTRODYNAMICS will be a too hard nut even for the
teeth of Prof. Beckmann.

However, as Prof. Beckamnn has raised on the banner of his journal the saint and
eternal Galilean principle "dubitare, sperimentare, provare", I should suggest to him
to visit the Christian community METHERNITHA in the village Linden in Switzerland and
to see with his own eyes the first perpetuum mobile on this planet. Unfortunately, as
his journal has not the circulation of NATURE, if then he will publish a photograph
of himself in front of the machine TESTATIKA with the declaration "TESTATIKA is not a

perpetuum mobile", I shall not pay to him k 10,000.

Graz, 20 November 1990 Stefan MARINOV

'^"^
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BECTiKiMK 7
XCypiin.i oriionnrt 1031 r.

nuxoAiiT 12 pn3 n roA

MocKBft <«IlAyKn»

I990r. AKAJIEMMH HAYK CCCP

IIA>'Mllbin II ODIUECTIlEIIIIO-II(»;illTIIMECKIin MOPIIAJI nPEailAltVMA All CCCP

COAKPHxAIIIIC

ronii'iiioc Oruuro coripniiiic All CCCP

JibicTynAcnuR yiacrnuKoe coCpanun 127

.*^ AKBAeMUK A. J\. AJIEKCAH/IPOB

HaAo nainuTiiTi. .iKa^icjiiiio ot iianaAOK. Bo3i.MiiTe ra.icry (Jlayna b Cir-

6npii». n iioii. MoponTiio, no itcni?/j;ccTny nyG.iiiKona.iii;ri, cTaTi.n iipoTiiB

Toopn» oTMociiTO.ihiiocTii. IIocpcACTiiOM TaKux iic'iaTiii.ix opraiioii MM iiavKy .

cxnnnM 110,1 y;iap. Ap.vroii iipinicp. B «/liiTcpaTypnoii ra.u'io) iionniiJioci.

iiiiTopni.io c npo(I)orc<»poM A. A. /loniiconwM, KOTopbiii, 110 moiim cnc,ioniiflM.

nn.iJicTcn mvti, .nn no npcicciarciCM KoMiicciiif no pthko u BcpxonnoM Co-
. noTc CCCP. 3to niiTcpBMo — Myao Ccirpj^.TaQCTn n Ccaoupaaiin. Ono ;ic-

MoiicTpnpycT, MTo npory)occop concpuicniio no noiinMaej Toopnio oTHocnicTb-
iiocTii. o KOTOjioi'i ronopiiT. Opn otom on cchi.iacTcn na JI. J\. JIannay, naK
na CHOpro npoaiiiocTucininKa. Mnoro paccyHviaci na TcMy n.TK^pann.iMa 11

uopi.uM Mncnnii. IIo icaK no nonnMarb Toro, mto n;nopa.in:{Ma n oubnnoM
CMbic.'io n nayKC ubiTi, no mo/Kot, a mojkct obUb Gopi.na Mnoimii, ocnonannan
na pan.TnMnoii TpabTonKc (f)aKTon. B nayKC ccib nnannn. n ooccMbic-icn coop
o TOM, 1T0 ,ina*/b7ibi ;ina — TCTbipc. To, ito n «.TlnTopaTypnoii raacTC* noH-
nn.iocb nnTopni.io, a ;iaiii!nin cro MC.ioncK nanuMaox nocx — r.bi.ii.inaoT Gecno-
KoiicTHO. II H HTo-To no c.ibiniaji, MToCbi npo,iCTannTc.in AKa;ioMnn nayn na
Ci.o.xic napoAnbix ;ionyTaTon CCCP (a mm nuunpajin ot Aba^oMnn nayK%

nanpnMcp, B. JI. rniinoypra, KOTopwn, naneiocb, nonnMOOT reopnio OTnocn-
To.n.nocTn) .lanini.Tu npoTOCT npoxnii no,io6nbix nbiCTyn.iomiii. 3to 'ipcoaTO

TCM. iTO npononnpycTCH nonwH hotok nonoraonnn naynn. A no,ib n TaK no-

no^bcnuc Tpy^noc, to.tlko n cjibimnmb: bo BceM BnnoBaTW VHenwe. Kama H<e

3a,iaqa — yTncpflnTb BbicoKnn SBTopnTeT nayKn.

AKaacMiiK B. JI. riIII3ByPr

^rncTBnTo.ibno, ripcjc.cjaTc.TCM KoMnccnn no bthkc naCpan npo(f)eccop flc-

nncoB, KOTopuH nBJincTcn BpanoM Tcopnn oTnocnTC.TbnocTH. H Korja Moe
npcAJioHai.Tn Boi'iTn b cocTaB 3T.oii noMnccnn, h OTKaaancH, yanaB, hto npo-

4)CCcop AcuncoB CyACT ce Boar^aBJiHTb. H nsBCCTn.T pyKOBojciBo BepxoBnoro

CoBCTa o TOM, «iTo BbiCnpaTb npeACOAaTCJiCM KoMuccun no dtukc »ie;iOBeKa,

KOTopwii nB.incTCH b KanoM-To cmwcjic BparoM nayKn, aannnacT CTOAb ah^c-

nayqnbic noanunn, ncAonycTHMo.
**

ByACT Go.ibiunM ciacTbcM, ccau b aTnnecKiix Bonpocax npo(J)cccop flciin-

<:oB noBCACT coGn nc CTO.Tb nenoMneTOnTno, Kan b nayMnwx. lIoKa ocnoaannii

;iAH onTHMniMa Ma.io. IIpo'iTiiTc nnTcpiu.io Tlo'i'cona b <'.InTcpaTypnoii ra-

ucTe»: ono 110 iibi;H'j»;i.nijaoT i;|)inni;n n c Mop.i.n.iioii tdmkii .iptMiiin.



AKaACMOK B. H. rO:ibflAIICKIin

Miic iipiMCTini-iHcTrn, mto iiviikt 35 cieAODa.io um iumiikom ncK.ih>«iiiTi..

n oToii cnn.iii h ncnoMiiiiaio oAim ciy^aff, no3Mo;i%iio. mto oto Jicrciija. O.i-
iiaHviM II. II. Mycxc.iniiinnjin cnpocii.iii, iipauaa .in. mto oh Gwniuiiii kiih:ii*?

lIifKo.ian Ilnaiionnn CKa.i.nji: «I{aK Moaiex Cmtl GMiimiiii kiiji.ii,? Bcai» ho mo-
}ii€T ',Kc G1.1TI. owHiiiiiii ny;uMi.I» 3tot crnoT h<mhkom mojkiio npxi.MciiiiTi, k
iiaM! Kan :>to .mo/Kot 6i.iTb Ghiituinii iiKa;ioMiiK?

TRANSLATIONS

Academician A. D. Alexandrov . We must defend the Academy of attacks. Take the journal
"Science in Siberia". Because of ignorance, articles against the theory of relativity have
been published there. Via such printed organs (vehicles) we set the science under strokes.
Another example. "The Literary Journal" published an interview with Prof. A. A. Denissov,
who, according to my knowledge, is, it seems, a president of the comission on ethics in

the Soviet Supreme of USSR. This interview is a blatant alanphabetism and mischief. It

shows that the professor does not understand at all the theory of relativity, about which
he speaks. Moreover, he refers to L. D. Landau as to his predecessor. He speculates too
much on the topic of pluralism and the encounter of opinions. But how can one not under-
stand that a pluralism in the common sense cannot be in science; it can be there only en-
counter of opinions based on different treatment of the facts. There is a body of know-
ledge in science, and the dispute whether two plus two are four is there senseless. The
fact that "The Literary Journal" has published this interview and that the person who has
given it is at a high position gives rise to concern. And I have not heard that the depu-
ties at the Soviet Supreme from the Academy of Sciences have presented protests against
such interventions (we have elected from the Academy, for example, V. L. Ginsburg who, I

hope, understands the theory of relativity). This is a precedent which provokes new defa-
mation of science. The situation is in any case difficult. One hears from everywhere:
the scientists are guilty for all. Our scope is to strengthen a high authority of science.

Academician V. L. Ginsburg . Indeed, Prof. Denissov, who is an enemy of the theory of re-
lativity, was elected for president of the Commission on ethics. When I have been invited
to become a member of this Commission, I declined the invitation, by learning that Prof.
Denissov will be the head. I informed the ruling body of the Soviet Supreme that it is

inadmissable to elect as a president of the Commission on ethics a man who, in a certain
sense, is an enemy of science and stays on anti-scientific positions. It will be a great
luck if Prof. Denissov will act in ethics not as incompetently as he acts in science. But
at the present time there are few grounds for optimism. Read the interview of Denissov in
"The Literary Journal"; it is unacceptable from a moral point of view.

Academician V. I. Goldansky . I think that article 35 must be thoroughly canceled (article
35 of the Academy statute states that a member of the Academy who has lost Soviet citizen-
ship loses also his academician status). In this connection I remember a story, perhaps
a legend. Once N. I. Muskelishvili was asked, whether it is true that he is an ex-prince.
Nicolai Ivanivitch said: "How can be there an ex-prince? Is there an ex-poodle?" This an-
swer can be attributed thoroughly to us: is it possible to be an ex-academician?

Marinov's question : Is it possible to be there an ex-relativist?
Oppure: E possible incontrare un relativista pentito?

THESE ARE THE INTERVENTIONS OF ACAD. ALEXANDROV, THE EX-PRESIDENT OF THE SOVIET ACADEMY

)F SCIENCES, AND OF ACAD. GINSBURG, THE TOP-THEORETICIAN IN SOVIET PHYSICS, AT THE ANNUAL

lEETING OF THE SOVIET ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 1990. WHEN ONE HEARS GINSBURG'S CATEGORIZATION

'"ENEMY OF SCIENCE", ONE THINKS ON STALIN'S "ENEMY OF PEOPLE AND... WyPAI'KM FlO KO«E HPO-

BErAIOr.
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Stefan Marinov with father Marin (born 1896) and son Marin Jr. (born 1958)

in front of his native house in Sofia, Bulgaria, 1973.
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EXACT CALCULATION OF THE PUSHING FORCE WHICH ACTS ON THE AMPERE BRIDGE

Stefan Marinov

Institute for Fundamental Physics

Morel lenfeldgasse 16

A-8010 Graz, Austria

Abstract . When calculating in Ref. 1 the pushing force which acts on an Ampere

bridge, a diverging integral has been obtained and only an approximate value could

be given. In the present paper I show how the calculation of the pushing force

can be carried out mathematically exactly, but the result, again, remains dubious.

I have calculated in Ref. 1 the pushing force which acts on a U-form Ampere bridge

with infinitely long legs (Fig. 1). I showed that this force is independent of the ra-

dius of curvature, R.

However, the rather simple calculation led to an integral which was divergent. I was

unable to solve the problem exactly and I found for the pushing force the approximate

value

f^ > 0.34 pN/A^. (1)

Now I found an elegant way to carry out an exact calculation of this pushing force.

First I shall briefly remember the way of calculation followed in Ref. 1.

The potential magnetic force with which a current element Idr' acts on another cur-

rent element Idr, according to Grassmann's formula; ' is

df = (viQ/47T)I^drx(dr'xr)/r^ = lO"^ I^{dr'(dr.r) - r(dr.dr' )}/r^, (2)

where r is the oriented distance from dr' to dr.

It is easy to see that the pushing force will be the projection of the net force along

a direction parallel to the legs, while the net projection of the force along a direc-

tion perpendicular to the legs, because of the symmetry, will be zero. Thus, denoting

the parallel and perpendicular components of dr, dr' and r respectively by dr„, drj

;

dr,',, drj; and r„, r j , we can write for the component of the elementary force (2) along

a direction parallel to the legs, by taking I = 1 A,

- in-^ ^'"H(dr„r„+ dr^r
j)

- r||(dr„dr,', ^ dr^dr;) ,3.
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Let us calculate first the force with which the currents in both legs act on the cur-

rent in the half-circular shoulder. For this case we have to put in (3)

dr = Rde, dr„ = RcosBdg, dr^ = RsingdB,

dr' = (R/cosa)da, dr,; = Rda/cos^a, dr] = 0, (4)

r„ = Rsin3 + Rtana, r_i = R - Rcos8.

Putting (4) into (3), integrating for < a < tt/2, < 6 < it, and taking into account

that there are two legs, we obtain

f : = 2xl0-'T /
cos«s1nB(l-cosB)dadB

^

"

,5,
'^

0(1 + 2 sinacosasin3 - 2cos acos3+ cos qlY'
^

and we thus see that the pushing force acting on a U-form Ampere bridge does not depend

on the radius R of the half-circular shoulder.

This integral has been Calculated on a computer^ ' and its value is

f^ = 0.1222 yN/A^. (6)

Let us now calculate the pushing force caused by the action of the current elements

in the shoulder on the current elements in the shoulder. Taking (Fig. 2) the line ele-

ments dr' and dr at two arbitrary positions of the half-circle, we have to put in (3)

the following expressions for the parallel and perpendicular components of dr, dr' and

r, and then integrate formula (3)forO<a<7T.O<B<TT,

dr = RdB, dr„ = dr cos3 = RcosBdB, dr^ = dr sing = RsinBdB,

dr'= Rda, dr,', = dr'cosa = Rcosada, drj = dr'sina = Rsinada, (7)

r„ = R(sin3 - sina), r^ = R(cosa - cosB).

Dividing the domain of integration into four domains, we shall have

•FT TT 7T/2 TT/2 7r/2 7T IT Tt/2 TT TT TT/2tt/2 TT/2 TT

f; = / / =
J J + / / w J + / / = 2 J / ^ 2 / =

'^
it/2 tt/2 tt/2 7t/2 o o o tt/2

. -7^(^"^(^cosa{cosB(sinB-sina) -f sinB(cosa - cosB)} - (sing - sino)(cosacosB ^sinasing) ^^^

^

{(sing -sina)^ + (cosa -cosB)2}3/2

,^-l'^ff^'^f,^cosoL{-cos^(s\x\ ^ - s\x\a) +sinB(cosa +cosB)} - (sinp - sina)(-cosacosB +sinasing) ^^^P
^" J i

'

. „ . s? .

.'.
. -_-.v2i3/2

{(sinB -sina)2 + (cosa +cosB)^}^'^^

{1 -cos(a-B)}l/^ ll+cos(a+B)}'/^
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The second integral has been calculated on a computer and its value is

'

' f" = (lO'^/^rfT '^'"^^"^^
,,, = 0.2493 pN/A^ (9)'^

(1 +cos(a+6)}l/2

However the first integral

fXi = (lO-V^)tT ""^"^"^
i;^

(10)
'^^

{1 - cos(a-6)}l/2

is improper as for a = 6 it has a peculiarity and thus it can be not calculated on a

computer. Moreover, I shall now show that the first integral is converging to infinity.

Indeed, let us choose some specific value for a (a = Const) and let us calculate the

integral depending on B, denoting it by *(a). For simplicity let us assume a = tt/2. In

such a case the integral depending on g will be

it/2
1 /P

*(tt/2) = / (1 - sinB)"^^ sin6d6 =

.'^Ini*^ + (l+sin6)^/^} - {»^/2)ln(l - sing) - 2{l+sin6)^/2
ir/2

The last integration is complicated but the reader can easily persuade himself that

the integration is right, as if he will differentiate the expression on the right of (11),

he will obtain the integrand in the integral on the left.

All terms in the expression on the right are limited when the limits and 7r/2 will

be substituted except for the term ln(l-sin6); by substituting here B = tt/2, we obtain

ln(l - 1) = InO = - oo, so that the integral <I>(tt/2) is tending to + «.

After considering the case from a critical physical point of view, I found the fol-

lowing way for calculating the pushing force f'l,:

Let us put two concentric half-circles from both sides of the initial half-circle

drawn in Fig. 2, respectively with radii R + xR and R - xR, where x is a quantity small

with respect to 1. Let currents 1/2 flow along any of these half-circles in parallel to

the current I flowing in the initial half-circle. One can easily realize that the force

pushing the U-form Ampere bridge will be the sum of the forces with which the currents

1/2 in any of the secondary half-circles act on the current I in the initial half-circle

when x tends to zero.
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Making calculation similar as above, we find that the force
fJJ^

is the sum of the

following two integrals, for the case when x tends to zero,

,V2tt/2,

^Al = 10 7'Y^'j^
(l-»-x)sinp{(Ux) - cos(a-B)}dadB ^

{1 + (l+x)2 - 2(l+x)cos(a-B)}^/^

^Q-7^^^^^^ (l -x)sin3((l-x) - cos(a-B)}da da , ^p y ^ ^^u y
{1 + (l-x)2 - 2(l-x)cos(a-B)}^/^ ^^

'^^

(12)

The integrals have been calculated on a computer and the results are presented in the

following table

TABLE 1

lO'x(fXi)
relative
error

lO'x(fH^)
relative
error

10' xf
Al

,-1
10 " 3.5061390851 3.6x10

-2 , o.nno-on.o r ,..,«-9

10

10

10

3.8599812048

3.9179560837

5.1x10

9.5x10

10
-4

3.9258568313 6.6x10
-11

-1.9021946978
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physical conclusions.

All experimentalists who have measured the pushing force acting on a n-form Ampere

bridge with different character and geometry of the sliding contacts (Moyssides and

Pappas^ K P- Graneau and P. N. Graneaa, Peoglos^ 'y Marinov^ ') have received figures

2
higher than 0.5 gN/A . The most careful experiment, according to me, has been carried

out by Peoglos^ ' and his figure, if extrapolated to a Il-form bridge with very long legs,

is ^1^
= I ^ 0.05 pN/A^.

My experiment was done very'quickly with a primitive technique and its eventual mea-

suring error was pretty big' ^ ; the figure obtained by me for the pushing force acting

on my n-form bridge was f. = 5 i" 2.5 yN/A .

With my Rotating Ampere Bridge with Sliding Contacts' * K I measured the pushing

force acting on a n-form Ampere bridge indirectly and the figure obtained was a little

2
bit less but near to f . = 5 yN/A .

Now the following very important question is to be answered: Will the force pushing

an Ampere bridge with very long legs depend on the form of the bridge?

If we would assume that the above calculation of the force acting on a U-form Ampere

bridge corresponds to physical reality, then the answer will be: yes. Indeed, let us make

a n-form bridge with length of the shoulder, a, connecting it to the two very long legs

with two fourth-circular arcs of small radii R. The pushing force acting on this bridge

will be bigger than the force with which the legs act^the shoulder; the last force, for

I=1A, is(«-')

(^A'shoulder = i^^^^m'^^- d^)

It is clear that, at suitably small R, one can make always

(fA)n-forn, ^ (^A)shoulder > ^hh-foa. ' "' ^"Z*'' <>"

For example, if P = e' a = 6.7x10" a, what is an easily realisable bridge, say

a = 1000 mm, R = 6.7 mm, we shall have

• (Vshoulder = 2^>'''''"'«') = » ""/*'• ('«'

Thus, by making a rectangular loop, the one end of which has a U-form, we should be

able to set this loop in motion by the action of its internal forces, as the pushing

forces on its n- and U-form extremities will be not equal.
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I did such an experiment (figs. 3, 4). 1000 windings of a wire with diameter of 0.6

mm have been wound on a square frame with a side a = 34 cm, the one part of which had

a U-form with radius of curvature R = 17 cm. By applying the mains, an alternating cur-

rent of about 4 A flew through the windings.

The calculation which I shall make is very approximate , but there is no necessity to

make a more exact calculation. Assuming that current of 4000 A flows in a single-wire

n-U-form circuit, we shall have for the force acting on the U-form "bridge" (see formula

(14)) F^ . = I^f. = 8 N. For the force acting on the n-form "bridge", we shall have,

assuming that the middle radius of curvature of the fourth-circular arcs at the angles

is R^= 1 cm (see formula (16)) Fj^
.^^^^^

= 2xlO"^I^ln(a/iy = 11.3 N. Thus, there must be,

according to this calculation , a net force acting in the n-form direction F^^^ = Fj^
.j:^^

-
^U-forn,

= 3.3 N. .. - :

The frame was suspended by strings on the ceiling, but not the slightest motion could

be observed although, by applying a force even of mi lli-Newtons during the half periods

of the own oscillations of the system, pretty big oscillations could be observed.

Thus, according to my opinion, the calculation (12), leading to the result (13), can

be not considered as corresponding to physical reality.

The following speculation, too, makes the computer calculatios in table 1 very suspi-

cious: It seems that, at x ^ 0, not only the sum of (fjjj)' and (f/J^)" tends to the limit

(tt/2)10"^, but also the single forces (f^^)' and (fJi)" converge to certain final numbers,

as their increase (in absolute value) is very slow with the decrease of of x. On the

other hand, however, we have

^(^^(^ (Ux)sing{(Ux) -cos(a-B)} >
""f

jingCl - cos(a-e)} .^ sing

{l+(l+x)2-2(l+)^cos(a-B)}^/2 o 2-^2'-! +x - cos (a-B)} 3/2 q Z^{\ - x - cos{ct-&))^^

(19)

and the limit value to which the last integral converges, at x -^- 0, surely is +~. We have

then further to conclude that the limit of the integral (fjJi)"
will be -«>. Their sum

may be the finite number tt/2 but this, according to me, is not sure.

Thus the result (13) remains physically highly suspicious and the different limits of

the integrals (12) calculated by computer and by the speculations (19) are to be consi-

dered as results of mathematical jugglery with expressions which have peculiarities.
'
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neither
Thus I am inclined to conclude that, the pushing force acting on a II- form bridge,

nor the force acting on a U-form bridge can be calculated mathematically. And

taking into account the negative result of my experiment presented in figs. 3 and 4, I

make the general conclusion: the pushing force acting on the Ampere bridge does not

depend on its form. This conclusion, of course, has to be confirmed by careful expe-

riments with U-form and 11- form bridges with very long legs, to see whether, indeed, the

pushing forces will be equal. Then I think that the pushing force will depend neither

on the size of the bridge. *-

The pushing force acting on the Ampere bridge can be found also proceeding from the

formula for the inductance of the loop: If L is the inductance of the circuit, then the

magnetic energy of the circuit when current I flows through it is' ' (p. 363)

. ^ W = (1/2)LI^. (20)

The force acting on the circuit at change of its characteristic size, a, will be

f = 8W/3a = (l/2)I^(8L/aa). (21)

The inductance of a square loop with side a and radius r of the wire is^ '

k«..,v.« = 8xl0'^a{ln(2a/r) + r/Jr^ln(l + v^) - 7/4} = 8xl0"^a{in(2a/r) + r/a - 1.217},
square

(22)

while the inductance of a circle with diameter a and radius of the wire r is^ ' (p. 361)

"-circle
" 27Txlo"^a{ln(2a/r) + ln2 - 7/4} = 6.28xl0"^a{ln(2a/r) - 1.057), (23)

and we can accept ^L /9a = ^L • , /9a = Const. This conclusion can serve as a ma-

thematical confirmation of the assertion that the pushing force on the Ampere bridge de-

pends neither on its form nor on its size. (N.B. According to me, the term "r/a" in for-

mula (22) is due to wrong calculation.)

I should like to note the way on which one comes to formula (21):

The magnetic flux * produced by a circuit with inductance L is^^^ (p. 354)

* = LI,
(24)

and as at the motion of the Ampere bridge the induced back tension will

be U^^^^ = d<I./dt, the power taken from the battery generating the current I will be

^batt = Wk' = I^^L/dt.
(25)
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As the power increase of the magnetic energy of the loop is ^

''magn
= ^^^^^ =(l/2)I^dL/dt), (26)

we have to conclude that the mechanical power acquired by the Ampere bridge will be

••n^ch = ''batt -W = <'^'"''"-'<"- '"'

This formula leads to formula (21), as f = {P^^^^6t)/(ia.

Here, however, I have a very serious objection: When the radius of the wire, r, tends

to zero, L must tend to infinity and thus P-^aq^ and Pp^^-^' consequently also f, must

tend to infinity, too. The last conclusion can be not reconciled with Grassmann's for-

mula and with the results presented in table 1 which give a finite limit for f^ when

r - (i.e., when x -> 0). Careful experiments are needed to establish whether at r -»

there is also f. - 0. On the other hand, if it will be true that the Ampere force f^

depends on the wire's radius r, then making an experiment similar to that shown in figs.

3 and 4, where the wires at the one end of a prolongated loop are thin and at the other

thick, one will set it in motion, violating thus Newton's third law.

Moyssides and Pappas'^ have tried to establish an experimental relation between r

and f. but their results are too crude and indefinite, and no conlcusion can be made. I

consider the experimental answer for the behaviour of f. when r -^ as very important.
'^

lead

At any rate the following general conclusion can be made: Nature surely will to con-

tradicting predictions if the integral {\P) and the expression (16) at R -^0 will be

finite numbers. Thus Nature "saves" Grassmann's formula by the mathematical jungles to

which it leads when one tries to make exact mathematical calculations.

And another remark: In this paper I speak only about Grassmann's formula without men-

tioning the rival Ampere's formula'^^ (p. 322). The reason is that my Bul-Cub Machine

without Stator^ ' (p. 322) has demonstrated that Ampere's formula is wrong .

At the end I have to add that, perhaps, not only the magnetic (Grassmann) forces act on

the Ampere bridge but also the introduced by me ^"current jet forces", whose essence is

the following: The electrons flowing in an Ampere bridge change their momenta from m^v

(2)
to -m V, where m is the electron's mass and v is their energy velocity ^ '. If a current

of I = 1 A flows through an Ampere bridge, i.e., if 1 C of electricity traverses the

-19
bridge in 1 sec, taking into account that the electron charge is q = 1.6x10 C, one

io
sees that N = 1/q 6.25x10 electrons will traverse the bridge in a second. Consequent-
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ly the pushing force due to the "current jet" effect will be (for a current of I = 1 A)

W.jet = 2Nm^^- (28)

Putting here m^ = 9.11x10"-^^ kg, v = c = 3x10® m/sec, we obtain f^^^ . ^ = 3416 yN/A,

noting that this force is proportional not to the square of the current but to the cur-

rent. If the energy velocity will be less than c, respectively f . . will be less.

In Ref. 2 I proposed an experiment to establish whether there is a current jet effect

acting on the Ampere bridge. However the strong dependence of the force acting in the

Ampere bridge on the square of'the current established by all experimental ists^^

says that, very probably, there are not current jet forces acting in the Ampere bridge.

The most well-done experiment which has an impeccable geometry is Peoglos experiment^ '

with his L-frame (where the action on a straight wire is observed). Peoglos experiment^ '

with his D- frame (where the action on a II- form Ampere bridge is observed) can be not

mathematically predicted, if proceeding from Grassmann's formula, as there are singula-

rities at the angles and Peoglos* theoretical prediction is based on formulas (21) and

(22). Peoglos obtains figures almost 5 times less than the figures given by the indirect

measurement with my Rotating Ampere Bridge with Sliding Contacts^ * ' . Further investi-

gations have to establish which are the reasons for these experimental discrepancies.

It is of interest to note that in Refs. 6 and 7 I obtained the following relation

between the induced back tension, U^^^^l^, the current in the <*otating Ampere bridge, I,

the pushing force, f, and the rotational velocity v (i.e., the velocity of the rotor's

points at which the pushing force is applied)

'"back = f'- (29)

Which formula is obvious, as it gives the equality between the power lost by the source

of electric tension driving the rotating Ampere bridge and the mechanical power acquired

by the bridge. The measurement of f by measuring ^^^^^* I and v in the method developed

by me^ * ' is very pure, elegant and exact.

A similar method vas used by P. T. Pappas^^^ (p. 169) who measured the back tension

induced in the Ampere- Faraday disk (name introduced by me). Proceeding from Pappas fi-

gures, I found^ ' (p. 178) for the pushing force acting on the Ampere bridge again a num-

ber near to 5 pN/A^.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. U-form Ampere bridge.

Fig. 2. Half-circular shoulder of the U-form Ampere bridge.

Fig. 3. The Il-U-circuit.

Fig. 4. Pepdulum experiment with the n-U-circuit.
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ON THE ELECTRIC INTENSITIES INDUCED IN RAILGUNS

Stefan Marinov

Institute for Fundamental Physics

Morellenfeldgasse 16

A-8010 Graz, Austria

Abstract . I calculate the electric intensities induced at different points of

railguns, proceeding from the fundamental Lorentz equation. I show that this cal-

culation predicts the observed induced tensions, contrary to the recent assertion

of Graneau et al.^ ' that this cannot be done.

With this paper I should like to comment on the paper of Graneau et al.^ \ who as-

sert that the electric intensities induced in railguns can be explained only proceeding

from Ampere's formula for the interaction between current elements, while Grassmann's

formula, i.e., the Lorentz force formula, fails.

Ifn my firm opinion the formula which explains all electromagnetic effects (of single

charges and of current elements) is Grassmann's, i.e., Lorentz', formula. As it is well

known, experimenta crucis that can choose which of these two formulas is the true one

can be done only by observing the interaction between non-closed circuits (for closed

circuits both formulas predict equal effects). At the present time such effects have

been observed only by Graham and Lahoz' ' and by me' * ^. My experiments have led to

violation of the angular momentum conservation law (it is well known that Grassmanrfs for-

mula violates Newton's third law), what cannot occur if Ampere's formula is the true

one, as it preserves Newton's third law. All proponents of Ampere's formula (the two

Graneaus, Pappas, Wesley, Assis, the recently converted Vigier^ ' etc.) are very well

acquainted with my Bul-Cub Machine without Stator^ ' and Rotating Ampere Bridge with

Displacement Current^ ' which have violated the angular momentum conservation law, but

nobody has cormented on the effects observed by me. Only the critical analysis of these

machines can resolve the Ampere-Grassmann controversy, which humanity failed to resolve

in the last 150 years, although the way for solving this controversy has been indica-

ted by Grassmann himself, who wrote in his historical paper' ' (p. 14):

Oberhaupt ist klar, dass eine Entscheidung zwischen beiden Theorien (Ampere's
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theory and Gras'smann's theory), da die Wirkung , welche geschlossene Strbme Uben,

nach beiden dieselbe ist, nur moglich ist, wenn man die Wirkung betrachtet, wel-

che ein begranzter Strom libt... Der begranzte Strom wiirde daher so hervorzurufen

sein, dass man zuerst etwa zwei Kugeln mit entgegengesetzten Elektrizitat mbg-

lichst stark lUde, und sie dann nach der Ladung (nicht wahrend derselben) in lei-

tende Verbindung brachte. Dann hatte man die Wirkung dieses begranzten Stromes

auf irgend einen elektrischen Strom oder besser auf einen Magneten zu beobachten,

und die Anordnung dabei so zu treffen, dass die Wirkung nach beiden Theorien mog-

lichst verschieden erfolgten. -^ v,- ,

Grassmann's program was realized at first by Graham and Lahoz' ' and by me' '^, how-

ever, as Graham and Lahoz have not suspended their whole system freely, they could not

observe a violation of the angular momentum conservation law and thus their experiment

does not offer a clear refutation of Ampere's formula, as Pappas asserts that a cylin-

drical coil can be set in rotation about its axis, if acting on it with non-closed cir-

cuits.

The proponents of Ampere's formula consider the explosion of wires, along which strong

currents flow, as a confirmation of this formula, treating the explosive forces as the

Ampere forces of repulsion between col linear currents. As a matter of fact, the expla-

nation of these explosive forces is quite different:

Sansbury has observed^ ' that when stationary current flows along a wire, a positive

electric charge is repulsed from the wire, independently of the direction of the cur-

rent. Thus a wire along which current flows becomes charged positively. Why? Because

the positive electrode of the battery "sucks" the electrons from the wire in its imme-

diate neighbourhood, this wire's domain deprived of electrons "sucks" the electrons

from the wire in its neighbourhood, and the process goes on with a velocity near to c

(or, as Milnes' ' and Pappas' ' have recently announced of having measured, with a ve-

locity higher than c). When the current is higher, the depletion of electrons in the

wire is higher, and the repulsive forces between the positively charged ions of the

metal lattice provoke explosions.

Now I shall calculate the electric intensities induced at the different points of
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a railgun, proceeding form the Lorentz equation which gives the global electric inten-

sity

^glob " " ^^^^* ' ^^^^^ ^ vxrotA, .. , (1)

i.e., the force acting on unit positive electric charge crossing with a velocity v a

reference point where the electric and magnetic potentials generated by the surroundim

system are
' n n n

* = .1 qi/4Treor., A = J M^^^^^/^r^r. = J y^I^dr^MTrr^ , (2)

where q^. is the ith electric charge of the system moving with a velocity v. whose dis-

tance from the reference point is r^. and I^dr^ is the respective current element.

Let us consider the railgun analysed by Graneau et al.^ ' (fig. 1), in which the

armature branch AB, under the action of the propulsive magnetic force F, moves upwards

by making sliding contacts with the rails DE and CF, and noting that, according to

Grassmann's formula, the same force applied to the branch DC acts in the opposite di-

rection.

Let us choose a reference frame with origin at point A, with x-axis along AB, y-axis

along AE and z-axis pointing to the reader. We shall assume the wires DA = CB = L long

enough, so that the action of the current in the wire DC can be neglected, and let us

denote AB = a.

Proceeding from formula (2), we obtain for the magnetic potential generated by the

current wire DA at a point of the wire AB distant x from the frame's origin,

assuming that the current flows in the direction DA,

A = (PoI/4tt)/(x^+ y^)"^/^dy y = (u^I/47T)Arsinh(L/x)y. (3)

The electric intensity induced at that point when AB moves with the velocity v = vy

will be the motional

electric intensity

^mot
= ^^^°^^ = (Wo^^/*^)^^^y^9rad(Arsinht)} = - (y^vI/47Tx)L(x^ + L^)'^/^x. (4)

Graneau at al.^ ' assert that, if proceeding from the Lorentz formula (1), this must

be the only electric intensity induced in the circuit, as they write (p. 397):

If we believe in the Lorentz formula (1), then no electric intensity should be

induced in the rails.
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This assertion of Graneau et al. is not true, as they (as well as conventional phy-

sics) do not take into account the transformer induction which may appear because of

the availability of the term - 8A/8t in the Lorentz formula (1).

Indeed, at the different points of the wire DE (as well as CF) two kinds of transfor-

mer electric intensities will be induced (the theory and the terminology of the diffe-

rent kinds of transformer induction are given by me^ ' ^):

1. The motional -transformer electric intensity

^mt-tr
= (»-9rad)A. (5)

where v = vy is the velocity of the wire AB and (compare with formula (3))

A = (iiQl/47r)/(x^ + y^)'^/^ dxx = (y I/47r)Arsinh(a/y)x (6)

is the magnetic potential generated by the current in the wire AB at a point of the wire

DE with ordinate y, so that

^mot-tr
= (yoVl/4ir)0^rsinh|)/9y}x = - (MoVl/47ry)a(y^ + a^)-^/^ x (7)

will be in parallel to the x-axis and thus will not generate induced tension (I dislike

the term electromotive force ) in the wire DA or AE.

2. The rest-transformer electric intensity

E,est-tr
= - ^«(t)/»t. (8)

where
vt 1

A(t) = (y^,I/4TT)/(y-y')'Vy = - (u^,I/4iT)ln(l - vt/y)y (9)

is the magnetic potential generated by the additional vertical current appearing in

the rail DA at time t as a result of the motioii of the wire AB with a velocity v, and

y is the ordinate of the reference point in the wire AE (for a reference point in the

wire DA one must write in formula (9) y' -y instead of y-y'), so that

^rest-tr
= " (V^/^^^Y " vt)"^y. (10)

The calculation of the rest-transformer electric intensities induced in the wires

CB and BF is similar and thus we see that the polarities of the electric tensions in-

duced in the wires AB, DA, AE, CB, BF are as indicated in fig. 1 which were obtained

also by Graneau et al.^ '. Let us now calculate these tensions.

For the motional electric tension induced in the wire AB we shall have by
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Integrating formula (4) and taking Into account also the tension induced as a result

of the magnetic action of the current wire CB (^^ the tensions act on linear wires, we
^ can consider them as vectors)

"mot
= {%^l/^^)n^/^)i^^*^^)'^^^<^>'^ = - (vI/27T)/(dx/x))( = - (y^vl/2ii)ln(a/a^)5!

(11)

where a is a small length, as for a^ = the integral on the right becomes illimited.

The mathematical determination of the small quantity a is impossible at this level of

mathematical calculations (in Ref. 13 I give the exact mathematical calculation of the

pushing forces- and consequently of the induced tensions - in Ampere bridges of different

forms). As I have shown in Ref. 4 (p. 140), for AB/AD < 0.33, the approximation taken

2 2 -1/2
in formula (11), i.e., the cancelation of the factor L(x +L )

'
, leads to an error

not bigger than 5%.

For the rest-transformer electric tension induced in the wire AE we shall have by

integrating formula (10), for the moment t = 0,

"rest-tr = " i%''^/^^)fi^y' /y')y = - i%'^U^^)My/^^)9* (12)

where a is again a small length, as for a = the integral becomes illimited.

If we assume y = a, we shall have, as shown in fig. 1,

with the indicated in the figure directions.

Graneau et al.^ ' have pointed out at some experimental observations which seem to

have confirmed the relations (13). I have, however, to note that the railgun is not the

appropriate machine for measuring induced tensions, as the phenomena there are not sta-

tionary. An appropriate machine is the Rotating Ampere Bridge with Sliding Contatcs

constructed recently by me (Ref. 4, p. 136 and Ref. 14); the numerical results of the

induced tensions have confirmed the above theory.

At the end I should like to note that if proceeding from Ampere's formula, one is

unable to introduce the notion magnetic potential A, and consequently also the notion

magnetic intensity B = rotA. Thus, if Grassmann's formula, i.e., the Biot-Savart for-

mula, for the magnetic intensity generated by a current element Idr at a distance r from

it
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B = rotA = rot(vJ^Idr/47Tr) = (M^I/47T)(drxr/r^) (14)

was not introduced into physics, humanity would be unable to calculate a good deal of

its electromagnetic machines.

In Ref. 7, p. 183, I announced a prize of % 1000, addressed to Prof. Pappas, if he

will be able to write a magnetic potential generated by a current element by procee-

ding from Ampere's formula. Now I announce this prize to all supporters of Ampere's for-

mula. . / w . . .

Let me further note that the notion motional -transformer induction and the relevant

formula (formula (5)) have been discovered by me and announced in two paid advertise-

ments^ * ', as almost all physical journals of the world rejected my papers (see the

relevant documentation in my series THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH), realizing

that the motional-transformer induction which is not opposite to the motional induction

15
(see the last term in formula (1)) kills the principle of relativity. Recently Maddox ,

although with a tongue in the cheek, has recognized the failure of relativity. Rind-

ler , without mentioning my priority, consented that the motional -transformer induc-

tion is to be calculated by the help of formula (5) and not by the help of the rela-

tivistic formula

Erelatlvistic = - '"<'-°«- "
' " d^)

I
I show in Ref. 4, p. 101 and in Ref. 17 that the relative Lorentz equation, which is

to be used in a laboratory moving with a velocity V in absolute space (the space in

which velocity of light is isotropic), has a form different from the form of the abso-

lute Lorentz equation (1), and this relative Lorentz equation explains the "strange"

non-reciprocity of the motional and motional -transformer inductions.

I have, however, to note that Maxwell' ' has turned the world's attention to the

motional -transformer induction with the following words:

, Another part of the electromotive force depends on the time-variation of the

f magnetic field. This may be due either to the time-variation of the electric cur-

rent in the primary circuit (i.e., rest-transformer induction - S.M.), or to the

P motion of the primary circuit (i.e., motional-transformer induction - S.M.).

, .Then Maxwell gives the Lorentz equation exactly in the form (1), so that the attribution
.of LOrehtz name to it is historically unwarrantea.

I
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FIGURE CAPTION

Fig. 1. Distribution of the motional and rest-transformer tensions induced in the

railgun (the tensions are designated not by "U" as in the paper but by "e").
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In TVrr-VII, p. 235 I presented the Wimshurst machine and in TWT-V,

p. 8 (section 5) the electrostatic (corona) motor constructed by me.

In the present paper, I shall present a Wimshurst machine coupled (mechanically and

electrically) with a corona motor which I recently constructed (figs. 1 and 2).

The two disks with the metal sectors have been taken from a standard Wimshurst machine

purchased for 6000 shillings from the company Leybold-Heraeus (Nr. 54165). These two

Wimshurst disks can be seen at the middle of the machine.

The two corona motors are at the left and right sides of the apparatus. Every one of

them consists of six spherical electrodes (three such electrodes can be seen in the left

corona motor in fig. 1). Three of the electrodes are connected to the positive output

electrode of the Wimshurst machine and three to the negative, so that every positive

motor electrode has two negative neighbours and vice versa. The motor electrodes which

are solid to the laboratory are put between two solid one to another plastic disks co-

vered with a rough plastic fabric (for enhancing the driving torque of the corona motor]

The left corona motor is fixed to the left axle to which also the left Wimshurst disk

Is fixed, while the right corona motor is fixed to the right axle to which also the

right Wimshurst disk is fixed. Both these axles can be rotated by one's fingers by gras-

ping the two metal cylinders at the ends of the two axles (in figs. 1 and 2 only the

left one of these metal cylinders can be seen).

The idea is to set the machine in motion by applying one's fingers' torque, and then

to let it rotate eternally if the current produced by the Wimshurst machine will drive

the two corona motors with mechanical power higher than the electro-mechanical braking

power of the Wimshurst machine (accepting the mechanical friction power of being sub-

stantially lower than the electro-mechanical braking power of the Wimshurst generator).

Unfortunately, this was not the case. The electro-mechanical braking power of the

Wimshurst generator was at least 5 times bigger than the electro-mechanical driving

power of the corona motor.

Thus, my conclusion is that the machine TESTATIKA has certain sophistications which

make its driving motor power bigger than its braking generator power. My Wimshurst ge-

nerator coupled with the two corona motors works in conformity with the energy conser-

vation law, showing that the efficiency of the Wimshurst generator is very low (in

TWT-V, p. 8 I showed that the efficiency of the corona motor is pretty high). The expla-

nation for the low efficiency of the Wimshurst machine is the following: a big part of

the electrical charges separated by the machine goes lost by discharges in the air

without coming to the electrodes of the corona motors to be discharged between them

by putting the motors' disks in rotation.
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Absolute and Relative Newton-Lorentz Equations

Ste£sm Marinov

Abstract

The fundamental electromagnetic Lorentz equation is shown to have Us well-hum

form (wbidb I call the absolute NeuJionLorentz equation) only f the chosen r^erencefrm

rests in absolute space, fibe chosen referenceframe moves in absolute space, this equ

tion has a d^erent form, which I call the relative Newton-Lorentz equation. Rece

experiments have confirmed the validity cfthe relative Newton-Lorentz equation.

Key words: space-time physics, classical electromagnetlsm. electromagnetic indudio

violation of the principle of relativit)r

In eledromagnetism there are only two fundamental equations that can-

not be deduced from other simpler postulates. Those are the laws of Coulomb

and Neumann, which assert that if there are two electric charges qi,q2

moving with velocities Vi, Vz, then they have two kinds of energies, called

electric {space) and magnetic {space-lime) energies (the italicized words

here and below are my tenns),

U = qxqi/r, ^ = qxqiy\'yi/c^r. (1)

where r Is the distance between the charges, and the formulas are written In

the cgj system of units.

Using the law of superposition (the energy of a system of more than two

charges Is the sum of the energies of all its pairs), and putting (1) In the law

of conservation of energy dEo -^ dU -^ dW = 0, where Eq is the sum of the

time energies e, = mcH\ - v^c^'^^ of any of the particles of the

system, m being the respective particle's mass and v its velocity, 1 showed,*'*
"'

by rigorous mathematical arguments, that one can obuin the fundamen-

tal equation in eledromagnetism (which 1 call the Newton-Lorentz equa-

tion) and from It all electromagnetic "laws. ' 1 obtain this equation in the

form

(<//d!0(po + <?Vc) = -<?V(<t) - T-A/f). (2)

where po =» my{\ - rVc*)"'" 1$ the momentum of a particle with

electric charge ^ at a reference point where the electric and magnetic

potentials of (he surrounding system of n panicles (summation from 1 to n)

4> = Z^' (3

so that q^ and iqr/c)'\ are the electric and magnetic energies in whid

charge q takes part.

Since dk/dt = dk/dt + (•V)A, we can reduce Eq. (2) to its usua

form (known as the Lorentz equation)

:

dpjdt = -q{V<t> + aA/ca/) -»- {qy/c) x rot A. (4

The above fomiulas are written In a reference frame attached to absolut

space (the space In which light velodty Is Isotropic), and I call (2) and (4

the absolute Newton-Lorentz equation.

Now I shall show which will be the form of the relative Ncwion-Lorcnl

equation, i.e., when woriiing in a frame moving with a velodty V in absolul

space. As demonstrated with the "rotating axle" experiments reported In Refi

1 to 5, the Earth moves In absolute space with a velodty of about 350 km/i

and during a year this velocity suffers changes of about ± 30 km/s because (

the Earth's revolution around the Sun.

Thus let us suppose that the velodties of the lest char^ and of the charp

of the surrounding system in the laboratory arc. respecth^. v' and v/.

shall obtain the relative NrMon- Lorentz equation within an accuracy of/r

order in V/c. so that the Galilean formulas for velocity addition f = v'

V. ?, « < + V can be used. If working with a higher accuracy, th
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formulas for velocity addition indicated in Refe. 1, 2, and 6 are to be used,

raking into account the Galilean formulas, we shall have

vA
^ ^ <?^ v' ^- V V qM + V)

c r, c or,

I v'-V\ v'

l'--)-7 A' A',
c

(5)

where 4>' = <t> is the rclalive electric potential which is equal to the absolute

» ielcdric potenUal, because the electric potential is not velocity dependent,

; A' = 2^,v//cr, is the relative nugneUc potential, and the expression on the

right side is written within an accuracy of first order in V/c.

? One should take into account two substanUally different lnvariances<"<^':

the Lorentz invariance and the invariance proposed by the present author.

One worio with the Lorentz Invariance when an observer considers the motion

of a particle that fiist moves with a velocity v in absolute space and then with

another velocity t', while one worio with the other invariance when the

motion of a particle moving ahvays with the same velocity v Is considered by

an observer who first is at rest in absolute space and then moves with a

velocity V. Thus the Lorentz Invariance is to be applied when the observed

particle changes its character of motion with respect to distant matter, while

the other Invariance is to be applied when the observer changes his character

of motion with respect to distant matter. For the Lorentz invariance there Is a

change In the momentum and energy of the observed particle and it invoh'es

four-<limensional invariants, while for the other invariance there is no change

in the momentum and energy of the observed particle and It involves three-

-
dimensional Invariants. For the theory of relativliy it is of no significance

- whether the observed particle or the observer changes its (his) character of

motion; however, unfortunately, these two cases are physically substantially

The "total" time derivatives of the absolute and relative magnetic poten-

tials must be equal, i.e., dK/dt = dK'/dt, because dk/dt depends only on

the changes of the relative velocities of the charges of the system with respect

to the test charge and on the changes of the distances between the former and

the latter which are also "relative." Thus putting the above equality and (5)

Into (2), we obtain

^ (1 - (V + v)Vcr* ^v cdt)

+ ?vXrotA+^V(t)+ ?VxrotA+-(V-V)A, (6)

c c^ c c

- where the space and time derivatives are taken with respect to the laboratory,

as we woric only within an accuracy of first order in v/c,"'-^^'*^*^ and. for

brevity, we write all laboratory quantities in the last equation (and further in

r this paper) without primes.

Comparing fonnulas (6) and (4). we see that the "potential" (right) parts

=: of these equations differ with the last three terms In Eq. (6). Since the electric

: (i.e., related to <l>) absolute effects are proportional to v/c, they are small, if

• V <^ V, with respect to the magnetic (i.e., related to A) absolute effects.

which are not only comparable with the relative magnetic effects, but. for

•:= V ::i> V, are even much bigger.

in Refs. 5 and 7 to 10 a third t\pe of electromagnetic induction was

' presented which was called the motmnaltran^ormer induction. I see three

reasons why this fundamental kind of induction was not derived before:

(1) The acceptance of what I believe to be wrong "intensity" and "flux
*

interaction concepts of Faraday-Maxwell (as opposed to the "poten-

tial" and "point-to-point" interartion concepts of Weber-Riemann).

(2) The acceptance of what 1 believe to be wrong principle of relativity of

Lorentz-Elnstein (as opposed to the absolute (or ether) concepts of

Newton].

(3) The fact that for closed wires the motional and motional-transformer

in<bictions lead to the same induced circular tension, as shown in

Ref. 5.

The motional-transformer induction can, on the other hand, be deduced

by simph' applying the basic niles of mathematics when contemplating the

Newton-Lorentz Eq. (4).

First let me note that d^^/dt is called kineticforce of the charge q. The

kinetic force of a unit charge l.^ = {d^^jdtMq is called now global

electric intensity. Considering an electrically neutral system of charges where

the electric action of the positbe charges is neutralized by the electric action

of the negative charges (such is a system of closed wires along which direct

r :d alternating currents flow), we shall have <I> = 0, and this assumption

will be held further throughout this paper. Let us assume that the surround-

ing sv-stem represents only one current loop. There are three possible /tm-

damentally d^erent cases:

(I) The loop is at rest, the current is constant, the test charge is moving.

Then Eq. (4) reduces to

cE™, = V X rot A. (7)

and I (as well as conventional physics) call this the motional electric

intensity {motional induction).

(2) The loop is at rest, the cun^nt is alternating, the test char^ is at rest

Then Eq. (4) reduces to

cE» = -aA/a/, m
and I (as well as conventional physics) call this the tran^ormer

electric intensity {hvn^ormer induction or, more precisely, rest-

tran^ormer induction).

(3) The loop is moving, the current is constant, the test charge is at rest

Then Eq. (4) reduces to the following, if taking into account that in

this case A is a composite function of time through the distances r, of

the n current elements of the loop to the reference point:
j

c^-ir ~
dK^ y aA,(r,(/)l

a/ ^ dt

^ _ y /aA, a^ ^ aA,^ ^ 8A, a£,\

\dXi dt dyt dt dZi dtl

= Z (v/V)A,. (9)

where , = -dtf/dt Is the velocity of the / th cunent element of the

loop, so that -V, is the velocity of the test charge in the moving

inertial frame attached to the ith current element of the loop. If the

uhole current loop moves with the velocity v. fonnula (9) reduces to

cE™,.„ = (vV)A. (10)

I call this the motional-tran^ormer electric intensity {motional-

tran^ormer induction). Conventional physics, unfortunately, seems
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to deny the aistence of formuias (9) and(lO) and, proceeding from

the principle of idativity, assem that in the third case the induced

eiedric intensity must be calculated according to the fonnula

cB = -V X rotA. (II)

i.e. it reduces the third case to the first one, considering them

ikrUicai.

I should like to emphasize that for the third case formula (10) and not

fonnula (1 1) Is adequate to physical reality. The experiment that has verified

this Is the following (Fig. I) : Along the rectangular loop with </ much larger

than b, a constant current / flows in the indicated direction. If moving the

vertical wire with a velocity to the right, between the extremities of the wire

an Induced motional electric tension will appear, which according to formula

(7). will have the indicated polarity and the magnitude U^ ^ {Avf/c^

\n{2b/bj, where feo/2 arc the distances between the aid points of the

vertical wire and the horizontal wires of the loop. If, however, the vertical wire

is kept at rest and the loop is moved with the same velocity to the left, an

Induced motlonal-transfbrnier electric tension will appear, which according

to fonnula (10), will have the same polarity and the magnitude U^^ =

%vfb^/c^d^ a» 0, the approximation being valid for b<^d.

Experiments confirming these formulas were carried out first by Ken-

nard<'" lor rotaUonal moUon and by F. Muller<^<^ for inertlal moUon. With

the help of the quasi-Kennani experiment In Januaiy 1989, 1 established""

that the right ascension of the apex of the Earth's absolute velocity is a =

11*8 ± l** (the "coupled shutters" experiment in Febniary 1984 gave a =

\f> ± \\
Now I shall show that the effects observed by Milller are to be predicted not

only when woridng with the absolute Newton-Lorentz Eq. (4), but also when

working with the relative Newton-Lorentz Eq. (6). Indeed, let us suppose that

the system originating the magnetic field (the loop in Fig. 1) Is at rest In the

laboratory and the latter moves with the constant velocity V In absolute space.

The test charge (the vertical wire in Fig. I) is also first at rest in the labora-

tory and then is moved with the velocity v with respect to the laboratory. The

Induced electric intensities in these two cases, according to formula (6), will

be

cE = V X rotA+ (V-V)A.

cE' = T X rotA + V X rotA + (V-V)A,
(12)

I

tf

Figure I. Experiment revealing the difference between the motional and*

motional-transfonner inductions.

and for the dlfiference B' - B (which was the effect measured), one obtains

the result (7).

Let us then suppose that the test charge is always at rest in the laboratory

and the loop originating the magnetic field is also first at rest In the labora

tory and then is moved with the velocity ? with respect to the laboratory. Th<

induced electric intensity for the first case will be as above. For the seconc

case we have to write the relative Newton-Lorentz equation in a frame moving

with a velocity V -t- in absolute space as only In this frame the originated

laboratory magnetic potential will be as in the first case, and because in thi!

fipame the test charge will have a velodly -r, we obtain

cE" = -T X rotA + (V + f) X rot A + ((V + t)VM. (13)

Thus for the difference B' - B (which was the effect measured), one obtain*

the result (10).

It is Interesting to note that Rlndler has recently asserted"^ that for th<

case of a moving magnet, the force acting on a unit charge at rest must no(

be (II) but (10), without noting that the fii^ Introduction of formula (10)

and the demonstration of the incorrecuiess of formula (1 1) was done In ReB
|

9 and 10. Rlndlcr's derivation of formula (9) is believed to be obtained by a 1

"trick. " whereas it Is known that by differentiation of a composite function
j

one inevitably gets formula (9) Having therefore recognized that the force; I

acting on a unit charge, for the cases a) magnet at rest, charge moving, anc I

b) charge at rest, magnet moving, are different, it is believed that relativity I

begins to be in serious trouble. ;

Received on 9 March 1989-

On montre que liquation fondamentale de iilectromagnitisme de Lormtz ne pren {

sa forme bien connue (que j'appelle liquation absolue de Newton-Lorentz) que dar
'

un r^irendd immobile dans I'espace absolu. Si Von se sUue dans un r^irendel e I

mouvement par rapport d I'espace absolu, cette iquattn prend uneforme d^irenL \

que j'appelle liquation relative de Newton-Lorentz. De recents expiriments ont cor,
\

firmi la validOi de I'iquation relative de Newton-Lorentz.
\
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Neuc Theorie der Elehlrodynamik;

von Hermann Grafsmann.

li^s ist bekannt^ dafs sich die bcwcgcndcn Wirkungen,

welchc elcktrischc Sdutnc oder Magnclc auf cinandcr

odcr die cineii auf die aiidcrn iiben, so wcit sicli bis-

hcr iinscrc BcobachUingcn erstreckcii, aus Eiiicr Vor-

aussctzung ablciten lassen. Das Gebiet, auf welchem

sich jene Bcobachtungen bewegcu, lafst aber noch, wie

ich bernach zcigcn werde, fCir die Annahme dcr gegen-

sciligen Einwirkung zweier Strointheile einen freien Spiel-

raum Obrig. Indcm ich nun die Ampere'sche Annahme,

nach wclcher, wie es scyn mufs, die gegenseifige Ein-

\virkung zweier unendlich kleinen Stromtheile zu Grunde

gelegt wird, einer genaueren Priifung untenvarf, so er-

gab sich mir dieselbe als hOchst unwahrscheiulich; und

indcm ich zunHchst das Willkuhrlichc in jener Annahme
fortzuschaffen suchte, so bot sich mir eine andere An-

nahme dar, welche die elektrodvnamischen Ei*scheinun-

gen, so weit sie in den Kreis der bisher angestellten

Beobachlungen fallen, mit glcicher Genauigkeit darstellt,

welche aber sowohl durch die Einfachhcit der zu Grunde

gelegten Formel, als auch durch die vollkommene Ana-

logic mit alien andern bewegenden Kraften den hOch-

slen Grad der Wahrscheinlichkcit besitzt. Ich habe

schon angedeutet, dafs diese ncue Annahme, auf alle

bisher beobachteten Erscheinungcn angewandt, dieselbcn

Resultate liefert, wie die Ampcre*sche; hingcgen giebt

cs cin Gebiet der Erscheinungcn, auf welchem nach bei-

deu Annahmen oft gerade die entgegengesetzten Erfolge

ciutrclen mtifslen, und welches daher von Scilen der Er-

PoggcndorfP* Annal. Dd.LXlV. I
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fahrung her die einxigc Enlscheidung Ober die Richlig-

keit der einen oder der anderd Annahme liefern wiirde.

Es ist diefs, wie ich am Schlusse dieser Abhandliiiig zei-

gen werde, das Gebiet der StrOmungen, welche diirch

freie, an den Enden einer Leitung aufgehaufte (enfge-

gengesetzte) Eleklricitaten hervorgebracht werden, also

das Gebiet der diirch Maschinenelektricilal hervorgeru-

fenen StrOmungen. Die Versuche, welche man bisher

auf diesem Gebiete angeslellt hat, um elektrodjnamische

Wirkungen, wie z. B. die Ablenkuug einer Magneinadel,

nachzuweisen, sind sehr weit davon entfernl, die Diffe-

renz beider Hjpothesen irgend wie hervortreten zu las-

sen. Auch stellen sich solchen Versuchen, welche diefs

leisten kOnnen, bisher noch bedeulende Schwierigkeiten

entgegen. Dennoch scheint es mir wichtig, eine Hjpo-

tbese als wahrscheinlich nachzuweisen, welche die Erfolge

vorhersagen wiirde, die bei feineren Instrumenten und

genaueren Beobachtungen eintreten miifsten. Eine sol-

che Annahme wiirde ein leitendes Princip werden, wo-

nacb von geiibter Hand vielleicht bald entscheidende Ver-

suche angestellt werden kOnnten. Es sey mir daher er-

laubt, hier diese neue Annahme abzuleiten, und geiible-

ren Phjsikcrn zur Priifung vorzulegen.

1 ) Alle Versuche, welche bisher in Bezug auf elek-

trodjnamische Erscheinungen angestellt sind, sind ent-

weder mit geschlosseren Stromen angestellt, oder doch

mit solchen Stromen, die wie geschlossene angesehen wer-

den kOnnen ' ). Diese Versuche bestehen darin, dafs

man cntweder die gegenseitigen Einwirkungen zweier ge-

schlossener Strome beobachlet, oder dafs man einen Theil

1) Dahin gehoren die Ablcnkungcn der Magnetnadcl durcli Enlladun-

gen einer Ralleric, wobei eineslhcils die zaliltciclien Umwindungen

des Multlplicalors, andcrcntheils die Nahe der nur durch die Diclc

des Glases gefreniitcn Elcktricitalen, -vvelclie ausgcgliclien werden, die

Slrorae, ihren beobaclitungsfaliigcn VN^irknngcn nach, den gcsciilossenen

Slromnngen gleicli maclirn.
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chics gesclilossencii Slroincs bcwcglicli niachf, und thcils

die Einwirkung beobarlilet, wclclic cr diirch den gaii-

zen Strom, dcin er angchOrl, crieidct, (hei!s die Aen-

derung dicscr Einwirkung, wclclie crfolgt, wcnn noch

cin andercr gcschlosscner Strom liinzutritt. Da nuii da-

durch, dafs man einen Thcil cines Stromes beweglich

maclit, die Wirkung, wclclic dcr ganze Strom Iiervor-

rufl, nicht gciindert wird, so crstrcckcn sicli die bisher

angcsteHlcn Versucbe nur auf die Wirkungen, welche

gcschlosscnc StrOme (iben, scy es nun auf andere ge-

schlosscne StrOme oder auf Slromthcilc. Hingegen hat

man keincn Vcrsuch angestellt, um die Wirkung cines

Stromthcils zu priifen, weder die, welche er auf einen

geschlosscnen Strom, noch die, welche er auf einen an-

dcrn Stromtheil (ibt.

2) Daher mufste Ampere, um zu- seiner Formel

x'u gelangen, mit den Ergebnissen der Beobachtung cine

willktihrliche Annahme verbinden. Die Annahme, wel-

che er zu diesem Ende macht, ist fiir den ersten Anblick

eine h()chst einfache und naturgemafse, niimlich dafs zwei

uncndlich kleine Strdmtheile ISnga der ihre Mitten ver-

bindenden.geraden Linie auf einauder wirken, also ent-

weder'anziehend oder abstofsend im eigentlichen Sinne.

VcfmOgc dieser Annahme gelangt nun Ampere von den

Ergoboisisen dier Beobachtung aus mit Nothwendigkeit zu

seiner Grundformel; tiach welcher die Kraft, mit der ein

linendlich kleiner Stromtheil « auf einen anderen b an-

ziehend wirkt, proportional ist dem Ausdrucke:

ab
—^{2cosB— Scos acos fi) 1

wo a und b die Stromelemente, d. h. die mit den StrO-

mungsintensitaten tnultiplicirten uncndlich kleincn Linicn-

theile sind, in welchen sich die StrOme bewegen, r die

Entfernung der Mittclpunkte dieser Linientheile von ein-

ander, e den Winkel zwischen beiden Stromtheilcn, a
and fi die Winkel bedeutcn, welche diese Stromtheile
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a und b beziehlich init dem Slrahle bilden, welcher von

dem Miltelpunkte cines dieser Stromtheilc durch den des

andern gezogen werden kann.

3) Schon die verwickelte Gesfalt dieser Formel inufs

einen Verdacht gegen sie erregen. Dieser Verdacht inufs

noch gesteigert werden^ wenn man sie anzuwenden ver-

sucht. Betrachtet man z. B. den einfachsten Fall, dafs

beide Stromtheile parallel, also 6= 0, «= /? sejen, so

geht der Ampere 'sche Ausdruck iiber in

:

1* . . . ^(2— 3c(?5^«),
r

woraiis hervorgeht, dafs wenn cos'^ a gleich ^, oder,

was auf dasselbe hinauskommt, werin cos 2 a gleich ^

ist, d. b. Tvenn der Miltelpunkt des angezogenen Elemen-

tes auf einer Kegeloberflache liegt, deren Spilze in dem

anziehenden Elemente, und deren Winkel an der Spitze

zum Cosinus
-J-

bat, keine Einwirkung erfolgt, innerhalb

derselben Abstofsung, aufserhalb Anziebung statllindet.

Diefs Ergebnifs bat in der That zu wenig Wahrschein-

lichkeit, als dafs man nicht gegen die Annahme, aus wel-

cber es hervorgeht, einen Verdacht schopfen sollte, so

sebr dieselbe auch dem Scheine nach durch die Analo-

gue aller iibrigen Krafte verlreten sejn mag. Dazu kommt,

dafs die Anwendung jener Analogic auf unser Gebiet

als eine wenig begriindete erscheint. Deun bei alien

anderen Kraften sind es urspriiuglich punktartigc Ele-

mente, d. h. Elemente ohne bestimmte Rrchlungen, wel-

che auf einander wirken, und bei diesen liifst sich die

Nothwendigkeit der gegenseitigen Wirkung liuigs ihrer

Verbindungslinie sogar a priori ableitcn; was bercchtigt

uns aber, diese Analogic auf ein ganz fremdartigcs Ge-

biet, auf welchem die Elemente mit bestimmten Richtun-

gen begabt sind, zu (ibcrlragen? Auch spricht die For-

mel selbst, welche keineswegs etwa der Formel fur die

Anziehung durch Gravitation ahnlich ist, es dcutlich genug

aus, dafs die Analogic in dieser Wcise nicht statlfindct.
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4) Ich gelic (lalicr, ohiic zunaclist cine willkUhrli-

che Voraussetzung zu maclien, davon aus, das Willkiihr-

liclie der Amperc*schen Hypolhcsc auszuschcidcn , wo-

bei icli, wic cs gcschehen inufs, annchmc, dafs diese Fly-

polhesc, so weit sic durcli Vcrsuche bisher gepriifl ist,

d. h. so weil sic sich auf die Aiiziclmngcn bczicht, wcl-

chc gcschlossenc StrOme auf anderc SlrOme odcr Strom-

(hcilc (ibeii, vollkoramcn bewahrt sej. Es crgicbt sich

zuerst Iciclif, dafs man allc Erscheinungen, welche in-

ncrhalb dcs so ebcn bezcichnetcn Gebietes liegen, ab-

leiCen kann, wenn man die Einwirkung kennt, welche

cin Winkelstroni , d. h. ein unendlicher Strom, wclchcr

cincn Winkcl durchstromt, auf ein Stromclcment (ibt^

dcssen Millclpunkt in der Ebene des Winkels liegt.

Dcun crsleus kann ich jeden geschlossenen oder nicht

gcschlossciicn Strom an^ehcn als zusammengesetzt aus

solchcn Sfromeleiiienfen , und zweilens kann ich jeden

gcfechlofescncn StrOm als ein von dem Strome durchflos-

sencs Polygon, diese Polygon abcr, als zusammengesetzt

aus WinkelstrOmcn, vrelche die Aufsenwinkel desselben

bildcn, ansehen, wobei ich nur aus der Erfahrung vor-

aussetze, dafs gleich starke einander entgegengesetzte

S(r(Jrae, welche durch denselben Leiter fliefsen, sich ein-

ander autlieben. So z. B. kann ich den Strom abc
(Fig. 1 Taf. I) ansehen als zusammengesetzt aus den drei

WinkelstrOmcn /aJ, dbe, ecf, Endlich kann ich, in-

dcm ich von der Mitte dcs angezogenen Elementes ci-

ncn Strahl durch den Scheitel des Wihkelstromes lege,

dicsen in zwei WinkelstrOme zerlegen, deren jeder mit

der Mitte des . angezogenen Elementes in derselben Ebene
liegt. Es kommt also, urn aus der A m p e r

e
*schen For-

inel das WillkUhrliche fortzuschaffcn, nur darauf an, aus

ihr die "Wirkung eines Winkelstromcs auf ein derselben

Ebene anliegendes Element abzuleiten.

5 ) Aus der Ampere *schcn Formel folgt sogleich,

dafs die Einwirkung, wclchc cin Element durch cin an-
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deres erfahrt, wenn b6ide Elemenle^ nicht in derselben

Ebene liegen, gleich isl der Einwirkung, welche die senk-

rechte Projection des ersteren auf die durch seine Milte

und das letztere gelegte Ebene durch dasselbe Element

erfahrt. Diese Beziehung wird also auch fur unseren Fall

fortbestehen; und wir haben somit nur nocb die Wir-

kung eines Winkelstromes auf ein Element derselben

Ebene, also zunachst die eines durchstromten Strahles

auf ein solches Element zu sucben. Diese Wirkung kOn-

nen wir in eine langs dem Elemente und in eine senk-

recht dagegea erfolgende zerlegen.

6) Fur diese Langsbewegung ergiebt sicb, dafs sie

von der Richtung. des Strahles unabhangig ist *), also

1) Denn man hat aus Amperes ForracI, wcnn ds ein Element des

Strahles (in der Richtnng des Strahles genommcn) isl, and / die

Intensitat der Slromung ist, welche von| dem Anfangspunkt des Strah-

les ans diesen durchlauft, fur die Anzlehung, welche died Element

auf das Stromeleraent b nach dessen Langsrichtung ubt, den Aus-

druck:

— 5

—

cos p{2cos i—3cos acosp).

^Wenn ferner / das Loth von der Mitte des angezogenen auf die Li-

nie des anziehenden Elementes ist (siehe Fig. 2 Taf. I) ds gleich

./. \ Ida, r^da ., , /» fr. t •—dUcoia)=—r^— = —;— » wahrend e= a— j9, d3=da ist.

stn a I

Dadarch wird der obige Ausdruck:

= (cos'^pcosttda — 2,sinasinpcospdp)t

was inlegrirt giebl:

Y stn a cos* p.

Dehnt roan die Integration uber den ganzen Strahl aus, und selzt

schliefslich a, /?, r insbcsondere als die dem Anfangspunkte des Strah-

les zugchorigen Werlhe, so erhalt roan, statt / wieder sein Wertli

r sin a gesctzt , den Ausdruck

:

ib— cos^l

fur die Langswirkung des Strahles, welche sonitt von a, also von

der Richtung des Strahles, unabhangig ist.
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fiir ciiieii Winkclshom cbcii so grols ist, als ob beide

Strahlcn zusainmcnriclcn, d. Ii. glcicli Null isl. Daraus

folgt, dafs die Wiikuiig, wclclie cin Winkelslrom auf

ein seiner Ebeiie aiilicgeiidcs Element Obt, senkrecht ge-

geii das lelzlcrc in dicser Ebcnc crfolgt, worin, beilauHg

bcinerki, liegl, dafs die Wirkung cines beliebigen ge-

sclilosscnen Slromes auf cin Strouieleinent stets senk-

recht gegen das lelztcre crfolgt.

7) Die gegen das angczogene Element senkrechte

Bcwegung, welclia ibm nach Ampere's Formel durch

einen mit jcncm Elemeute in derselben Ebene liegenden

durchslromlen Slrahl mitgelheilt wird, ergiebt sich als

aus zwei Glicdeni beslehend, deren eines von der Rich-

lung des anziehenden Strahles unabhangig ist, und also

bei der Annahme von WinkelstrOmen verschwindet, und

dcrcn anderes
ib
—^col^a,.,') 2
r

isl, wo r die Entfernung des Elementes vom Anfangs-

punkte des Strahles und a der Winkel ist, welchen der

1 ) Namlicli init Rcibclialtung der obigcn Beteiclinung ist die Wirkung
cines Elementes ids des den Stralil durchlaufenden Stromes aaf das

StroDielcmcDt b^ nach der gegen das letztere seokrechten Richtung

gleich:

ifisb,
. ^/rt o \5— sin p (2coj€

—

ocos a cos §}^

tv*$ wicdcr, da -j=-— , da= dfi, t= a— fi, also 2cost= cosM

-f-coi(a— /9) isl, ubcrgeht in -picosisinfidfi—2cosasmficosfidfi

-i'sin^psinada)^ und also intcgrirt gicbt:

Ticos e cos p-^cos asinrfij;

und dicfs Ilcfert, wenn die Integration uber den ganzen Strahl ausge-

dehnt wird, und die Betcichnungen der Tcrandcrlichen Grofsen (ot, /?)

jetit auf ihrc fur den Anfangspunki des Strahles einlretenden Werthe
beschrankt werdcn, den Ausdruck:

-T-'[ l-hcos t cos p-h cos a sini'p^ ,
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Strahl mit dem von seinem Anfangspunkte durch das Ele-

ment gezogeuen Strahle bildet, wo b^ die senkrechte Pro-

jection des Elementes auf die durch seine Mitte und den

Strahl gelegte Ebene ist, r aber. die Intensitiit des den

Strahl durchlaufenden Stromes ausdriickty und wo end-

lich das Stromelement sich nach seiner rechten oder lin-

ken Seite hin bewegt, je nachdem der Strom in dem
Strahle demjenigen, welcher, von ihm aus das Element

betrachtet, zur rechten oder : zur liuken Hand fortlauft.

Hieraus folgt die Wirkiing eines Winkelstromes, desscn

Schenkel die Winkbl of- und a* mit dem durch das an-

gezogene Element gefCihrten Strahle- bilden, gleich:

^-^{cot^a— cotia') 3

Hieraus folgt, beilaufig bemerkt, dafs die Gr5fse der Be-

wegung, welche ein Stromelement von einem in gleicher

Ebene mit ihm liegenden Strome erfahrt, unabhangig ist

von der Richtung dieses Elementes, aber stets senkrecht

gegeh dasselbe nach derselben Seite hin erfolgt.

'8) Der gefundene Ausdruck (3) fiir die Wirkung

eines Winkelstromes enthalt nun, da diese Wirkung sich

wenigstens annSherungsweisr durch Versuche nachwei-

sen lafst, nichts Hjpothetisches mehr, zugleich enthalt

er die Resultate der Beobachtungen, da sie sich alle auf

die Wirkung von Winkelstromen zuriickfiihren lasseu,

vollstandig in sich, und kann daher als Grundlage einer

)eden Hypothese iiber die gegenseitige Einwirkung der

indera im Unendlichcn a 180" wird und p In 180"— « ubergcht.

Sclzt man endlich stall / und « ihrc "Werlhe rsinct und (a— 19),

zieht das dann sich enlwickelnde GHed cos a cos^ ^ mil cosastn*^

-,. -,,. , , l-+-coja
in Em Glied cos a xusaramcn, und sclzl stall : semen

sin a
YVtxlh cot\ay so erhall man:

-^ ( cot \a,-\'sin /9 cos /9)

,

w«tui das zwcltc Glied von «, d. Ii. von der Riclitung des aniiu-

henden Slrahics unabhangig ist.
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Siroinclcraentc dicneii. Da nun dicscr Ausdruck aus

zwei Glicdcni bcstcht, von dcncn das einc durcli die

Lagc des Einen Slrahles und das andcrc eben so durcli

die des andcru bedingt ist, so ersclicint es durchaus als

das Eiufachste, diese Glicdcr als Ausditicke fOr die Wir-

kungen der cinzelncn Strahleu zu nclimcn, d. h. den Aus-

druck (2) als den wirklichen Ausdruck fur die Anziehung

eines durchslroralen Sirables zu setzen ; in der That bringt

jede andere Anuahme elwas Freradartiges in die Formel

liineiu, und erschemt daber als eine erkQnstelte. Ich

lege daber jeuen Ausdruck (2) nSmlicb —-col^a als

Ausdruck fiir die. Wirkung eines Strables in dem oben

iiaber dargelegteu Sinue fiir die folgende Entwickluug

zu Grunde.

\9,) Von bier, aus gelangen wir sogleich.zu der ge-

geoseitigen Einwirkung zweier Stromelemente, indem yvW

daSiianziebende Stromelement i^/^.als Vereinigung zweier

•durcbstrOmter Strablen.auffassen kOnnen, welcbe die Rich-

tung und Intensitat (i) dieses flementes baben, und von

doncn -der cine in gleicher Richtung mit dem Element

der -nndere in eutgegengesetzter von dem (positiven)

Slrome durcbflossen .wird, wShrend der erste den An-

fangspunkt des Elementes zu seinem Anfangspunkte bat,

idor lelite den Endpunkt Man erbalt dann

rz^sma ... . . ... • . . . . 4

abiAusdruck der Wirkung, welcbe ein Stromelement a
auf ein anderes, um r von ihm eutferntes ^, dessen seiik-

.rccbte. Projection auf die durch a und r gelegte Ebene
b^ ist, wabrend a den Winkel darstelll, welchen a mit

dem nacb b bin gezogenen Strable bildet; und zwar er-

folgt die Bewegung senkrecht gegen b (oder b^) in der
durch a und r gelegten Ebene nacb derjenigen Seile

bio, nacb wclcber der Scbenkcl a des Winkels a von
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dem nndern Scheukel aus betrachtet liegt (siehe Fig. 2

Taf. I) • ).

•" 10) Bcfrachten* wir zunachst die gegeiiseitigeii Eiii-

wirkungen zweier Stromelemente fl und ^, deren Ver-

larigcrungen sich schneiden, so ist klar, dafs man beide

Bewegungen, da sie gegeo die sich bewegeuden Slrom-

elemente selikrecht sind, als durch Scbwenkung der bei-

den igefaden Linien;' denen die Stromelemenle aiigehO-

reii, um den Durchschnittspunkt bewirkt ansehen kann.

Dann ist der Wink el; una ivelchen'sich eine der Linien,

etwa die, wielcher b augchOrt, schwenkl, gleich der Be-

wegung des Elemenles dividirt durch die Eiilfernung (i?)

dieses Eleirientes von jenem Durchschiylte , also gleich:

ab • sin a db sin b
^

Diese Forme! lehrt, dafs die Strahlen, in welchen beid

Elemente liegen, bei der Bewegung einen gleichen Win-
kel tu beschreiben trachlen, wabrend ihr Durchschnitfs-

punkt derselbe bleibt, und auch die Lage der Elemente

in den Strafilen sich nicht anderf; auch sieht man leicht^

wie der Winkel beider Strahlen durch die Bewegung
verminderl wird, wenn die Elemente beide dem Schei-

telpunkte zu- oder von ihm abstromen, hingegen ver-

mehrt, wenn das eine dem Scheitelpunkte sich zukehrt,

das andere sich von ihm abwendet. Hierdurch tritt die

wahre Gegenseiligkeit in der Bewegung ans Licht, und

man sieht wie diese gegenseitige Anziehung zweier Li-

I) Denn roan hat tlen /Vusdruck (2) nur nach —ds zu diffcrcnziiren,

uni die Anziehung des Elenaenles ids zu findcn; raan erhalt slalt

J I J •! A/ir _bL
^ l-i~cosa ids . . ,r, cot^Ut da ilire VVerthc -:— , ; —r- geseUL sogleich

sin a sma * r^
*> * ^

durch diese Dinercnzialion den zu erweiscnden Ausdruck:

/lf,ds
,

ah,
.

2 stn a odor —5- stn a.

I

2 ) Da ——- =: isl , s. I ig. 2 Taf. I.

IJ r
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iiientheile cbcii so den Winkcl zu vcrmiiidcrti (raclilci

bci constantcin Scheilelpiinkle, wic die gegenseilige An-

ziehung zwcier Punkte dcren Entfcrnung bei constnn

(er Liiiie, in der sie liegen, zu vermindern (rachtet. So

zcigt sicli hier, stall dcr erkunslelten und scheinbareu

Analogie der Ampere'schen Annahme, einc nalurgc-

inSfse und wahre Analogic, indeni Linien und Punkte

sich in der Ebene cben so einander entsprechen, wie

Winkel und Enlfernung, wie Durchschnitlspunkl und uni

fassendeLinie*. . ;.

.

.

II) Diese. Analogic tritt in eiu uoch helleres Licht,

wenu ich zeige,;;Wie die elektrodjnauiischen Anziebun-

gen uacb der. ueuen Theorie und die Anziehungen durch

Gravitation sicbi.durcb dieselbe Formel ausdriicken las-

sen. . Zu dcin Endc mufs ich jedoch bier den Begriff ei-

neroVorkntipfuugianfuhren; welche icb in einem ktirz-

licbifCrscbicnenen' IWerke ;• ),. dargelegt babe, und zwar

cbc. ich; vDnidieser neuen Tbeoriet eine Ahnung batte.

Icb babof nSmlicb dort nacbgewieseuy dafs man als das

Product zweier iPunkte a und h ihre Verbindungsslrecke,

und cbcn::80)al8 das Product /zweier, mit bestimmten In-

tcnsitaten (Gewicblen) behafletcn Punkte die mit dem
Productc der Intensilaten raulliplicirte Verbindungsslrecke

anaehcn m^5^;.biernach \Y0rde, wenn a und /9 Punkte

tWVrcD, cTt/? die yon a qacb fi gezogene Strecke, welcbe

nlcbt blofs ihror GrOCBCvSondern auch ihrer Richtung

nach aufzufassen ist^ rorstellen^ und ^irenn etwa 2 und
3 die Intensitfiten wSren, und a gleich 2 a, ^ gleicb 3/?

nfire, so wOrde jene Strecke, ohne Aenderung ihrer Rich-

lung, sechs Mai zu nebmen sejn, um das Product ab
darzustellen. Ich babe dorl gezeigt, wie diefs Product
•ich von idem arithmelischen dadurch unterscbeide, dafs,

:fTie man sogleich siebt, a,b gleich — ^.a ist. Hieruach
Wtirde die Anziehung, welche ein Punkt a auf einen um

1) Dw AuMlchDungslehre. Ersler Tlieil, enthaltend die liae^Ie Aus-
iddiDUDgslebre. Die aogefuhrteD SSlte riodcn sicli S. 61, 164 und 222.
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r cntfcrnten Punkt b diirch Gravitation bei beliebigen

Gewichlen beider Punkte iibt, proportional sejn:

^ .6

ein Ausdruck, welcher, venn5ge der so eben angegebe-

nen Bedeutung, zugleich die Richfung der Anziebung in

sicb scbliefst. Eben so babe ich dort gezeigt, dafs der

FlScbcnraum eines Parallelogramms als Product zweier

aneinanderstofsenden Seiten a und ^ aufzufassen sej,

wenn man an diesen Seiteii zugleich ihre Richtung und

Lange festhalt, und dafs auch bier a. ^ gleich — ^./jsey,

und ich babe dort gezeigl, dafs^ wenn an a und h zu-

gleich die Linien j in der sie liegen, festgehalten werden

sollen, dann das Product den mit jenem Flachenraum

zusammengescbauten Durcbscbniltspunkt beider Linien dar-

stellt. Nun ist der Zahler des Ausdruckes (5) offenbar

der Ausdruck fur den Flachenraum eines Parallelogramms,

welches a und b mit Beibehaltung ihrer Richtungen zu

Seiten hat. Somit geht, wenn man unter a und b die

Stromelemente mit Feslstellung- der Linien, in welchen

sie liegen, versteht, der Ausdruck (5) (iber in:

a.b
® 7^'
welcher identisch ist mit dem fur die Anziebung durch

Gravitation aufgeslellten, und dessen Grofse die Grofse

der Schwenkung ausdruckt, welche sich bcide Elemente

mitzulheilen streben, wahrcnd der durch das Product

a,b zugleich dargestellte Punkt das Schwenkungscenlrura

augiebt.

12) Diese Analogie haben wir nur nachgewiescn,

wenn die Stromelemente sich verlahgerl schneiden. Hier-

von ist nicht wesentlich abweictiend der Fall, dafs die

Stromelemente parallel sind, indem diefs so bctrachtct

wcrden kann, als ob ihre Verlangerungen sich in unend-

licher Enlfcrnung schnittcn. Hingegen wird die Betrach-

tung schwicriger, wenn die Stromelemente nicht dcrsel-
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ben Ebenc aiigcIiOrcii. F(ir dicscii Fall will icli nur an-

faiircn, dafs sich die Bcwegung zcrlcgcii lafst in zwei

Bewcgungcn dcr Linien, denen jcne Eleinenle angeliOren,

iudcin liicr das gemcinschaftliche Loth bcidcr Linien (ihre

kOrzcsfc Enlfernung) die Stelle des Durchschnidspunktes

vcrtritt. Die eine dieser Bewcgungcn besfeht in einer

Schwenkung um diefs gemeinschafdiche Loth, welclie wie-

dcr cine Venninderung oder VergrOfscrung des Winkels

bcider Slroine bewirkt; die andere dieser Bewegungen

beslcbt in einer Verminderung oder VergrOfserung jenes

Lolhes, welche dadurch bewirkt wird, dafs jene Linien

auf diesem Lotbe fortriicken. In beiden Fallen ist die

Bcwcgung eine gegenseitige, die Linien bleiben senkrecht

gcgcn das gcmeinscliaftliche Loth, und die Stromele-

mcnlc Sndern ihre Lagc innerhalb dieser Linie nicht.

Man siehllcicht, wie hier wiederum die vollkommenste

Anblogie in der Art der Bewegung mit der durch Gra-

vitation bewirklen stattfindet. Auch wtirde ich zeigen

kOnnen, dafs auch diesc: Bewegung sich durch den Aus-

druck (6) darstellen l5fst. Allein ich kann diesen Nach-

%Toi8 hicr.nicht ftihren, ohne die Gesetze einer Analyse

zu ontwickeln, welche zwar fiir die Phjsik von grofser

Dodcutung ist, und oft die scheinbar verwickeltsten Ver-

hKllDisso in den einfachsten Formein darstellt, welche

abfcr doch aich nicht so in der KOrze darlegcn lafst ' ).

18) Es blcibt mir nun noch (ibrig die Art anzuge-

ben^ iric durch Vcrsuche eine Entscheidung : zwischeu

bcidcn Thcorien zu Wege gebracht werden kOnnte. Doch
eho ich dazu (ibergehe, will ich eines Versuchcs erwah-

ncn^ den raan als beweisend gegen die neue Theorie
ansehcn kOunte, dessen beweisendc Kraft aber freilich

bci genauerer Betrachlung ganzlich verschwindet. Nam-
lich nach der neuen Theorie «ben gleichgerichtete Stroin-

1) Icli!verwcue in dieser Bczieliung auf mcin olien angefulirtes 'VNVrk,
lo wdcliem ich die An\Tcndungcn auf die Plijsik bcsonders liervor-

fcboben fiabc.
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theile, welche in derselben geraden Linie licgen, (nacli

Fortnel 4) keine Wirkung auf einander aus, nacli Am-
pere stofsen sic sich ab. Nud hat man diefs lelztere

durch Versuche beweisen wollen, indem man einen ge-

schlossenen Strom, in der Gestalt eines Rechteckes, par-

tiell in der Art beweglich gemacht hat, dafs durch die

Bewegung eine Verlangerung des einen Seitenpaares ent-

steht, woraus man dann, ohne das andere Seitenpaar zu

berCicksichtigen, auf eine sich gegenseilig abstofsende Kraft

derjenigen Stroratheile geschlossen hat, welche hier, in

denselben Linien liegend, sich von einander entfcrnen.

Um die Unrichtigkeit dieses Schlusses zu zeigen, brauche

ich hier nur auf die obige Enlwicklung hinzuweisen, nach

welcher beide Theorien, auf geschlossene StrOme ange-

wandt, mogen nun Theile derselben beweglich gemacht

seynoder nicht, stets gleiches Resultat liefern. Ueber-

diefs ist flir diesen Fall noch zu bemerken, dafs bei dem
Uebergange eines Stromes aus einem Leiter in einen rn-

dern eigenthiimliche Krafte wirksam sind, welche, wenn

beide in gerader Linie liegen, in dieser Linie wirken, de-

ren Natur und Wirkungsart wir aber noch nicht kennen.

14) Ueberhaupt ist klar, dafs eine Entscheidung zwi-

schen beiden Theorien, da die Wirkung, welche geschlos-

sene Strome iiben, nach beiden dieselbe ist, nur moglich

ist, wenn man die Wirkung betrachtet, welche ein bc-

granzter Strom iibt. Nun ist aber die Starke der Stro-

mung bei demselben Leitungswiderstande der Differenz

der an seiuen Granzen aufgehauften Eleklricitaten pro-

portional * ). Soil aber der Strom ein begriinzter sejn,

so diirfen die nach seinen Granzen A und B iiberge-

stromten Elektricitalen nicht weiter fortschreilcn, well

1 ) Dicfs gilt sowohl fur jeden LeJiungsdraht eines galvanisdien Stro-

mes, wie fiir den durch Reibungscleklricitat hervorgcbracliten, nur

dafs dort sich die elektrische Differenz slets auf derselhcn Hohe er-

halt. Aus diescm Gcsctze lafsl sich librlgcns das Ohm'sche GesciA

a priori ablcilcn.
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sonst ebcii A i"h1 B niclil die GiTiiizeii cics Stromcs

wliren. Folglich vrird die StrOnuing luir so langc forl-

dnuerii bis jenc Diffcrcnz nusgcj;liclieii ist, uiid das Quan-

luiii der Iiiiidurchgcgangenen ElektriciUU wird der clck-

(riscbcii Differenz jencr Granzen gleicli scjn. Daraus

folgf, <^afs man das Maxirauin des Effects crhalt, wenii

jcnc Differenz ein Maximum isl. Der begnHnzte Strom

^tirde daher so hervorzurufen seyn, dafs man zuerst

clwa zwei Kiigeln mit cntgegcngesefzter Elektricitat mOg-

lichsl stark lude, und sic dann nach der Ladung (niclit

wSlu end dcrselben) in leitcnde Verbindung braclite. Dann

hatte man die Wirkung dieses begranzten Stromes auf

irgend einen eleklrischen Strom oder besser auf einen

Magnetcn zu beobachten, und die Anordnung dabei so

zu Ircffen, dafs die Wirkungen nach beiden Theorieii

mOglicbst vcrecliicden erfolgten.

15) Da durch einen . eingcschalteten Multiplicator

odcr durcli Anwendung- einer Batterie, statt jener einfa-

cbcn Entladung, der begrMnzte Strom einem geschlosse-

ncn angcnahert, die Differenz der Wirkungen nach bei-

don Thcbrien ; also fvermindert werden wOrde, so sind

dicsc Miltel zur Verstarkung der Wirkungen hier nicht

an\Tcndbar, und man sieht daher die Schwierigkeifen,

%folchcn Yersuche dieser Art unterliegen wiirden. Da
indcsaon dieselScbTvierigWeiten nicht an sich untiberwind-

licho sind, so Trird cs dennoch von Interesse sejn, die-

Jonigo Anordnung zu kennen/bei weicher ein Maximum
iu der Differenz der Wirkungen nach beiden Theorien

orfolgte. Diefs Maximum findet nun, nach meinen Un-
tcrsuchungeu, dann Statt, wenn die Magnetnadel senk-

recht gcgen den ^eradlinigten Stroirt so aufgestollt wird,

dais ihre Mitte in der Verlangerung jenes Stromes liegt,

und sich senkrecht gcgcn die durch den Strom und die

Nadcl gelcgtc Ebcne frci bcwegen kann. Zur ErlSutc-

ning diene Fig 3 Taf. I, in weicher AB den begrSnz

ten Strom vorstellt, so dafs die positive ElektricitSt von
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A nach B strOmt, und wo zwei Magnetck deren Nord-

enden mit iV bezeichnet sind, durch einen Bogen SCN
BUS einer festeu Substanz verbunden sind, welcher in C
an einem Faden aufgehangt ist.

16) Setzen wir, urn fiir diesen Fall die Wirkungen,

welche der begranzte Strom nach beiden Theorien zu-

nSchst auf unendlich kleine Magneten iiben wOrde, zu

finden, stall des Magneten ISS einen dagegen senkrech-

ten quadratischen Strom, welcher mil A B in gleicher

Ebene liegt, und von dessen vier Seiten zwei mit AB
parallel, die andern also dagegen senkrecht sind, und

zwar so, dafs das Nordende des Magneten von diesem

Strome aus betrachtet nach links hin liegt, so ist nach

beiden Theorien die Bewegung nach der gegen AB senk-

rechlen Richtung nur von den mit AB parallelen Strom-

theilen abhaugig. Ist nun ids ein Slromelement von AB
und 3 das mit AB gleichgerichtete d' das mit ihm ent-

gegengesetzt gerichtete Slromelement des quadratischen

Slromes , so ist, wenn r die Entfernung ihrer Mitten von

der Mitte des anziehenden Elemenles ids ist, die Wir-
kung auf b nach der dagegen senkrechlen Richtung ab-

stofsend gleich
3

'), und eben so die auf b\ nur

dafs diese anziehend wirkt; beide Wirkungen, da sie die

Bewegung des Quadrates von b' nach b darstellen, sum-

miren sich, und geben — als die Kraft, mit welcher,

nach Ampere, der quadratische Strom in der Richtung

von b' nach b getrieben wird. Nach meiner Formel ist

I) Naralich nach 1* isl sic in der Richtung r gleich—^-(2— 3coj*a),

also in der gegen b senkrechlen gleich —5- (2

—

3 cos^a) sin tt, also

da a unendh'ch klein sin a gleich ~ isl, gleich
3 , also ab-

slofscnd. . Ij.iTfi/
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die Wirkiing a«f ^ "^^'^ ^^'* dagegeii senkrcchfcn Rich-

(iiiiff cicicli ^
anzichcnd '), anf h' cbeii so grofs,

aber abstofsend, also wirkon beidc zusammcn zur Bc-

^vcginig des Quadrates in dcr RichUing von h nach h'

niit der Kraft 3— . Soinil sind die Wirkungen nach

beidcn Theoricn cntgcgengcsctzt; nnd diese Bezichung

wird audi bcstehen biciben, wcnn man stalt des unend-

licli kicincn Stroinelemcntes ids und eines uncndlich

kicincn Magncten einen endlichcn Strom AB und einen

cndlichcn Maguetcn sctzt, nur dafs in dem lelzteren Falle

die Wirkungcn nichl mehr von gleicher Grofse sind. Die

Wirkungcn lasscn sicli auf folgcnde Weise ausdriicken:

"Wcnn man sich bci dcr angcnommenen Anordnung

(Fig. 3 Taf. I) in die Richlung dcr Magnctnadel ver-

BCtzl (den Kopf nach dem Nordende, die Fiifse nach

dem Stidendc gcrichlct) und das Auge nach derjenigen

Richtung wcndct, nach wclcher der positive Strom AB
flicfst, so wird die Nadel, nach der Ampere*schen

Thcorie, nach dcr rechlen Hand hin, nach der neuen

Thcorie, nach dcr linken Hand hin bewegt.

«

17) Schliefslich will ich noch auf zwei sehr un-

irnhrschcinliche Wirkungcn hindeuten, welche ein be-

grllnztcr Strom, nach Ampere, auf einen Magneten iiben

mOfsto; nHmh'ch crstens wUrde danach ein Magnet durch

cincn bcgrSnzten Strom zugleich cine drchende Bewe-
gung um seine magnetische Axe annebmen, welche in

dem vorher (No. 16) betrachteten Falle ihr Maximum
crrcicht; und zwcitens wurde cine Magnetnadel, welche

um ihren Mittelpunkt frei beweglich ist, in der Nahe ei-

nc8 begrSnzten Stromes, sofern nur dieser auf sie wirkt,

im Allgemeinen keine Lage eines sicheren Gleichgewichts

) Nlmllch sic ist gleich —5— //no, also, da j/n a gleirh ~is(,glcich

iem oben angeralirten Ausdnicke und »war anftieliend.

PoggendoifPs Annal. Bd. LAIV.
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18

annebmen, sondern bei der Entfernung aus der Gleich-

gewicbtslage wiirde sie tbeils wieder zuriickgehen, tbeils

aber aucb in die entgegengeselzte Lage umschlagen, je

nachdem sie nach dieser oder jener Seite bin aus )ener

Lage entfernt war.

18) Wenn icb nun gleich hoffen darf, durch die

vorbergehende Entwicklung die neue Tbeorie als in je-

der Hinsicht wabrscbeinlich dargetban zu baben, so stebt

doch zu wiinscben, dafs durcb die Erfabrung eine iiber

alle Zweifel erbobene Entscbeidung zwiscben dieser und

der Ampere'scben Annabme zu Stande gebracbt werde.

MOcbte es bald einem geiibteren Pbysiker gelingen, alle

die Hindernisse binwegzuraumen, welcbe jenem entscbei-

denden Versucbe, den icb vorber anfiibrte, im Wege

zu steben scbeinen.

h t\
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MARINOV'S COMMENTS TO THE PREVIOUS PAPER BY H. GRASSMANN

At the time of Gr^mann vector algebra and vector calculus were in the cradle. Thus

it is very difficult for us to follow Grassmann's reasonings and we can only wonder,

seeing that without the appropriate mathematical tools and with a very limited experi-

mental basis, Grassmann arrives at the discovery of his formula which is the fundamen-

tal formula for the magnetic interactions (the "cardinal formula" of electromagnetism).

Grassmann's formula in vector form is more simple than Ampere's formula and it opens

immediately the door for introducing the magnetic potential A and thus for introducing

the magnetic intensity B. However if vectors will be not used, then Ampere's formula

looks more simple. And if we take Ampere's formula in its vector form (omitting the

constant factor depending on the system of measuring units)

f = {3(r.a)(r.b) - 2(a.b)r^}r/r^, (A)

where f is the force with which the current element a acts on the current element b, we

come at once to the scalar formula (1) of Grassmann's paper, if putting r.a = racosa,

r.b = rbcosB, a.b = abcose, and f/f = - r/r.

However it is not at all as easy to come from Grassmann's formula in vector form

f = bx(axr)/r^ (B)

to the scalar formula (4) in Grassmann's paper.

I shall do it, in order to spare the time of the reader.

Let us take the current element a at the origin of the reference frame lying in the

xy-plane, i.e., a = ax + a^, assuming a = acosa >0, a = acos(7r/2 - a) = asina > 0.
X jr X y

Let us take the vector r connecting a with b and pointing from a to b along the x-axis,

i.e., r = rx, assuming r > 0. The orientation of the vector b must be arbitrary, i.e.,

b = b X + b^ + b z, but for simplicity's sake let us assume b > 0, b > 0, b > 0.
X y Z i\ J i.

Now formula (B) can be written

/r^ =f = bx(axr)/r^ = (b^x +b^ +b^z)x{(a^x +ayy)xrx}/r^ = - (b^£ + b^z)xayZ

- bjasina(£xz)/r , (C)

where b. = b.jt = (b + b )
' £ is the component of b in the xy-plane and 1 is the unit

)6 j6 X y
vector along the direction of this component.

We see that the unit vector -£xz lies in the xy-plane and as b_ concludes with x an

angle < 3' < 7t/2, the vector - fxz concludes with x an angle 7t/2 < 3" < "fr, as

3" = tt/2 + 3'. Thus the force f points from the end of the vector r to the end of the

vector a (und zwar erfolgt die Bewegung senkrecht gegen b^^ in der durch a und r gelegten

Ebene nach derjenigen Seite hin, nach welcher der Schenkel a des Winkels a von dem an-

deren Schenkel aus (i.e., from the "Schenkel" r) betrachtet liegt).

I tried to find also Ampere's original paper where he introduces his famous formula

(Ampere, "Memoire sur la theorie mathematique des phenomenes electrodynamique", MEMOIRES
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DE L'ACADEMIE DE PARIS, vol. VI, 1823), however I could come neither to the origi-

nal publication nor to some later publication of this paper. The deduction of this for-

mula which Maxwell gives in his "TREATISE" (§§ 502-507) is atrocious . And I am sure

that if one should ask some of the defenders of Ampere's formula, how physically has

one to deduce this formula, NONE of them will be able to do this.

I consider as the best mathematical deduction of Ampere's formula the deduction

given by Wesley (PROGRESS IN SPACE-TIME PHYSICS 1987, p. 199) when proceeding from

the Weber potential energy of two electrical charges moving with a certain velocity one

with respect to the other. This deduction is given also in the paper of Prof. D. Spen-

cer published in this volume.

The physical deduction of Grassmann's formula is based on a complex of ex-

perimental facts which have been crystallized in the assumptions (A), (B) and (D) given

In my letter to Prof. Wesley of the 20 June 1990 (published in this volume).

The mathematical deduction of Grassmann's formula when proceeding from the Neumann

potential energy of two electric charges moving with teir respective absolute veloci-

ties is given in TWT-II, p. 82.

I leave the physical deduction with which Grassmann comes to his formula to my rea-

ders' teeth.

At the end I should like to turn my readers' attention to the two arguments in §3

of Grassmann's paper against Ampere's formula.

The first argument was already discussed on p. 91 of TWT-II.

Here I shall cite the second argument:

Denn bei alien anderen Kraften sind es urspriinglich punktartige Elemente, d.h. Ele-

mente ohne bestimmte Richtungen, welche aufeinander wirken, und bei diesen laBt

sich die Notwendigkeit der gegenseitigen Wirkung langs ihrer Verbindungslinie

sogar a pfUofU ableiten; was berechtigt uns aber, diese Analogie auf ein ganz

fremdartiges Gebiet, auf welchem die Elemente mit bestimmten Richtungen begabt

sind, zu Ubertragen?

On the other hand, however, if assuming that the forces with which two current ele-

ments act one on another are not equal and oppositely directed along the line connecting

them, one comes to a conflict with Newton's third law. And we know well that Ampere de-

duced his formula proceedings from four experimental facts observed by him (which until

the present day remained valid - see them described in Maxwell's "TREATISE" §§ 505-508)

and one theoretical assumption ; Newton's third law. But this theoretical assumption,

although being canonized by the genius of all times, Newton, turned out to be wrong for

the case of interaction between current elements (as I showed in EPPUR SI MUOVE and

CLASSICAL PHYSICS, Newton's third law is valid for the full forces m + qdA/cdt but

not for the forces mu, where u is the acceleration of the mass m whose electric charge

is q and A is the magnetic potential generated by the surrounding system at the point

of its location).
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To establish whether Newton's third law is right at the interaction between current

elements, one had to do experiments with unclosed loops. Such experiments have been

done first by Graham and Lahoz (NATURE, 285, 154, 1980) and then by me (see my Bui -Cub

Machine without Stator in TWT-III and my Rotating Ampere Bridge with Displacement Cur-

rent in TWT-IV). The results of these experiments were against Newton.

Grassmann noted on several places of his article that only by doing experiments with

unclosed circuits can one establish whether his or Ampere's formula is the right one.

I shall cite Grassmann 's words on this topic from his Introduction:

^ Ich habe schon angedeutet, daf3 diese neue Annahme, auf alle bisher beobachteten

Erscheinungen angewandt, dieselbe Resultate liefert, wie die Ampere'sche; hingegen

gibt es ein Gebiet der Erscheinungen, auf welchem nach beiden Annahmen oft gerade

j die entgegengesetzten Erfolge eintreten mllRten, und welches dacher von Seiten der

Erfahrung her die einzige Entscheidung liber die Richtigkeit der einen oder der

anderen Annahme liefern wlirde. Es ist dies, wie ich am SchluBe dieser Abhandlung

zeigen werde, das Gebiet der Strbmungen, welche durch freie, an den Enden einer

Leitung auf^ehaufte (etgegengesetzte) Elektrizitaten hervorgebracht werden, also

das Gebiet der durch Maschinenelektrizitat hervorgerufenen Strbmungen. Die Versu-

che, welche man bisher auf diesem Gebiete angestellt hat, urn elektrodynamische

Wirkungen, wie z. B. die Ablenkung einer Magnetnadel , nachzuweisen, sind sehr weit

davon entfernt, die Differenz beider Hypothesen irgend wie hervortreten zu lassen.

Auch stellen sich solchen Versuchen, welche dies leisten kbnnen, bisher noch be-

deutende Schwierigkeiten entgegen. Dennoch scheint es mir wichtig, eine Hypothese

als wahrscheinlich nachzuweisen, welche die Erfolge vorhersagen wlirde, die bei

feineren Instrumenten und genaueren Beobachtungen eintreten mlif3ten. Eine solche

Annahme wurde ein leitendes Prinzip werden, wonach von geubter Hand vielleicht bald

entscheidende Versuche angestellt werden kbnnten. Es sei mir daher erlaubt, hier

diese neue Annahme abzuleiten, und gelibteren Physikern zur Prlifung vorzulegen.

And then from Grassmann 's §1:

Hingegen hat man keinen Versuch angestellt, urn die Wirkung eines Stromteils zu

prlifen, weder die, welche er auf einen geschlossenen Strom, noch die, welche er

auf einen anderen Stromteil libt.

Grassmann's words on this topic from his § 14 are cited in my paper "On the electric

intensities induced in railguns" which is published in this volume.

And let me cite also Maxwell on this topic ("TREATISE", §509):

It may be observed with reference to these experiments (the four experiments of

Ampere - S.M.) that every electric current forms a closed circuit. The currents

used by Ampere, being produced by the voltaic battery, were of course in closed

circuits. It might be supposed that in the case of the current of discharge of a

conductor by a spark we might have a current formiing an open finite line, but
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i , according to the views of this book even this case is that of a closed circuit

(circuits with sparks are closed circuits but alternating currents ending at con-

densers without sparks are UNCLOSED circuits - S.M. )• No experiments on the mutual

action of unclosed currents have been made (my emphasize - S.M.). Hence no state-

ment about the mutual action of two elements of circuits can be said to rest on

. ,.
purely experimental grounds. It is true we may render a portion of a circuit mo-

vable, so as to ascertain the action of the other currents upon it, but these

currents, together with that in the movable portion, necessarily form closed cir-

cuits, so that the ultimate result of the experiment is the action of one or more

closed currents upon the whole or a part of a closed current.

Thus the conclusion is: To be able to establish which is the formula governing the

interaction between current elements one needs not four experiments and one theoretical

assumption, but five experiments and no theoretical assumption. The fifth experiment

is an experiment with unclosed circuits.
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Preface

This book has resulted from the lectures that Riemann gave on

gravity, electricity, and magnetism during the summer semester of 1861 in

Gottingen. With the exception of some very brief notes, there is no

manuscript extant by Riemann himself on these lectures. Thus, I alone

am responsible for this presentation.

The friendly reception that my compilation of Riemann's lectures on

partial differential equations has found among all those experts on the

subject leaves me hope that this present book will not be unwelcome to

(fiends of Riemann and those studying mathematics.

Just as in partial differential equations, here too we have to thank

Ujeune Dirichlet. In addition to his great service to the further develop-

ment of science it must not be forgotten that it was he who was the first to

kcture about partial differential equations and the potential at German

universities. These lectures did not end with his death. They now form a

regular part of the program at almost all German universities, and

Riemann too took ov.er these lectures after Dirichlet. Concerning agree-

Bcnton the subject matter, then, it is natural that much here agrees with

Dirichlet in layout and execution. But Riemann did not limit himself to

limply taking possession of his great predecessor's legacy. The

cBsnoisseur will discover that he has submitted an abundance of what is

c^acteristically his.

K. Hattendorff.

Aachen, June 24, 1875

179
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EIGHTH DIVISION

The Fundamental Law
Of Electric Interaction

Section 94

The Potential Of The Interaction

Of Two Currents

The theorem in section 93 can be transferred immediately to two

nonlinear closed currents. One only has to assume that the specific

current intensities will undergo only infinitely small changes in time

clement dt at every place in the first as well as in the second conductor and

to advance the hypothesis that the total work that originates in the inter-

action of both galvanic currents in time element dt is the complete

differential of a function which possesses the characteristic properties of a

potential (in the broader sense).

In order to comprehend this, one only needs to consider that one can

conceive of one as well as the other nonlinear current as each being a

system of linear currents.

The train of thought in section 93 will be repeated here. In equations

(5), (6), and (7) in section 89, we found these expressions for function P

P = -^ I dS {u\ I, -f- «; t, -\- h; {,)

(1)

*dS.dS'

sr (^ i; + h h + h h)'

We will now also want to consider this function P for the case where the

specific current intensity can be independent of time. What matters then

are the changes that function P undergoes in time element dt under the

various permissible assumptions. 5,P will denote the change that occurs

when the specific current intensities iri both conductors are regarded as

independent of t, 5„P will denote the change that originates when one

271
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considers the specific current intensities in the second conductor only as

independent of time t, and 6,i'? will denote the change that results when

the specific current intensitites are assumed to be independent of t only in

the first conductor. Finally, dP will be P's complete differential that

occurs in time element dt when the mutual position of the elements of the

first and second conductor and the specific current intensities every place

in both conductors undergo infinitely small changes in every time element.

First of all we have

(2) dP= ^tJ>+hnP+lri'P.

If one presumes that both currents are constant, then, according to

section 89, the electrodynamic elementary work performed in the time

interval from t to t+dt:is

(3) KP.

This expression, then, will still remain correct for the electrodynamic

elementary work when the specific current intensities undergo infinitely

small changes in time element dt every place in one, as well as in the other

conductor. In this case, 6,P is not a complete differential and conse-

quently there is no potential present for the electrodynamic work alone.

But, electromotive work that originates in the interaction of both galvanic

currents will still be performed in both conductors.

We will advance the hypothesis that a potential exists for the total

work that is performed by virtue of the interaction of both galvanic

currents. In order to fmd this total work, we have to add that kind of

contribution that is the sum of a complete differential to equation (3).

This contribution is

(4) -fi^P-ftn-P

and the sum is then the complete differential of -P.

Consequently, ^

(5)
"=
J ^^'(^^ *i + ^t u + w, »;)

-//dS.dS\ . .... .... ...

15 the potential ofthe interaction ofboth galvanic currents.

The total work breaks down into three terms, namely,

first: the electromotive work in the first conductor:
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second: the electromotive work in the second conductor:

third: the electrodynamic work of both currents on one another:

*J/
d
(I)

dS . dS' —jj- (h i\ + ^ *; + ''3 h)'

After we have gotten acquainted with the potential of the interaction

of both galvanic currents, we will attempt to explain this interaction from

the interaction of the individual electric particles.

For this purpose, it is necessary to discuss generally how the theorems

in sections 36 to 43 are to be altered when the potential is not only

dependent on the coordinates, but also on the velocities of the moving

material points.

Section 95

The Expanded Theorem Of LaGrange;

; C{T-^ D + S)dt =

We will consider a system of moving material particles. T is the

kinetic energy of this system. The expression for the work performed (the

potential) at time t may be broken down into two parts, S+ D, so that S is

only dependent on the particle's coordinates, with D, moreover, still

dependent on the velocities. We will denote x, y, z as the coordinates for

any one of the material points, and will write (dx/dt)=x', (dy/dt)=y',

(dz/dt)=z' as an abbreviation and, correspondingly, the second deriva-

tives. The components of the force acting on point (x, y, z) are X, Y, Z.

The work performed in time element dt, after the expiration of time t, is

(1) '^(Xx'+Yy'+Zz')dt.

The summation is to be extended over all the points. This work is equal to

the increase that the potential undergoes in time element dt:

. (2) 2(j:x'+yy' + Z.')c/< = (^ + ^)cZ<.

But now we have
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What results from equation (2) is that no term can occur in

(dS/dt)-H(dD/dt) that docs not contain one of the velocity components as

a factor. Derivative dS/dt satisfies this condition. In order that the same is

the case with dD/dt, no term can be present in D in which the velocities

would only occur in the first power. For then, the second component of

dD/dt would be loaded with terms which would be free of x ' ,
y

' , z ' . So,

one sees that in D the magnitudes x ' ,
y

' , z ' must be at least contained in

the second power.

As the simplest example, we will take a homogeneous function of the

second degree of x',y',z' for D:

Coefficients Ai,j. . .F,, are functions of the coordinates of all the points.

Derivative dD/dt will then consist of a homogeneous function of the third

degree of x ' ,
y

' , z ' and a homogeneous function of the first degree of the

same variable, and the coefficients that occur are functions of coordinates

x,y,z. However, the homogeneous linear function of x',y',z' that

occurs in dD/dt^ just like function dS/dt, already has form (1) by itself,

and cannot be put into this form in any other way. But, on the other hand,

the function of the third degree occurring in dD/dt can be put into form

(1) through a manifold of ways. So, the forces in motion are not totally

determined by the expression for work.

The theory of the conservation of kinetic energy is expressed in the

formula T-S-D= const. We will now inquire how the motion must

proceed so that this theory is valid.

We have t clue in section 43 as to how to answer this question. There,

it is proven that:

When P is only dependent on the coordinates qi, qi, ... and this

function's expression explicitly does not contain time t and, furthermore,

when T is a homogeneous function of the second degree of qi', q2', . . .,

then
f

I f{T+P)dt=.
/'
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is the necessary and sufficient condition so that T-P=const. S, here, is

only a function of coordinates x, y, z . .
. , a function whose expression

does not explicitly contain time t, while it is T-D that is a homogeneous

function of the second degree for x', y', z' Consequently, we can

immediately apply the theorem in section 43, which will now read:

When motion is to proceed so that fhe theory of the conservation of

kinetic energy

(6) T— 6' — Z> = const.

is valid, then the following necessary and sufficient condition is to be

satisfied:

t

) Ht-d^-s) dt

This condition yields differential equations of form (6) in section 42.

There, one only has to write T-D for T, and S for P to get our case above.

Section 96

The Potential Of Two Electric Particles.

Weber's Form
The point is now to apply the theorem in section 95 to the case where

the moving material points are electric particles and where the forces that

are in motion due to their influence are the forces of mutual attraction and

repulsion.

In this problem, D is the potential of the interaction of the electric

particles, to the extent that it is co-dependent on the velocities. D will con-

sist of three parts, namely, the potential Dj of both currents on each

other, the potential D2 of the first current on itself, and the potential D3

of the second current on itself. According to (5) in section 94,

(1) D, = -\ I

'^^^ (t, t; -f-
.-, .•; 4. i, t-;).

": = -//
When an electrical conductor is moving and the electrical particles

inside it are simultaneously in motion, then one can break down the

motion of every such particle into two parts, namely, the motion which the

conductor imparts to it, and its motion relative to the conductor. Then,

dx/dt, dy/dt, dz/dt are the components of the absolute velocity of the

electrical particle e that is concentrated in point (x, y, z) and v/ Vj' V3' arc

the components of the absolute velocity of elements of the Condiictdr;
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Then,

dx dy dz

arc the components of the velocity of the electric particle relative to the

conductor.

We will denote x, y, z as the coordinates of a point of dS, and Xj, yj, Zj

as the coordinates of a point of dS'. Then, r*=(x-X|)^-f (y-yi)^+(z-z,)»

and, consequently, by means of differentiation,

d2 dz i)x<)y, ^a?! i>y

bz^ '6x

If we now introduce a function F by means of the equation

(2) " ^ ^ . . -^^

then we have

IF
IX

- ~2l., — ~ ^t„ ,. - ^ty
Iz

As a result of this, expression (1) for Di can be put into the following

form:

.,v n If CdSdB'i. IF . . IF .. iFx
(3) ^i==yJ J—r-(*t^+*^V + *'ir)-

We will begin with integration over the first conductor; thus, with

integral

through integration by parts [equations (1) and (2) in section 20], what we

obtain for this is

dS.F,
>iH-) .

'(^^)
. '(V-)

-f

and the first of these integrals is to be extended over the space of the ftnt

conductor, while the second is to be extended over its surface. However,
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we will assume that there are currents in which th^ density of the free

electricity does not change in any place [section 57, equation (1)] and from

which the conductor's surface is insulated (section 57, equation (2)1. We

thus have

Hereafter, the volume integral in (4) simplifies itself and the surface inte-

gral drops out completely.'As a consequence, expression (3) changes into

"-rjf(5) /),=— 4- dSdS\F. +h-^e-+t
Bjc ' "^ ^y ' ' a«

In this formula, one really needs only to work out the differentiation for

1/r and to use function F from equation (2) once again in order to get this

new expression,

For a further transformation, it will be profitable to take into consider-

ation the connection between the specific current intensities and the

velocity components of the single electric particle. For, according to

equation (5) in section 54, using the denotation employed here,

H ^-^^ =S '
"^2 = Ij ' ~dr ~S '

''2'

The summation extends over all the electric particles contained in spatial

element dS. And, for one and the same conductor element, the velocity

components Vj, V2, Vj can be taken in front of the summation signs. Since

free electricity is not present any place in the interior of the conductor,

what we have is

(7) S' = 0.

Consequently, the last equations simplify themselves and we obtain

Three corresponding equations result for the spatial element dS ' of the

second conductor. With the aid of these equations, expression (6) changes
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into

(9) ^•^.==2j2j"rv^'dF"^ ."^y d<
"^ ^z di/

The first summation is to be extended over all the electrical particles of the

first current and the other summation is to be extended over all the

particles of the second current.

Equation (9) can be written even more simply. Namely, if one denotes

the change beginning in time dt by r and the change originating in the

motion of particle € by 6r and the corresponding change in r originating in

the motion of particle €
' by 6 'r, then what finally results is

This expression gives potential D, as dependent on the absolute

motion of the electric particles. And now, such terms as cancel them-

selves out in summation can also be added to equation (10); through their

introduction it is brought about that only the rc/anVe.velocity occurs.

The sum of these terms is

<"'ySS-^((|-)'+(f)').

It is easy to see that this double sum has the value of zero. For if we begin

in

SS-=f(l)'

with summation over the second conductor, then factor € can be removed

from the inner summation sign. For any single element of the second

conductor l/r(5r/dt)^ will be constant and Le' =0. Consequently, every

element of the second conductor furnishes a contribution of zero to the

sum and, therefore, the whole sum is equal to zero. We can show, in a

corresponding manner, that the second component in (1 1) also has a value

of zero.

If we now add contribution (11) to the right-hand side of (10) and
write (6r/dt)4-(5'r/dt)=dr/dt, then we get

This expression results when one puts:
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(13) D =
2 r \dt}

for the interaction of both single moving particles c and c

'

The electrostatic potential of both particles is

(14) S = ~— . 1
^5

But, it must be noted here that the quantities of electricity in equations

(13) and (14) are measured according to different measures, namely,

according to the magnetic one in D and according to the electrostatic one

in S. If both expressions are to be combined, they must first be turned into

the same kind of measurement. For example, we can introduce an electro-

static measurement into D. This occurs v-hen we write eV2/c and e'V2/c

instead of e and e' in equations (12) and (13). Magnitude c is a constant

which is to be defined by experiment. After this, we will finally obtain the

potential of two electrical particles:

(I) »+ «--^(.-Jr(|-)")

This expression gives us Weber's Basic Law of interaction between

two electrical particles. We will deduce this law in section 97.

Section 97

Weber's Basic Law

We have assumed that the theory of the conservation of kinetic

energy is valid in the interaction between electric particles. Consequently,

the motion proceeds in such a way that Lagrange's expanded theorem

(section 95) is satisfied, namely,

(1) 5 C{T^D-\-S)dt =r {),

We will now take two electric particles which are concentrated m pomts

(x, y, z) and (xj, y,, zj. Their quantities of electricity will be e and c', and

their masses m and m,. In this case,

1 2 2'/ f/r \''

c



n -

s = -
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(3)

If we now insert components from (2) and (3) into (1), then what occurs is

that two electric particles e and e ' exert a repulsion on each other at dis-

tance r, whose direction coincides with their connecting lines and whose

magnitude is
.

This is Weber's Basic Law.\

Section 98

The Potential Of Two Electric Particles,

Riemann's Form

Wc will return to expression (5) in section 94. According to this ex-

pression

holds for magnetic measurement, while, on the other hand,

^ 2 f rdSdS\. ........ ...

(1) ^1 = - TTj J —r~ (*' *• + *>*> + *> **)

holds for electrostatic measurement. If we immediately introduce the

velocities here with the aid of equations (8) in section % and with the aid

of the three corresponding equations for the second conductor, then wc

obtain .,

(2)
'

c2 ZjZj r \
"^
\dt d4 '^ dt di '^ dt dt/f

t Weber. Elcktrodynamische Maassbcitimmungcn. Thcil 1. Scitc 99. (Abhand-

lungen der K. Stfchsischen Gcseilschtft der Wissenschaften zu Leipzig. 1846.)
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Wc will want to continue to transform in such a way that only the

relative position and the relative motions come into consideration. This is

Then, we can begin with the summation over the second conductor. The

inner summation sign

{(t)'+(^)'+(t)'|

will take precedence. For any arbitrary element of the second conductor,

l/r is constant. So, 1/r can also be taken as a factor in the summation

over this element. But ^€'=0 for every single element of the second

conductor. Consequently, all single elements of the second conductor will

furnish a contribution of zero and, therefore, the whole sura is equal to

zero. In a corresponding way, we will show that

»>irSS^|(^)+(tr+(^)'|-"-
What then results from (2), (3), and (4) is

« A-iss^ (§-^)+(J-t)*+(l-^)'|
We will, therefore, assume for two single particles,

(") ^-^
c» .r \We dtJ^Kdt dt)^\dt dt)\

Section 99

Riemann's Basic Law

We will also want to calculate the interaction between two electric

particles with the aid of this second expression for D. As in section 97, wc
will start from the formula

(1)
I C^T'^D + S)di =0,

which expresses Lagrange's expanded theorem. So, now, we can follow

once more the same path as in section 97. But, it is also permissible to

immediately apply formula (6) in section 42, which reads
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^{T-D)

^
di ^^

... .rx V, z. are to be inserted successively for q. We will

Coordinates x. y. z, ti. Yt. ^t are lu

carry out the calculation for q-x. It is

thus,

aT

3x' ^^

And, therefore, we now have

But. what also results from formula (II) in section 98 is

^ = 2— -- (-- - ^)'

And, finally,

When one inserts this into equation (3). one obtams .

/2 /cix tfx|\)

just as
,

^

,2 (dy_iy_i,\\
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VV? tr,

^ ^ ^' J^r , 2 £' \zi' \r\dt dt)l

(6)
'•' '' ''

^'

£$'1 ^r f/dx dxy\^ fdy dy^\^
,

(dz dz^\\

-^"^i^iiXKdi^'dr) +l'3r~"ar; +l'ar~"5r; )•

Tests have not yet been conducted successfully for moving free electricity.

Section 100

The Effect Of All The Particles e

On A Particle e '. Riemann's Law

' ^ In order to investigate the effect of all the electric particles 6
' on one

particle t, we have to put

where V denotes the electrostatic potential function of particle c ' at point

(x, y, z). Regarding D, we have to distinguish between the two hypotheses

(sections % and 99). According to Weber's formula

while, on the other hand, according to Riemanns formula,

Ud; l^-e^j
^2 r \\d< dt ) ^\dt dt ) ^\dt dt )

j

We want to deal first with the latter formula. If the square in (2a) is cal-

culated, then D breaks down into three components, namely,

^'Zj c2 r \dt dt ^ dt dt ^ dt dt
\

If we denote the velocity of particle e by v, and the velocity of particle e ' by

V ' , then this can be written in a shorter form:
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'\,'

^ c2 2j r |i^ (it ' (ft dt '^ dt dt
\

"^
c2 (^ Zj r (ft

"^
c2 (ft Zj r c^

'

c

14)

and we will want to set up the abbreviation

e' (far,

cfZ]

r "5t"

Then, we will have

Functions V, W, u,, Uj, Uj satisfy Laplace's equation and, conse-

quently, D does too, to the extent that it is dependent on x,y,z:

We still want to establish the change of V, which occurs in time

element dt, so that the particles e' are in motion and x,y,z are taken as

constant. What results is

iZ. == V-/ \rJ dx^ ^ Vr/cfy, yi ,
\rJ dz,

-61 Zj* Ix^ dt LA ^yj dt Ll^ ;)z, dt'

Now, however, we have

consequently, ^

just as

2>x, (ft Ll ^x dl Ix
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,(1) ,(1)

•
>y, di ^ 'by dt ^y

'

Therefore the expression for dV/di changes into the following:

bV bu^ j^ Stij j^ bu^

^^^ "Sr " ^x "^ ly"^* *

On the basis of this differential equation, one can make an assumption

about the meaning of functions V, Ui, Uj, Uy One can assume that the

electric effect is mediated through an aether. By virtue of equation (5), V
can then be considered the density and u,, U2, U3 the current intensities of

this aether.

Section 101

Continuation: Weber's Law
We will also want to establish the potential for the effect of all the

particles €
' on one particle e according to Weber's theory.

First of all, we again have

(1) ii)'=eF.

This function satisfies Lop/ace '5 equation. As an abbreviation, the sum of

the three derivatives can be used for any function F:

b^ b^F b^F

Through this designation, we obtain

(2) A,iS=0.

Function D can now be taken out of equation (2a) in section 100. But,
since r'=(x-Xi)*-l-(y-y,)'-h(2-Zt)', consequently,

dr_ {x'^x^) /dx cfgA (y— yt) /cfy dy^ \

dt"^ r \dt dt)'^ r \dt dt)
it

^
r \dt dil
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We will insert this into the expression for D, getting ^

+'-^)(5-%))'

To the extent that this function is dependent on x,y,z. it does not satisfy

Laplace's equation, but the complicated differential equation

(4) A,AjD = 0.

In order to prove this, we have

+(-'.)(S--^-)l=«-

('-.'(5-^)+(s'-v.)(f-^)

The single summands in D, then, regardless of constant factors, are of the

form G*H. But,

"^
I Z)x Sx-

'^
^y ^y

"^
D2 ^z)

'

and it can easily be proven through differentiation that A2G=0, A2H=0.

Consequently, we will obtain the simpler equation

"*^
^ ^\^x Dx ^ c^y Dy ^ ^z Dz /

Factors

^ 3^ ^
will be independent of x,y,z. So,

^ ' ^ ^ y^x Dx- ~ Dt/ ^y ^2 ^2 ^

and this is equal to zero because A2G=0. This also proves equation (4).



Thus, Weber's hypothesis, in the case of the problem at hand, leads

to a more complicated differential equation.

Section 102

The Motion Of Particle e .

Riemann's Law
We now want to deduce the equations of motion for particle €. First,

according to Riemann's hypothesis

(1) S = t V.
'•

Lagrange's expanded theorem will be valid for the motion and what

results from it is like what resulted in section 90, equation (2):

dt
"

Tiq

'

Coordinates x,y, z are to be successively inserted here for q. We will obtain

results for q=x in the same manner as in section 99, equation (3):

d(^\
(3) d^x ^, l^xV ID IS

^^
dt^

"*
dt Ix '^ Ix'

The partial derivatives 3D/8xand dS/dx which are taken with respect

to X are independent of the acceleration. But, of course, acceleration

occurs in

. ^m
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or, even more briefly,

when one indicates by 5 a differentiation by t, in whicli dx/dt is considered

as constant. If one introduces this into equation (3), then the result is

(4) / 2e y\d*x _ Ux'/ W
,

iS

We will obtain both of the other equations in the same way:

(6) / ,
2e „\d*t \iz') JD , iS

Section 103

Continuation: Weber's Law
The equations of motion for electric particle ( will be Anally derived

from Weber's formula too:

(1) S = t v.

'" «-^S^|(-'.)(§-^)+0'-».)(|-^)

+(-'.)(§-^)j*

This results in

in which a, b, c, k are functions of x,y,z that satisfy the partial differential

equation A2A|F=0. By means of differentiation by t we obtain

d(^\
\lx'l i'l

, , <i'y
,

d^t
,



and function g here is dependent only on coordinates x,y,z and on velo-

cities dx/dt, dy/dt, dz/dt. According to this, the equations for motion

read

; ("^-""^do-^^i^-'li^^ffl^ + i:^'

So, elimination must taike place here first.

Section 104

The Connection With Ampere's Law

Expression (12) in section % has been interpreted by us in such a

way that the portion of the total potential of two closed currents acting on

each other that is dependent on velocities is composed by means of

summation of only single potentials. The single potential is generally

based on two electric particles € and €'. So, if the question is about the

potential Dj of two currents acting on one another, then one has to com-

bine every particle « of one current with every particle c' of the other

current, form the single potential for every such combination, and then

sum up all the single potentials. This is how the expression for D| in

equation (13) in section 96 correctly resulted from equation (12) in the

same section and the same holds for the expression for D, in equation (5)

in section 98, which came from expression (II) in the same section.

If one then uses either ^ »a ft

from Weber's fundamental law, or

^ r ^c^rAdt dl ) ^\dt di)

^\dt di )
\

(2)

from Riemann's fundamental law to calculate the total interaction of all

electric particles that arc generally contained in two closed conductors at
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rest and in current, then, for every combination of two different particles e

and e', one has to set up expressions (1) and (2), respectively, and sum

them.

We must distinguish between three different combinations here,

namely, two particles at rest, one particle at rest and one moving, and,

finally, two moving particles.

We will want to consider the special case of two closed constant

currents in order to investigate whether Weber's basic law, or Riemann's

basic law, repectively, is in agreement with Ampere's law. The question in

Ampere's law concerns the electrodynamic interaction between two

current elements of which one will belong to the first current, while the

other Will belong to the second current. So, what comes into consideration

here is only the interaction between the moving electric particles of both

constant currents.

It can first of all be proved that the contribution to the total potential

of the moving electric particles that orignates in S is equal to zero. For, we

can bring all the other e' particles into combination beginning with a

single e particle. Then, e will leave the sura sign and the summation of

E(€ Vr) will extend over all of the particles e' different from e. If first we

undertake summation over a current element so that 1/r can also be

placed before the sum sign, then E€'=0 in every current element for

constant current. Thus, all contributions to the sum being formed are

zero. This holds for the combination of every single particle e with the

particles e' that are different from it. Consequently,

So, only the sum of all the values for D is left for the combinations of

each of two moving particles. These combinations will break down into

three groups:

First: each single particle of the first current with a single particle of

the second current;

Second: two particles each of the first current;

Third: two particles each of the second current.

These groups will successively furnish the potentials which arc

denoted in section 96 as Dj D2 D3.

D2 and D3 are constant for constant currents. If we proceed from (1),

then

(4)
1 ^ ce' /di^>=^s^o
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when the summation is extended over all the combinations of the particles

of the first current.

Because the conductor is assumed to have an invariant form, we can

then base a fixed, connected coordinate system x,y,z on the same con-

ductor. Then, given a constant current, function

t £ tar Y

is only dependent on x,y,z on the one hand and on Xi,yi,Z| on the other

hand. If one next takes a single e and then sums for all e ' , then the sum is

uniquely and solely a function of x,y,z, i.e., of the coordinates of every

particle t. But, if one forms these sums for every value-combination x,y,z

that belongs to points in the interior of the conductor and then combines

all of these sums together through addition, the result is constant.

The same holds for sum

when it is extended over all combinations of particles of the first current.

We can prove that Dj is constant with constant currents in the same

way.

Thus, with constant currents, the total work performed by the

moving electric particles is equal to the change in D} alone. So, according

to this, it turns out that Wiener and Riemann's basic laws are in agreement

with Ampere's because Ampere's law is on constant currents. In his

observations, Ampkre watched for the equilibrium position of moving

current conductors which have constant current flowing through them. It

was from these observations that he abstracted his law. Because we have

now deduced Ampere s law from Dj and we have been able to produce the

expression for D, from Weber's and also from Riemann's basic laws, then

their complete agreement has been proven in fact.t

t /Tirc/iAoj^^ published two treatises on the movement of electricity in wire-shaped

and arbitrary conductors, both in Poggendorffs Annalen, Bd. 100 (S.193) and
Bd. 102 (S.529). Here, the electromotive force is viewed as originating in the free

electricity which Is present and in the induction which occurs as a consequence of

the changes in the current intensity in all segments of the conductor. As a result of

this. Kirchhoffgtti currents in which it is only as an exception that the density of

the free electricity in the interior of the conductor is equal to zero. These investi-

gations by Kirchhoff iorm the starting point for the developments reported by
Weingarten and Lorberg. {Weingarten. Ueber die Bewegung der ElektricitVt in

Leitern. Borchardt's Journal. Bd. 63 — Lorberg. Zur Theorie der Bewegung der

Elektricitat in nicht linearen Leitern. Sorc/iortfr'j Journal Bd. 71. S. 53.)
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In 1858, Riemann presented a treatise to the Royal Society of Sciences at

GUttingen, but later withdrew it. This same treatise is printed in Poggendorfs

Annalen, Bd. 131 (S. 237) under the title. "Ein Betrag zur Elektrodynamik." This

states the hypothesis that the force present in an electric particle at time t first

begins its effect at a finite distance on another such paritcle at a later time t + A t.

We can also find this fundamental idea in a contemporary (1867) treatise

published by L, Lorenz: Ueber die IdentitUt dcr Schwingungen des Lichts mit den

eiektrischen StrOmen, {Poggendorff's Annalen Bd. 131. S. 243). C Neumann
dealt with the same fundamental ideas further (Die Principien der

Elektrodynamik. TUbingen 1868. Gratulationsschrift. — Allgemcinc

Betrachtungen Uber das *Weber'sch^ Gesetz. Mathematische Annalen Bd. 8.

1875.)

In recent years, Weber's basic law has become the subject of a controversy

incited by Helmholtz. One should see these treatises about it:

Helmholtz: Ueber die Bewegungsgleichungen fUr ruhende leitende Korper.

(Borchardt's Journal Bd.72) — Ueber die Theorie der Elektrodynamik. {Bor-

chardt's Journal Bd. 75 and Bd. 78.)

Weber: Elektrodynamische Maassbestimmungen, insbesonderc Uber das

Princip der Erhaltung der Energie. (Abhandlungen der mathematische-

physischen Klasse der K. SXchsischen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften Bd. 10)

C. Neumann: Ueber die den Kr'dften elektrodynamischen Ursprungs

zuzuschreibenden Elementargesetze. (Ibid.,Bd. 10)

Also: C. Neuman's papers in volumes 5 and 6 of the Mathematischen Annalen
and his monograph: Die eiektrischen Krk'fte. Theil 1. Leipzig 1873.

Both of H. Weber'i papers are of particular interest for the mathematician:

Ueber die Be5jcrschen Functionen und ihre Anwendung auf die Theorie der eiek-

trischen. Strtfme. {Borchardt's Journal Bd. 75) — Ueber die stationtfren

StrUmungen der ElektricitSt in Cylindem. C0orc/rar(/r'i Journal Bd. 76)

These texts deserve mention:

Beer Einleitung in die Elektrostatik^ die Lehre vom Magnetismus und die

Elektrodynamik. Braunschweig 1865.

Wiedemann: Die Lehre vom Galvanismus und Elektromagnetismus. Second
edition. Bd. I. II, 1 and 2. Braunschweig 1872. 1873. 1874.

Maxwell: A treatise on electricity and magnetism. Vol. I. II. Oxford 1873.

One will find a detailed overview of the literature in Wiedemann 's book.



The Equivalence of Ampere's Electrodynamic Law ani that

of Biot and Savart

by R. C. LYNESS

Ampere's Law<*> for the force one current element, i in ds, exerts on another,

i' in ds\ is given by

^ii'dsds'.^ ^ . .

^ds. js'
= '—i— (2 COS e-3 cos cos <p ).

where f is the unit vector in the direction from P' at ds' to P at ds, e the angle

between d$ and d$' and <^, <^' the angles ds and ds' make with P'P = r. It is

evident that A^ ds'= ~
^d^'. ds.

^"^ Newton's Third Law is obeyed.

The Law of Biot and Savart is sometimes given thus:

the field at P' caused by i in ds at P is i (d$ x r)lr^ and .the force on i' in ds' at

P' is B^ ^, = ii' ds' X (ds X rj/r' where r^P'.

Now vector multiplication is not associative and dsx(ds'xr) is not in

general equal to — ds' x (dsx r). So B^^^; does not equal — B^.^^ and

Newton's Third Law is not obeyed. It is, however, impossible to measure

experimentally the force exerted by one current-clement on another current-

element and so nothing is lost by putting Biot-Savart in the form^^h

the field at P' caused by a circuit C carrying current i is

• f dsxr

and the force exerted on x' in ds' at P' is B^ j5' = " ' ds' x —-—
This can be verified experimentally be measuring the force the circuit C

exerts on an element ds' by approximating to the element by a short wire whose

ends are free to move in mercury cups.

Again, if we use the result for B^ ^, we can show that B^, g^^t ~ ®c. ds',

i.e. Newton's Third Law does not hold between a complete circuit and an

eiement^^K

However, it is impossible to measure experimentally the force exerted by an

element on a circuit and Biot-Savart can escape the charge of disobeying Newton's

Third Law by denying that a current-element can produce a field and stating

the Law in the form that gives the field caused by a circuit. The field can be

thought of as if it were the vector sum of the ' fields ' caused by the separate

current-elements which compose the circuit, each current-element producing at

P' a ' field '
I (ds x r)/r^ and a * force * on i' in ds' at P' of

it' ds' X (ds X r)/r'.

\Vc can think in this way because the distributive law ax S u« = £ (ax u«) holds

for vector multiplication over addition.

\Vc now show that in the only case where experiment might discriminate

between Ampere and Biot-Savart, no discrimination is possible, fur

^C. ds'
~ ^C. ds'
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This result(*) implies, of course, thai A^
c' = ^c. a ^^^» as from first principles

^c\ c~ A^^ c' *^ follows that B^;* ^= ~^c, c.

In other words Biot-Savart gives action and reaction between two circuits in
accordance with Newton's Third Law.

>-y

l.FbrA^^,;
. ^ COS(j)

^ds, ds'— ^' "' ^^ ^^' (2 ^os ^~3 cos <t>')lr^.

Take the origin at P', "P'z in the direction ds' and P at (jc, y, z) Fig. 1. Then

dz
I

d^ A 1' ^
cos e= —y cos if) = —and cos 6 = ~.

ds ds r

The resolved part of A^^ ^. in the direction z is

This vanishes when integrated round a complete circuit C<*>.

_ If' <Z5' JC Z
The resolved part in the direction x is x — (2 dz~3 - dr).

r^ r

2. ForB^^.:

B„,,,= .V'd$'x(dsxr)/r».

Because the distributive law holds we can replace ds by d2-]-dy + d^. The
force on i' d$' at P' exerted by i dz at P is

f'f ds' dz l^W ii' ds' dz,^—-1
^3 {^+yy)' .

The force on i' ds' at P' exerted by i dx at P is — (^). and
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Hence ^js. ds'= ^-^-^l ^(x^^-^^^)-^9{ydz-2dy)'\\^^ )

Ac^'-Bc^' = "'^' f
x(xdz + zdx-—'dr)lr^-^Y( )/i

' ' J c ^

J C ' '

ydz +z<<y - ^ dr

= 0.

References and Notes

1. R. A. R. Thicker, Ampere as a Contemporary Physicist. Contemporary Physics, Vol. 2,

Number 6 . I am indebted and grateful to Dr. Tricker for initiating and maintaining

my interest in the subject matter of this article.

2. See C. A. Coulson—Electricity (Oliver and Boyd) 5th Ed. p. 104 and later §62 p. 121

where it is stated * the force on a tiny element ds cannot be measured experimentally *.

While this is strictly true if the element is tiny enough, it is more interesting here that

the force exerted by a tiny element ds cannot be measured experimentally.

3. Bj^', c is often shown equal to iV ds I r i
— by replacing

J c ^

^dt't di by an equivalent sum of two forces one along r and the other parallel to ds'.

The integral around C of the latter vanishes.

4. A special case with C a straight line and ds' parallel to it is proved in the course of an
article by W. G. V. Rosser—Contemporary Physics Vol. 3, Number 1, on The Biot-

Savart Law.

5. This is hardly surprising for Ampere obtained his force in the form
(«" ds ds'lr*) (cos e-\-K cos j> cos ^')

using units of current that were XJy/l times ours. His experiments had shown that^
current-element in the form of a circular arc whose ends were inmercury cups and,
which was constrained to rotate in its plane about its centre, did not in fact movc^
however he varied the field. This caused him to make J(t = 3/2. See Mem. de I'Acad
6, 175 published in 1825.

The paper is published in:

CONTEMPORARY PHYSICS, 3, 453 (1961)
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petection of a force between a charged metal foil and a current-carrying

conductor

Ralph Sansbury

1120 Park Avenue. New York, New York 10028
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An experiment is described which demonstrates a force between static charges on a metal foil and

a large steady electric current in a wire. The observed force vectors cannot be readily explained in

terms of diamagnetism, paramagnetism, eddy currents, thermal convection currents, or the

Poynting electric field associated with a dc current outside the path of the current.

INTRODUCTION

Early attempts to explain the magnetic force due to current-

carrying wires in terms of electrostatic forces culminated in

Maxwell's electromagnetic field theory. However, the two

fundamental forces remained separate, yet it was established

that they had a common speed of propagation through

space.

Technologies initiated by Maxwell's theory have occu-

pied scientists for more than a century. Interest in the under-

lying connection between magnetic and electrostatic forces

waned. Could there be another relation between the two

forces which is not implied by Maxwell's theory? Specula-

tion along the.se lines led to the experiment described in this

paper. It revealed the existence of a mechanical interaction

between static electric charges on a metal foil and a steady

electric current in a metallic conductor. The experiment

'O I- Experimental setup: (I) torque bar, (2) suspension wire, (3) glnss-
^opped wooden box. (4) + 3-kV voltage supply, (5) silver foil, (6) U-shaped
^"ffeni conductor, (7) glass top plates, (8) cardboard tube. (9) current sup-

proved unsuitable for measuring the magnitude of the inter-

action force, but gave a threshold value which it must have

exceeded.

1. EXPERIMENT

Figure 1 is a simplified diagram of the apparatus used

by the author at MIT in which (1) was a 14-cm-long thin

torque bar of balsa wood, suspended at its midpoint on a 72-

cm-long AWG 40 copper wire (2) inside a glass-topped, cu-

bic wooden enclosure (3) 2 ft on a side. The inside surfaces of

the wooden box were covered with aluminum foil. The sus-

pension wire was connected to an adjustable, regulated + 3-

kV high-voltage .supply (4) and a 2x2-cm silver foil (5)

mounted with its face vertically at one end of the balsa

torque bar. The second terminal was connected to a U-
shaped current conductor (6) and a laboratory ground.

The glass top (7) consisted of two plates with a narrow

gap between them through which the suspension wire

passed. On this top stood a 41 -cm-high cardboard tube (8).

The suspension wire attached to a piece ofcardboard placed

over the upper opening of the tube. The wire fell through the

tube, the slot between the glass plates and down to the center

of the cubic enclosure which prevented air drafts from blow-

ing against the silver vane. The 0.95-cm-diameter U-shaped

copper conductor passed through the holes in the enclosure

wall. The U conductor had 50-cm-long legs spaced 10 cm
apart. It was held in a horizontal plane. The silver foil was
arranged to face the cross bar of the U-shaped conductor

with a clearance of approximately 3.5 cm. Heavy leads from

a + 1000-A, 8-V, adjustable, regulated dc current supply

were connected to the two ends of the U conductor.

If/is a force normal to the plane ofthe silver foil and /is

the effective length of the balsa torque bar, then the twist

torque experienced by the suspension wire is

T=f{in].
'

(1)

The wire parameters which determine the angular deflection

6 were:

wire length =L = 0.72 m,

wire radius = r = 3.94X 10~^ m,

moment of inertia of wire section = / = irr*/

2 = 3.79xlO-"'m\

torsion modulus of copper = /? = 4.3x 10'" N/m'.

<15 Rev. Scl. Instrum. 56 (3). March 1985 0034-6748/85/0304 1 5-03$01 .30 <c) 1985 American Institute of Physics 415
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Fig. 2. Observed vane deflections.

The angular deflection of the suspension wire is related to

the torque by

T={RI/L)0. (2)

Hence, the force on the vane per unit angle of deflection is

//^ = (2/?///£)N/rad. (3)

Substituting numerical values into Eq. (3) gives

//9 = 3.23 X 10-' N/rad = 5.64 X 10" " N/deg.

Deflections of less than + 3 degrees of the torque bar

could not be reliably resolved in background fluctuations

due to floor-borne vibrations. Therefore, forces smaller than

/„.„ = 1.7XI0-'N

could not be detected.

Figure 2 illustrates the important experimental result.

Initially the torque arm was arranged with the silver vane in

position (a). Then a potential difference of the order of 1000

V was applied between the vane and the U-shaped conduc-

tor. This produced a rotation of the balsa torque arm which

was consistent with the silver foil being attracted to the con-

ductor, as an electrode of a capacitor should be. This attrac-

tion was independent of the polarity of the vane.

With the vane in this equilibrium position (b), the cur-

rent through the U-shaped conductor was raised to 900 A.

When the vane was charged positively, the effect of the cur-

rent was to repel the vane from the equilibrium position.

This repulsion was observed for both directions of the cur-

rent. However, when the charge on the silver vane was nega-

tive, the vane was attracted to the current, regardless of the

direction of the current. After reducing the current to zero

and discharging the vane, the latter returned to the original

position (a) of Fig. 2.

The magnitude of the deflection of the torque arm due

to the flow ofcurrent was variable and showed signs of insta-

bility. The explanation of this behavior is as fol'ow,. / ^y
deviation of the vane from the equilibrium position (b)<)i f-j„

2 will change the electrostatic force between the capacitor

electrodes. In both cases, the attraction and the repulsion of

the vane produced by the current, the change in the electro-

static force adds to the effect of the current and, therefore

leads to instability.

Nevertheless, it can be said with certainty that the force

due to the current was greater than 1.7x 10~' N.

II. DISCUSSION OF POSSIBLE DISTURBING FORCES

Some silver alloys are diamagnetic while others are

paramagnetic. In either case the silver vane should have ex-

perienced a small force while finding itself in the magnetic

field of the U-shaped conductor. Paramagnets move toward

regions of stronger magnetic field while diamagnets seek re-

gions of weaker field strength. The reversal of the trapped

charge on the vane should not influence the magnetic force.

Consequently, the observed reversal of force with charge po-

larity rules out interference from magnetic forces. This also

applies to the possible ferromagnetic contamination of the

vane.

Eddy currents induced in the vane by the rate ofchange

of current in the U conductor should invariably result in

repulsion between the inducing and the induced current

Therefore, induced eddy currents could not explain the at-

traction of the vane to the U conductor when the vane is

charged negatively.

The 900 A of current heats the copper rod and quite

rapidly raises its temperature. This may give rise to air con-

vection currents in the enclosure which could move the vane,

but the air convection currents would not change direction

when the polarity of the vane is reversed, and so this effect

may also be ruled out as the cause of the observed attraction

or repulsibn of the vane.

Much thought has been given to the electric field that is

supposed to exist outside a dc conductor and which, by vir-

tue of the Poynting vector, is assumed to transport energy to

the conductor for conversion into Joule heat. Inside the con-

ductor this field is

E=pJ, (4)

wherep is the electrical resistivity ofthe conductor andJ the

current density vector. For 900 A flowing through the U-

shaped conductor, the field inside the copper comes to 0.214

V/m. This is the greatest value E can assume outside the

conductor.

Furthermore, it has been estimated that the upper limit

of the capacitance between foil and U-shaped conductor is

0.5 pF. For a potential difference of 1000 V across this ca-

pacitance, the charge on the foil is 05 X 10"' C Hence, the

maximum force exerted by this mechanism on the foil would

be 10" '" N. This lies several orders of magnitude below the

detection threshold of the apparatus.

III. CONCLUSION

Since no other disturbing forces have been suggested, it

has to be assumed that the observed attraction/repulsion

416 R«v. Set. Instrum., Vol. 5«, No. 3, March 1985 Fore* between toll and conductor 416
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-..ct is an clectrodynamic injeraction of static charges on a

,al foil with current elements in the conductor. In the

""

neriment described here the interaction force was greater

1 7X10"' N.

'^^"it appears the perfect electrostatic screening of metal

ns in a copper conductor by the conduction electrons is

'omehow upset by the flow of an electric current. The

Greening deficiency makes the conductor appear to possess

a net positive charge.
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AMPERE'S CARDINAL LAW IN EXPLAINING VIOLENT WATER ARC
EXPLOSIONS VERSUS MAGNETIC POTENTIAL

Dr. P.T. Pappas,
Professor of Mathematics,

Professor of Physics,
Marcopulioti 26, Athens 11744, Greece.

The alpha-torque hypothesis of Peter Graneau was presented in
the June 1989 issue of E&WW. This hypothesis was purported to
explain a series of effects unexplained by classical
electrodynamics, i.e., violent wate-r arc explosions. Graneau ' 9
alpha-torque hypothesis is an extension of the old concept of
Neumann potential, based on Ampere's cardinal law for
electrodynamic forces between currents. The cardinal law for two
currents I., I,, can be written usin^ vector notation:

Fj2 = -kr,2(l,lj/rj2bl2dsj-^dsj - (3/r,2^) (dSjTjjXdSjTjj) 1

*

1.

where r.
,

r, being the vector radii to I., I-; ^n"'*!"'*?' ^12 ^^^^^ ^^®
force on I, by I,; and k being a coefficient depending on the
units(^).

Graneau assigns to this law a "potential" function which in MKSA
units is given as:

APj
jj

= -(jiQ/4n)I^Ijj(dmdn/r^
j|) [ (0.5cose-l .5cos(2 +e)J 2.

Graneau assumes that the principle of virtual work is valid for
this "potential". However, by differentiating with respect to all
the variables involved, he finds not only the original cardinal
force, but also two extra torque forces, namely the epsilon and
alpha torques. The prime objection to the Graneau method arises^
from the minimum mathematical requirement for applying the
principle of virtual work. This minimum requirement is conservation
of energy for the potential function. This is not shown by Graneau,
nor can it be shown, because "potential 2", as an inverse distance
law multiplied by an angle function, is not energy conserving.
However, this deficiency is a major one, associated also with every
"magnetic potential" definition. Indeed, as an example, we may
refer to the fact that a "magnetic potential" can not determine
consistently the energy of the following two identical cases. The
energy of a pair of two similar permanent magnets, as compared to
the energy of a pair of two similar coils, supplied with constant
currents and generating magnetic fields identical to the magnets.
The energy of the interacting coils is assumed to be supplied by
the voltage sustaining the currents. However, for the case of the
equivalent permanent magnets the interacting energy is assumed to
be taken out from the magnetic potential of the fields themselves.
It is obvious that for the two cases of pair of fields, assumed
identical, the same potentials are assumed different for the energy
transactions. If a consistent magnetic "potential" existed, it

should have provided an identical description of the energy
transactions for the magnets and coils. This inherent weakness,
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also known to the classical electromagnet ism, does not allow the
definition of a proper energy-conserving magnetic potential andl
apparently led Neumann to abandon his own concept of potential..
When- the Graneau/Neiimann potential is differentiated (applying the'
principle of virtual work), additional forces appear which are not
present in the original cardinal law; e.g. the alpha and epsilon
torques. This proliferation of forces can be attributed to the fact
that the potent itil is energy non-conserving and therefore, not
applicable to the principle of virtual work.

The key to explain in a simple way, the violent explosions and
other interesting phenomena in spark discharges, is to consider the-
cardinal law for individual moving charges. Graneau avoided the-
direct use of the cardinal law, saying that this law is not
applicabJe to individual charges. Graneau indirectly cites:
LorentzC ) for his argument. However, Lorentz has given no explicit
counter evidence. Nor it was possible for such evidence to existC >
at his time. The only experimental evidence known at that time were
the cathode rays, i.e., moving electrons under the influence of a
magnet or an electromagnet. This displayed the effect of are

effectively closed circuit on a moving charge. However, it is well
known( ) that both laws that of Ampere and that of Lorentz provide
identical results for such a closed circuit and individual charges.
Today's evidence of self interactions in high energy beams may
allow us to distinguish between the two laws. However, the relevant.
effect of beam self-focusing( ) favors the cardinal law of Ampere.

The cardinal law of electrodynamics for individual charges may be-

found frjDm the cardinal law. Formula (1), in the same way that
LorentzC ) developed his force law from the Coulomb, Biot-Savart or
Grassmann law, that is, by substituting qv for ids, where q is the-
quantity of charge and v is its velocity, I is the corresponding:
current intensity, ds is the corresponding current element length,
i.e. ,

ids = (qds)/dt = qv 3.
Adding the Coulomb force:

^

^12 = ^2^1^2/^12 ^•

which always coexists between charges , into Formula (1), then, this
formula should be rewritten, using vector notation and
electrostatic units, (k=l/c ) as:

F,2=-r,2(q,q2/rj2^)(2v,»V2/c^ -{3/c^r^^^)iv^T^piv^*r^p- 11 5.

This is the author's formula, first announced and publishedC ) in
1988, which in every respect may replace the Lorentz law for
individual charges, which is given as:

Fj2 = qj(E, -»- VjXBj/c) = Qi^rjjqj/rjj^ -t-VjXC (q2V2xrj2)/r,2'c)/cl =

(q|q2/r,2^)[rj2 -^ (Vj •r|2)v2/c^ - (Vj»V2 )rj2/c^l 6.



Lorentz's Formula (6) implies only repulsive forces between similar
charges. However, Formula (5), implies attractive as well ssi

repulsive forces which may look as strong compressive or explosive
forces in strong currents in high density electrolytes or plasmas,
containing fast moving charges. In a high density current, several:
charges move side by side, parallel to one another. Let us consider
two of those charges. Suppose, they are two electrons, moving in
such a way, that v.sv.^v, qj=q,=e, with a) r.- perpendicular to their
velocity v, and b) r,. parallel to their velocity v. In case (a),
V and r.- • perpendicular, Formula (5) and Formula (6) reduce*
respectively to:

i i i i

F,2 = r,2(eVr,p(i-2vVc^) 7.

Fjj = rjjjeVrjjbd-v^/cb 8.

In case (b) , v and r., parallel. Formula (5) and (6) reduce
respectively to:

i i i i

Fj2 = r,2(eVrjp(lV/c^) 9.

Fj2 = rj2(eVrj2^) 10.

The cardinal law based Equations (7) and (9), differ from the
Lorentz Equations (8) and (10). However, for forces caused by
closed circuits, the closed circuits integrals of Equations (7) and
(9), produce identical results to those of Equations (8) and (10).
This should not surprise us. What may surprise us, however, are the

,
forces between individual charges. In a high current density
plasma, i.e., an arc, the Lorentz forces. Equation (8) and (10),
are repulsive. However, the cardinal forces (7) and (9) are more
complex. The force based on Equation (7), is, first, repulsive for
low velocity similar charges, (v < 0.707c = c//2 ), and second,
attractive for high velocity similar charges (v > 0.707c). The
force based on Equation (9), is always repulsive. Both the cardinal
law forces based on Equations (7) and (9), have unique features.
According to Equation (7), repulsion may turn to attraction, when-
similar charges suff icient ly accelerate , and vice versa, attraction
ay turn to repulsion when the charges sufficiently decelerate.
These features readily explain violent lateral explosions in arcs
^and other relevant phenomena. For example, suppose, a high density
beam of electrons travelling at a sufficiently high speed. Then,
according to Equation (7), the electrons are compressed. After a
while they reach a metal anode and vigorously decelerate, due to
their collisions with the metal. The resulting strong repulsive
force, produced by the dominating coulomb term of Equation (7),
then, appears as a strong lateral explosion of the beam of
electrons. Thus the cardinal law of Ampere seems to explain the
sel f-focusing( ) of sufficiently fast electron beams; the
explosions and high pressures in water arc guns, and other
phenomena, described by Graneau( ). There is only one question
left. Is there enough acceleration in a water arc for the charge
velocities to surpass the 0.707C limit, and produce the necessary
initial attraction-compression. The answer is yes. To achieve a
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velocity of 0.707 C, electrons require an accelerating potential oT
the order of 125000 volts, which itself is not very high. In:,

addition, the repulsive character of the complementary Equation
(9), assists the accelerating potential, by propelling forward the-
front runner charges. Therefore, Equation (9) boosts front charges
to much higher velocities than those determined by the extemat
cathode-anode voltage, allowing them to surpass the 0.707c limit
with much less voltage than 125 Kv.
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MARINOV'S COMMENTS ON THE PRECEDING PAPER BY P. T. PAPPAS

In my paper "On the electric intensities induced in railguns" which is published in
this volume, I explain which is the reason for the explosive forces observed in wires
when strong currents flow along them.

On the other hand, it is lost time, I think, to discuss the results which can be ob-
tained on the basis of Ampere's formula, as this formula is SIMPLY WRONG. My Bul-Cub ma-
chine without stator (TV.'T-III, p. 48) and my Rotating Ampere Bridge with Displacement
Current (TWT-IV, p. 126) have shown that Ampere's formula is in conflict with the physical
reality.

But Prof. Pappas raised in his paper a very interesting question which 1 should like
to comment on. Prof. Pappas writes on p. 1 of his paper:

... as an example, we may refer to the fact that a "magnetic potential" can not de-
termine consistently the energy of the following two identical cases. The energy of
a pair of two similar permanent magnets, as compared to the energy of a pair of two
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similar coils, supplied with constant currents and generating magnetic fields iden-
tical to (these) of the magnets. The energy of the interacting coils is assumed to
be supplied by the voltage sustaining the currents. However, for the case of the
equivalent permanent magnets the interacting energy is assumed to be taken out from
the magnetic potential of the fields themselves. It is obvious that for the two cases
of pair of fields, assumed identical, the same potentials are assumed different for
the energy transactions.

First I have to note that the magnetic energy of the interacting coils (let us consider
for simplicity only a single coil) is taken from the battery supplying the current only
during the time of the increase of the current from zero to its nominal value, I, because
of the induced back tension

Wk = L{dl/dt), (A)

where L is the inductance of the coil. The electrical energy consumed from the battery
and "transformed" into magnetic 'energy is

to I '

P
" = / "back^^^ = /Lldl = (1/2)LIS (B)

where t^ is the moment when the current reaches its nominal value I.

By switching off the current, this magnetic energy will be returned to the battery,
again because of the induced back tension which, in this case, will have the same polarity
as the driving tension supplied by the battery. During the time when the current is con-
stant, the energy consumed from the battery goes to cover only the ohmic heat losses. If
the coil is superconducting, the battery can be excluded from the circuit and once it has
sent the current I circulate in the coil, this current will circulate eternally.

The magnetic energy of the permanent magnet (again I consider only one magnet) is the
sum of the magnetic energies of all its elementary magnetic DOMAINS which are aligned along
a preferred direction. Before the magnetization of the iron this magnetic energy DOES
EXIST, however, as the elementary magnetic domains are not aligned along a preferred di-
rection, there is no experimental possibility to establish MACROSCOPICALLY its existence.

We can ascribe magnetic potentials both to the coil and to the permanent magnet and
operate with themonexactly equal ways for making all necessary calculations.

The big problem which Pappas has raised, without having rightly indicated it, is how-
ever the following:

To magnetize a coil, one must spend the energy (B). Has one to spend the same energy to
magnetize a piece of iron making it permanent magnet with the same size which generates
exactly the same magnetic potential in space? And the answer, in surprise to all suppor-
ters of the energy conservation law, is: NO! - The magnetic energy EXISTS in the piece of
non- magnetized iron, as the elementary magnetic domains are all the time magnetized. By
putting the iron in an external magnetic field and by magnetizing it, we do not FURNISH
some additional energy to the iron and consequently we do not take some energy from the
source generating the external magnetic field. And if a permanent magnet demagntizes spon-
taneously (in a shorter or longer period of time), it does not deliver energy, as is the
case with a coil by switching off the current. Here I assume that the hysteresis curve of
the iron has surface zero and thus there are no hysteresis losses; it is a big error to
think that the hysteresis losses are transformed magnetic energy, as somebody wrongly may
think that the ohmic losses of a coil are its transformed magnetic energy.

To make my assertions more clear, let us consider the following thought experiment,
which, of course, can be more or less exactly realized:

Let us have a cylindrical current coil and at a certain distance from it a coaxial
cylindrical piece of non-magnetized ABSOLUTELY SOFT iron, i.e., with residual induction
(the iduction B^ for H = 0) and coercive force (the reverse external magnetic intensity
He needed to reduce B to zero) equal to zero.

The coil will attract the iron with a certain feeble force. When the iron will approach
the coil the attracting force will become bigger and bigger and the velocity of the iron
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piece will increase, reaching its maximum when it will cross the middle of the coil and

when its magnetization will be maximum. Due to its inertia, the iron will exit from the

other orifice of the coil, diminishing its velocity and losing its magnetization, until

it will reach the same distance at the other side of the coil as was the initial one, where
it will stop moving and the whole process will be repeated in the opposite direction. Thus,
if there will be no losses, the iron piece will begin to oscillate infinitely long; if

there will be losses, the oscillations will be damped.

Let us consider the case where the motion of the iron piece will be stopped after half
a period of its oscillation. It is clear that during the first fourth-period there was a

back tension induced in the coil and the kinetic energy acquired by the iron was equal to

the electric energy lost by the battery. During the second fourth-period, again due to the

induced back tension, the kinetic energy lost by the iron will be equal to the elecric
energy returned to the battery. But the magnetic energy of the iron when it was in the

coil has been produced from NOTHING.

The experiment can be repeated with a permanent magnet. Again the same eternal free

or damped oscillations will be observed in which there will be a continuous transformation
of electric energy into kinetic energy and vice versa.

Two German students, Hermann Llibers and Martin Allerman, demonstrated on the Dr. Nie-

per's conference in Hannover in March 1987 the following experiment:

A permanent magnet can rotate about an axle in front of another stationary permanent
magnet. When the positive pole of the rotating magnet is attracted by the negative pole

of the stationary magnet, one changes with a quick magnetizing pulse the polarization of

the stationary magnet to the opposite. Consequently the positive pole of the rotating
magnet will be now repulsed and its negative pole will be attracted. Then again the pola-

rity of the stationary magnet is changed to the opposite and thus one obtains an electro-
magnetic motor. The German students hoped that the magnetic energy lost for the remagne-
tizations of the stationary magnet can be made less than the kinetic rotational energy
acquired by the rotating magnet. I THINK THAT THEIR EXPECTATIONS ARE RIGHT (although in

their set-up this was not achieved), as one has not to spend energy for the magnetization
(re-magnetization) of the iron (if there are no hysteresis losses). And as showed above,
the electric energy spent for "magnetizing a coil" returns to the battery after "demagne-

tizing" it.

Here the following objection can be raised: The hysteresis losses can be made low, only
if the corcive force, Hq, will be very small. However, at a low coercive force, the rota-

ting permanent magnet will remagnetize the stationary magnet by its own field and the lat-

ter will be unable to repulse the former. Thus the coercive force must be considerable.
In such a case the hysteresis losses are inevitable. Thus the construction of a perpetuura

mobile on this principle becomes "^ery problematic.

The fact that one can magnetize iron without spending energy is the reason for the vio-

lation of the energy conservation law in my machine MAMIN COLIU (TWT-III, p. 89):

The magnetic flux generated by the stationary and rotating magnets in MAMIN COLIU'

s

iron core is bigger when the magnets are overlapping one another. The alternating magnetic
flux generates an alternating current in the coil. However, because of the cylindrical
symmetry, the "back magnetc field" generated by the coil's current cannot brake the rota-

tion of the rotating magnets. For the magnetization of the iron core NO energy is needed,

emphasizing that the magnetization of the core is always with one polarity but, during the

rotation of the movable magnets, it is different at the different cross-sections of the

core and the NET magnetic flux is oscillating about some middle value, inducing an alter-

nating tension in the coil.

Thus I consider Pappas ' INDIRECT approach to the problem whether one needs energy for

the magnetization of a piece of iron as very IMPORTANT, noting that Pappas' principal

attention is directed to the question whether the magnetic potential A describes the ener-

getic aspects of the magnetic interactions in the same way as the electric potential *

describes the energetic aspects of the elctrostatic interactions. The answer is: In both

cases one must take the potential energies U = q<I>, W = (q/c)v.A, not the potnetials $, A.

For the electric interactions the results in both cases are the same, as U is a scalar
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product of q and *, but for the magnetic interactions this cannot be done.

I showed that the fundamental equation of motion in electromagnetism, called by me the
Newton- Lorentz equation, must be written in the form (see TWT-II, pp. 85 and 86)

(d/dt)(pQ + qA/c) = - qgradt* - v.A/c) = - grad(U - W). (C)

where p is the proper momentum of a particle with charge q crossing with a velocity v
a reference point where the electric and magnetic potentials of the surrounding system
are 4 and A.

Let us consider two positive electric charges. Their electric energy is U = qiq2/r.
They must repel one another, as in such a case their electric energy decreases and the
loss of electric energy transforms into kinetic energy of the charges. Similarly two
masses attract one another, as their gravitational energy Ug = - yniiniz/r is negative; at
their attraction their gravitational energy DECREASES and the loss is transformed into
kinetic energy of the masses. -.

Let us now consider two magnets (permanent magnets or coils). If they will attract
one another with their opposite poles, their magnetic energy will increase and their ki-
netic energy, TOO. If these magnets will repel one another with their homonymous poles,
their magnetic energy again will increase and their kinetic energy, TOO. The reason for
this is that W enters in equation (C) with a sign OPPOSITE to U. We thus see that the
MOST SIMPLE interaction between two magnets VIOLATES the energy conservation law. I have
not read a textbook where one has pointed out to this FACT.

Thus the magnetic energy is a potential energy and can be treated in many aspects as
the electric potential energy, but in many aspects not. The fact that the term (q/c)dA/dt
figures on the left side of equation (C) makes magnetism VERY STRANGE, leading to viola-
tion of the simple Newton's third law and consequently to violation of the laws of conser-
vation of momentum and angular momentum, as my Bul-Cub Machine without Stator and my Ro-
tating Ampere Bridge with Displacement Current have demonstrated. The strange fact that
iron can be magnetized without loss of energy leads to violation of the energy conserva-
tion law, as my machine MAMIN COLIU has demonstrated.

The reason why the machine TESTATIKA violates the energy conservation law is not clear
for me, as I was not allowed to become acquainted with the real principle of its action.

ADDENDUM. It is only our choice to consider the electric energy of two positive charges

as positive and the gravitational energy of two masses (which are "positive" gravitational

charges) as negative, so that the energy conservation law can be preserved. Thus we can

save the energy conservation law at the magnetic interactions, if we consider the magnetic

energy of two charges moving with velocities vj, V2 not in the form

W = q^q^iiy^2^c^r (D)

as conventional physics (including ME) does, but in the form

W = - qjq^Vj.v^/c r. (E)

'

In this case the ninth axiom of my absolute space-time theory must be written not in

the form (see CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol. Ill, p. 70)

dU + dW = dUy^, (F)

where U is the sum of the space energies (electrical and gravitational) of any isolated

material system, W is the sum of its space-time energies (magnetic and magretic. the last

being at the present time only hypothetical ly introduced), and U is the world energy of

the system (its gravitational energy with the masses of the whole Universe), but in the

form ,_.
dU - dW = dU^. (G)

This change will, probably, make many formulas more elegant (see §22 in vol. Ill of

CLASSICAL PHYSICS). For example, now we shall have (see my comments to the following

paper of Prof. Spencer> 2,2 x , > 2 .**- **• ,u\
U + W = (qiq2/c'^r(c^ - ^y^^^ = - (qiqg/c r)^^^^. (H)
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The paper discusses the three forms of eiectrodynamic equations

which are believed by some modern physicists: the Weber equation, the

classical equation, and the new relative velocity formulation. It is shown

that only one of these formulations can possibly predia the tangential forces

which have been observed in many experiments and the Edwards effect.

Many different equations for the force between moving charges have

been proposed

'

--3. But at low velocities only three of these are distinct and

have modern adherents.

The oldest equation is that suggested by Wilhelm Weber'^ in 1848.

This equation is seriously considered by Wesley^. Marinov^. (3raneau^,

Papas^ and Phipps^. The Weber equation can be derived^ from a scalar

potential which is a function of the relative velocitv of source and receiver.

Consider a charge Q which is in motion at velocitv v. Fig. 1, in a non-rotating

coordinate system in which the force on a test charge at point P is to be

measured. The distance between source and receiver is r. A unit vector ar

points from source to receiver. The test charge at point P moves with

velocity u. Expressed in the mks system the Weber scalar potential is

(v- u)
4ne„ r

^ '

a . .. .

^jj
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Fig.1

The force per unit lest charge at point P produced by the charge is

Fw = -grad (pw

or

Pw « *r
,
(v-uHv-u) 3[(v-u) IrJ

4nz^r 2c

2

4nzj: r

dv du

dt
"

dt

(2)

(3)

If the velocities u and v are constant, this equation reduces to that first

proposed by Gauss in a letter in 1835. Note that this equation gives a force

fw which is always in the radial direction.

The other two equations considered today incorporate the Neumann'®

idea of a vector potential. The electric field strength H is defined in terms of

both a scalar potential (p and a vector potential A by the equation

dA
E « -grad (p

dt
(4)

while the magnetic flux density B is expressed in terms of the vector

potential A as

B - curl A . (5)
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The force per unit charge T is defined as suggested by Heaviside' ^ as

f - B + «xB. vd (6)

In the classical theory which is in harmony with the work of

Marweii^2^ Lorenz'3 and Lorentz^"^, the scalar potential is assumed to be a

function of position

. .

4n€^r

U)r
(7)

but the vector potential is a function of th? velodity v of the source

Ac(t)
4ji r

'i .,?

while the velocity of the receiver enters only in the term

(8)

(9)

Thus, the electric and magnetic field vectors E and B are assumed to be

functions of the absolute velocity of the source v. while the force on a

moving charge is assumed to be a linear function of the velocity of the test

charge.

At low velocities, v/c « I. u/c « I. where retardation can be

neglected, the classical formulation is

fc

4nz^r

u(t) X (v(t) X a^)

4nCoC r

dv(t) u(t)

dt c

dv(t)

dt
X a.

(10)

This equation is believed by the majority of modern physicists.
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However, if we follow the Gaussian idea that relative velocities should

be employed by utilizing both a scalar and a veaor potential, the

expressions2.3 for A and w become

Ar(1)
Q (v(t) - u(t))

2

Sucker
(11)

Wr - U(t)-V(t) (12)

The relative velocity form of the electrodynamic force equation at low

velocities and neglecting retardation becomes

s fc>

fn » -
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- '1*1

Fig. 2

For the positive charge which is stationary, v. = u. = 0. so

*'w*+ ~ ^c*+ ~ * R++

4nej:
14)

However, if we consider the positive charge in dsi for which v=v.=0 and the

negative charge in dS2 for which u=u-. we obtain three different expressions

>

w+-
|QtQ2|ar

4iiz^v

U. U. 3 [U- • ^rj

2c

QiO1 V2

Y*

I

4)te,c r

Fc-

du

dt

O1Q2
^[«r]

4ntj: (15)
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Fr.-
IQ1Q2I

4nc^r

u. X (tr)< tf)

JQ1Q2
2

du. u.

dl c

2c

du.

"dT
xa,

For negative charge in dsi and positive charge in dS2, v-v. but u*-0 so

F,... -iMi
4nz^r

ar*
V • V. Ih^

..^IM^I

c 2c

dv.

2

4ncx r
dt

F,..,-lM2l[;,j.l0iM^

4jie/
^ 2 dt

(16)

f Fo.. IO1Q2I

4^0 r

V. X (v. X tf)

2c

Finally, for the force between the negative charge in both current elements,
v-v- and u-u. so

V- - a,lM4
4jiCj,r

i -i^J^'.^'

Jv--u-)(v,-u,) 3[(v--uj«/

2c
I *

O1O2

^ 2
4nc«c r

dv. du

"dT "dT
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Fc-
iQiQd^r

4iic^r

u.x (v.x a^j

JO1O2I

^nz^c r

dv_ u. /dv

dl c dl

- — X xa,

jp/. 17)

R-
O1O2

^nz^r

(v.- uj x((v. - ujx a^)

2c

IQ1Q2I

2

8iie„c r

dv. du. V. -u_
+ x

dl dl c
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However, if there are Ni and N2 free elements per unit volume and
cross sectional areas are A

i
and A2

|Q,|-N,A,|Oe||ds,| , |02|-N2A2|Qe||dS2|,
(2O)

The current density J in each conductor is '

and

90

Ji - -|pi-K- • J2 - "K-l"-

Pu|-|pl-|-Nl|Oe| . |P2.| M N2IQ.I

; Jl - -N, |Qe|v. , J2- -N2|0e|u-.

Therefore, the current in each conductor is

I| =|Ji|A| - N,|0.|A,|v.|
. l2=|j2|Aj - NzlOelAjlu.

Multiplication by the appropriate element of distance gives

l||ds,|=N,A,|Oe||ds,||v.|.|Oe||v.|

l2|dS2|=N2A2|0e||dS2(|u.|.|Qe||u.|.

Therefore !
- '

dF,
III

I '2

2 2

4m. c r

-2(ds,ds2)*3(ds,ar)(ds2ar)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

which is exactly the equation suggested by Ampere'5 in 1823. However.
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I, (t) 12(1) ^ dl
cls2x(dsi X a^))

(27)

and

d"FR = iiili^fll jds,x{dS2xar)^dS2x{ds,xar))

dl2(l)

2 2

8nc«c r

8ne„cr

I|(l)—=— ds., x(dS2X aJ
dt

^ \ ^ ''

+ 12(1)—'— clS2 X (ds 1
X a^)

dt

|., (28)

In order to measure the force on an element of current I2d52 it is

necessary to integrate these expressions about a closed path with respect to

ds. However, we have previously*^ shown that for the Ampere-Weber

expression for the force between current elements, the result is identical for

the Grassmann^'7 force

2

dFc
Il(t)l2(t)i . u
-i ^(dS2x(ds,xar))

4nz^c v;v (29)

and for the Ampere force. Clearly the classical expression and the

Grassmann expression always give forces perpendicular to the current

element dS2. Therefore, in any closed circuit, it is impossible for the Ampere

equation to produce any tangential component.

Therefore, we must conclude that the only one of these three

formulations which can possibly explain the many experiments^ of Herring,

Graneau and others which appear to prove the existence of tangential forces

is the modern relative velocity formulation. A detailed analysis of each of

the crucial experiments should be carried out to see if the relative velocity

formulation can quantitatively predict the tangential forces found by



Herring, Graneau. Pappas, Phipps and others. This has been started in the

analysis of Ampere s hairpin experiment by Saria and Spencer'*.

The Edwards Effect

In the Edwards effect, the source is a steady current so dv/dt-0 and
the receiver is stationary so u»0, du/dt.

i h«^jfc^?

Fig. 3

In this special case the Weber equation, Eq. (3). becomes,

Fw= ar

4nz^r

1 n-v^' 3(v.t/

2c
(30)

For the classical equation (10),

Fc - tr

4n£^r
(31)

and for the new relative velocity formulation. Eq. (13)
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Q

4ne^r

V X (v X tj.)

2c
(32)

Adding terms from Eqs. (30), (31) and hZ) for both positive and negative

charges in the conductor, the coulomb terms cancel and

Fw - ar

4nz^r
2\c

^ 2

1-^sin 9
2

(?3)

Fc =
(34)

^ ^-1 cos 9 a,

Snc^r
2 c

(35)

The classical theory predicts that the Edwards effect does not exist. Both the

Weber and the relative velocity formulation give a force which is

proportional to (v/c)2. However, the directions and the angular dependence

are different. Only the expression, Eq. (35), is in agreement with the

Edwards experiments as has been previously pointed out20.

Conclusions

Thus, we can conclude that there appears to be a large body of

experiments which can be explained by the new relative velocity

formulation of electrodynamics. The Weber-Ampere formulation appears to

provide tangential forces when d2Fir is considered. However, when the

necessary integrations are carried out for a closed circuit dFv is always

perpendicular to the current element and agrees exactly with classical

theory. The relative velocity expression contains a true tangential

component which does not disappear when d2FR is integrated about a closed

circuit. Detailed analysis of each experimental configuration is necessary to



determine whether these qualitative conclusions can be verified

quantitatively in ail cases.
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MARINOVS COMMENTS ON THE PREVIOUS PAPER BY D. E. SPENCER (et al.)

I published in TWT-IV (p. 200) a paper of Prof. Spencer on the force between moving

charges, noting in my comnents that I consider her approach as scientifically unsound.

I sustain further this opinion.

The force with which one moving charge acts on another moving charge (as a matter of

fact the potential energy of two moving charges) is the basis on which the whole body

of electromagnetism is to be built. Thus proceeding from the potential energy of two elec-

trical charges q^, q^ "wving with velocities v,, v^ in absolute space, one has to explain

all electromagnetic phenomena. The proponents of Weberian electromagnetism and of the

Ampere formula for the force of interaction between two moving charges often forget that

they have to explain a tremendously big amount of electromagnetic effects which, for the

time being, are explained only proceeding from the well-known Newton-Lorentz equation

(i.e., from the Neumann form for the magnetic energy of two moving charges) and conse-

quently from the Grassmann formula for the force of interaction acting between two moving

charges, as the latter is a direct result of the Newton-Lorentz equation.

In addition to the effects known to today's physics, one has to explain also the ef-

fects demonstrated by the machines constructed recently by me which violate Newton's

third law (the Bul-Cub machine without stator and the Rotating Ampere Bridge with Displa-

cement Current, presented in TWT-III and TWT-IV). It is well known that Grassmann's for-

mula violates Newton's third law but before me none (with the exception of Graham and

Lahoz, Nature, 285, 154, 1980, who have not understood the importance of their experiment)

has observed such violations. Strangely enough, nobody of the proponents of Ampere's for-

mula has comnented on my experiments. I understand all these people, as my experiments

offer a direct experimental disproof of Ampere's formula and a firm experimental verifi-

cation of Grassmann's formula. Concerning my friends from the "Amperian camp" (all of

whom have read or at least purchased TWT) I can only repeat the ancient maxim: The neg-

lection of experiments can never save a theory.

Prof. Spencer thinks that the formula which she obtains at her "new relative velocity"

approach allows to explain the effect in the Edwards' experiment ( Phys. Rev. D , 14, 922,

1976). First I must say that the report of Edwards et al. is written so badly that only

a person who has not what to do on this Earth would spend time to try to decipher it. San-

sbury has presented a much more better written report ( Rev. Sc. Instr. , 56, 415, 1985) on

a similar experiment, so that I suggest to the people who wish to understand the essence

of such kind of experiments to look at Sansbury's paper.

I reprint Sansbury's paper in this volume, so that the readers of TWT do not lose time

for searching it in the libraries.

The explanation of this effect is childishly simple, and one has not to change the

fundamental electromagnetic formula with the aim to "explain" it, as Prof. Spencer does.

The fundamental formulas are sajnjt. They must be touched only at extremely critical situ-

ations . Edwards' effect is a simple side effect and its explanation can be done as follows:
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Electric current begins to flow along a metal wire when, in general, at the one of

its ends, there is electrons' concentration higher than the concentration of the positive

ions of the metal lattice, while, at the other end, there is electrons' concentration

lower than the concentration of the positive ions. The electrons will be "sucked" by the

positively charged end of the wire. This "sucking" will be possible only if the concen-

tration of the electrons throughout the wire will become lower than the concentration of

the positive ions, otherwise the electrons in the wire can not "feel" that there is scar-

city on electrons at the one end of the wire. It is nonsense to think that the

higher concentration of the positive ions at the one end of the wire (at the positive

electrode of the battery) acts directly with its Coulomb electric potential on the excess

of electrons at the other end of the wire (at the negative electrode of the battery). In-

deed, the wire can be long kilometers and this direct Coulomb action can become nil. Thus

the excessive positive charges from the positive electrode of the battery attract by Cou-

lomb forces the electrons in the immediate neighbourhood of the wire, the emerging higher

positive concentration of the ions attracts the electrons from its immediate neighbour-

hood and the process propagates with a velocity near to c towards the negative electrode

of the battery. We thus see that during the transfer of current the whole wire must be-

come slightly positively charged and, clearly, at a higher current, the positive charging

of the wire must be higher.

This is exactly what Sansbury has observed: When current went along a wire, it attrac-

ted a negatively charged vane and repulsed a positively charged vane, independently of

the direction of the current.

Here I must add that besides this effect which, following Prof. Spencer, I shall call

the Edwards effect, there is also the Kennard effect which appears only if the current

wire moves with respect to absolute space. In the last case an induced electric inten-

sity appears according to the formula

E = (V.grad)A + VxrotA,

where ¥ is the absolute velocity of the wire and A is the magnetic potential generated

by it at the laboratory's point where the positively (negatively) charged vane is placed.

If Sansbury has done his experiment more attentively, he could see that there is an ad-

ditional force acting on the positively (negatively) charged vane coming from the electro-

magnetic induction due to the absolute velocity of the Earth. This effect depends not on

the square of the current but on the current , i.e., for opposite currents it has opposite

signs and, for a prolongated rectangular loop, depends on the angle which this loop

concludes with the laboratory's absolute velocity. I have observed this electric force

in my inertial Kennard experiment (see TWT-IV, p. 110).

Now I wish to make some "technical" remarks on Prof. Spencer's paper.

Prof. Spencer obtains formula (3) for the force with which a charge Q, moving with a

velocity v, acts on a test unit charge, moving with a velocity u, proceeding from formula

(2), in which she puts the Weber electromagnetic potential (1). Let us accept for bre-
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vity w = V -u, wherew is the velocity of the charge Q with respect to the test unit charge

(compare with Prof. Spencer's formula (12)). At w = Const, the calculation gives

(4wGo/Q)F^ = - gradd/r + (w.r)^/2cV} =

- grad(l/r) - {(w.r)^/2c^}grad(l/rV l(w.r)/cV}{(w.grad)r + wxrotr) =

r/r^ + 3(w.r)r/2c^r^ - (w.r)w/c^r'^.

Meanwhile, if we put in Prof. Spencer's formula (3) dv/dt - du/dt = dw/dt = 0, we ob-

tain

(47TG^/Q)F^ = r/r^ - 3(w.r)^r/2c^r^ + w^c^r^.

Thus fonrnila (3) of Prof. Spencer can be not obtained from formulas (1) and (2).

Prof. Wesley (Progress in Space-Time Physics 1987, p. 195) obtains the force with

which the charge Q moving with the velocity w acts on the unit test charge at rest, pro-

ceeding from a slightly different Weber's potential (note the negative sign before the

second term)

*W
= (Q/4^^0^^^/^ (•'.r)^/2cV}.

and making the following calculation:

For the rate of change of this potential in time, we shall have, noting that dr/dt =

-w, as vector r points from Q to the unit test charge, and thus w = d(-r)/dt,

(47i€Q/0)d*ydt = ^r.w)/c^r^}{c^ + w^ - 3(r.w)^/2r^ - r.(dw/dt)}.

Prof. Wesley obtains the last term wrongly with sign "+" and I think that this is only

a misprint .

As

dVdt = F^.w,

we obtain the Weber force

(4ne^/0)F^ = (r/c^r^){c^ + w^ - 3(r.»f)^/2r^ - r.(di»/dt)}.

Comparing this formula with formula (3) of Prof. Spencer, we see that they coincide.

Thus Prof. Spencer's formula (3) can be obtained proceeding from Wesley's form of the

Weber potential and following Wesley's way of calculation.

Let me note that Riemann (A Contribution to Electromagnetism, in the book Energy Po-

tential, towards a new electromagnetic theory, by Carol White, Campaigner Publ . , New York

1977) writes the Weber potential in the form of Wesley (see p. 279 of the book), al-

though without the factor "2" in the denominator.

I should like also to note that the way on which Prof. Spencer obtains Ampere's for-

mula (the first formula (19)) from the formula for the Weber force (3) is already indi-

cated by Prof. Wesley on p. 199 of his Space-Time Physics 1987.

At the end I shall give, as reference, the forms of the electric and magnetic energies

of two electric charges according to Coulomb- Neumann, Coulomb-Weber and Coulomb- Riemann.

For clarity, I shall not use Prof. Spencer's notations but more simple notations, deno-
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ting the charges of the first and second particles by q^, q^ and their velocities in

absolute space by ¥j, ^^ which, if measured on a clock which rests in absolute space,

are called their universal velocities:
(see, however, my comments to Pappas

1. COULOMB-NEUMANN ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC ENERGIES article published in this volume)

U + W = (qjq2/c^r)(c^ + VJ.V2) = (qjq2/c^r)(CjC2 + ^y^^^.

where v,, v^ are called also universal space velocities of the particles, c^ = c, C2 = c

are called their universal time velocities and are equal to the universal light velocity
2 2 -1/2

(however, the proper time velocities of the particles c , = c(l-v,/c ) ,

2 2 -1/2
c 2 = c(l - vt/c ) are not equal one to another), and r is the distance between the

particles.

As '

Vj = (Vj, ic), V2 = (V2, ic)

are the 4-velocities of the particles (the univi?rsa1 4-velocities), we have

W - U = (qiq2/c^r)(Vj.V2 - c^) = (qjq2/c^r)Vj.V2.

The here indicated notations are introduced by me and many of the notions are attri-

butes of my absolute space-time theory (see my CLASSICAL PHYSICS).

Thus the Coulomb- Neumann electric and magnetic potential energies are the basis of

the 4-dimensional approach to electromagnetism which presents the electromagnetic formu-

las in a very elegant. and compact way unifying the space and time characteristics of

the particles (see CLASSICAL PHYSICS, volumes 3-5).

When proceeding from the Coulomb-Neumann potentials, the force with which two electric

charges (two current elements) act one on another is given by the Grassmann formula.

2. COULOMB-WEBER ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC ENERGIES

U . W = (qiq2/c^r)Cc2 - {[y^-s^).T\^IZr^ ^ - HlSZ^^ - 1(^)2}.

When proceeding from the Coulomb-Weber potentials, the force with which two electric

charges (two current elements) act one on another is given by Ampere formula.

3. COULOMB- RIEMANN ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC ENERGIES

U + W = (qjq2/c^r){c^ - (V2 -v^)^}.

It is not clear to me whether the term (V2-Vj) must be divided by the factor 2 (I

rather think that it must be divided) and with which force two charges (two cur-

rent elements) act one on another when proceeding from the Coulomb- Riemann potentials.

As far as I know, in his Course on Theoretical Physics, Prof. God of the Champs Elysees

University works only with the Coulomb-Neumann potentials and with Grassmann 's formula.
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The following paper was presented at a conference
held at the Imperial College in London, England
in September 1968. The conference concerned the

physical interpretation of the mathematical
structure which we associate with the theory of
relativity. This is the conference referenced on

p. 295 of Stefan Marinov's book THE THORNY VAY OF TRUTH:

Part IV, from which Stefan Marinov was denied admission.
Several speakers at the conference presented papers
which were rather challenging and so were not in

conformity with what establishment relativists wish
to hear. Notwithstanding Learned society sponsorship,
the organizer was unable to arrange for the conference
proceedings to be accepted by a publisher. The author is
therefore indebted to Stefan Marinov for his willingness
to include this paper in his latest version of:

THE THORNY VAY OF TRUTH.

FOUR QUESTIONS CONCEKNING PHYSICAL REALITY AITO RELATIVITY

H. ASPDEK
Department of Electrical Engineering,

University of Southampton,
Southampton S09 5WR, England.

The physical reality underlying the experimental support for

relativity poses certain unanswered questions of particular

significance to the role of the 'observer' versus the role of a

physical electromagnetic frame of reference. These questions,

which concern electrodynamlc interactions, energy transfer, and

standing waves as 'forcing' influences, causal to invariance, are

discussed. It is concluded that a physical insight into the

meaning of the theory of relativity has no certain basis until

further experiments resolve several open issues. The most

important 'Is whether field energy entrained by standing waves in

test apparatus causes the vacuum coextensive with that apparatus to

have an electromagnetic reference frame seated with and moving with

the apparatus, even though that same vacuum region presents a
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different frame of reference to freely moving electromagnetic

waves.

There is something disturbing about participating in a

conference that concerns the theme "Physical Interpretations of

Relativity Theory". Why should a theory need physical

interpretation when it owes its recognized existence to its reputed

acclaim for having 'explained' a whole series of physical

phenomena? Or are we to presume that the theory of relativity is

lacking in some respects? Are we to oelieve that relativity is

merely an empirical mathematical formalism that somehow provides a

unique but abstract correlation of what is observed but now needs

to be transformed into real physics to give it substance?

This conference has the stated intention of reviewing the

fruitfulness of 'orthodox' relativity, as developed from the

Einstein-Minkowski formulation, and to suggest how history and

philosophy of science clarify the relationship between the accepted

relativistic formal structure and the various physical

interpretations associated with it. The outcome of such debate

could, therefore, be the conclusion that 'orthodox' relativity is

indeed very fruitful in explaining what we all know it purports to

explain and has a particularly sound physical basis of a specific

nature. However, the very fact that a conference such as this can

be convened some 83 years after Einstein first presented his

Special Theory of Relativity suggests that no definitive conclusion

of this kind Is to be expected. There Is clearly a great measure

of uncertainty and, in some measure, dissatisfaction with the

relativistic theory. Otherwise, we would be content to regard the

subject as closed, much as we do with regard to the theory of

thermodynamics.

One can approach this subject by asking questions which are

conventionally regarded as within the province of relativity and

then discussing the conventional response. The issues of the

preferred frame or the clock oaradox are Drline candidates in such d
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debate. I have chosen to pose and then anticipate ansv#ers to

certain quest ipns which are capable of being settled by experiment

and have a crucial bearing upon the theory of relativity.

The first question is to ask whether what we know as the

electromagnetic properties of charge In motion is a property

confined to Interactions involving charged leptons. Does all

charge In motion behave in the same manner as charge carried by

electrons or by positrons? This is a simple question. Put more

succinctly, do two protons in motion Interact electrodynamlcally as

if they were two positrons? Vhat does the theory of relativity say

on this subject? Inasmuch as the theory has no characteristic that

distinguishes between leptons and hadrons one expects the

electrodynamic forces to satisfy the sane formulae in both cases.

But is this what is found in practice? Vould a magnetic field set

up exclusively by a proton beam assert the expected magnetic force

on a freely moving proton?

5ote here that leptons and hadrons are distinguished by the fact

that a lepton cannot sense the strong force, but can sense the

electromagnetic force. Leptons do interact electromagnetlcally

with hadrons, but do hadrons Interact electromagnetlcally with

other hadrons as a function of their charge motion?

The next question is equally simple. Ve have certain knowledge

that a charged particle such as an electron or a proton moving

freely trfough space will increment In mass as its speed is

Increased. Such particles are isolated but they may have a

definitive quantum-related structure commensurate with the

wavelength of electromagnetic radiation as does the matter which

they constitute to create atoms. Standing electromagnetic wave

resonances associated with photon exchanges that demand an

electromagnetic frame of reference can occur in matter on a

collective basis and even in the self field of a point or isolated

free oharge. Suppose that the Increment of mass of an element of

matter is dependent upon motion of that element relative to the
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effective local electromagnetic reference frame. An Isolated

particle such as an electron cannot be said to move steadily and

progressively relative to its own standing wave field, but such a

particle can move through the common standing wave system that is

shared by a structured charge background.

In a sense, there is an intuitive feeling that creeps into this

analysis and suggests that the vacuum background itself may have

properties which can physically determine the electromagnetic frame

of reference, possibly as a Joint venture with matter having an

atomic structure but not with a mere isolated electron or proton in

passage through it. Note that if energy is conserved when a charge

accelerates, then its kinetic energy will augment its mass, but if

energy is exchanged by collective association with the vacuum field

environment then that mass augmentation need not occur. The

question then is whether aggregations of matter, such as neutral

composite particles or even the body of the Earth, can really be

said to increase in mass as speed is increased. This is a very

pertinent question if our objective is to interpret the physical

basis of relativity theory. Relativity does not tell us that the

phenomenon should depend upon charge or the physical dimensions of

the particle in question. Hence there should be no distinction at

all, but what does experiment tell us on this question?

Before discussing these two questions in a relativistic context

let us consider the third question. This enters the realm of

General Relativity, whereas the previous questions concerned

Special Relativity. Simply stated, given that a planet moves in an

orbit around the sun determined by the distorting effect of the

solar mass upon a 4-dimensional representation of Minkowski space,

how does energy traverse the distance between sun and planet in the

exchanges which occur between planetary kinetic energy and

gravitational potential as the planet describes an elliptical

orbit? Ifethematically, it is easy to say that the planet describes

a defined path we term a 'geodesic', but in physical terms we are

concerned with the energy transfer and it is natural to wonder what
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route this energy takes, what form It adopts and how fast it

travels.

- It is hoped that the reader will see the gist of this

discussion. I-t is all too easy for us to follow the conventional

discussion themes in the debate on the pros and cons of various

ways of looking at relativity, but in the final analysis the theory

of relativity will have to be Judged on its relevance, whether

physical or merely mathematical, to phenomena in general. Once we

bring in provisos which limit the territory in which relativity can

be said to have meaning, we have taxed the theory to its limits and

its viability becomes very questionable. One needs, it seems, to

hesitate before trying to give physical interpretation to a theory

which is still open on crucial issues such as those raised above.

All important are the experimental facts and we have yet to

determine what these are.

One other question, which we will not discuss in depth but which

is mentioned to show that there is so much yet to be resolved, is

that posed by the speed of an electromagnetic wave moving freely

through space. When an electromagnetic wave is reflected back on

itself by a mirror it will have to travel through the energy field

of a wave of similar intensity moving in the opposite direction.

How do we know that it will move as it would if it were freely

moving without being subject to the energy field of such a

reflected wave? Ve assume that the wave velocity is unaffected by

the energy field of other waves, but we know that light is slowed

down on passage tfough the energy fields of water molecules, for

example. I find reliance on this assumption difficult to

comprehend, especially bearing in mind that it is the untested

assumption on which the Nichelson-Morley experiment is founded and

the null result of that experiment is of crucial physical

Importance to the theory of relativity.

It was after Michelson and Xorley reported their experiment that

Wiener discovered that standing waves are set up by 180 degree
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mirror reflection and that the electric field nodes are locked to

the mirror surface . The translational motion of the Mlchelson-

Morley apparatus through space could therefore be forcing the

energy in the standing wave oscillations to share the motion of the

apparatus. If- the wave energy is 'forced' to share that motion,

how can we be so sure that the wave velocity is not equally

constrained to be referenced on that energy field and so on the

apparatus that shares the motion of the earthly observer? If the

phenomenon owes its existence to relativistic principles, then

• those principles must in some way arise from the ' forced' behaviour

of the standing wave system. Does relativity involve us in the

differences between standing waves and free waves and how does the

'observer' relate to standing waves nodes that lock themselves onto

nirror surfaces?

This theme then leads us to ask what happens if a free wave

component having no reflected counterpart is superimposed upon a

standing wave system having the same frequency. Will the free wave

travel at a speed referenced on some other frame, perhaps a

preferred frame? This, of course, is easily tested because the

free wave would then modulate the standing wave along its length as

a linear function of motion of the apparatus relative to that

preferred frame. - i:rv.;-^^;;; .;'>• -^"w--.;.; .,'

If we can contend that the standing wave energy, being forced to

share the motion of the mirror and so of the apparatus, entrains,

as it were, the effective electromagnetic reference frame so far as

that standing wave system is concerned, are we to Imagine that a

different electromagnetic reference frame can operate in the same

vacuum region? If so, then what role do we assign to the notional

observer in Einstein's theory?

The essential point which emerges from the context of the above

questions is that what we know as Lorentz invariance has come from

observations on free particles with data derived from measurements

in which field energy is entrained by the apparatus. A physical
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Invariance with translational non-acceleration motion may have a

causal dependence, upon that entralnment of standing waves with the

motion of the apparatus. The Lorentz formulation, with its time

transformation condition, becomes a mathematical consequence of

assuming that 'the physical constraints on the free electron or the

free wave are identically those applicable to bulk matter and

standing waves.

It would seem that not enough is said on this subject in the

literature and, havlng'become concerned by this general problem, it

becomes very difficult to accept Lorentz invariance as proven. A

recent concluding comment by J. S. Bell, speaking to a

distinguished scientific audience on the subject of action-at-a-

distance in quantum mechanics, was that Lorentz invariance has

•become very problematic* and that 'an ether would be the cheapest

solution' [ 1] . This really guides one to focus attention upon the

issue of the preferred frame rather than paradoxical features of

relativlstic time dilation.

There are still so many crucial questions to be answered that it

seems to the 'author to be somewhat premature to search for physical

Justification for the formal features of the theory of relativity

until the answers are known.

In :5pite of this we can reach some conclusions on

interpretation, and concerning the first question above, if we

examine how relativity applies to the simple electrodynamic

interaction between two parallel wires carrying electric current in

the same direction and both moving in that same direction.

The observer sees positive electric charge carried one way by

the atomic lattice of the wire substance and an equal negative

electric charge having two components of motion, one corresponding

to it being carried along with the atomic lattice and the other

corresponding to the electric current Involved. The force between

the two wires .arises from the mutual Interactions of all these
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charge motions. From experiment we know that the mutual

interaction force is proportional to the product of the two current

strengths. It seems to have no dependence whatsoever on the motion

of the wires themselves, though one cannot be sure, because any

second-order functions of that motion in relation to the speed of

light would hardly be apparent in a normal experiment.

The force measured, being only a function of current and not a

function of motion relative to the observer, can, on the face of

it, hardly be said to exhibit any dependence upon relativist ic

interpretation. Yet we know from Einstein's 1905 paper [21 that

electrodynamics is at the very heart of the theory of relativity.

Furthermore, we are in a position to say that, because the observer

has a position of rest in the relevant inertial and electromagnetic

reference frame, according to relativity, we could specify that the

iBotion of the wire exactly cancels the component of motion

corresponding to the electron current. The observer is then

looking at current interaction that is exclusively attributable to

the charged ionic lattice of the wire substance and not to the

action of free conduction electrons. Relativity, therefore, makes

no distinction between the forms of the charge carrier. A

negatively charged ion of atomic size is seen as setting up the

same electromagnetic actions as an electron moving at the same

speed. . ,

:

Suppose now that we were to argue that the ionic lattice of the

wire conductor locates the determining electromagnetic reference

frame for electromagnetic actions generated in that wire. It may

well do this owing to the internal exchanges of energy by thermal

radiation and their effective standing wave resonances, or this may

arise from the sheer dominance of the electromagnetic energy fields

within the atomic systems. This ignores relativity completely.

The only external electromagnetic action that could then arise in

the normal experiments is that due to the conduction electron

motion. The overall effect is just the same as that based on

relativity theory, but we need not be concerned in this case about
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how currents produced by heavy Ions interact electrodynamlcally.

It Is only if they are freely moving in Isolation fron a lattice to

which they are bound that we then need to think of their role in

producing magnetic fields. ^is4fQ^

The thrust of this argument will be understood when we note that

there is reason to believe (see analysis below) that two heavy ions

moving freely will not interact in precisely the same manner

electrodynamlcally as will two electrons. If this is so, and if it

were to be confirmed by experiment, then the theory of relativity

faces a problem. This is the basis of the question whether

hadrons, being non-leptons, interact electrodynamically as do

leptons, the electron being a lepton.

To Justify this position, consider the energy potential

expression:

V = (l/2rc2)(V)2 . (1)

where r is the separation distance vector between two unit electric

charges, c is the speed of light in vacuo and V is the relative

velocity of the two charges. This is a classically-derived

expression dating from the nineteenth century. It relates to the

electrodynamic component of the interaction between the charges.

Supposing that this formula has a valid physical basis, how can

it possibly correspond to an action which sets up a force

proportional to the product of the two charge velocities as

referenced on the r'elevant Inertial frame of reference?

i^iffhe answer is also provided by classical theory. We must regard

the electric current of at least one of the charges as involving

the equal counterflow of both positive and negative charge. One of

the unit charges used in equation (1) must comprise two component

charges of value +1 and -1 moving in opposite directions relative

to their electromagnetic reference frame.
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To formulate this, let this two unit charge elements be

effective as a unit charge moving at velocity- v in the

electromagnetic reference frame. Then the +1 charge component will

have a velocity +v/2 and the -1 charge component will have a

velocity -v/2. Together, they will produce the same magnetic field

as the single charge moving at velocity v. However, when brought

into the equation (1) the effect is totally different.

Ve then have two potential components. The first, based on the

+1 charge moving at +v/2, will have a relative velocity V given by

(v/2-u), where u is the velocity of the interacting charge

referenced on the same electromagnetic reference frame. The

second, based on the -1 charge moving at -v/2, will have a relative

velocity V given by (v/2+u). When these two V values are squared

and put in the two potential expressions, which are then combined,

we obtain the simple potential formula:

V = -d/rc^) (v.u) (2)

This has the required form, being dependent upon the product of

the two charge velocities and being derived from a ' relativistic'

expression brought into the framework of a proper reference frame.

This expression is the basis from which one can deduce the Lorentz

force law C 31 . . , jf ;

However, as may be seen from its derivation, the relativistic

expression has only served to Justify the potential of equation (2)

because we have admitted that a physical process is occurring

causing one of the currents to be developed by countermoving charge

pairs having a symmetrical countermotion in a specific frame of

reference. Unquestionably, this suggests that an electron in

motion is really characterized by electron-positron pair creation

in the vacuum field ahead of the electron, followed by

countermotion of the positron and the original electron, which come

together in an annihilating encounter.

Hence we do face the possibility that the form of equation (2),

which is basic to the Lorentz foriaulation, owes Its origin to a
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classical relativlstlc expression for electrodynamlc pot:ential,

namely equation (L).

Horeover, we are alerted to the possibility that only particles

capable of exhibiting the pair creation and annihilation properties

can possibly be effective in the electrodynaraic sense. Yet the

formal theory of relativity fails to make any distinction on this

score, owing to its empirical dependence upon electron

interactions.

It is submitted, therefore, that the best way of approaching the

physical interpretation of relativity theory is to continue to pose

new questions that can be tested experimentally. Acceptance of the

theory of relativity forces us to accept that protons, for example,

must migrate by involving charge pair creation and annihilation.

If that is feasible to the nuclear physicist, then relativity can

hold up. Otherwise there is a problem. ^ v

Evenso the author confesses unease about interpreting the

relevant electromagnetic reference frame as that in which particle

pair creation and annihilation occur, bearing in mind that

relativity requires this frame to be that of the chosen observer.

Whether or not particles exist and where they happen to be seems a

question of fact rather than illusion dependent upon the mobile

observer. This is one of the open Issues left for resolution

elsewhere.

The relativlstlc increase in mass Is believed to occur as a

function of motion relative to the 'observer*, but the experimental

evidence only relates to isolated charged particles (not even

atoms) in motion relative to an electromagnetic frame of reference

that is usually that of the accelerating apparatus. The question

that arises here is whether the Earth or planet Mercury experience

any variation of mass owing to their variable speed in elliptical

orbit around the sun. The change in mass need not affect the force

balance as between gravitational action and centrifugal effects.
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but it certainly will affect the angular moraentuni in orbit unless

the velocity moment varies so as to assure constancy of angular

momentuii. This is a topic that is not adequately considered in the

textbook treatment of relativity, the real point being whether we .,

are concerned.with a physical reference frame for the

electromagnetic phenomena or an arbitrary 'observer' frame. See

reference [4] for further comment on this problem.

In trying to clarify the uncertainty in this one is also

confronted with the issue of how energy is transferred between sun ^
^

and planet. If, for example, the planet describes a true circular

orbit relative to the sun as centre, then we know that no energy is

being exchanged as between the gravitational potential and the

kinetic energy of the planet. However, if there is a small

superimposed radial oscillation as there is for an elliptical , ,

orbit, then such energy transfer must occur. Does this energy then

travel at the speed of light along a thin line drawn between the ,:

sun's centre and the centre of the planet? If it does there will ^

be some retardation of the action and the radial oscillations will

be slightly slower than the orbital cycle. This means that there

will be a progressive advance of the perihelion, quite apart from

any that is determined by the 4-space character of the basic c, ;^»

geodesic path. How, then, is this allowed for in Einstein's .

theory? . . . ^,

This is a particularly relevant point, because Paul Gerber [51 f ;

in 1898 derived the 43 arc sec. per century perihelion advance of -

Mercury on exactly this assumption. His analysis was in error by a

factor of two-thirds, but the 43 arc sec. value could still apply

if the energy exchange at the speed of light were to be along

curved energy flux lines. This is easily proved [6] and it is

manifestly more logical to have energy flowing around flux contours

rather than concentrating itself into a thin straight path, as

Gerber assumed. :,'
.
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Without wishing to criticize the orthodox relativistic

treatnent, It nevertheless seems to be fair comment to ask why

Gerber's basic proposition is ignored. Though he made an error in

his analysis, that error did not nullify what he said from a

qualitative viewpoint and a quantitative correction still left a

perihelion advance that is ignored in presenting the General Theory

of Relativity.

The fact that Gerber's work is Ignored has to mean that the

theory of relativity does not concern itself with the retarded

transfer of energy in the gravitational field. This, of course, is

a very interesting point when we are considering physical

interpretations.

It is, incidentally, of interest to take note that Gerber's 1898

treatnent of the perihelion motion of Mercury was the subject of a

further paper i71 expressly published in the same Journal as

Einstein's famous General Relativity paper shortly after that

appeared. Gerber's physical explanation for the anomalous

perihelion advance is firmly of record in a contemporary

association with the Einstein paper and attracted rapid feedback in

the same Journal, so there is no Justifiable excuse for it being

ignored by science philosophers and historians.

The recent Aspect experiments C8] that support action-at-a-

distance effects in quantum mechanics have given Impetus to the

idea that force asserted by a field could be an action of non-

retarded potential in both gravitational and electrodynamic

interactions. Then, when two Interacting particles are in relative

motion, there is energy redeployment which causes some of the

potential to act from a field position that is a function of the

motion. The energy in transit will neither be the primary potential

nor the kinetic energy of the particles, but it could assert

action-at-a-dlstance effects on a par with potential energy but

from Its distributed position. In other words, the distortion of

the space metric that we see as the 4-space of Einstein's theory
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when modified by the presence of matter could represent the

secondary potential action of this dynamic energy. It has recently

been shown C9] that such argument leads to a derivation of equation

(1) when applied to electrodynamic potential and, when applied to

gravitational potential, to a modification of Newton's law of

gravitation to bring it into conformity with the law derived from

Einstein's Theory of General Relativity. The Gerber theory can

therefore be seen in a more formal context in this recent paper

[93. ^

From what has been said, it is evident that physical

interpretation of relatlvistic methods must take account of energy

transfer processes. This theme brings us to the point already

mentioned concerning how standing wave energy might affect the wave

velocity of the standing wave components in a way that differs from

the free wave. An experiment in which such a free wave is

superimposed upon a standing wave system having the same frequency

and being generated from the same laser has been reported CIO, 113.

The object of the experiment was to scan a detector along the

standing wave to see if it was subject to any amplitude modulation

that could betray a velocity difference. In theory, and without

regard to relatlvistic considerations, an anisotropy in the

modulation pattern as the apparatus is rotated should then afford a

measure of the speed at which the apparatus moves relative to the

frame of reference governing the free wave velocity. In practice,

the initial reports on this U.S. Air Force sponsored experiment

suggest that such anisotropy has been observed. If this finding

holds up it will inevitably affect the ways in which we can

interpret relativity theory, especially as the evidence points to

the existence of the preferred frame. Invar iance as we have come

to know it may become a feature of actions in systems governed by

standing wave resonance, such as apparatus involving oscillations

within cavities, whether these are natural field states in physical

systems or man-made devices.
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The conclusion to be drawn from this discussion Is that the

theory of relativity has yet to settle the basic question of the

role of the 'observer' In relation to the role of a physical

electronagnetlc frame of reference. That physical frame has

presumably some connection with the events of lepton pair creation

and annihilation, but the 'observer' seems enigmatic in that

connection. More clarifying experiments are urged in the hope that

answers can be found to the specific questions which have been

raised. Also one should really come to terms with the Gerber's

classical explanation of planetary perihelion advance before

theorizing with total reliance on the Einstein derivation.
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MARINOV'S COMMENTS ON THE PREVIOUS PAPER BY H. ASPDEN - '•

In his article. Dr. Aspden puts many questions but gives few answers. We know well

that the good beZ£e tltoAatwiz is this one which puts questions and not this one which

gives answers (remember the tragic degeneration of the literary method called "socialist

realism" when oegan to give answers). But physics is not boJUiz tutdnatxxAa.

On the other hand, however, the right answers in physics are to be given not by

the physicists but by Nature itself. We have only to put to Nature clever questions

and present our prediction s, the right answers will then come automatically .

A clever question is this one which can be experimentally answered (the simpler the

experiment, the better the question!) and which is alternative , i.e., for which two

rival theories predict different issues, so that the experiment can reject one (or both)

of the proposed theories. Thus, after all, the good physicist, as the good fiction-wri-

ter, is this one who can pose to Nature good questions.

^^

Unfortunately, I could not find in Dr. Aspden 's paper many clever questions and I

,did find either a single prediction.

I shall give my comments to Dr. Aspden 's paper choosing some of the most important

of his questions (some questions are commented on two or more places in the paper).

1. WHICH IS THE ROLE OF THE 'OBSERVER'?

Fr. Nietzsche proclaimed at the end of the XlXth century: "Gott ist tot." As we do

not know whether God was living before, the assertion of Nietzsche is pretty bombastic.

However, now, after the restoration of the absolute space-time concepts, and after ha-

ving established that all physical phenomena depend on the absolute velocities of the

particles, we can safely assert: "Der Beobachter ist tot (the observer is dead)." Thus

nothing depends on the observer. All physical effects are independent of the observer.

The electromagnetic phenomena are to be described (if one wishes to make predictions

which then will be confirmed by the experiment) by the absolute velocities of the char-

ged particles. One can choose one's reference frame either in absolute space or in the

moving laboratory, but the equations with which one has to operate in these two cases

are different: in the first case the absolute Newton- Lorentz equation is to be used,

and in the second the relative Newton-Lorentz equation. In both cases the predicted

I
effects will be exactly the same.

' As the nodes of a standing light wave in the laboratory are solid to the laboratory

(and move with its absolute velocity V in absolute space). Dr. Aspden asks whether this

standing wave does not define an "electromagnetic reference frame seated with and moving

with the apparatus". Of course, one can accept that the nodes of a light standing wave

define a reference frame solid to the laboratory, but this frame is substantially dif-

I
ferent from the frame defined by a light standing wave produced in a laboratory which

is at rest in absolute space. Why? - Because in the latter the maximum illuminations at the

nodes appear at the same moment, while in the former at different moments.
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2. WHAT WAS WRONG WITH THE IMPERIAL-COLLEGE-CONFERENCE?

The comnents which Dr. Aspden gives concerning the conference "Physical Ineterpreta-

tion of the Relativity Theory" are, of course, right. In no way can this conference be

called "scientific". The fact of my violent expulsion by three men of the security

staff, under the order of the conference's organizer. Dr. M. Duffy, is sufficient to

disqualify the conference. When the proponents of a certain theory become afraid to

hear unpleasant questions, this theory has begun to stink.

3. IS THERE A DIFFERENCE IN THE ELECTROMAGNETIC BEHAVIOUR OF ELECTRONS AND PROTONS?

Dr. Aspden asks whether there is a difference in the electromagnetic behaviour of

leptons (electrons) and hadrdns (protons). As he poses his question retorically but not

to Nature (there is no proposal of some experiment), the question remains void. At the
at

present time I do not know some experiment which has indicated such a difference.

4. IS THERE MASS INCREASE FOR MACROSCOPIC BODIES?

This is again a question without proposal of some experiment. I have considered

this problem in my CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol. IV, p. 196, where I have proposed the fol-

lowing experiment:

Let a rotor, with a moment of inertia J about its axis of rotation, be in equili-

brium with an equivalent mass on a very sensible ballance. If we set the rotor in

rotation with an angular velocity f2, its proper energy will become

E^ = E + E^ = Mc^ + (l/2)Jfi^

where M is its mass, E its universal energy, and E|( its kinetic energy.

Thus its mass which plays the role of "gravitational charge" will increase by

AM = Jfi^/2c^.
5 2

Taking J = 1.8x10 gem , Q = 100,000 rad/sec = 16,000 rev/sec, we obtain AM =

1 Pg. This is such a small mass increase that it can hardly be measured. However

this "ROTOR ON A BALLANCE" EXPERIMENT shows that with the help of certain experi-

^ mental sophistications, perhaps, soon one will be able to establish experimentally

in the most direct way whether there is a mass increase with velocity for macrosco-

pic bodies.

I firmly believe that there is mass increase with velocity increase for macroscopic

bodies. As an experimental verification can be considered the seculiar perihelion's ro-

tation of the planets, for which my theory gives a value equal to the half of that gi-

ven by general relativity (but general relativity does not take into account the Sun's

oblateness and the increase of its density towards the center which cause perihelion's

rotation in the same direction and of the same amount as this one caused by the mass

increase) As, however, too many factors (certain of which are not known exactly) influ-

ence the perihelion's rotation, the relevant observations cannot give convincing sup-

port (or rejection) to the different theories (see for detail CLASSICAL PHYSICS, N, §63).

I have further to add that in the expression for the proper mass
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m^ = m(l - vW)'^''^

where m is the universal mass, i.e., the mass of the particle when it is at rest in ab-

solute space, one has to take ALWAYS the absolute velocity of the particle and NOT its

laboratory velocity, as conventional physics does (see CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol. Ill, §44).

5. CAN KINETIC ENERGY BE TRANSFERRED FROM ONE BODY TO ANOTHER?

According to my concepts kinetic and potential energies are things which we write on

pieces of paper. It is senseless to pose a question whether kinetic energy can be trans-

ferred from one body to another and to try to locate potential energy. The transforma-

tion of potential energy into kinetic energy is a purely mathematical operation. Our

last experiments violating the law of energy conservation (the ball-bearing motor -

TWT-II, p. 101, the machine ADAM - TWT-II, p. 324, the machine MAMIN COLIU - TWT-III,

p. 84, the machine TESTATIKA - TWT-V, p. 8) showed that energy can be created from no-

thing. Thus energy is NOT a thing, energy is only a notion.

6. IS AN AETHER THE CHEAPEST SOLUTION?

After so many experiments which I have done with light in my life, I came to the

conclusion: light kinematics is one of the most simple topics in physics. I wonder that

humanity has spent so much time to ruminate over the essence of light kinematics. And

after the statement of J. S. Bell cited by Dr. Aspden "An aether would be the cheapest

solution", I shall add: "An aether is not only the cheapest but the only possible so-

lution".

7. WHICH IS THE POTENTIAL MAGNETIC ENERGY OF TWO CHARGES?

Dr. Aspden accepts as magnetic potential energy of two charges q^, q2, moving with

velocities v^, v^, the following expression

W = qjq2(Vj-V2)^/2c^, .. , . . .

deduced first by Riemann and now sustained by some • supporters of Ampere's

formula for the interaction of two current elements. Meanwhile the magnetic energy of

the above two charges, where v,, ^2 are their ABSOLUTE velocities, is

2
W = qjq2Vj.V2/c r,

as it is accepted AXIOMATICALLY in my absolute space-time theory. Only proceeding from

this expression for the magnetic energy of two charges, I could obtain the relative

(and absolute) Newton-Lorentz equation and then predict the results of the iner-

tail Kennard experiment and of the inverse Rowland experiment. The results of these ex-

periments carried out then by me confirmed MY predictions. Meanwhile the predictions

of the relativity theory are DIFFERENT. Dr. Aspden knows very well the results of these

two experiments reported, respectively, in TWT-IV, p. 110 and TWT-VII, p. 325. I think

that before to throw questions in the air. Dr. Aspden has first to give his comments

on the experiments carried out by me which demonstrate without any ambiguity that the

relativity theory is DEAD.
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My expression for the magnetic energy of two charges is absolute and thus contradicts

the principle of relativity, while Riemann expression is RELATIVE and it is in concor-

dance with the principle of relativity. Thus if absolute effects (Kennard's experiment)

and non- reciprocal effects (direct and inverse Rowland experiment) have been observed,

one must by force reject Riemann expression.

8. WHICH IS THE BEST WAY OF APPROACHING THE PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION OF RELATIVITY

THEORY?

Dr. Aspden asserts: "It is submitted that the best way of approaching the physical

interpretation of relativity .theory is to continue to pose new questions that can be

tested experimentally."

First, this is not the "best" way of "approaching the physical interpretation" of

relativity theory, but this is the ONLY way of exploring physics (see item 1).

Second, when there are enough unambiguous experimental invalidations of a given theory

it is not necessary to search for other invalidations (or confirmations). The invalida-

ting experiments are to be made largely known, and the theory in question will then

DIE AUTOMATICALLY.

9. IS "INTERACTION" PROPAGATING?

• This is an eternal question, as is the question: "Is there a God?" As until the pre-

sent day nobody has demonstrated experimentally either the existence of God or the

existence of "propagation of interaction", the answer can be only one: "There is nei-

ther God, nor propagation of interaction". And I should like to note once more: the

so-called retarded (or advanced) potentials are NOT the potentials at the retarded or

advanced moment, but the potentials at the moment of observation. The advanced and re-

tarded potentials are numerically EXACTLY EQUAL ONE TO ANOTHER and are defined by

the velocity of the charge and its distance to the reference point at the moment of

observation, as

r = r'(l - n'.v/c) = r"(l + n".v/c),

where r' is the distance at the advanced moment (wrongly called retarded)

t' = t - r'/c,

r" is the distance at the retarded moment (wrongly called advanced)

t" = t + r"/c,

r is the distance at the observation moment t, n' is the unit vector Aalong the advanced

distance r', n" is the unit vector along the retarded distance r" and v is some MIDDLE

velocity between the advanced and retarded moment, so that if moving with this middle

velocity during the time t" - t' = (r" + r')/c the charge will cover the shortest dis-

tance between the advanced and retarded positions. For more detail see CLASSICAL PHYSICS

or at least TWT-IV, p. 30.

10. IS SILVERTOOTH'S EXPERIMENT CONCLUSIVE?

At the end of his article Dr. Aspden dedicates f^ew lines to Silvertooth's experiment.
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It is to be noted that there is no relativist all over the world who has commented on

Silvertooth's experiment. As small children are afraid to enter dark rooms, so the re-

lativists evade to discuss any experiment where one pronounces the word aether. I won-

der whether somebody other than Dr. Adpden has mentioned Silvertooth's experiment at

the Imperial -College-conference.

We have been with Dr. Silvertooth and Dr. Aspden at the conference GALILEO BACK IN

ITALY in Bologna and Perugia in 1988 (Dr. Aspden has visited only the Bologna

conference). Both these conferences have been dedicated primarily to the discussion of

Silvertooth's experiment. And until now it is not clear to anybody of us (including

Silvertooth) what Silvertooth has really done. The three Silvertooth's descriptions of

the experiment (NATURE, 322, 590 (1986), SPEC. SC. TECHN., 10, 3 (1987), ELECTRONICS

& WIRELESS WORLD, May 1989, p. 437) are mutually contradicting and pretty enigmatically

written.

I carried out a simplified variation of Silvertooth's experiment (SPEC. SC. TECHN.,

12, 187 (1989)) to see whether there is a difference in the nodal spacing in the "Sil-

vertooth's standing wave" and in the "Michelson's standing wave" (in the first standing

wave two DIFFERENT light beams interfere, while in the second one the same light

beam°^nterferej||[lo^^and fro going light)), i established that there is NO difference

in the nodal spacing (first, because of the non exact parallelism of the light rays in

my experiment, I registered differences in the signals which I wrongly attributed, fol-

lowing Silvertooth, to the absolute velocity of the laboratory).

In his last publication Silvertooth asserts that he is measuring not different distan-

ces in the two standing waves (he consented that such differences do not exist) but

he proceeds from the fact (in MY simple and CLEAR interpretation) that the maximum

illumantions at the different nodes of the light standing wave appear at different mo-

ments. This effect, according to me, is EXISTING, but I do not see a possibility for

observing this effect with light waves because of their short periods and I proposed

(TWT-VII, p. 331) to try to observe this effect with wave-guides. For me Silvertooth's
effect

method for revealing this effect ( which is the SAME for the Silvertooth's and Michelson's

standing waves ) is not clear. If he has succeeded to register THIS effect, he is a genius.

Now Dr. ASpden writes that according to his interpretation, in Silvertooth's experi-

ment "a free wave is superimposed upon a standing wave system having the same frequency

and being generated from the same laser". I do not see in Silvertooth's experiment an

interference between a "free wave" (i.e., light propagating in one direction only) and

a "standing wave" (i.e., light propagating in two exactly opposite directions). I shall

be very glad if Dr. Aspden will give his interpretation of Silvertooth's experiment (in-

cluding his own PREDICTION) and I shall gladly publish his paper in TWT-IX.

I think that it is time for the world to give the answer: Has Silvertooth measured

indeed the Earth's absolute velocity? - I firmly sustain the opinion that he has not,

as according to me his experiment is inconclusive but I shall do (as I have already
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done) any efforts so that the mystery around Silvertooth's experiment should be cleared,

as all his publications (Dr. Asipden refers to the first two only), as well as his two

speeches in Bologna and Perugia were pretty enigmatic.

Silvertooth has submitted reports on his experiment to the leading physical journals

which have been rejected (I know about the submission to the editor of PHYSICS LETTERS A,

Prof. J. P. Vigier). Prof. Vigier was invited to the Bologna-Perigia conferences. He

has accepted the invitation and Dr. Monti, the organizer of the conferences, has sent

him the ticket. Prof. Vigier did not come to Bologna under the pretext that the ticket

has been delivered to him a day later.

I propose that a petition should be signed by Monti, Bartocci , Aspden, Wesley, Pappas,

Graneau, Marinov, etc., submitting it to Prof. Vigier and suggesting that he publishes

a W^LL-WRITTEN report of Silvertooth in PHYSICS LETTERS A.
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SPECIAL RELATIVITY AND OTHER IRRATIONAL BELIEFS

J. P. Wesley

Weiherdairmstrasse 24

7712 Blumberg, Germany

Why is "special relativity", which is so obviously irrational,

accepted? We live in a world bursting full with irrational beliefs,

such as: baptism, astrology, holy communion, prayers to Allah, Bridey

Murphy, psychoanalysis, coimunism, extrasensory perception, spiritualism,

immaculate conception, hell, capitalism, seances, etc., etc., etc. Since

"special relativity" is just another such irrational belief; we must

first ask: Why are irrational beliefs in general so common and so

firmly believed by large groups of individuals? A typical isolated

individual all by himself is ordinarily quite rational. But put such

an, otherwise rational, individual together with other such individuals,

they soon generate irrational coirmon group beliefs. Why? The answer,

I feel lies in the evolutionarily selected instincts of man. Primitive

man, as a social animal, evolved in small groups or villages capable of

fighting off neighbors to maintain a territory large enough to support

the survival of the group or village. A close coordinated action of the

members of the group or village was necessary to effectively fight

territorial battles as well as for other activity such as hunting large

game. The immediate selfish goals of an individual had to be 'firmly

suppressed to be replaced by group goals. An individual had to be able

to sacrifice even his own personal existence, if necessary, for the group.

The large big-brained clear thinking individualistic Neanderthal

probably became extinct at the hands of the puny small-brained Cro-Magnon

man of today, who was apparently able to live in larger more effective

groups with each individual sacrificing more of his own individual

rational beliefs for irrational group beliefs.

Evolutionary selection that allows group beliefs that permit more

effective concerted group action would seem to be obvious. But there

is still the question: Why are group beliefs so often, if not usually,

irrational? The answer here is again clear, it seems to me: There must



be some group beliefs held by the group or village which can distinguish

the particular group or village from its neighbors. Such labelling

beliefs need not be rational; and the more irrational the more effective

is the differentiation. In addition, there must be group beliefs that

distinguish an individual who is willing and capable of acting in

concert with the group from the individual who is not willing or not

capable of acting in concert with the group. Such group beliefs must

immediately reveal the individual thinker, who will not act in concert

with the group. Such an individual thinker can endanger the group. He

must be coerced into accepting group beliefs or be killed or banished.

Thus, a group belief that is to guarantee the subservience of the

individual to the group must be irrational. It must be a belief so

outlandish that no isolated rationally thinking individual could

possibly entertain such a belief. For example, Christ rose from the

dead . No isolated normal rational individual would swallow such a silly

idea. But hundreds of thousands of individuals denying such institu-

tionalized irrationality have been tortured and burned at the stake.

They were not deemed as being sufficiently subservient to the group

will. The role of irrational beliefs held by large groups of individuals

can be, thus, explained (although such beliefs cannot, of course, be

reconmended nor condoned by a rational individual thinker)

.

• Such irrational group beliefs are frequently encapsulated in a few

words, constituting a dogma that is obviously irrational and absurd.

For example, God is all powerful . No one knows what the word "God"

means; nor can anyone determine if "God" exerts any power or not. In

"special relativity" one has: The velocity of light is constant with

respect to the moving observer . Any 5 year old child recognizes the

fact that the velocity of nothing at all can be independent of the

velocity of the observer. Or another dogma from "special relativity":

The absolute velocity of the laboratory cannot be measured . This is an

outrageous denial of the known observations of Roemer, Bradley, Sagnac,

Conklin, Michelson-Gale, and Marinov. It violates common sense; we live

in only one universe and the laboratory must move with a unique or

absolute velocity with respect to this one and only universe. This

irrational dogma makes it easy to distinguish the heretic from the true

believer, or the individual capable of thinking for himself from the

subservient member of the physics establishment.
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It is of interest to note how such irrational group beliefs are

ordinarily presented and promulgated. Such beliefs are wonderful ,

beautiful , exalted, eternal , and sublime. They are devine truths . They

shine with an irresistable inner light . One has only to believe in them

and all of the goodies of this and the next world will become available,

one has only to believe to experience a wonderful feeling of joy and

inner peace . These ridiculously exaggerated positive claims are

accompanied by equally ridicoulously exaggerated threats of hell and

damnation (often merely implied or veiled) in case one were not to

believe. If the beliefs were merely matters of fact, no such irrelevant

social pressures would be needed at all. But the beliefs, being

discussed here, are irrational and are not matters of fact . They serve

a social function only, where social pressures are to be expected.

Authors writing pro-"relativity" papers typically digress to stand a

moment in reverential awe of the great power , the ^uisite simplicity ,

and the universal acceptance of their beliefs. They eagerly reveal the

secret that "relativity" gives all of the answers (to forestall some

unindoctrinated individual v^o might have an embarrassing question).

It is always pointed out that "relativity" fits all experimental results

(in case some heretic might wish to point out one of the many experi-

ments where it fails). It is rapturously presented as amazingly

beautiful (in case some individualist might happen to see it as the ugly

deformed creature it is) . The lavish praise heaped on "relativity", the

publicity and propaganda, and all of the rest of the hullabaloo would,

of course, be quite unnecessary and out of place, if "relativity" were

a rational theory based sinply on fact. The incessant campaign to make

everyone believe in "relativity" is not benign. It is an irrational

social movement to coerce conformity. Ordinarily no one denying "special

relativity" gets a professorship, a prize, a contract, tenure, a paper

published, or can remain in the billion (10^) dollar particle accele-

rator business.

Rationally it may be readily recognized that "special relativity" is

just another fad like dyanetics, Bridey Murphy, table tapping, or the

Great I Am. One may expect the craze to die out. But before it withers

away and is finally forgotten (like dyanetics, Bridey Murphy, table



tapping, and the Great I Am), it is best to ignore it rather than to

confront it head on. I have never been able to convert a Catholic to

atheism; I never expect to be able to convert a true believer in

"special relativity" to science.

It might at first seem strange that physics, which is presumably

dedicated to rational beliefs, could be afflicted with irrational

beliefs. Unfortunately, all social institutions, implying group effort

and, therefore, group belief s, can be afflicted with irrational beliefs

used to force their members into concerted group action. Physics has

grown suddenly since 1900 into a huge world-wide social group, which

brings with it the irrationality of group beliefs. I am afraid that only

the few rare physicists, who remain independent of the physics

establishment and can think individually, will be able to advance

physics as a science in the future. One should not feel that physics

is unique in being especially afflicted with irrational beliefs. Most

fields of study, such as sociology, economics, political science,

chemistry and medicine, are in far worse shape. Group effort implies,

unfortunately, the evolution of possible irrational group beliefs.

One might ask if irrational group beliefs have any pattern. Over

the centuries one might conclude that such group beliefs will rarely

interfere with "business as usual". Thus, a religion would not be

expected to arise which would prohibit the harvesting of wheat in a

grain eating community. The belief in the inmaculate conception does

not interfere with the Wall-Street markets. Unfortunately, however, the

irrational beliefs are sometimes found to disturb a community's fight

for survival. The holy cow shall not be milked! ! Such beliefs on

occassion can lead to the extinction of a community. The benign aspect

of irrational group beliefs, while perhaps the rule, cannot be relied

upon in general. There appears to be no pattern for irrational group

beliefs; as might almost be inferred from the meaning, of the word

"irrational". Never-the-less, one form of irrationality seems to occur

very often. It involves switching the physical roles of an independent

and a dependent variable. For example, the cock Chanteclaire caused the

sun to rise every morning by crowing; because every morning he crowed

and then, sure enough, the sun rose. A Methodist farmer, knowing the

efficacy of prayer, prayed for rain. It rained the next day; so the

farmer knew he had caused the rain to fall through his prayers to God.
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If it is found in the laboratory that y is a function of x and equals

x^ , then the typical naive mathematician would say that x is then a

function of y and equals - Vy. But in the laboratory y is also found

to be a function of an entirely different physical variable z and equals

z^ ; so clearly not both x and z can always be functions of y equal to

i-v/y. One must know the precise physical situation before the concepts

of function , independent variable , and dependent variable have any clear

meaning. The differentiation between independent and dependent variable

is a vital characteristic of the physical circumstance. The differentia-

tion is not a mathematical one. Amii-^!i\%v

The primitive variables of physics, the basic independent variables

of physics are space and time. To act as independent variables space

and time must be unique , i.e., they must be absolute (as stressed by

Newton). One is not permitted to view space and time as dependent

variables. Space and time cannot be considered to be functions of

velocity, ones particular point of view, the frame of reference, or any

other such arbitrarily chosen parameter. Ones primitive independent

variables must remain exactly that: primitively independent . Velocity

is a dependent variable defined as a function of the two independent

variables space and time, the distance divided by the time to travel the

distance. It is completely schizophrenic to try to invert things and

to turn things around backwards by saying that space and time are

dependent variables which are functions of the independent variable

velocity. If space and time were to be dependent variables rather than

independent variables, then they would no longer be unique or absolute.

As in the irrational "special relativity", after appropriate round trips,

twins can each be older than the other; "simultaneity" can be

"nonsimultaneous"; causes can be effects; etc.

Rational independent thinkers should forget "special relativity".

TTiere are real problems in physics that need attention.
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SEAGREEN (Bologna), Nr. 5/6, Inverno 1987/88, p. 3

(In this paper Dr. Robert Monti describes his visit of Marinov in Graz

in January- February 1988)

DIALOGO SUI MASSIMI SISTEMI

di paolo brunetti e roberto monti

(TeUfoHo). .*

P.SL

R.SonoioI

P.Iodu?

R. 10!!! Stai donnendo?

P.SL

R. Sono appena uxnato da Parigi: notizie clamorose e scon-

volgenti...

Ma se vuoi donnire le le dice dope.

P. Memento! Che or'6?

R. Le sette.

P. Dove sci?

R. In Isdtuto.

P. Devo alzarmi alle sene e mezza...

R. Alkxa faccio colazione e poi vengo.

P.Vabene.

(studio)

P. Alkxa?

R. La Relativity 6 crollaia.

P. Spiegati.

R. Dunque. Sta a sentire. Ricordi che ti avevo parlaio di Vi-

gierl

P. Chi 67

R. Quelle di Danzica. che dope i miei seminari si era di-

chiarato disponibiJe a pubblicaie due Icttcre su Physics Let-

ters. E' I'Editore. Bene. lo le ho scntte e poi sono andato da
lui per diacuieme con calma.

P. E come 6 andau?

R. Un capolavoro di diplomazia, del quale, scommetto. non

mi avresti crcduto capace.

P. Puoi giurarci. Tu diplomatico!.

to 6 come una farfallal

Un elefante al confron-

R. Invece era il case, e lo son state. Innanzitutto ho comin-

ciato col lasciarlo parlare, come se ie fossi andato a Parigi

al solo scope di ascoltario. E solo verso sera, prima di acco-

miatarmi, ho buttato n casualmente, con molta discreziene,

che magari 11 giomo dopo. nei ritagli di tempo, aviemmo

potuto anche dare un'occhiata alle mie letlerc.

P. Notevole! Non d riconosco.

R. Sto cambiande. giomo dopo he ascoltato attentamen-

te I'elenco dei motivi per i quaii le rale ipetesi potevane cs-

sere una confeima delle sue teorie: una variante deila Teoria

deila Relativity con tanto di Etere Covariante e di fotoni do-

tati di massa a riposo non nulla.

P. Ox'i sta storia deila "massa a riposo"?

R. Tu hai mai visto il mare in bonaccia?

P. Ceitamente.

R. Bene. La massa a riposo dei fotoni 6 la massa delle code

del mare in bonaccia.

P. Ma quande il mare 6 in bonaccia non ci sono ondel

R. Sono d'accordo, ma tu vagliele a dire. Ie comunque

ascoltavo finch6 lui a un ceno punto riienendo. suppongo.

di aver sufficientemente accenata lonestii e la purezza delle

mie intenzioni, decide che sono pronto ormai a trarre il giu-

sto profitto da due cattivi csempt. Silvertooih: mai sentito?

No. Marinovl Neppurc. Bene. Costoro pretendono. cos!

d'un sol colpe, senza sfumature, di aver dismitto la Relativi-

liA Reprobi. indubbiamente. E dove? Ecco qua il Marinov,

per incominciaie. SUvertooth non le trova.

P. E Ui che hai fatto?

R. Era tardi. he preso su. dicende che ci avrei guardaio in

seraia. Ne avremme parlaio il giomo seguente.

P. E allora?
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R. Cho guardato e a momcnli in'6 venuto un colpo!

P. Perchd?

R. Si trattava dei due tempi, quello di andaia e quelle di ri-

tomo, di un raggio di luce ira due specchi.

P. Cerca di essere piii chiaro.

R. Non adesso. Per adesso ti basti che quesii due tempi, se-

condo Einstein eguali, devono essere invece diversi, e che,

di conseguenza, di essi si puo fare prima la somma e poi la

differenza. lo ho cominciaio a lavorare anni fa, nel '68, con

tutt'e due, senza venime a capo. Poi, nell' '82, di nuovo con

la somma. E questa volta con tale successo da non pensarc

pift alia differenza; I'ho appena indicata, nel primo numero

di Seagreen, e poi I'ho trascurata.

P.Eallora?

R. E allora Silvertooth e Marinov hanno lavorato con la dif-

ferenza, e ce I'hanno fatta!

P. A for che?

R. A misurare la velocity assoluta della Tara, owiamente.

R. Adesso vado a Graz.

(telefono)

P. Pronto?. . . Sei tomato!?

R.Certo.

P.Cheor'6?

R. Lesei.

P. Vieni subito?

R. No. Sono in Istituto. Dcvo fare delle fotocopie e dopo

colazione. Sono da te alle otto.

P. Va bene.

(studio)

P. Dai, com'6 andata?

R. Bene.

P. Racconta.

P. Owiamente un c...

R. Basta cod! Comunque 6 chiaro, e poi ti spiegherb. D

giomo dopo ho spiegato la cosa al Vigier, chiaramente. Lui

si 6 preoccupato di sapere se c'era qualche speranza per la

massa dei suoi fotoni. Forse. Ma innanziiuilo I'eiica profes-

sionale prescriveva un immediate sopralluogo.

P. E ciod?

R. Andare a Graz, da Marinov, a controllare.

P. E lui?

R. Mi ha nominate seduta stante, con lettera autografa. Re-

feree di Physics Letters A, incaricato Ufficialmente dellTn-

chiesta. lo I'ho presa al volo. Lui, fortunatamcnte, di II a po-

00, aveva un impegno, e ci siamo salutati.

P. Perchd "fortunatamcnte"?

R. Perchd altrimenti avremmo dovuto occuparci, subito do-

po, della massa dei fotoni a riposo, anzichd, come d stato,

il giomo seguenie.

P. Vuoi dire che. .

.

R. Proprio cosi. Nessuna speranza: nd per lui nd per la Re-

lativitcL C€ rimasto male. Ma, a questo punto, molto abil-

mente devo riconoscere, io ho invocato lo Spirito della

Scienza, affermando la necessity di anieporre a qualsiasi di-

scorso (e dunque al mio come al suo) ancorchd ne paresse as-

sai fondato, ci6 che I'esperienza e il senso ci dimostra. E co-

munque, a scanso di ripensamcnii, avevo opportunamcnie

"dimenticato" la lettera di Investitura in albergo. e mi sono

affrettato a salutare: questioni imprescindibili di orario ferro-

viario... ed eccomi qua.

P. E adesso''

R. Ho incontrato Marinov.

P. Comd?

R. Matto come un cavallo: in senso buono intendo. Un bui-

garo. Pensa che ha cominciato prima a contestare Einstein

e poi, non contento, il regime dove stava.

P. E allora?

R. Puoi immaginarlo. Se contestare Einstein poteva sera-

brarc il segno di una perdonabile eccentricity contestare il

Socialismo Reale era sicuramente quello di un'impeidonabi-

le follia, . . L'hanno impacchettaio e sbattuto in un Manico-

mio di Stato, quelli di casa sua, e se nd fatto un bel po',

Poi d riuscito a scappare, "Oltre Cortina", come suol dirsi,

che sarebbe dalle nostre parti.

P. E qua?

R. Male ugualmente. Cosi ha pensato fosse una buona

idea sbarcare il lunario con la Macchina del Moto Perpetuo.

P. E comd andata?

R. Per andare d andata, nel senso che c'd un sacco di gente,

a quanto pare, disposta a finanziare Tavventura del Moto Per-

petuo. Un po' c'd campato. Ma. per la Scienza Ufficiale. d ir-

rimediabilmente bruciato.

P. E resperimento?

R. L'esperimento va. Me I'ha spiegato. Ma non d questo il

meglio.

P. Cosa dunque?

R. Ricordi? Avevo chicsto a Vigier una copia del lavoro di

Silvertooth: ma lui non I'ha trovata. Marinov I'aveva. e me
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rhadata.

P. E alkxa?

R. E allora quando fho Ictto in albergo. ho fatto un altro

salto.

P. Cosa c'era?

R. Cera die la faccenda era gi^ chiusa. Fin dai tempi di Sa-

gnac.

P. Spiegad.

R. Vedi. Silvertooth ha lavorato con la difTerenza del due

temfn. Ricordi?... e per far questo gli occorrevan due equa-

zioni. Una Ilia presa da Michelson e laltra, dice lui. non c'e-

ra. Cos) Ilia presa da Sagnac, e poi ha fatto la misura.

P. E invecc?

R. C'erano. In Michelson e Morley, tult'e due. Solo che

lui non se n'6 accoito e, fino ad oggi, neanche k).

P. E allora?
r-*^, M

R. Semplice: Da Michelson prendi le equazioni, e Sagnac 6

laprova.

P. Vuoi dire...?

R. Che la Relativity 6 finiia, fuita da sempre.

P. E Marinovl

R. lo gUellio detio, ma lui era troppo occupato con la sua

Macchina per farci caso. Poi ne ha combinata un'altra.

P. E sarebbc?

R. Qualche giomo prima, a quanto pare, aveva spedito una

leoera al Console Britannico, con b quale minacciava di

bniciarsi davanti all'Ambasciata se un tal Maddox, editore,

non gli avesse finalmenie pubblicata, come promesso, una

sua letiera su Nature, una rivista. Me ne aveva accennato.

P. E allora?

R. lo, nel franempo, I'avevo convinio a riscrivere il lavoro

spedito a Vigier in una forma alleggerita da inutili divagazio-

ni. Quella, come Referee, avrei approvato.

P. E lui?

R. Ha accettato. In un giomo Ilia scritia, mentre io mi sta-

ve ristudiando I'intera questione. Era domenica. Luned) mat-

tina dovevo passare a ritirarla e a chiarirmi gli ultimi dubbi.

Invecc...

P. Cos'6 successo?

R. Quando sono arrivato. atiaccato alia sua porta c'era que-

sto biglieao:

"La chiave 6 sottofRobeno. sono arrestato c nella Psichia-

tria di Graz. Cen:hi di trovarmi. Prendi I'articolo e 11 c't an-

che leoera per Vigicr. S'

Secondo le cosIk) pensato?

P. I Conservatori della Quiete!

R. Elementare... pd, mentre riponevo nella borsa la leoera

a Vigier e il suo lavoro, mi 6 venuta in mente quell'altra,

all'Ambasciata.

P. Era per via di quella?

R. Proprio lei. D console britannico I'aveva giraia alia Poli-

zia e, a quanto pare, in Austria c'i una legge per cui se uno

"si minaccia" loro sono autorizzati a sbatterlo in Manico-

mio. per precauzione, in attesa di ulteriori accertamenti. Co-

si llianno preso e n I'ho trovato.

P. Dove?

R. Al Manicomio di Graz. Dove ho tentato di spicgare che,

owiamenie, Marinov iniendeva scherzare. Inutilmenie. Ho
spiegaio allora che io ero D per lavorarc. Ora: dal momento

che lui non poteva uscire, avevano niente in contrario a 1

entrare me? Gentili. Danke. Cosl abbiamo concluso, su

tavolino d'angolo, in fondo a un conidoio. crocevia di volti

stralunati.

P. Vuoi dire che I'ultima parola sulla Relativity 6 stata del-

ta in un Manicomio?

R. Proprio cost, e i Relativisti diranno certamente: "Nel

luogo pill appropriato"!... Dopo ho awertito un paio di

giomalisti, suoi amici, che lo tirassero fuori, e son partilo.

PXasciami prender fiaio...

...Un Grande Bluff! La Relativity Finita! Sai che ci ho sem

pre creduio, ma a questo punio voglio capirc bene, essere c»

pace di spicgarla. Percid, innanzitutio: cosa significa "Teo-

ria della Relativity".

R. Vedi, ci sono due aspetti da considerare. II primo consi-

ste nella Teoria in s6 con i suoi due Postulati. E la spiega-

zione di questo aspetlo sta nella Nota Storica che segue. II

secondo, invecc, ben piQ importante, consiste nel peso so-

ciale. politico, culturale, morale, economico e infine tecno-

logico che la Relativity ha avuto in questo seo^. . . comin-

ciamo con questo esempio.

Tutti senz'altro ricordano, o quantomeno hanno sentito parla-

re, dellimpatio che la Rivoluzione Copcmicana ha avuto i

tempi di Galileo. Da D si 6 avviata una radicale o-asformazio

ne che ha rotto gli argini dell' Antica Societd segnaixk) I'at-

to di nascita dei Tempi Modemi.
Bene. All'inizio di questo Vemesimo Secolo e per oltre oi-

lant'anni 6 nata e si d sviluppata una sona di Controrivo-

luzione Tolemalca. Una eclisse della ragione e un ritor-

no a dogmatismi e ad aui di fede sostenuti, questa volta, da

una piesunta Razionalitd.

Questa Conirorivoluzione si 6 posta come una barriera insor-

montabile a fronte di sempre nuovi e possibili sviluppi del-

la Conoscenza. E' facile dunque immaginare le possibili con-

seguenze dell'improwiso croUo di questa immane Diga.

P. Esempi concreti.



p. Su questo siamo scmpre stati d'accordo. ma cosa centra

Einstein?

R. Vedi, quando qualcuno mi chiede che iavoro faccio, e io

iico: il Fisico, odo spesso esclamazioni e attestati di grande

naeraviglia e ammirazione, subito seguiti dall'affennazione:

\o difisica non ho mai capita niente. Ed io rimango invece

sconcertaio pcrch6 so bene che non c'6 niente da capire, o

che non sia possibile capire. in mezzo alio sfascio intellet-

tuale e morale di persone che usurpano, godono ed abusano

indebiiamente del Rispetto del mondo: gli ScUnziatL

E I'altra cosa che mi colpisce 6 I'implicita e complice sogge-

zionc intellettuale cui 6 abituata la maggior parte della

gente.

Una abitudine alia soggezione verso qualcosa che si suppo-

ne li trascenda e si ponga al di 111 delia loro capacity di com-

prensione, che 6 il presupposto sul quale si fonda I'accetia-

zionc acritica, passiva o rassegnata di tutli gli altri aspetti

socialmente spiacevoli, razionalmente assurdi e moralmenie

intoUerabili di quesd Tempi Modemi.

DaUa accettazione del Paradosso dei Gemelli, dei Buchi Ne-

ri, dell' Universo in Espansione o Inflazionario a quella dei

Paradossi social! dello spreco e della distruzione delle risorse

che area povertil, fame e disoccupazione per gli uni nell'ab-

bondanza degli altri, tulti conseguenti all'altro Paradosso per

il quale la ricchezza non viene dal Iavoro ma dalla ricchezza,

e il denaro investito nelle speculazioni finanziarie rende piu

di quello investito per il bene comune, il passo 6 piu breve

di quanto si possa immaginare.

P. Una specie di Teoria della Relativitd Sociale insomma,

R. Proprio cosi. Quando uno 6 pronto ad accetiare che A+B
6 uguale ad A ed A-B 6 ancora uguale ad A, e dopo essersi

spremuto le meningi conclude che I'accettazione di questo

Paradosso 6 una grande scoperta scientifica e che lui stesso

nel capirlo sta compiendo un grosso salto di quality intellet-

Ujale, bene, questa persona t ormai pronta e disposta ad ac-

cettare qualsiasi sciocchezza o assurditi purch6 rivestita di

adeguati Paramenti Istituzionali: € in questo modo che la

grande maggioranza i giunta al punto in cui piuttosto che ri-

schiar di riconoscere senza preveniiva autorizzazione che il

bianco 6 bianco e il nero 6 nero, si afflda al giudizio dellE-

sperto dichiarando la propria incompetenza in fatto di colon.

E' in questo modo che ad affermazioni del tipo Ah. io di Fi-

sica non ho mai capita niente seguono naturalmente afferma-

zioni del tipo: Io non mi interesso di politico o ancora L'eco-

nomia per me i arabo. Proprio in relazione a queste malau-

gurate abitudini il Crollo della Relativity 6 I'occasione di

una Rivoluzione Culturale paragonabile ad una nuova Rivo-

luzione Copemicana.

P. Un'altra cosa: quello che mi ha colpito da quando ho co-

minciato a seguire la faccenda 6 che la velocity della luce

non i piii un limiie insuperabile: il che, correggimi sc sba-

glio, significa che la possibility di girare per ITJniverso po-

trebbe non appartenere piu solamente ai films di fanta-

scienza.

R. Infatti, Dopo Einstein ci si 6 abituati all'idea di essere

confmati su questo pianeta, e scbbene ai nostri giomi rac-

conti e fdms di fantascienza abbiano largo mercato, sono

considerati. per tacita ammissione, il frutto di un sogno di

evasione irrcalizzabile. Tutti infatli sanno che non si pu6 su-

perarc la velocity della luce... perch6 ITia detto Einstein. E
in questo senso la riscoperta deU'etere (che secondo Einstein
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non esiste) e come, per un pesce, avw riirovato I'acqua che

gli era stata tolta. Si tratta, adesso, di ricominciare a nuo-

tare.

P. Passiamo a un altro aspetto della faccenda, quello econo-

mic©. 11 Crollo della Relativitli porta con s6, evideniemente,

non solo conseguenze scientifiche ma anche, nell'ambito

stesso della ricerca, conseguenze economiche di notevole

portata, quali, ad esempio, una redistribuzione degli investi-

menti per la ricerca scientifica.

R. InfattL Oggi una larga p^centuale dei contratti di ricerca

e dei conseguenti fondi sono distribuid sulla base del giudi-

zio o delle opinioni espresse da Illustri Cattedratici. E, pra-

ticamente, tutte le Caiiedre di Fisica Teorica, di Astrofisica,

e di altre branche della Fisica sono state dispensate, negli ul-

timi decenni, sulla base di meriti scientifici (ricerche, pub-

blicazioni, ecc.) direttamente o indirettamente legaii alle

Teorie Einsteiniane. Gli interessi Accademici e finanziari

che circondano queste Teorie sono quindi enormi. Migliaia

di miliardi sono oggi indirizzati a ricerche Astrofisiche o Co-

smoiogiche e a ricerche nel campo della Fisica delle Alte

Energie come la Fisica delle Particelle Elementari che, non

a caso, si sono ricongiunte una all'altra come un cane che si

morde la coda per dibatlcre su quello che 6 realmenie accadu-

to nei primi 10 alia meno quarantasette secondi dopo la na-

scita dellXIniverso o per costruire cattedrali nel deseito, so-

pra o sotto terra.

Core i superacceleratori G'Eloisatron di Zichichi, per esem-

pio) che dovrebbero far vedere il nuovo supermondo delle

Particelle ancor piU elementari, o la Grande Cavema del

Gran Sasso, scavata per assisiere alia morte di un Protone

ogni miliardo di miliardi di anni.

Per tutti costoro il Crollo della Relativitii 6 una specie di

Great Crash (altro che Big Bang) nella Wall Street della

Scienza Ufficiale.

P. Bene. E quali saranno, per I'uomo della strada i risvolti,

le conseguenze tecnologiche della faccenda?

R. Chi non conosce il retroscena della ricerca scientifica

contemporanea non pu6 immaginare quante idee o indirizzi

di ricerca che avrebbero potuto risolversi, anche rapidamen-

te, in nuove tecnologie. e di conseguenza, potenzialmente,

in un miglioramento della quality della vita (a tutti i livelli,

intellettuale e maieriale) sono stati stroncaii sul nasccre o

comunque ritardati e ostacolati dal momento in cui mostra-

vano di andare a scontrarsi con lOrtodossia... e gli interessi

economic! che le stavano dietro.

Molti ricorderanno, probabilmente, la storia di Galileo, che

offriva il suo telescopio agli Aristotelici, perch6 ci guardas-

sero dentro. E che costoro, molto coerentemente, rifiuta-

vano.

Bene, Questa 6 oggi I'ordinaria amministrazione in campo

scientifico. Quando il progress© della Conoscenza entra in

conflitto con gli interessi di coloro che detengono il Mono-

polio delle Verity e del Potere Economic© ogni Teoria non

in linea, ogni Dissidenza, diventa Sowersione dell'Ordinc

Costituito, e viene trattata conseguentementc.

P. E* I'Ancien Regime che si rigenera come I'araba fenicc...

dove sia nessun I© dice... che ci sia ciascun k) sa.

R. Proprio c©d.

P. Bene. Ma poiresti fare qualche esempio piti specific©?
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R. Vediamo... ancora la velocity della luce. Ma prima deb-

bo fare una premessa.

Oggi, una pane troppo grande delle cosiddette Teorie Uniia-

Tie (iBoric che cercano di riassumcre in una sola fomudazio-

ne rintero Universe) € pura manipolazione matemaiica. im-

piecisa quanto i presupposti iniziali sui quali riposa, che per-

nnette ai van autori di perdcre di vista la complessiiA e le in-

terdipendenzc del mondo reale in un dedalo di simboli preten-

ziosi e inutili. Detenninante, a questo riguardo, i cenamen-

te stata {'influenza del programma einsteiniano, finalizzaio

alia costnizione di una Teoria Unitaria anche quando divenne

chiaro. dope il 1935. che esistcvano, in Natura, interazioni

(forze) fondamentali diverse da quelle graviiazionali, elettri-

che e magnetiche.

Vedi, ad esempio a me non ha mai interessato chiudere por-

te alle mie spalle fino ad aprire I'ultima: la Porta della Cono-

scema Suprema, per ritrovarmi finalmtnte di fronie a un vi-

cok) cicco. Mi inieressa invcce riconoscae.senza incertezze

quali stanno dieut) di me per capire quali mi stanno davanti,

e queste tenere bene aperte, e aprime ancora.

Mentre i seguaci di Einstein continuano ad inseguire TUlu-

sione di poter, fmalmente, un giomo, racchiuderc I'iniero

Universe in una sola Teoria. E assolutamente sprovvisii, da

buoni Teerici, di Fantasia Sperimentale, essi cercano conse-

guentemente di chiudere tuttc le Vie Possibili diverse dalla

propria, ogni qualvolta ne incontrane una, e non ne ammet-

tono neppure I'esistenza. lUusi come sono di peter cogliere

tutti i frutti deH'Albero della Conoscenza nel breve arco di

una vita, la Noviti, I'lmprevisio, sono lore Nemici.

Da ci6 due ordini di conseguenze: sprechi evidenti e possibi-

lity nuuicate.

Vediamone appunie gli esempi concreii.

Prima dell'affermarsi della Teoria della Relauvitli, I'ordine di

grandezza della velocity dellinteraziene graviiazionale 6 sta-

te eggetto di analisi da parte di Laplace (1845)*tl quale, sul-

la base sperimentale del moto dei Pianeti. ricav6 la relazie-

ne: La velocitd deU'interazione graviiazionale i almeno set-

cento milioni di volte superiore alia velocitd della luce. Tra

il 1916 e il 1918 Einstein aflronta, a sua volta, il proble-

ma costituiio dalla definizione del mode di propagazione e

della velocity delle forze gravitazionali. Le ire possibili com-

binazioni a disposiziene erano: onde 1) Longitudinali; 2)

Longitudinali-Trasversali; 3) Trasversali. Le onde di tipo 1)

c 2) furone scartatc perchd risultava che esse, nellambilo

delle ipetesi Relaiivistiche. non poievano trasportare ener-

gia c potevano, invece, avere velocity arbitraria, mentre, se-

condo Einstein, nessun segnale pu6 superare la velocity del-

la luce. La sua seluzione non poteva essere. dunque, altro

che la seguente: onde gravitazionali trasversali, con velocity

c, sul modello eleitromagnetice.

Questa, a quanto mi risulta, i la sola reale motivazione del-

le conclusioni einsteiniane aggravate dall'illusione, tipica-

mente metaTisica, di peter determinare a priori, indipenden-

temenie daU'esperienza. il valerc numence del coefncienie

che. nellequazione dcilc onde (longitudinali o trasversali che

siano 6 la stessa). avendo dimensioni fL/T) 2 (lunghezza divj-

90 tempo alia meno due), rappresenta I'inverse del quadrate

della velociik

E la Nota Antorevolezia di Albert Einstein i I'uni-

CO presupposto sulla base del quale Amaldi in Italia ed altri

nel Mondo. sono autorizzati a buttare miliardi nella ricerca

delle Onde Gravitaxionali Einsteiniane. . . owiamente senza

alcun risultato. Sebbenc si vociferi che Amaldi, almeno,

qualche risultato I'abbia avuto.

R. VEffetto Tram. L'antenna gravitazionale di Frascati sen-

tiva le onde di tutti gli autobus che passavane nelle vicinan-

ze. Per queste Ilianne dovuta metiere sotte terra, in un luo-

go piu tranquillo, a Ginevra.

P. Inieressante. Ma
centra?

tomiamo all'uonK) della strada. Che

P.Esarebbe? Laplace died in 1827.

R. Centra. I miliardi per i giocattoli di Amaldi li paga di la-

sea sua: I'cquivalente in Tasse.

P. Non ci aveve pensato. Bisognerebbe coniare un altro ter-

mine. eltre a Evasione Fiscale: Spreco Fiscale... scientifica-

mente organizzato!

R. Proprio cosi. Questo di Amaldi conie quelle di Zichichi.

E un giecattole tale, quest'uldmo (I'Eloisatron). da prosciu-

gare per anni le risorse di molte Nazioni.

E dimmi era: chi autorizza costoro a perseverare in questi

sprechi?

P. La Nota Aotorevolezza di Albert Einstein!

R. Bene. Un altro esempio.

Quando sono state scepertc le forze nucleari Oc Interazioni

Forti) quale velocity seconde te, gli ^ stata attribuita?

P. La velocity della luce.

R. Bravo. Vedo che ceminci a capire. E proprio per questo

dope anni di ricerche e di vantati successi nel campo della

Fisica Nucleare siame indubbiamente capaci di molte Cher-

nobyl, ma non siamo in grade di capire. in realti, come t

fatto e come funziona un atome di Idrogeno, che t il piii

semplice di tutti gli atomi. O. ancora. U motive per cui ci

si accorge oggi, dope trent'anni di incredibili sprechi, che la

Fusione Tenno-nucleare centrollata, frutte che scmbrava

ragionevole poter cogbere dope la Bemba H, fc in un vicelo

ciece.

Ci si accorge, in altri termini, che leccessiva. censeguente

auenziene verso la Fisica delle Alte Energie (la Fisica del

Caldo, appunto) ci ha condotto a trascurare un campo ben

piu premettenie e ricco di ricadute tccnelegichc quale h quel-

le della Fisica delle Basse Energie (la Fisica del Freddo). Tal-

ch& solo in questi ultimi tempi, dope una sceperta del tutio

casuale. si cominciane ad investire risorse adeguate nel cam -

pe della SuperconduttivitA. E. a questo punto, ci si accorge

che. a luti'oggi. non sappiame neppure cesa sia la Correntc

Elettrica!

E tutti omiai sanno quali vaniaggi potrebbero trarsi dalla Su-

peicendultiviii.

P. E' vero. Anch'io ne he senate parlare, quando hanno da-

te il Nobel a quelle Svizzero.

R. Proprio lui. Ma era un altro esempio. L'ultimo.

Come ricerderai la Chimica t segiiita all'Alchimia. E si ^

sviluppata perchi. a differenza della prima (in ordine di tem-

po) si contentava di lavorare con gli atomi. anzichi oeicar

di Trasmutarii.

P. Non mi dirai che Einstein ha fatio danni anche nel cam-

po della Chimica!

R. E invece le to dice. Indirettamente, ma ne ha fatti. Sta a

scniirc Quando Lavoisier parti dal presupposto dclb tmmu-
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ability della Identity degli atomi (elemenii) in una reazione

;himica, Vauquelin studiava le galline.

?. ... saltate fuori dal cortile che corona con IVniversitd.

R. No. Non quel problema, e in questo caso lui ha fatto

ina domanda a una gallina.

P. E ciofe?

elettromagnetica. E da questo prcsupposto segue che una

gallina che trasmuta Magnesio in Calcio dovrebbe essere

una specie di sii^a ad altissima temperatura, altamenie ra-

dioa' jva.

P. Lc galline non sono radioattive!

R. Cenamente. Cos! come continuano a non lomare i conti

del bilancio del Calcio in entrata e in uscita.

R. Come faceva a fare le uova. Perch6 gli risultava che c e-

ra piu Calcio, in un uovo, di quanto ne mangiasse una gal-

lina.

P. E la gallina ha risposto?

R. Non a lui. A Kervran, molto tempo dopo: Trasmuta

Magnesio in Calcio.

P. Che c't di male?

R. Per me niente. Ma per Einstein si. Vcdi, il grande meri-

to di Einstein, queilo per il quale gli h stata attribuita la pa-

temitll di E = mc^, secondo Bom, h aver stabilito il teorema

deU'inerzia dell'energia nella sua completa generalitd.

P. E in cosa consiste questa completa generalitd!

R. Nel fatto che, secondo Einstein, E = mc^ vale per tutte

le Trasmutazioni di massa in energia. E, in particolare, an-

che per tutte le Trasmutaziom nucleari.

In altri tennini, anzichft tante possibili E = mv2, ovc v fe

una tra le velociti di propagazione delle diverse fofze, per

I Einstein c'fe una sola E = tmA: E = mc^, come se in Natura

non possano darsi altre forme di energia radiante oltre quella

P. E allora?

R. E allora grazie alia Nota Autorevolezza di Albert

Einstein e ai pregiudizi contro I'Alchimia, il problema i

staio ignorato. E noi abbiamo perso I'occasione di sviluppa-

re una nuova possibile Chimica delle trasmutazioni a debo-

le energia, basata sul fatto che molie reazioni AlChimiche,

che coinvolgono cio6 il nucleo stesso e non solo gli elettro-

ni, fino ad oggi ritenute possibili solo ad alta energia, av-

vengono abitualmente, in realti, a bassa energia aH'intemo

deUe cellule di un qualsiasi organismo animale o vegetale,

violando il Principio della Immutability dellldentit^ degli

atomi in una reazione chimica.

E per il momenlo mi pare che basti.

P. In conclusione si potrebbe dire che quando sembrava

che tutto fosse stato scoperto ci si accorge che tutto h anco-

rada scoprire.

R. E' vero. Da piu parti ho sentito ultimamente affermare

che eravamo ormai prossimi alia Grande Unificazione

di tutti i fenomeni fisici, che avrebbe segnato, in un ceito

senso, la fine della Fisica.

In realty siamo di fronte unicamente alia Fine

della Relativitik.

Editorial note .

Marinov was imprisoned in the psychiatric clinic of Graz on the 1 February 1988 after

he has sent his telefax of the 30 January 1988 on Mrs. Elizabeth Hughes, the managing

editor of NATURE (see TWT-III, p. 262).

The report of the biggest Austrian journal NEUE KRONEN ZEITUNG on Marinov 's imprison-

ment is reprinted on p. 266 of TWT-III.
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Premessa

La dilauzione cinematica del tempo h il rallentamcnto che

un "orologio" effettua quando la sua velociti nello spaao

assoluto si awicina alia velociU deUa luce. La dilatazione

dinamica (o gravitazionale) del tempo h il rallentamento di un

"orologio" trasferito inluogo in cui il potenziale gravitazionale

ft maggiore.

Secondo la teoria della relativiti la dilatazione cinematica

ft un effetto relativo e deve essere sempre consideiata net

riguardi di un osservatore inerziale.

Quesupremessa falsa della relativiticonduce al cosiddetto

"paradosso dei gemelli". Dimostrer6 come tale paradosso, dal

punto di visu della teoria deUo spazio-tempo assoluto, non

esista mentre, dal punto di visu della teoria della relativitik, sia

irris(^vibile. ***Bn •* \

IntroduzioHt

A tutt'oggi ho misurato la velociUk assduu della Terra

mediante tre esperimcnti ottid (Marinov 1974, Marinov 1980,

Marim>v 1986) ed un esperimento elettrodinamico (Marinov

1989).

Col secondo esperimento (Marinov 1980), che venne ese-

guito nell'arco di sei mesi, potei stabilire che la velocdti

assduta del Sole ft v = 303 ± 20 km/sec, con coordinate

equatorial! dell'apice: declinazione 6 = 23" ± 4* e ascensione

retta a = 13^ 23" ± 20". (^sto risultato impone necessaria-

mente una revisione di tutli i concetti introdotti dalla rdativiti

einsteiniana.

Nel (Marinov 1976) analizzai la dilatazione gravitazionale

(dinamica) del tempo alia luce della mia teoria dello spazio-

tempo assoluto.

H presente articolo ft dedicato alia dilatazione cinemadca

del tempo. Devo osservare che sarebbe assai piik corretto

parlare di rallentamento gravitazionale e cinematico degli

orc^ogi che di dilatazione gravitazionale e cinematica del

tempo, ma poich6 questa fomulazione si ft imposta nel lin-

guaggio scientifico la user6 anch'io, sottolineando per6 che

non esiste dilatazione del tempo, ma solo rallentamento degli

orologi.

Larmor per primo, nel 1900, introdusse la nozione di

dilatazione del tempo (cinematica), considerandola come un

effetto assdiuto. Nel 1905 Einstein, analizzando lo stesso

fenomeno, a distanza di soli cinque anni lo considera come un

effetto relativo.

Lorentz tratt6 questa dilatazione del tempo, in divene pub-

blicazioni, anche da un punto di vista assoluto; poich6 questo

effetto segue anche dalle trasfonnazioni che da lui prendono il

nome, io definirb la dilatazione cinematica del tempo: dilata-

zione lorentziana deltempo. Ed essendo suto Einstein il primo

a considerare la dilatazione gravitazionale del tempo, definirb

quesu: dilatazione einsteiniana del tempo.

11 paradosso dei gemelli

Quando la dilauzione del tempo (non applicher6 piu I'ag-

gettivo "cinematica") ft considerau come fenomeno relativo ha

origine il famoso "paradosso degli orologi" o"paradosso dei

gemelli" che puo essere cosi formulato: se uno di due gemelli

rimane fisso in un sistema di riferimento inerziale mentre I'altro

compie un viaggio a velociti prossima alia velocity della luce.

al ritomo di questi consuteremmo che il gemello viaggiatore

sarebbe invecchiato di meno del gemello rimasto a casa (con-

sideriamo i gemelli come orologi).

Devo sottolineare che tale paradosso, nella teoria della

relativiti, non nasce dal fatto che nei sistemi material! in moto

nello spazio assoluto si verifica un rallentamento dei fenomeni

per did; esso deriva daU'afiTermazione dogmatica relativisti-

ca che questo rallentamento ft assolutamente sunmetrico per

due sistemi, dipendendo solamente dalla loro velodti relativa.

La diffict^ti logica insonnonubile nella teoria della relativiti

consiste nell'arrivare, da due effetti assolutamente simmetrid,

ad un risuluto asimmetrico. Sono sute scritte migliaia di

pagine, da persone considerate espeite, dedicate alia soluzione

di questo paradosso insolubile.

Dimostrero, ora, I'insolubiliti del paradosso nell'ambito

della relativitik.

Supponiamo che i noti gemelli abbianodue orologi identid

Qpotrebbero essere i loro cuori o due orologi atomid di estrema

predsione). Cio comporu che quando i gemelli sono in riposo

in un sistema di riferimento inerziale le lancette dei loro orologi

mostrano sempre la stessa ora.

Ogni tratuto relativistico pona sempre alia conclusione

che il gemello die ha "suWto accelerazione" deve rimanere pift

giovane dell'altro. Qm si pone una domanda ineviubile: cosa

succede a questo gemello (ed all'orologio che pona) durante il

tempo del movimento accelerato? Per eviure quesu domanda,

poich6 il rallentamento ft un effetto che si produce durante il

tempo del movimento inerziale, facdamo subire la stessa

accelerazione ad entrambi i gemelli durante la loro separazio-

ne.

(^esu ipotesi pu6 essere realizzau come segue: al mo-

mento iniziale i due gemelli sono a riposo nel sistema di

riferimento inerziale applicato alia loro casa; salgonoquindi su

due razzi identid cm vengono applicati moti identic!; quando

la velodti dd razzi raggiunge il valore v, ess! spengono i

motori bloccando la propulsione; il razzo del secondo gemello

continua U suo moto con velociti inerziale v, mentre il primo

gemello riaccende i motori applicandouna propulsione oontn-

ria, variando cosl la vdodti da v a - v, e poi di nuovo

invertendo la propulsione finch6 la velodti si riduce a v = al

momento dell'atterraggio al punto di pattenza, che ft la loro

casa, dove il primo gemello aspetta il ritomo del fratello.

Secondo la teoria della relativiti spedale, il paradosso dd
gemeU! ft il risuluto del volo libero. Durante il tempo in cui

hanno subito accelerazione (tempo che ft identicoperentrambi.

owiamente) i gemelli possono femiare i loro orologi e con-

fronure il tempo del volo libero del secondo gemello con il

tempo registrato dal primo che rimane a casa. Potendo anche

ammettere che i tempi senza accelerazione siano molto pii^

lunghi dei tempi con accderazione, possiamo trascurare questi

uldmi. Se chiamiamo t, e t, i tempi registrati dai due gemelli al

momento dell'incontro, secondo la teoria della rdativiti (v. per

es. Moller, 1955) dovrebbe essere:

(1)

Sulla base della trasfonnazicne di Lorentz, solo il primo

gemello potrebbe scrivere quesu relazione, mentre il secondo

dovrebbe scrivere la rdazione esatumente opposta.

Dobbiamo ammettere, allora, che la relazione (1) ft scritu

da una mano assoluto, da qualcuno che su usando non sola-

mente le fonnule della trasformazione di Lorentz, cioft da un
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osservatore che sa che il primo gemello ha preso una sola volu una

porzione di pillole contro il mal di moto accelerato, mentre il secondo

le ha prese per tre volte; e che sa. inoltre. che Torologio del gemello

2 h hmasio fenno ire volte per una durau complessiva pari a quella

della fennau dell'altro orologio. Senza queste informazioni supple-

meniari non si potrebbe arrivare ad alcuiu conclusione, ma tali

infomiazioni non potsono *ss*r* imtrUe nelle trasfoimazioni di

Lorentz.

Supponiamo che il secondo gemello abbia registrato nel suo libro

di bordo il tempo t", indicaio dal proprio orologio nell'istante in cui ha

acceso la propulsione contraria avendo deciso di tomare a casa;

poniamo aUora alia relativiti speciale quesu domanda: die relazione

c'ft fra il tempo t" ed il tempo t' = t,/2 ?

Secondo le foimule della trasfoimazione di Lorentz, dal punto di

vista del gemello 1 (vale a dire operando nel suo sittema di riferimen-

to inerziale in cui il gemello 2 vola a velociti v) la relazione deve

essere

1

f3- (2)

mentre dal punto di visu del gemello 2 (vale a dire operando nel suo

sistema di riferimcnto inerziale in cui il gemello 1 vola a velodti v)

la relazione deve essere

t

'•-K)'
(3)

Le indicazioni t' e t" deidue orologi non potsonoesserecomparaie

diretumente in quanto fra i due gemelli si estende I'immensa distanza

che li separa. Alio scopo di subilirp quale delle relazioni (2) e (3) sia

vera, poniamo che nell'isunte t' un terzo gemello venga landato dal

primo gemello (nel suo sistema di riferimertto) con una velodti 2v

nella direzione in cui h partito il gemello 2; poniamo che questi ritomi

a casa con un razzo ausiliario lasdando un quarto gemello - partito

assieme a lui • a continuare il volo con il razzo pnndpale alia stessa

velodti inerziale v (nel sistema di riferimento dd primo gemello).

n gemello 3 raggiungeri il gemello 4 quando i loro orologi

indicheranno rispettivamente i tempi t, e t^ secondo la relativiii

spedale si dovri avere

1

(?)••

in quanto il gemdlo 3 vola - rispeuo al sistema di riferimento inerziale

in cui il gemello 4 su in riposo - con velociti -v durante la prima meti

dd suo viaggio, e con velodti v durante la seconda meti.

Ponendo ncUa fomiula (1): t, = 2l', I, = 21", e nella formula (4):

ij = 2i', t^ = 21", otteniamo rispettivamente le formule (2)e (3) che sono

matcmaticamente contraddittorie. L'unica obiezione che si potreb-

be avanzare h se le relazioni t, = 21" e t, = 2t' siano gitute; ma questa

h un'obiezione che non pu6 essere posu dalla relativitl speciale, in

qiunto per tale teoria urw spazio assoluto non esiste ed h imporunte

solamente la velodti relativa dei gemellL Per la relativiti spedale,

se il gemello 2 ha impiegato il tempo t" per I'andata nd sistema

inerziale del gemello 1 . dovri impiegare lo stesso tempo per il ritomo.

Esauamente la stessa cota awiene nel caso del gemello 3 che spende

un tempo t' per I'andata (rimanendo in effetti oon papi « mamma nella

casa dd gemdli) che i lo stesso tempo che impiegheri per il ritomo

nd sistema inerziale del gemello 4.

n cortcetto di dilauzione del tempo nella teoria della relativiil

speciale si rivela dunque lofjlcamente inconsistentc, e chi voglia

sosienerio dimostra di ncn tenere in canto assolutamente la logica

fomftale.



Secondo U mia teoria dello spaao-tcmpo assoluto (Mari-

oov, 1972, 1975 - 76 - 77) i corsi degli orologi dipendono dalle

lofovelodU assolute, e si arhva peitanto alia seguente conclu-

sione: se il gemello 1 sta in riposo nello spazio assoluto la

reUzione fra i' e T sari espressa dalla (2); se il gemello 4 $u in

riposo nello spazio assoluto la relazione sari la (3). Come si

pa6 ricavare. in entrambi i casi la relazione fra t^ e t, sari

espressa dalla (1) e la relazione fra t, e t, dalla (4).

Far6 ora la dimostrazione per il caso in cm U gemello 1 stia

m riposo nello spazio assoluto. fo tale caso sari valida la

fclazione (2) ed essendo t^ = 2t*. t^= 2t", si arriva subiio alia ( 1 ).

Avremo inoltre

Se questi atomi si muovono nello spazio assduto con

velociti V, il loro tempo di dimezzamento T, viene detto tempo

di dimezzamento propria.

A causa della dilatazione del tempo avremo

T
lb =

r . («)

I3 =l' + t{4|"fa (6)

e dalle (5) e (6) arriviamo immediatamente alia (4).

Se nello spazio assoluto il gemello 1 ha una velociti v ed il

gemello 4 (equivalente al gemello 2 nella prima meti del suo

viaggio) ha una velociti v", la relazione fra t' e t" sari dau da

t'

0-^)^ (•-^)'

(7)

come pu6 essere verificato prendcndo in considerazione un

quinto gemello che rimanga in riposo nello spazio assoluto.

Dunque nella mia teoria dello spazio tempo ass(^uio,

procedendo dalle trasformazioni di Marinov (Marinov, 1979),

n arriva alia seguente affermazione: orologi che si muovono

nello spazio assduto con velociti divene haimo corsi diversi.

Affermazione che non poru ad alcuna conclusione paradossa-

k- n gemello viaggiatore sari invecchiato di meno del fratello

rimasto a casa, ma in questo caso dal punto di visu logico e

matematico non ch nulla da discutere. Che il corso di un

orc^ogio dipenda daUa sua velociti nello spazio assoluto pu6

apparire un fenomeno strano peruna persona qualunque, ma h

un fenomeno naturale che si spiega con I'aiuto di un orologio

di luce (Marinov, 1975, 1979), tenendo cento del caraitere

etereo- da me introdotto • della propagazione della luce, per il

quale il periodo di un orologio di luce non dipende dall'orien-

tamento del suo braccio (Mariiwv 1975, 1979).

Quindi la dilatazione del tempo assoluto non contiene piu

elementi paradossali di quanti ne contenga il prindpio di

Archimede (quello scoperto nella vasca da bagno, per il quale

an corpo immerso in un liquido perde peso proporzionalmente

al volume).

L'esptrimento eon U deeadimento dei muoni

n primo esperimento che ha confermaio direttamente la di-

lauzione del tempo h il cosiddetto "esperimento dei muoni",

ccmpiuto nel 1941 da Rossi e Hall.

Second© la Icgge del deeadimento radioaaivo, se c'ft un

numero N^ abbastanza grande di atomi radioattivi. dopo un

dcicmiinaio tempo una parte di questi (N atomi) decadri in altri

atomi c p>articelle elcmentari. Poniamo N = N^/c (dove e =

2,7 1

8

... e la base dei logaritmi naturali) e chiamiamo tempo di

dimezzamento, designato con T. il tempo corrispondcnte.

(•iJ) (9). (10)

e T $i chiama tempo di dimezzamento universale.

Ambedue i tonpt di dimezzamento sono misurati con lo

stesso orologio i cui secondi saraimo detti universali, se I'oro-

logio h in riposo nello spazio assoluto, e propri se I'orologio h '

tnmoto.

n tempo di dimezzamento, come il periodo di on or(4ogio

di luce, po6 essere infatti consideratocomeuna uniti di misura.

Nello spazio assoluto, il tempo di dimezzamento degli atomi

radioattivi in riposo h piii breve (contiene meno secondi) di

queUo degli atomi in moto; perquesu ragione la relazione che

esiste fra i periodi di due orologi di luce vale anche peri tempi

di dimezzamento di due identiche quantiti di atomi che,

sempre nello spazio assoluto. simuovonocon velociti diverse.

La stessa legge di deeadimento h valida anche per i ^,-

mesoni (miKxii). Essendo il loro tempo di dimezzamento T s
2,2x10* sec, e potendo produrre muoni con velociti prossime

a c, allora, conoscendo la velociti emisurando la distanzad che

i muoni coprono fino al momento in cui unafrazione 1 /e di essi

decade, possiamo subUire il loro tempo di dimezzamento pro-

prio r, = d/v. Tale tempo di dimezzamento proprio deve essere

confrontato con il tempo di dimezzamento universale T, misu-

rato quando i muoni sofK> in riposo nel nostro laboratorio

(essendo piccola la velociti assoluta della Terra - circa 300km/

sec -pud essere trascurau e si puo considerare la Terra in riposo

nello spazio assoluto), e dovra essere verificau la relazione (8).

L'esperimento con il deeadimento dei muoni venne esegui-

10 da Rossi e Hall misurando, sia in cima ad una monugna che

a livello del mare, le quantiti dei muoni nei raggi cosmid

(prodotti vicino all'entrata nell'atmosfera dal (tecadimento dei

fasci di raggi cosmici primari) che hanno velociti prossima a

quella della luce.

La riduzione della quantiti dei muoni ha dimostrato con

sufficiente precisione la validiti della formula (8).

Un esperimento simile, con muoni positivi e negttivi so

un'orbita circolare in un acceleratoie, h stalo eseguito nel 1977

da Bailey ed altri; in questo caso la (8) i suu confermau coo

alta precisione.

Dunque "I'orologio dei muoni" h suto il primo a verificare

la tesi che ogni orologio rallenta il suo corso se i in movimento

nello spazio assoluto.

L'esperimento con gli orologi intomo al mondo

Alio scopo di verificare la dilatazione del tempo con

orologi macroscopici, Hafele e Keating (1972) eseguiitxio il

cosiddetto clocks-around-the world experiment, due aviogetti

con orologi atomici a bordo hanno lasciato Washington, uno

verso est e I'altro verso ovest; dopo un viaggio intomo al

pianeu i due aviogetti sono tomati al punto di partenza; i tempi

registrati dagli orologi sono At^ per I'aereo che ha volato verso

est e At^ perquello che ha volato verso ovest; si confrontaronp

quindi le due ntisure con una terza, Al, di an orologio rimasto

a Washington.

Per una analisi teorica di questo esperimento devo assume-

re che i due aerd abbiano volato sullo stesso paraUelo ed alia
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stessa iTtezza cm h suto posto I'orologio di Washington: se gli aerei

vdano i quote diverse e se I'orologio di riferimcnto i sulliTem devo

operare una correzione die tenga conto anche della dilatazione

graviuzionale del tempo.

NeU'esperimento ciuto gli aerei hanno compiuto diveni atterrag-

gi (erano aerei oonunerciali), variando divene volte il loro potenziale

gravitazionale per cui neU'esperimento si trovano frammischiate le

dilauzioni del tempo lorentziana ed einsteiniana.

Trascurando il movimento della Terra nello spazio assoluto •

ininfluente sulle registiazioni finali degli orologi - prendo in conside-

razione la sda velocity di rouzione la quale porta ad una asimmetria

nel movimento dei diversi orologi. Quesu velodti rouzionale,

riferiu al parallelo di Washington, h

(7)

&E 2wr + v^



media as confirmaton ofthe clock paradox. All the experi-

ment showed was the clocks were not student accurate to

detect the small effect predicted.
<*>

D'altra parte, Briatore e Leschiutu (1976) insistono di

aver verificato sperimentalmente la dilatazione del tempo

lorentziaiu ed einsteiniana, comparando per alomi aimi le

indicazioni degli orologi atomid posti in diverse parti della

Terra e che hanno diverse velocitJk assdute (a causa delle

diverse latitudini) e diversi potenziali graviuzionali (a

causa delle diverse altitudini e della foimanon perfettamen-

le sferica della Terra).

L'esperimento di Briatore e Leschiutta ha quasi lo stesso

carattere di quello di Hafele e Keating.

L'esperimento con gH orologi agti antipodi

L'esperimento ccn gli orc4ogi agU antipodi h stato pro-

posto da me (Marinov, 1977). Queslo h. un experimentum

crucis fra la mia teoria dello spazio-tempo assoluto e le

teorie relativistiche, in quanto con tale esperimento h pos-

sibile misurare la velocity assoluta del laboratorio (e non

solo la velociti di rotazicne attomo all'asse terrestre come

fanno gli esperimenti di Briatore-Lesdiiutta o Hafele-Kea-

ting).

Poniamo due orologi atomid in due punti agli antipodi

sull'equatore terrestre (v. fig. 1, in cui la Terra h pioiettata

guardando dal pc^o nord).

Designamo con v la velodti assoluta e con v^ la vdociti di

rotazione lineare dell'equatore. Supponiamo, per semplidti,

che I'asse terrestre sia perpendicolare al piano dell'eclittica e

consideriamo un giomo dell'anno in cui la vdodti del Sole v,

(o abneno la suacomponente sul piano dell'eclittica) h parallela

alia velodti della Terra attomo al Sole v^ Assumiamo come

istante iniziale il momento in cui per il primo orologio (A) c'h

la levau del Sc4e e per il secondo (B) il tramonto. A quesu

condizione le vdodti assolute degli orologi A e B saranno

2 2 2 ^^
vX = V +Vr -2wrsen ,

T

v| = v^+vj+2wrsen
Im.

(14)

dove V = Vj - Vg e T i la lunghezza del giomo siderale.

Notiamo che le relazioni (14) sono corrette anche quando

I'asse terrestre non h perpendicolare all'eclittica (come h la

situazione reale), ma solo durante i solstizL

Quando per I'orologio A siamezzogiomo e perl'orologio B
mezzanotte (vale a dire per t = T/4) le loro velodti assolute

saranno

VA = v-v, , VB =v + Vr , (15)

quando per I'orologio A sia mezzanotte e per I'orologio B
mezzogiomo (vale a dire per t - 3T/4) le lofx> velodti assolute

saranno

VA =V + V, , VB =V.Vf . (16)

e quando per i nostri orologi saranno I'alba ed il tramonto (vale

a dire per t = e t = T/2) le loro vdodti assolute saranno

Va =vb =(v^+Vr)5 . (17)

giomo e coincidano solo durante la levau ed il tramonto del

Sole.

Se possiamo confrontare le indicazioni dd nostri orologi

ad intervalli uguali di tempo fra I'alba ed U tramonto, possia-

mo stabilire il carattere assoluto della dilatazione del tempo e

misurare la velodti assoluu deUa Terra, (^esu h I'essenzadd-

I'esperimento con gli orologi agli antipodi.

Una realizzazione della sincronizzazione newtoniana fra

due luoghi equatoriaU agli antipodi appare problematica (v.

finale deU'artioolo) e per facilitarla montiamo i nostri orologi

atomid su di una giostra (fig. 2).

Se usiamo le ultime tre formule ncUa (7), vediamo come i

corsi dri nostri orologi siano diversi durante le diverse ore del

]d

Fig. 2 • L'esperimeiUo con gli orologi agli antipodi stdta giostra.
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Considehamo dunque una giostra al bordo della quale sono posti

agli antipodi due orologi aiomici A e B. Sia v la velociU assoluu della

giostra e v^ la velociU di rouzione lineare dei punti al bordo ad una

distanza R dal centreC Prendiamo anche un anello che ctrconda la

giostn e sta fenmo nel laboratorio. Supponiamo che i pund a e b siano

su di un diametro parellelo alia velociti assoluu del laboratorio. De-

signamo con t ^, i\ le indicazioni dell'orologio A al passaggio davanti

ad a e b, e con t ,, t', le indicazioni dell'orologio B al passaggio davanti

abed a.

I tempi Al^ = I'j^ - 1'^ c At, « t*, - 1, corrispondono. owiamenie,

alio stesso intervallo di tempo universale che designamo con Al Se

At^ sari il tempo registrato sull'orologio D che corhsponde ai tempi

Al^ e At, , avrcmo

At = AtDHf- (l«)

D'altra parte

At

AtA t Atg I

.J(,.J)\.„.J(,.5)\. (19)

Ponendo qui v^ , v, dalla formula (1 4) e operaixlo con un'esattez*

za del secondo ordine, otteniamo

AtA Ate 1 +
+ vj 2Wr

2<?

avendo assunto per approssimazione

(20)

AtA s AtB s At = -
.

2
(21)

ovc T i il periodo della rouzione.

Se scriviamo 6t = At^ - At,e prendiamo in considerazione la (21)

solo nei termini del secondo ordine, dalla (20) ooeniamo

\

a. (22)

4w, 4vR

Assumendo v = 300 km/sec ed R = 3 m. arriviamo a 5t = 4x10"
sec. Supponendo che la giostra giri con 5 rivoluzioni al secondo (vale

a dire At = 0.1 sec), troviamo 5t/At = 4xlO'* mentre gli orologi al

cesio usabili misurano il tempo con una esattezza relativa di ±10'*'.

La sincronizzazione newtoniana h una sincronizzazione momen*
tanea. Una ule sincronizzazione lira realizzata con il mio asse

rotante quaixlo ho misurato la velociti della luce in una direzione

(Marinov, 1974, 1980, 1986). Se tale sincronizzazione h effettuata

con segnali ottici la chiamo sincronizzazione einsteiniana e in questo

caso non i momenUnea.
Ho dimostraU) dianzi che I'esperimento con gli orologi agli

antipodi produce un en^etto positivo se la sincronizzazione degli

orologi h newtoniana. Dimostrerb ora che se la sincronizzazione h

einsteiniana non vi sari effetto positivo, non sari quindi possibik

subilire che gli orologi hanno corsi diversL

Analizziamo la sincronizzazione einsteiniana riprendendo la fi-

gura I . Supponiamo che I'orologio A trasmetu un segnale elettroma*

gnetico quando si trova nel punto A' (cioi quando perquesto orologio

si leva il Sole) e designamo la sua indicazione con t'^. Poich^ la luce

si muove con velociil riniia. I'orologio B si muove^ con la Terra e

riceverl il segnale quando si troverl nel punto B'.

Ora non prendiamo in considerazione la rotarione della Terra, in

quanto - in questo caso - la velociti rouzionale della Terra v h

perpcndiajjarc alia vclociii tra^laioria v e. come si pu6 dimo5trarc.



reffctto piodotto dalla v^ sarebbe minimo e tnscitrabik rispetto

al risultato finale.

Supponiamo, per jcmpliciii, che il segnale eletiromagncti-

co si stia propagando iungo il diamctro tenestre lacm lunghez-

za ^ d = 2R. Si pu6 dimostrare die se il segnale si su

propagando sulla superfide tcrrestre (cocne awicne realmen-

te) gli effetd addizionali saranno cancellati dal risaluto finale.

Nello spazio assoluto il segnale elettromagnetico copririU
seguente distanza
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.=<.(..r) (23)

che ho caloolato oon una esattezza del primo online in quanto.

come vedremo pti^ avand (formula (26)]. un'esattezza maggio-

re non h necessaria.

L'orologjo A trasmette il segnale finale quando si trova nel

punto A" (cioi quando per esso tnunonu il Sole) e designamo

la sua indicazione con t'^. L'orologio B si muove con la Terra

e riceve questo segnale nel punto B". Nello spazio assoiuto il

segnale copriii la diitanza

<r = d(ul) (24)

Designamo llndicazione dell'orologio B con t'^ quando

l'orologio A ha trasmesso il segnale inizialc e con t'^ quando

l'orologio A ha trasmesso il segnale finale. Usando le foraiule

(19), (20) e (21) possiamo scrivcre

2dv

7"
... " ' f 4w.'\ .. . 2dv
lA -U = (IB -tB)l 1 +

-^J
= IB -tB +y . (25)

e At,= t'g -
1
, corrisponderanno alio stesso intervallo di tempo

univenale At, e potiemo usare le fomiule (19). nelle quaU v^ e

V, sono ricavaii dalle (14). Introdudamo la designazione: 6c s

At^ - Atg. Sc eseguiamo un'analisi come sopra otterrcmo il

risultato (22). Ponendo in (22) v = 300 km/sec ed R = 6370km
aniviamo al risuluto 6c = 8.5x1&' sec

Se tale esperimento fosse eseguito nel corso di un aimo.

prendendo come "giostn" non la rouzione diuma della Tena

atlomo alsuo assema la rotazione annuale attomo al Sole,neOa

(22) dovremmo assumere come v la componente della velodti

ass<4uta del Sole sul piano dell'eclitdca, ed il raggio dell'oibita

tenestre come R. Prendendo dunque v = 300 km/sec e R s

150x10* km. troviamo un effetto 8t = 2 sec

Essendo I'ascensione retu dell'apice della velodti assoluu

del Sole 13*2(r (Marinov, 1977. 1986p.76).selaappro«simia-

moa 12^, possiamo condudere, efTettuando l« misure coa

orologioatUccatoailaTerrm, chelaprimaveraeresutesono

pill lunghe di due secondi dell'autunno e dell'invemo.

(*) / risidtati ottenuti dai singoU orologi d^erivano esatta-

menu di 300 nanosecondi. Questo risuitato. assurdamente

ottimistico, yfenne accettato e glivenne dataampio risalto nella

letteratura scientifica e attraverso i media come conferma del

paradosso degli orologi. Tutto quello che I'esperimento ha

mostrato i che gli orologi non erano sufflcientemente precisi

per riUvare il piccolo risultato predetto.

Se designamo con T,e T,le indicazioni dell'orologio B al

momento in coi sono stad ricevud i segnaii iniziale e finale,

usando le (23) e (24) otteniamo

Ponendo (26) nella (25) otteniamo

(27)tA-tA=TB-TB .

e owiamente le indicazioni dell'orologio A, al momento della

trasmissione do segnaii di luce, e dell'orologio B, al momento

della loro ricezione, non d consentono di subilire la velodti

assduta della Terra.

Si deve sottolineare che Tesperimento di Briatore-Le-

schiutta, eseguito inmodo simile,ha avutoun risultatopositive

in quanto per la velodti rotativa degli orologi attomo all'asse

I'effetto h addidvo e pu6 essere misurato per molte rouziom.

Ora propongouna variante dell'esperimcntocon gli orologi

agli andpodi che permette di misurare la componente equato-

riale della velodti assoluta della Terra.

Prendiamo due telesoopi. in un osservatorio posto all'equa-

tore, con assi che possono alzarsi ed inclinarsi solamente sul

piano parallelo alia direzione est-ovest.

Supponiamoche una Stella equatoriale A • che si trova a 90°

dalla proiezione dell'apice della velociti assoluu della Terra

sull'equatore celeste - attraversi la linea di vista del primo

telescopio nell'istante t'^ - indicato da un orcJogio predso - e la

linea di visu del secondo telescopio - il cui asse forma con

I'asse del primo un angolo 9 s JC - nell'istante t'^.

Supponiamo ora che una Stella B. agli andpodi della Stella

A, attraversi la linea di visU del primo telescopio nelllstante t,

e la linea di visu del secondo ndl'isunte l',.

Essendo la rouzione tcrrestre uniforme. i tempi At^ = t'^ - 1'^
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1

Abstract . In the last years many voices are heard which assert that plasma may
deliver more energy than the energy which is needed for its excitation

(heating). In the present paper I give information on the plasma heater of the

Bulgarian inventor Dr. Cyril Chukanov who asserts that his plasma heater is an
'' over-unity converter. I did measurements together with Chukanov. The observa-

tional data were uncertain and thus they were not convincing that his genera-
tor is, indeed, an over-unity converter. In the following paper of Farsky and

Janca on very similar energetic measurements with plasma heaters, where the ob-

servational data seem to be pretty certain, no energy excess has been observed.
Nevertheless I consider the plasma generators as an eventual source of free
energy deserving attention. After the paper of Farsky and Janca I give a re-

port of A. Samokhin on the plasma generator of the Russian inventor. Prof. A.

Chernetski , who also asserts of having observed an excess of energy.

^ 1. Perpetua mobilia and energy converters m

According to the energy conservation law, the total energy of an isolated material

system remains constant. As in the last time violations of the energy conservation law j
have been observed, if the total energy of an isolated material system increases when ^
certain processes occur in the system, the excess of energy over the initial value is

called "winned energy" (or "FREE ENERGY). If the total energy decreases, the deficiency J
of energy is called "lost energy". 1

At the present time we cannot say with surety whether free energy is produced

from nothing, or it exists in the system, but we are not able to establish experimentally

its existence. Until the time when we will remain unable to establish experimentally

the previous existence of the winned in the system energy, we shall ACCEPT that the

winned energy is produced from NOTHING. In this case we have to accept the invalidity

of the energy conservation law.

If in the future methods will be found which would show that free energy exists

in "latent condition" previously in the system, i.e., if we have observed only some

energy transformation, we have to accept that the energy conservation law remains valid,
j

So at the beginning of the century one has supposed that the energy liberated at the

radioactive decay is produced from nothing, but later it was established that the ra-

dioactivity is only a process of energy transformation, as the liberated energy is the

previously existing potential energy of atomic bonds.

The possibility for producing free energy is demonstrated experimentally by diverse

machines. The most categoric demonstration for generation of free energy offers the

Swiss machine TESTATIKA (see TWT-V) which, if once set in rotational motion by an ini-

tial mechanic impulse, continues to rotate eternally and produces free energy in the

form of direct current electric energy. The free power, which the machine TESTATIKA
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of middle size (with diameter of the counter-rotating disks of 50 cm) produces, is about

3 kW.

Thus the question whether a perpetuum mobile can be constructed is no more a question,

as TESTATIKA IS^ a perpetuum mobile (It is the ONLY perpetuum mobile seen and tested by

me and, according to my competent opinion, it is at present time the ONLY perpetuum

mobile in the world). The machine TESTATIKA can function in vacuum and thus can be moun-

ted on a satellite in the cosmic space, where it will present a completely isolated

material system. During its functioning neither chemical processes do occur iH the ma-

terials of which it is constructed nor some irreversible mechanical processes, besides

a minimal mechanical wear due to the friction and to the extraction of electrons from

the metal surfaces of the segmets which are in the electric circuit of the machine. Mean-

while the 3 kW electric power can be continuously extracted from the machine.

As energy can be produced from nothing, it is logical to assume that energy can also

be transformed into nothing. I do not know about experimental observations of such

energy "transformations", but I am sure that in many of the experiments where we assume

that the whole "dissipated" energy has become heat energy, very probably, some

part disappears, so that the quantity of dissipated energy is more than the quantity

of the produced heat energy. The fact is that nobody until now has succeeded in demon-

strating this experimentally.

So in Bulgaria some 20 years ago, I did many energetic experiments observing percus-

sions of solid bodies and I became convinced that at the inelastic collisions there

was no complete transformation of the lost kinetic energy into heat, as it is required

by the energy conservation law. According to my opinion a part of the kinetic energy

(very probably, even the overwhelming part) of the dissipated kinetic energy transfor-

.

med into nothing.

My two machines violating the law of angular momentum conservation, the Bui -Cub Ma-

chine without Stator (see TWT-III) and the Rotating Ampere Bridge with Displacement

Current (see TWT-IV) clearly demonstrate that angular momentum can be produced from no-

thing and angular momentum can be reduced to nothing.

Thus the production of free energy is an experimental fact, and if the overwhelming

part of the physicists in the world assert that this is not possible, the reason is

only one: all these people are not acquainted with some experimental facts.

I repeat, I assume that free energy is produced from nothing. If in the future some

energetic source will be discovered, it will be characterized with the necessary phy-

sical parameters and a relevant name will be given to it. However to give NOW to such

a HYPOTHETICAL energetic source such names as "vacuum energy", "space energy", "zero-

point energy", "tachyon energy", "neutrino energy", etc. is not only completely sens-

less linguistic equilibristic but also a dangerous aberration.

If the system producing free energy represents a machine to which a power, P. . is

put in and a power, P . goes out, it is called a converter. If P ^ < P. , as it is""^ out in
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the case with all known to humanity machines, it is called a below-unity converter. If

P . > P^^, because free energy is produced in the machine from nothing, it is called

an over-unity converter. *

The perpetuum mobile is an over-unity converter where a part, equal to P. , from the

power P. is returned to the entrance, so that the machine maintains alone its opera-

tion, and a power P . "
''in

^^" ^^ extracted from the machine in the form of free

energy. If when returning energy form the exit of the machine to its entrence there is

some dissipation of energy, the free power which can be extracted is less than Pq^.^- B-.

2. The machine of Dr. Chukanov and my contacts with him

The Bulgarian inventor Dr. Cyril Chukanov has constructed a converter which according

to his opinion is an over-unity converter. After hearing about this machine, I contac-

ted Dr. Chukanov who showed an interest to accept me, so that I can become acquainted

with his converter in action and draw my conclusions alone. Preliminary I sent to Dr.

Chukanov my colleague. Dr. Maria Medareva, who saw the converter in action and warmly

recomended it to me.

I visited Dr. Chukanov in September 1990 for several times in his house (ul. Dreneto

Fig. 1. Chukanov and Marinov with the converter HELIOS 1. One sees the looking hole

through which one can look in the chamber of the plasma generator. The mano-

meter at the left measures the pressure in the chamber.
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13, Sofia - Boiana, Bulgaria) and he kindly presented first his theoretical concepts and

then showed both his machines: Helios 1 (fig. 1) and Helios 2 (fig. 2). We did also ex-

periments heating the plasma in a flask (fig. 3) where the heat was delivered to

a rod electrode and could draw conclusions about the produced heat directly by looking

at the quick glowing of the electrode. Helios 2 was set in operation and I could carry

out some measurements of P. and Pqj.*.-

The machines of Chukanov are plasma generators of heat, where the plasma is excited

(heated) by high-frequency electromagnetic energy (tenths of MHz). Dr. Chukanov be-

lieves that the plasma which he produces at pressures of parts of millibar to several

millibar in the chamber of 120 1 (Helios 1) and of 4 1 (Helios 2), as well as in the

flask, has the characteristic features of a ball-lightning.

3. The ball-lightning

A ball -lightning can be observed only under natural conditions, for short time and

very seldom. Until the present time nobody has succeeded to produce a ball -lightning

artificially. For this reason there is no some satisfactory theory on the ball-light-

ning and some of the concepts on it are excluding mutually one another.

The ball-lightning appears (I repeat, very rare) after linear lightnings, which all

Fig. 2. Chukanov with the converter HELIOS 2
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of us have seen at storms. The ball-lightning is a spherical (more rare a pear-form)

gaseous body which lights readly, surrounded by a blue domain with unsharp contour. In

certain cases the sphere can be glaring white with a clearly defined surface. According

to some, the ball -lightnings move following the air currents, according to other, under

the action of the existing electromagnetic fields, as a rule in parallel to the earth's

surface. It is possible that the ball -lightning passes through a narrow orifice in the

form of a string and then again it acquires its spherical shape. The ball-lightning

can disappear as inconspicuously as it has appeared, or with a rumbling detonation. If

it "falls" in a water basin, it can evaporate a considerable quantity of the water. To

this fact Dr. Chukanov pays a" special attention, as the ionization energy of the ball-

lightning can in no way be sufficient to cover the heat energy of the evaporated water

(let us not forget that the thermal action of the linear lightnings is due to the con-

spicuous currents which flow between "cloud" and "earth" where the potential differen-

ces are millions of volt). 'ilfim....\:

According to Dr. Chukanov, the ball-lightning is a specific quantum plasma state

(complete quantum object) as sometimes it reacts to external actions not as a gaseous

sphere but as a solid body (one has observed that by hitting a ball-lightning by a

stick, the former bounced as a solid body). According to Dr. Chukanov, the electrons

Fig. 3. The flask with the heated plasma of Chukanov. One sees on the right the

metal spiral along which the high - frequency electromagnetic energy produ-

ced by the lamp generator (of which a small part is seen) is directed via

the rod electrode to the gas at the middle of the flask.
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in the ball-lightning exist long time separated from the gas ions; they do not recom-

bine, but the electric neutrality of the sphere as a whole is preserved. On the other

hand, the ball-lightning radiates light and electromagnetic energy without demonstra-

ting some changes, thus the radiated by the ball -lightning energy must be thoroughly

free energy. The last important generalization which Dr. Chukanov makes is that our Sun

is nothing else than a ball -lightning.

First the Russian scientist P. Kapitza came to the conclusion that by the help of

high-frequency electromagnetic energy, conducted to a closed vessel, one can obtain

hot plasma which can be considered as a ball-"" Ightning. In his Nobel speech (1978),

Kapitza said the following /n. JI. KariHua, 3KCnEPHMEHT, TEOFM;!, ITPAKTOKA, H3fl. "Hayna",

MocKBa, 1987, crp. 108/:

... Nfci cnyMaHHO HaiiinH yiBJieiiwe, npH kotopom nonyMajiacb ropn^aa nnasMa. Hawn paapa-

6aTbiBanc5i MoiuHbiH BbicoKoqacTOTHbiH rcHepaTop HenpepbiBHoro flCHCTBHa. B peayjibTaTe

Gbin ocymecTBJieH npH6op, reHepHpyionHH obicGKyTo MacTory npH asmue ecjiHbi 20 cm /qac-

TOTa 1500 MXU/ C BbCOKHM K.n.fl. H MOmHOCTbK) B HCCKOJlbKO COT BaT. . . ^TOT FeHCpa-

Top 6bin naMH HasBan •'HHroTpoH". B npoqecce pa3pa6oTKH SToro reHepaTopa, nanHHan

c 1950 r. , npH HcnbrraHHH oahoh h3 ero MOAejieH Mbi nponycKajiH ero HBnyMeuHe Mepes

KBapueBbiH map, HanonHCHHbM rejiHCM npH p.aBnemm 100 mm pT. ct. /ISO M6ap/. llpH

3T0M B HGM BCH.IXHyjIO CBC^eHHe , KOTOpoe HMCJIO MOTKHe rpaHHUbl. Bee HBJieHHC Ha6jTI0-

najiocb HecKOJibKo cenyHfl, Tan KaK Ha oahom MecTe map nponnaBHiicH.

3th HaSjTiqmeHHH npHBCJiH k MbicjiH, MTO uiapoBaH MonHHH - TO)Ne HBJieuHe, co3flaBaeMoe

BblCOKOMaCTOTHblMH KGJieSaHHJlMH , B03HHKaHmHMM B rp030BbK oGjiaKaX nOCJie 06bMH0H Mon-

HHH. ^a rHnoTe3a 6bina ony6jFHKOBaHa b 1955 r. /U. Jl. Karoma, npHpoae uiapoBOH

MOJiHHH - JM\ CCCP, 1955, T. 101, CTp. 254/. Mepe3 HecKonbKO jict y Hac noHEHjiacb

B03MO)KHocTb B03o6noBHTb 3TH onbiTbi. B MapTC 1958 P. y>Ke B mapoBOM pe30HaTope, Ha-

nonHeHHOM renHeM npH aTM0C(})epH0M aaBJienHH, b pe3onancMOM pe^aiMe npH HHTeHCHBHbK

HenpepbBHbK KoneSaiiHHX THna Hq, B03HHKan cbc6oaho napmimH ra30BbiH pa3pHfl oBaiibHOH

^OpMbl. 3tOT pa3p5^A 06pa30BbIBaJTCH B oSjiacTH MaKCHMVMa 3JieKTpHMecKoro nojiH H Mefl-

jieHHo ABHrancji no Kpyry, coBnaAaioueMy c CRnoBOH jimiHeH.

Mbi CTajiH HsyMaTb 6onec uonvo6uo TaKOH thh paspfvioB, hcxoah H3 Toro, mto nna3Ma

B 3THX pa3pfmax HenocpeACTBenno iie conpuKacanacb co CTeiiKaMii pe30iiaTopa, h nw

npeAnojiOKHnH , mto npH 3tom nnasMa Morna 6bi HMeTb BbcoKoyio TOMnepaTypy. B npoflon-

»enHH HecKOJibKHx jieT Mbi HsyMajiH 3To HUTepecHoe jiBJienHe b pasjinmibK ra3ax npH flaB-

jieiiHHx, flocTHraBimix agchtkob KHnoBaTT, h, kohcmho, TaiOKC H3yMajiocb BJinsiUHe Ha

paspj^n MariiHTHoro nojiH, AocTuraBmero b naiunx oriiiTax 25 KiinoDpcTCA /2.5 T/.

Translation:

... we accidentally found a phenomenon at which a hot plasma was obtained. We were

working on a powerful high-frequency generator for continuous action. As a result,

we constructed an apparatus which generated high frequency at a wavelength 20 cm

(frequency 1560 MHz) with high efficiency of some hundreds kW... We called this
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generator "Nigotron". During the process of perfection of this generator, some-

where in 1950, when testing one of its variations, we let its radiation pass through

a quartz sphere, filled with helium under pressure of 100 mm Hg (150 mbar) . A

shine has gleamed which had sharp boundaries. The phenomenon was observed for

a couple of seconds, as at one spot the quartz sphere melted.

These observations led to the thought that the ball -lightning is also a pheno-

menon produced by high-frequency oscillations which appear in the stormy clouds

after the usual lightnings. In this way energy is conducted, necessary for the

longer maintenance of the shine of the ball-lightning. This hypothesis was pub-

lished in 1955 (n. Jl. KiiHua, npHpojiH iibpoboh MonHm - ilAH CCCP, 1955, t. 101,

cTp. 254). After several years we had the possibility to resume these experiments.

In March 1958, now in a spherical resonator filled with helium at atmospheric

pressure, at resonance of intensive uninterupted oscillations of the kind H^,, a

freely hovering gas discharge of an oval form has appeared. This discharge was

located at the domains of maxima of the electric field and slowly moved around a

circle coinciding with the force line.

We began to study more attentively this type of discharges, proceeding from the

observation that the plasma in such discharges did not contact directly the walls

of the resonator and we supposed that the plasma could have a high temperature.

During several years we studied this interesting phenomenon in diverse gases at

pressures until tenths of atmospheres and at powers arriving until tenths of kW,

and, of course, we studied also the action on the discharge of the magnetic field,

arriving at intensities until 25 kilo-gauss (2.5 T).

The experiments of Kapitza and Chukanov are almost the same but Kapitza has not mea-

sured the heat energy produced by the "hot plasma" and Kapitza has not found a way to

make the production of this heat the highest possible. According to me, the discovery

of Chukanov consists exactly in this. And Chukanov tries to demonstrate that the heat

energy produced in his converter Helios superates the electric energy consumed for the

plasma excitation. Thus according to the firm conviction of Chukanov, the "hot plasma"

produced in his converter Helios which, he thinks, is a kind of ball-lightning, produ-

ces free energy.

4. Chukanov' s plasma converter HELIOS 2

I shall describe in more detail the plasma converter HELIOS 2, of whose input and

output powers I did measurements (figs. 2 and 4).

The high-frequency lamp generator consumes nominal power 6 kW from the mains. It

has a fan for cooling the heat produced in the transformer for enhancing the tension,

as well as in the oscillating circuit. It was constructed in the Bulgarian town Gab-

rovo. The transformed tension is rectified and feeds the generator lamp and the oscil-

lating circuit (which is the load in the anode circuit of the lamp) with a tension
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Plasma converter

Helios 2

Lamp generator

220 V

Rectifier Transformer

Fig. 4. Diagram of the plasma converter HELIOS 2.

U = 4.3 kV. At no-load operation, i.e., when high-frequency electromagnetic energy is

not conducted to the plasma chamber, the direct current consumed by the generator is

no-load
0.4 A, and thus the no-load power consumed by the generator is

Pno-load
= UWload = l-72kW. (1)

The electromagnetic oscillations with a frequency of 27.12 MHz are conducted to the

plasma chamber along a metal spiral of about 10 windings, with diameter of about 10 cm

and thickness of the wire of about 2 mm (see this spiral in fig. 3 on the right). One

end of the spiral contacts the metal electrode which has the form of a mushroom and

its "leg", relevantly insulated, goes out of the chamber. The other end of the spiral

is free and the degree of the electromagnetic coupling with the oscillating circuit is

established by putting this free end at differc.it disctance with respect to the lamp

generator. Thus the coupling with the oscillating circuit is inductive. At inductive

coupling (no radiation) the transfer of electromagnetic energy is pretty good.

The chamber has a looking hole, through which one can observe the state of the plas-

ma visually or by the help of a spectroscope (spectroscopic measurements have given

for the "hot plasma" temperature of the order of 10,000 C).

The chamber is evacuated by a rotational pump. For obtaining a higher evacuation,

there is also a turbomolecular pump of the company Leybold-Heraeus. V.'e set in action
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only the rotational pump as the best effect is observed at a pressure of several milli-

bar. Chukanov has filled the chamber with hydrogene and helium. With these gases, he

told me, the efficiency is higher (this is to be compared with the measurements of Far-

sky-i-Janca in the following paper who have found a lower efficiency for noble gases -

see the graphs in their fig. 4).

The chamber is covered with a metal jacket in which cooling water may circulate un-

interrptedly.

At feeble coupling with the oscillating circuit, the luminosity of the plasma is

also feeble and has the character of a glow-discharge. At this coupling the current in

the anode circuit of the generator increases insignificantly and the heating of the

cooling water is also insignificant.

At a strong coupling with the oscillating circuit, a luminous oval plasma object

appears between the circumference of the mushroom electrode and the metal cylindrical

surface of the chamber. This plasma object ignites and extinguishes every 2-3 seconds.

Now the current in the anode circuit of the generator increases to IiQgj = 0.9 A, so

that the load power was

"load
=
"('load -'no-loadl^ 2-15 kW. (2)

At a stationary regime (20-30 minutes after the production of the hot plasma), we

have measured the quantity of water which passed in a second and reading the tempera-

tures of the entring and exiting water we calculated an output power

Pout ' 1-55 KW- (3)

Chukanov assumes (taking into account data given in the literature) that of the po-

wer consumed by a high-frequency lamp generator no more than 0.5 parts, in general no

more than 0.3 parts, can be transferred to another circuit, i.e., that the efficiency

of a lamp generator, in general, can be no more than n^gp = 0.3. Chukanov calculated

the power put in the plasma converter as follows

(Pin)chuk = Vn^load = "•«« ""• <*>

At such calculations, comparing (3) and (4), Chukanov concluded that his converter

is an over-unity converter with efficiency

("con'chuk = ''out/<''in)chuk
= 2-4. (5)

To the same conclusion have come 12 Bulgarian high-quality specialists who have

signed a protocol (see fig. 5) of the carried out by them measurements which coincided

with the measurements done by me. These persons are lecturers in Sofia high-schools and

workers in scientific institutes in Sofia.

According to me, the efficiency n_p_ must be taken as the ratio of the output power
gen

and the whole power consumed by the generator when it is loaded

P^ 1 ^+ Pi A ' ^U^.M = 3.87 kW. (6)
no-loiid load load
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Thus, according to me, almost the whole power increase P^q^^j = 2.15 kW has been

transferred to the plasma. Of course, as there are inevitable losses, one can with cer-

tainty assume that only 1.55 kW have been transferred to the plasma, so that the effi-

ciency of the plasma converter will be n = 1, as it is required by the energy conser-

vation law.

If considering P . = 1.55 kW as the energy transferred from the generator to the

plasma, we shall obtain for the efficiency of the plasma generator

Vn = ''out/<''no-load^''load) = °-'' (''

which is a number coinciding with that given in the literature.

I repeat, I do not consider myself as a specialist for lamp generators and shall em-

phasize once more that according to Chukanov and the 12 Bulgarian high-rank specialists

the efficiency of his plasma converter is about 2.4 (see eq. (5)).

One must take also into account that the measurements were not exact. The thermal

PMGT . ;-:. c . KTH I -k::;. Toi-ia ToHtieB ,BIEH "h . 1 1 . Jlsmin" . . . . .^^

CToH.C, KTH HHX:, AHTeJI BOXOTCKH,BrSi"B.PI.JIeHHH". . -V fX^i

GT.H, C, KTH IIHMo A-HeKCaimc!

<t^

floiT. KTH iiHJK. Paipi'Ui flnes, Brai "B.ri.JieKJ'iH" uC^^'i'Y.,

ifflF.. CseTJiMH ^eHI^-0B,3a^u^eH..^^IpeKT0p KTIO-BAH.

KTH HHJit. RHpHJI ^lyKaHOBjUBII-BIlCA

H.c. I CT. HHK. ToMH MaflKapoB ,BMEH "E.II.JIeimH". . .^

H.C. ICT.,HHK. BaCHJI CHMOB,IiHCTHTyT DO OBTHKa. . .

H.C. I CT, mm, Khtko MMpqeB,I4HCTMTyT no ct-lkjio.

HH?.:. neT-Lp Pa;.i.i'BoeB,LIBn-BI4CA.

;H3HK WsaH ^m-KTpoB, Cy "Kji.Oxp^^CKH" - COi^iiH •••^••^/^^^^

floq. KTH iiHJK. CTe$aH I-:mhkob, BIvEM "B.ri.JIeHiiH"

Fig. 5. Signatures under the affidavit of the Bulgarian specialists who have carried

out measurements on HELIOS 2 and confirmed that its efficiency is 2.4.
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power surely is bigger than the calculated one, as we have measured only the thermal

power transferred to the cooling water. Meanwhile some part goes radiated in the sur-

roundings from the metal jacket of the apparatus. On the other hand, some part of the

electromagnetic energy extracted from the generator goes radiated in the surroundings

via the metal jacket, as one clearly sees ionization of the air near the sharp ends o

the jacket.

In fig. 6 is shown one of the mushroom electrodes which has been melted by the hot

plasma.

Concluding I shall say that although being personally not convinced that

Chukanov's plasma converter is an over-unity converter, I consider such energetic pi a

ma research as very interesting.

5. Experimentation with the quartz-flask converter

The experiments which we did with the quartz-flask converter (fig. 3) were not qua

titative, but they were highly impressing. After evacuating the flask to a pressure o

several millibar and conducting to it the electromagnetic high-frequency energy as

shown in fig. 3, a white plasma object appeared at the end of the rod electrode. The

increase of the current in the anode circuit of the lamp generator was almost insigni

ficant (much less than 0.1 A), however the electrode become redly glowing in some 10-

20 sec (temperature about 1000 C).

Fig. 6. The electrode of HELIOS 2 melted by the hot plasma
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6. Chukanov, Prof. Ohtsuki, the American

Chukanov has sent information on his experiments to Prof. Y. H. Ohtsuki of the De-

partment of Physics, Waseda University, Okubo-3, Shikjuku-ku, Tokyo 169, Japan. I read

in August 1990 in the biggest Bulgaria journal JjyMA (THE WORD) that Prof. Ohtsuki has

repeated Chukanov' s experiments observing also the effects claimed by Chukanov. However

Prof. Ohtsuki has not mentioned the name of Chukanov.

In June 1989 in Japan has met the first international symposium on ball-lightnings.

In June 1990 the second symposium on ball -lightnings has met in Budapest, Hungary (Prof.

Ohtsuki took part at these symposia). Chukanov had to speak on the second symposium but

because at that time he had important talks in Holland, he could not attend it.

My colleague Dr. H. Aspden, who is an old specialist in ball-lightnings, has visited

the second symposium and I gladly offer to him the pages of TWT-IX for an information

on this symposium and for his view-point to the over-unity plasma converters.

Dr. Chukanov was invited by American industrialists to visit USA. In the first days

of September he left for the States where now he is rebuilding his converter. His wife,

Angelina, joint him on the 2 November 1990 and brought him some of his Bulgarian details

for the apparatus which now he builds in America.

According to Chukanov at the cold nuclear fusion there is no fusion at all. This is

another way for producing free energy.

Fig. 7. Chukanov with his wife in front of the plasma converter HELIOS 1,
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Energetische Verhaltnisse im Plasma

einpoliger Hochfrequenzentladiingea

Von

V. Fabsky and J. JjjsCa

mng»9»own tarn 1. IS. 1M7

Energetio conditiooa in plasma of HP unipoUr disciuurges.

In this paper & method and equipment for measurements of the total hi disehaxgo potrer and
its thermic power is preeeated. The measured difference of both powers is subjected to a theo-

retical analysis. Experimentally ascertained dependences are in good agieenxnt with raloes,

following from the theory. In molecular gases the supplied hi power is almost totally changed
into thermic power. In monoatomio gasee, in the contrary, the mo«t part of th* supplied power
is changed into o from of electromagnetic emission iiradiated from the plasma.

In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden eine Methods und eine Apparatnr bescfarieben. weiche

die 3Iessung der Geeamtleistung einer Hochfrequenzentladung uxid ihrer thermischan Leistung

ermoglicht. Der gemessene Untersohled der Leistongen wird einer theocvtischea An«l}-se

unterworfen. Die experimentell festgestellten Abhangigkeiten stimmea mii dea theorvtiich

ermittelten Werten sefar gut uberein.

In Moleknlargasen wird die zugefiihrte Hochfrequenzleistimg beinahe T&Uig in Warm* urn-

gewandelt. In einatomigen Gasen \vird demgegenuber der Hauptteil der zugeftkhrten Leotting

meder in Form einer elektromagnetisohen Strahlung rom Plasma zor Cmgebung abge:»trahlt.

Einleitun^

Die hochfrequenta Hochdrackentladung, weiche often auch als „Facke<ent-

ladung" bezeichnet wird, ist in jiingster Vergangeaheit immer mehr in der tech*

niachen Praxia eingesetzt worden. Am. h&ufigsten wurde biaher [1» 2, 3,. 4, o] eine

bei atmosphariachem Luftdnxck und in Anwesenheit von Moleknlargasen N^, CO3
und 0, erregte Entladong angewendet. In der letzten Zeit Tnirde aach die Diagno-
stik einpoliger, in einatomigen Gasen (Ar, He) erregter Hochfrequenzentladungen
betrieben [2. 6].

Durch spektroakopiache Methoden wurden die Temperaturen des neutralen
Gasee, die Elektronentemperatur und ihre Konzeatration bestimmt [i, 2^ 6]. IMit

Hilfe einer Hochfrequenzsonde wurde der Intensitataverlauf dee elektrischen Fel-

des im Entladcngakanal gemessea [7]. Die an eiapoligen Hochfrequenzentladungen
bei hohem Druck ermittelten Reaultate aind mit den an Zweielektrodeohoch-
frequenzeatladungen bei hohem Druck gemessenen Wertea vergleichbar [8].

Die Parameter der einpoligen Hochfrequeozeatladungen h&ngea von der Fre-

quenz der Erregersp&nnang, ron der Geeamtleistung der Entladung, von der Geo-
metrie und der Kuhlung der Elektrode sowie von der Art und dem Druck de:5

129
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auch die Lichtstnihlung einbexogen, da sie in Uirem Encrgienireftu nnbedeutend
ut. Sio betrsgt maximal 1,3% der Gresamtleistang.

Ohne vollige Kenntnis des Frequenzapektruma der ausgestrahlten eiektrischen

Leistong Lst eine direkta Messong der abg«9trahlCen Leiatnng praktisch nicht
mdglich. Zadem bt die Messung in geschloaaanem Raom wartlos. Da dA« komplett*

Abb. 1. Einreihung des Hochfreqaenzrruttmetan in dl* ZuffUmmgsIeitmig tw isehga der End*
strife det Hochfreqaaazgeoeraton HFO and dera Erregerkrea £K

y-V^

o^
Abb. 2. NetzwerkazKudnang dm Hoobfreqtwnnrattmataca

Frequeozspektrum hochfreqaent«r Entladongen nicht zur Grenuge bekannt ist and
da die Meesung ron Hochfrequenzentladongen aus praktischen Qrunden im freien

Raom nicht dorchfdhrbar iat, moBte die Messong der Gesamtleistung imd der
thermiachen Leistung sichergestellt xrerden.

Die Mcesnng der G«amtleiatiing wnrde in den Arbeiteo [11, 12] theoretiach, wie
auch in der techniachen Realisation gelost. Die Messong der Hochfreqoetttleiatong
worde filr techniache Applikationen schon friiher geldet. Bekannt sind besqnders
die Methoden zor Messong der Leistong an Rundfonksendem [13, 14, 15]. Zur
Leistongsmes9ung an Hochfreqoenzentiadongen konnteo.diese Slethodatn jedoch
nicht direkt angewendet warden, da sie einen onreranderilchen Charakter ond oft
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Abb. 3. Dsa Kftlorimeter znr Mewong
der thermischen Leistung der Hoohfr»-

quenzfntladong. Die in der Abbildong

befindlichen Nummem bedeaten:

1 Zuftlhmng zom Erregerkieis dee

HF-Generston, 2 zum GMbehalter

Oder rur Saugpumpet 3 Waeeernifuhr

vom Behilter mit Uberfall, 4 Waaaer-

ableitung zum DurchfluOmeaser, 5 zxun

Manometer, 6 AbftLhmng dea strdmeo-

den Gaaea bei Meaaongen mit Normal-

druck, bet Meaaongen mit Unterdmek
geechloaaen, 7 Hiifaelektrode zur ZCin-

dang der Entladnng

auch eine anveranderllc&« GrdQ# der Bela*
stnngaimpedAnz, insbesoedere der Anteone^
oraoMetzen. Bei HochfreqoenzeotUdnngen
andem sich mit der Leistnng der CSutral^er

und die GroQe der Eraatzimpedanz in weitem
Bereich. Diese Andenmgen, die g&os willkur-

lich yerlaufen und di» nicht immer durch
Nachstimmung der Kreiae elinuniert werden
konnen, haben Phasenaodenmgen zur FoIge»

die bei groBerem PhasenAbbildnngsfehler be-
trichtliche Fehler in dier gemesaene Leiatung
einfiihren kdnnen, Eine wvitere Vorbedingung
bei dieeen Methoden ist ein harmoniacher
Verlauf der hochfrequenten Spannungea und
Strome. Diese Vorbedingvng ist bei Leistungs-

messungen, z. B. an RundfunJcaendem, ToUig

berechtigt. Bisher war jedoch nicht bekannt,

welche Verzerrung eine Hochfrequenzentla*

dung veruisacht, so da3 auch eine Analyse
ihres Einflusses auf die Genauigkeit der Lei*

stungsmeesung nicht mo^ch war.

Die entwickeiteMefimethodeundMeBappa-
ratur respektieren alle selion erwahnten Vor-
bedingunpen, wie ^ bei der Erregung too
HochfrequenzentladnngeB erscheineo^

Eine entsprechende Uomong befindetsichin

ihrer Prinzipanordnung auif Abb, 1, wo HFG
ein Generator mit entsprechenden Eigen*

schaften, W das eigentiiche Wattmeter fiir

Hochfrequenzleistungen In der Leitung mit

geringer Impedanz aind. ^EJsi ist der Erreger-

kreis, an dem die HodifrequeuzentJadung

brennt. Der Stromlaufj^n dee Wattmeters

befindet aich auf Abb. 2L Dieee Anordnung
wurde wegen ihree genneen Pha^ienfehJers und
der geringen EmpfindUdhkeit f^Verzemin-
gen gewahlt. Der resultierende Wert der die

Leitung passierenden Hoohfrequenzleistung

wird dann durch die Gleichung

N,
ef-4

4a,^MRC U^)

bestimmt, woe^ unde^dis Hochfrequenzspan*

nungen zwischen den Punkten OA und OB dee

Hochfrequenzwattmetet* bedeuten. Jf, Jl und

C sand die Netzwerkparameter des Wattme-
ters, die Betriebsfrequenz ist ca ^ 27tf, K

bedeutet die Konstante dee Wattmeters, welche zwar von den Netzwerkparame-

tern abhangt, jedoch prazia durch eine Eichung derApparatuur featstellbar ist. Zur

Eichung der Apparatur eignet aich schr gut eine photometrisehe Methode.
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Der Hochfrequenz-Leutungsgenenieor vnirde vierakufig konstruiert. seine

Frequenz bt durch einen Schwingquarz mit iO.01% Praziaion stabilisiert. Der

Endreretarker wird in Kiasse C betrieben und liefert die erforderliche Hochfre-

quenzleiatung bei einer Frequenz von 27.12 iNIHz.* Die AusgangsleLatnng Ut Ton

bb 350 W stetig regelbar. Die Veraeming der Hochfrcquenzapanniing bfe bei

mittleren und groQen Lebtungen geringer ab 2%. Die Leitung zur Ankopplung

dcs Erregerkrebes hat eine Impedanz ron Z© = 200 Q. Der theoredsche Wert

des Phasenabbildungsfehlera betragt l*'24'. Der tatsachlich gemeaaene Wert be-

tragt annahemd 5**. Nach erfolgter Eichung vrebt die Lebtungsmesdung eine

GenauigkeitToni:5%, i5W auf.
. u n^ i j

Zur Measong der thennischen Lebtung xnirde ein kalonmetnacher Teil der

Apparatur entworfen und zusammengestellt, dessen Konzeption aus Abb. 3

ersichtlich bt. Die Eichung des kalorimetrischen Apparaturtedee geschah mife

Hilfe einer Subatitutiondmethode so, daO in den Entladungsraum anstelle der Ent-

ladung eine Heizspirale eingesetzt wurde, welche mit 50 Hz Weehsebtrom ge-

spebt war.
Note that Chukanov's frequency (see

p. 165) was EXACTLY THE SAME.

2. aieBresnltate

Die Messung der der Entladung zugefuhrtcn gesamten Hochfrequenzlebtung

(xV.) und der thermbchen Lebtung der Entladung {Nt) geschah fur eine in Luft.

in Nj, H, und Ar, sowie bei verringertem Luftdruck erregte Entladung. Die er-

mittelten MeQresultate befinden sich auf Abb. 4a, b, c, d. Die thermischo Lebtong

ron in Molekulargasen erregten Entladungen webt einen gleichartigen Verlaui

der Abhangigkeit von der gesamton zugefuhrten Lebtung anf. Der AbfaU der

thennischen Lebtung bei geringen Werten N, erklart sich so, daQ bei kleinen

Hochfrequenzlebtungen nur eine Hochfrequenzkorona entsteht, in welcher die

Temperatur des Neuraltgases wesentUoh geringer bt ab bei einer Fackelentladung

[10]. Die Intensitat des HochJErequenzfeldes in der Hochfrequenzkorona bt sehr

hoch (dies bewebt beaonders der Spektralcharakter dieser Entladung [5, 101),

ebenso ubertrifffc die Elektronentemperatur beachtlich die Temperatur der

neutralen Molekule, und ein betrachtlicher TeQ der Energie kann daher in Form

einer hochfrequenten, elektromagnetischen Strahlung abgestrahlt werden. In der

in Stickatoff und Luft erregten Fackelentladung verwandelt sich faat die gesamte

zugefuhrte Hochfrequenzenergie in Warme. Eine etwaa groBere Streuong der bet

Luft ermittelten Werte erklirt sich so, daO in der Entladung NO, NH, CN, 0,

cMtstehen und somit auch elektrochembche Reaktionen zosUnda komraen.

Wahrend der Mesaung andert sich die NO-, NH-, CN- und OrKonzentration in

der Entladung. In Wasaeratoff bt im HinbUck auf die hohe WarmelettfShigkeit

dieses Stoffes daa Entladungsvolumen sehr gering. es bt bei Werten ron Ng

< 200W wie eine Hochfrequenzkorona gcstaltet. Hierdurch erklirt sich der Ab-

hangigkeitsverUuf xV, ron-iY, in Abb. 4c. Bei Entladungen in Edelgaaen dndem

•ich die Verhaltni5*e ginziich (Abb. 4d- Ar). Mit steigender Lebtung N, rer-

grdOert sich die thermische Lebtung A", nur sehr wenig.

Mit steigender Lebtung vcrlangert sich n&mlich in beachtUchem 3IalJe der

enge Entladungskanal und verhalt sich dann wie eine Antenne [9]. Da

im Argon die EleLtronen ihre Energie an die Molekule hauptsachlich nutteb

elastischer StoQe (Abschn. 3). d. h. sehr ineffektir vreitergeben. kormett die Elek-

tronen nicht so schneU \rie in Molekulargasen ihre Energie an die Molekule weiter-
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V. Fabskt and J. Jxti6A

100 150 20O 250

Abb. 4. Abhingigkeit d«r thermischen Leistong N^ von der Gesaratlestnns «Y^ dis dem PIa«.
zna einpoUgar HochfreqtMnzIftdungtn zugefOhrt wird

a) In Loft airegta £ntl«dtmg
b) in StaekstofF emgte EntUdimg,
c) in WanMntoff esregta EntUifimg
d) in Argon eiregt* EntUdong

Abb. 5. lUUtaon ^(/^^ in Abhangigkirit Yom Drnek, b«i weichem dio empoligv Hochfreq-.
entUdimg erregt wttrds. In Luft exregt» ZntiAdong bei eincr Leistimg Ton ^^ «i 80 W

geben. Abb. 5 zeigt dM Verhaltnia NtjNg in Abhingigkeit rom Dmck bei einer
EntUdung in Luft fiir i\r, =« 80 W. Der Wertanstdeg ron NtjN^ im Bereich von
700-300 Torr wird so erklart. daB gemaQ Abb. 4 bei iV, =» 80W Nt nicht die
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Weita Toa iV, erreicht. Bei abfalleodem Dmck werden jedoch die Reata der Hoch«
frequenzkorona beseitigt, die Temperatur des Plasma bleibt unveraadert [16|
and somit vergrdBert sich in geringem MaOe das Verhaltnis -^rZ-^r Bel eineok

Druck von 200 Torr ainkt mit dem Druck anch sehi rasch die Temperatur de«
Neutralgases [4], gleichzeitig verringert aich schnell daa Verhaltnis xVf/iV^ £In»
eingehende Erkl&ning der gemeesenen Abhangigkeitan kann jedoch nor eine

qualitative and qoantitatiTe Auawertnng der Ubertragnngsgeschwindigkeit der
Elektronenenergie aaf die Molekiile geben.

3. Theoretisebe Behandlong

Pages 135 - 142 are omitted
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IVacuum energy:
ia breakthrough

Planetary Association for Clean Energy / Vol 6 (1) 7

Classical physics cannot explain what
fiappens when a plasma discharger placed
n a Chemetskll circuit Is started. For no
apparent reason the ammeter pointer

suddenly shows triple strength of current

ncrease and energy output Is several times
Tiore than Input. The plant's efficiency Is

suddenly much more than 100% !

^o magic Is Involved. Additional energy
Dutputs at specific plasma discharges have
3een established In several Independent
'Expert Reports" by staff from the V.l. Lenin
Ml-Unlon Institute of Electrical Engineering
Moscow) of the Ministry of the Electrical

Equipment Industry. This effect has been
checked by different methods. Where does
his mysterious energy come from?

Self-generating discharge

Professor Chemetskll was the author of the
irst ever study paper on plasma diagnostic

equipment, has twenty registered inventions

his credit and has been In the plasma field

low for forty years. He never imagined what
lis probing into specific unstable plasma
tates at heavy current pulse discharges
vould lead to. In the eariy 1970's, he and
ellow- researcher Yuri Gulkin worked on a
undamentally new type of high frequency
Diasma generator which, at high power,
ould do without unwieldy energy
converters. In one test they suddenly
jiscovered an input-output energy gap.

1 knew electron drift begins In plasma and
lought to deduce a combination of variables

n which fluctuating plasma instability

emerged in discharge," Chernetskli says.
'Gas- discharge plasma was meant to serve
as a powerful stimulator of electromagnetic
nodes and, all of a sudden and in defiance
Df the law of conservation of energy, a
strange energy imbalance was produced.
\/1any experiments with different circuits

Droved that the energy output was always
greater than the Input In these cases."

The mysterious discharge stimulating
additional energy extraction was called the
self-generating discharge (SOD)".
Measurements showed that part of the
discharge power went back Into the network
as if two series-connected electromotive
forces were at work.

The Testa connection

In a bid to explain the experimental
data, the researchers actually tried to

prove the impossible and one of their

proofs turned out to be very violent. The
one megawatt substation at the Moscow
Aviation Institute, where Chemetskll and
Culkin were staging an experiment with

a powerful plasma unit, bumed out.

When the discharge currents reached
critlcality, superstrong current was
"bom" in the generator and went back
Into the networi<, playing havoc with the
safety devices calculated for short

circuit events. Later on, the two read in

books that earlier in the century the
power plant of prominent Yugoslav
electrical engineer Nikola Tesia caught
fire under similar circumstances in the
United States. Chemetskll and Gulkin
were sure that TesIa had carried out just

such experiments, but did not publish

the results. They are also convinced
that vacuum energy can explain this

mysterious effort.

A vacuum powered lamp

The researchers relied on the
present-day quantum physics idea of

zero-point oscillations" in physical-

vacuum. Such oscillations signify the
birth and annihilation of virtual pairs,

particle and antiparticle, distinguished
from the normal elementary particles by
a negligibly short lifetime of a mere 0.10
X 10 to the -21st power seconds.
Emerging below the zero energy level

from "nothing" and returning to

"nothing", virtual particles seem to defy
the law of conservation of energy.

Quantum electrodynamics explains this

strange paradox through the
Heisenberg Uncertainty principle under
which all the precise particle features
cannot be determined simultaneously
and, therefore, one must not require

from nature "punctual" abidance by the
law In such a short time as the virtual

pair lifetime. The observer falls to notice

anything, while every virtual pair is more
than real, carrying an energy of about
half a million electron volts during Its

lifetime.

The energy potential In the electric bulb
vacuum is enough to boil the Earth's
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oceans, Americans John Wheeler and
Richard Feynman have calculated. Until

recently, the idea of vacuum energy was
only a daring hypothesis bordering on
science fiction.

The vacuum lamp powered in Chemetskil's

basement laboratory in the center of

Moscow has made It a reality. He explains

his miraculous experiment thus: "The
self-generating discharge emerges when the

discharge currents reach a definite critical

density, when the magnetic fields they

create ensure magnetization of the plasma
electrons and they begin to perfonn mainly

cydoid movement. The interaction of

currents with their magnetic field forces the

electrons to deviate to the cylinder-shaped

discharge axis and the electrical field

emerges.

Polarized vacuum field

'It has been demonstrated that this switches

on the physical vacuum. In this field the

vacuum is polarized and consequently the

virtual pairs begin to move in a definite

direction, instead of chaotically. The virtual

positrons accelerate plasma electrons,

giving tilem part of their energy. The current

in the circuit build up and additional energy
is discharged on the resistor switched into

the discharge circuit. Clearly, only part of the

tremendous vacuum energy is extracted.

429% efficiency

"We've developed several circuit versions

which can find application. In the latest

experiment which had an input power of 700
watts, the generator produced three

Kilowatts for (to) load the resistance, or

neariy five times as much."

This is only the start and not the limit. The
calculations for more powerful plants show
that many megawatts of free electricity can
be produced from a minimal power source.

Self-generating discharge (SQD)
Plasmatron and space travel

Yuri Gulkin looks towards the future of their

discovery: "It cleariy has wide -ranging

applications - for example, engines based
on the self-generating plasmatron . Until

now, ail attempts to use plasmatrons as
engines have failed because strong electron

and ion bombardment rapidly burns out the

electrodes. SQD leaves them intact and
such engines can be used to power
aircraft, trains and automobiles. It would
be logical to create a new
environmentally-wise power Industry.

Portable hydroelectric, wind and solar

battery power plants boosted by SGD
could become an enormous source of

electricity. With time, they would edge
the costly, polluting and hazardous
fuel-fired and hydraulic plants. Already

we can now build an SuD plant which
would supply electricity for a township
or a factory. A vacuum power station

comparable to the giant facilities now in

existence could oe designed from

today. Our discovery could revolutionize

cosmonautics."

Powering spaceships with 10
volts

Laboratory experiments have proved
the possibility of using ttie kinetic effect

of SGD for accelerating bodies in

space. Gulkin has calculated tiie

parameters of a SGD plasmati-on that

could serve as tiie propulsion engine of

the future, replacing the present

unwieldy and dangerous chemical

rocket engines. Powered by a minor ten

volt source. It could deliver power
enough for the take-off of a large

spaceship. Tapping the ambient space
vacuum, It could fly across the cosmos
etemally.

Unknown waves

"We didn't tfiink of only Industrial

applications," Chernetskii recalls. "SGD
tumed out to produce wave radiation

which was hitiierto unknown, but

evidentiy in existence at all times. Uke
sound waves. Its waves have a
longitudinal electric-field component and
a high penetrability through conductive
media, including metals. It tumed out

that these single waves, 'awakening' the

hidden vacuum energy, can alter

substance structure.

Biolociically-sourced equivalents
experiments

"The experiment was staged at the

Burdenko Institute of Neurosurgery
(Moscow) and showed that directionfiil

SGD radiation accelerated nudear
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beta-decay by 6.0%. This is only one result.

We wondered whether longitudinal

electric-field component waves like

SGD-generator radiation could also be
produced by living things, especially man.
Comparative experiments were staged to

l«estabiish the impact of individuals with

extrasensory perception and of our device
on different objects. In both cases, parallel

Impact on the high-stability quartz generator
made its frequency 'drift' by several orders
of magnitude. The filament resistance of the

Incandescent lamp decreased considerably.

Probably we are on the road to explaining

such mysteries as extrasensory perception,

telekinesis and bioenergy."

Vacuum ether

Chemetskil's experimentally proven concept
claims to be a theoretical breakthrouah in

the basic quantum physics idea of the

energy structure of the universe. It is

generally recognized among physicians that

ail elementary-particle interactions, and
hence every [sic: all] existing phenomena,
occur with the help of virtual-particle

exchange. How does it occur?

"Full annihilation of virtual pairs cannot take
place in the event of partial energy
extraction in SGD, because a 'certain' virtual

dipole must emerge -- two separate charges
with a common negative energy. This
means that together with energy extraction,

vacuum structurization and ordering takes
place. Actually, our concept is a retum to the
idea of the universal ether at an entirely new
level. We say that the ordered dipole

vacuum, or ether, is an all-penetrating

energy medium in which processes occur
which are related to virtual dipoles and
subject to the uncertainty principle of

quantum physics."

Chemetskij says, "If vacuum structurization

Is a constant process, isn't this an
opportunity to state the Law of Conservation
of Entropy in the universe in opposition to

the idea of its steadfast and progressing
increase? What if this woric helps to clear up
the nature of gravitation, which is as dim
now as it was in the times of Newton? What
if vacuum energy shows the road at Jast to
the long-awaited Grand Unified Theory?"

"As an experimental physicist I won't say
that our theory Is 1 00% correct," Chernetskii
cautions. "It's much more important now to
have undisputed experimental data to

establish the prospect of creating a
fundamentally new power industry."

Self Generating Discharae (SGD)
Plasmatron. In the eariy 1970's, they
achieved a stable energy device where
the output was consiaerably greater
than the input, and that the superstrong
current was not fed into the
network.Only a rapid switch to new
energy sources can save human
civilization from ecological catastrophe.
This research programme must be
developed Immediately and a Centre
set up to coordinate cooperation on it

between scientists woridwide. Natural
and unlimited vacuum energy is at our
doorstep.

Andrei Samokhin, Press-Agency

NOVOSTI, USSR
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MARINOV'S C0^f1ENTS ON THE PREVIOUS PAPER BY ANDREI SAMOKHIN

The report of A. Samokhin has been published in many world journals. I have read it

in German and in Bulgarian. I reprint this report from the Newsletter of the Planetary
Association for Clean Energy, edited by my friend A. Michrowski. The translation is ba<

but, as I have no time, I use it also in my book.

I spoke a couple of times on the phone with Prof. Chernetski. He invited me to visii

him in Moscow (I intend to do this) and promised to demonstrate his generator in actior

so that I can persuade myself that the electric input power is lower than the electric
output power. I asked him twice: 'Input measured in electric watts and output measured i

electric watts, too?" "Yes", answered Prof. Chernetski.

In the report of A. Samokhin there is plenty of uninteresting and irrelevant inform;

tion, while the information- which the reader needs is pretty brief.

It is not said the way in which Prof. Chernetski excites (heats) the plasma. Is it

a HOMOPOLAR plasma discharge (as is the case with the plasma generator of Chukanov and

Farsky+Janca in the preceeding two papers), to which the high-frequency electromagnetic
energy is conducted via a waveguide, or it is a BIPOLAR plasma discharge produced in a

circuit along which high-frequency current flows. The assertion that "part of the dis-

charge power went back into the network" speaks rather in favour of a bipolar plasma

discharge.

The uJinecessary information in Samokhin's article is the following:

1) Everyone who has done* electromagnetic experiments has sometimes burnt out the fu-

ses or even has produced a fire. It is comical to assert so many years that when once

Tesla did so, this was a result of a very important physical discovery (which was then

NEVER verified!). Helena Bonner said at the funerals of Sakharov when certain men, who
a couple of years before were even afraid to greet Sakharov on the street, began to

chant songs of praises in his glory: "He nenaPrre H3 Ahapch hkohy." (Don't make an icor

of Sakharov.) Neither of Tesla have we to make an icon. Tesla was a very clever man, h(

did many important inventions. But he has exagerated many aspects of his research and

very often he simply has lied (remember his apparatus with which he has "provoked an

earthquake" and which he has destroyed with his own hands, or the car which he has

"driven" stretching out only an antenna, etc. etc.). Thus to assert that Chernetski, by

burning the fuses in the Moscow Aviation Institute, has replicated the "amazing" expe-

riment of Tesla, is a miserable and bad taste literature.

2) At the present time we do not know with certainty whether Prof. Chernetski has
violated the energy conservation law. Thus to search for an eventual explanation of
this "violation" by "zero-point oscillations", by "virtual particles emerging from no-
thing and returning to nothing", by the "Heisenberg uncertainty principle", and so on
is also a bad style literature. And when my friend John Wheeler and the late Richard
Feynman have "calculated" that the energy stocked in a couple of cubic centimeters of
vacuum might boil the water in the Earth's oceans, one can only say to them: "Boil it^,
boys, boil it."

3) According to Samokhin, the co-inventor of Chernetski, Yuri Gulkin, has said: "Al-
ready now we can build a Self-Generating Discharge (SGD) plant which would supply elec-
tricity for a township or a factory." Before bulding a plant, one must be able to build
an SGD-apparatus which would supply with electricity a light bulb.

4) According to Samokhin, Gulkin will need a 10 V source for the take-off of a large
spaceship. When one has a converter with a closed energetic circle, i.e., a perpetuum
mobile, one does not need an external energy source. The energy delivered by the 10 V
battery will be delivered by the energy excess of the self-generating discharge.

5) According to Samokhin, Prof. Chernetski is on the road for explaining the extra-
sensory .perception by the "longitudinal" electromagnetic waves. Before trying to explai
the extrasensory perception, whose existence until the present day is not experimental!
confirmed WITH SURETY, one has to show experimentally that longitudinal electromagnetic
waves DO EXIST. There is NO such demonstration.

I
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6) Samokhin writes: "It is generally recognized among physicists that all elementary-
particle interactions occur with the help of virtual-particle exchange." Virtual par-
ticles are introduced by the physicists who are unable to build a theory with real par-
ticles. The introduction of the "virtual" particles is only a sign of our inability to
understand certain observed phenomena.

7) According to Samokhin, Prof. Chernetski has asserted that "gravitation is as dim
now as it was in the times of Newton". Newton explained ALL gravitational phenomena by
introducing the form of the gravitational energy of two masses m, m' , separated by a dis-
tance r,

U = ymm'/r,

where y is the gravitational constant which depends on the choice of the measuring inits
for U, m and r. We still explain ALL gravitational phenomena by the help of THIS formula.
What is in gravitation dim?

One wishes to know WHAT has Prof. Chernetski done, which are the scheme, the parame-
ters and the observed results of his self-generating plasmatron. By reading the report
of A. Samokhin, one learns nothing else besides "virtual particles", "virtual positrons
accelerating plasma electrons", ordered dipole vacuum", "polarization of the vacuum"
and similar bla-bla-bla. (A friend of me once said: "Polarization of the vacuum is the
same thing as colour of a fart.")

In the same issue of the PACE-newsletter there is an article on Chernetski 's plasma
generator by Paul Czysz who repeats the bla-bla-bla of Samokhin, followed by an article
of the SCHIZOPHRENIC T. E. Bearden who asserts since many years that the Soviets have
discovered the "longitudinal" electromagnetic waves, about which Tesla has spoken, and
that in 1986 by the help of such "scalar" waves the Soviets have shot down Challenger.
According to Bearden, with the announcement of Chernetski 's converter, the Soviets in-

tend to divert the attention of the West from their secret superveapons based on the
scalar waves. I give the advice to my readers to not read the schizophrenic stupidities
of Thomas Bearden.

As Chukanov said me, the converter of Chernetski is mounted in a basement of a living
house in Moscow (this is confirmed also by Samokhin). I had long conversations with Dr.

Vladimir Berzhaty of the cosmic flight organization ENERGIA (GLAVKOSMOS) , the leader of
the Soviet group which organizes the common Austrian-Soviet cosmic flight next year. Dr.

Berzhaty has helped some years ago the experimentation of Prof. Chernetski. According to

Berzhaty NEVER an excess of energy has been reliably observed. Consequently the cosmic
flight organization ENERGIA has lost any interest in Chernetski 's experiments and now
Chernetski continues his research quite alone and at a lack of money. Dr. Chukanov has

visited Chernetski 's basement laboratory in December 1989, however Chernetski has not
set his plasma generator in action and no measurements have been done.

I think there is ho sense in narrating fables on Chernetski 's converter. And it is

silly to propose "theories" about the "zero-point energy" which is transformed in the
plasma converter from virtual into real, as do Moray King and my friend George Hathaway
in the same issue of the PACE-newsletter of Michrowski . First we need a CLEARLY WRITTEN
report on WHAT Prof. Chernetski has done with a clear scheme of his setup and with obser-
vational data taken by an independent observer. As said above, I intend to visit Prof.
Chernetski in the near future and my report will be published in TWT-IX.
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THE NUCLEAR CLUSTER CONCEPT AND THE ELEMENTARY ELECTROSTATIC SIZE OF NUCLEI

Maria Medareva

Yaroslav Veshin St. 47 A

BG-1048 Sofia, Bulgaria

Abstract . A new physical quantity called the elementary electrostatic size (EE

of nuclei, which may be interpreted as their elementary wave of de Broglie, is

proposed. The cluster concept for the structure of the nuclei is considered in

the light of this parameter. The stability of the nuclei is explained with the

character of the clusters composing it.

The universal fine structure constant

a = e^/Aire^hc = 1/137

takes part in many physical relations. Well known is its relation to the Compton wave-

length of the electron J

where m is the electron's mass and r^ is its so-called classical radius
ie e 1

r^ = e^/47T£^mgC^ = 2.8x10"^^ m.
I

The same relation for proton leads to

r = e^/4TTe m c^ = 1.54x10"^® m,

where m is the mass of the proton, and by analogy r can be called classical radius of

the proton. The relation

« =
--^/*e =V*p

is common for both electron and proton and, if presented as

% = °^. --p - «^-

one sees that for both electron and proton there is a certain size, 137 times smaller
,

than their Compton wavelength,
j

r * aX = e^/Avcjnc^ (1)

which can be called Elementary Electrostatic Size (EES).

But since a is a dimensionless quantity, the EES may also be considered as a certal

elementary wavelength of de Broglie

r = A = e^/4TTG^mc^ = H/mc. (2)

J
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defined, however, by a new action quantum

H = ah = e^/4TTe^c = 7.7xl0"^^ J s,

which also gives the direct relation bewteen the elementary charge e and the velocity

of light c (in the sense that there is no intervention of a, as is the case for

2
h = e /4TTe^ac).

If we use the action quantum H and accept that the velocity of light c is the maxi-

mum possible velocity,

r„ = A^ and r„ = A^
p p e e

will represent, respectively, the minimum possible waves of de Broglie (defined with

the action quantum H) related to the proton and electron, being at the same time their

EES.

Relation (1) shows which must be the radius of a particle with charge e and mass m,

2
so that its full energy mc could be given only by the potential energy of electrostatic

>

interaction of its charge, if supposing that it is spherically distributed.

It is evident that, for each nucleus N with charge Ze and mass M, one may introduce

an EES

R^ = z2e^/4TTe^Mc2 (3)

with the same physical character. Relation (3) may be presented as

R^ = Z^H/Mc = Z^A^, (4)

where Aj^ will be the minimum wave of de Broglie of the nucleus N.

If, by neglecting the difference in the masses of neutron and proton, we accept that

the mass of each nucleus may be considered equal to

M = Amp, (5)

where A is the mass number, expression (4) may be simplified

R^ = Z^H/AmpC = Z^Ap/A. (6)

In other words, eyery nucleus may be characterized by its EES, defined by its charge,

mass number and the proton EES. Its EES presents the radius which a sphere with its

2
charge and mass must have, in order its full energy (Mc ) to be given by the potential

energy of the electrostatic interaction; it will be its minimum wave of de Broglie, di-

rectly connected with the mass and the charge of the nucleus.
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We know that each nucleus consists of protons and neutrons; the difference between

their masses is extremely small and this allowed us to neglect it in (5). We do not

know, however, something certain about the charge distribution and the size of the neu-

a
tron. That is why we are tempted to assume that relation (6) gives generally proportio

nality between the EES of the nucleus and the EES of the particles it consists of.

If we should assume that the protons and neutrons of the atomic nucleus build spe-

cific conglomerations called clusters, and if we should ascribe to any such cluster

its EES, denoting it by R » we can write Rj^ ~ kR , where k is a certain coefficient of

proportionality. We can then write

A„=kA^, (7)

and thus the elementary wave of de Broglie of the nucleus will be proportional to the

elementary waves of the clusters of which it consists.

We would like to call attention to the fact, that our concepts are quite near to

the cluster hypothesis developed lately by not a few investigators.

Relation (7) points to the seldom noticed connection between the elementary wave of

de Broglie (its EES) and the same waves of the clusters of which it consists. The pro-

portionality between them allows to consider (7) from another point of view: as an

analogue of the connection which must exist between the width of the infinitely deep

potential hole, L, and the wavelength. A, of an elementary particle closed in it. The

width of the potential hole must be proportional to the wavelength

2L = nA,

so that the particle would not be able to leave the hole.

We have reasons to liken the double value of the EES to the width of an infinitely

deep potential hole, where the particles of which the nucleus consists are closed. It

seems that, in order the nucleus to be stable, in the double width of the hole there

must be a whole number of times of elementary waves of these particles

2^^ = nA^ or 2R,^ = nR^. (8)

As an attempt to illustrate the above presented approach, we shall first consider

Table 1 presenting the EES, defined after formula (3) of the most elementary existin

nuclei: proton, p, deuteron, d, and triton, t, which are also among the fundamental
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constructive units of the rest of nuclei.

In the second column, after the name of the nucleus, is given the number of the

protons, marked with Z; the third column presents the mass number of the nucleus A, and

the fourth column shows the composition of the nucleus (protons and neutron). Next fol-

lows the EES, defined after formula (4), and then its twofold value (both in thousandths

_ 10 -97 97
of fm, 10 m), where we have worked with m = 1.673x10* kg and m = 1.675x10' kg

.for the mass of the proton and neutron, respectively. The seventh column presents the

stability, expressed by the half-life period, in the cases of unstable nuclei. The last

column shows which EES of the clusters, of which the nucleus eventually consists, are

contained in the twoflold EES of the investigated nucleus a whole number of times, what

is the condition for stability. It is shown for the unstable ones that they cannot con-

tain a whole number of times of EES of the stable nuclei, of which they may be composed.

Thus Ip in the last column on the line of the deufron shows that the twofold EES of d

contains one EES of proton or, all the same, one its elementary wave of de Broglie.

0.67p and 1.34d on the line of the triton mean that in its twofold EES, the EES of the

proton enters 0.67 times and that of the deul^on 1.34 times.

The proton stays rather aside - it is the basic constructive unit. Exactly one proton

EES enters the twofold EES of the deuteron: it is stable. The triton, which can consists

only of proton or deuteron, does not contain in its twofold EES a whole number of times

of EES either of proton or of deuteron- and it is unstable, indeed.

In the next table (Table 2) we have picked out the EES of those relatively not quite

complicated stable nuclei which confirm the above stated assumption.

At first sight Table 2 shows that the requirement, the width of the potential hole to

be proportional to a whole number of times of elementary wavelengths of de Broglie of

the stable clusters eventually composing the nucleus, is valid for a great number of

nuclei. The first two ( He and Li) are of a sufficiently simple structure and, therefore,

one can easily estimate of which clusters they may be composed, since here few or even

no variations in the choice of the components are possible (if we assume that these clu-

sters may be the most simple stable nuclei). For C and N, there is a new aspect:

12
It IS equally possible C, which consists of 6p and 6n, to be constructed either
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4 6 14
of 3 He or of 2 Li. The N nucleus may be built of 7d, but other combinations are

also possible:

, ^^N = 7d = d + 3 ^He = ^Li + 2 ^He = ^Li + ®Be.

But:

2 ^^N = 14d = 7 ^He = 4.64 \i = 3.5 ^Be.

This means that it is not probable Li and Be to be composing clusters of N.

We think that the combinations

also are not probable.

20
There is also an option for Ne: its twofold EES is proportional to a whole numbei

of times of EES of d and He, but not of Be and B. This may be considered as an Ini

cation that it is most likely Ne to be composed of deuterons and He nuclei, but not

of two N nuclei or of a combination of He and Be, in spite that this seems possibl

24
The width of the potential hole of Mg is proportional to a whole number of times

of elementary wavelengths of d. He, Li and C. Of the combinations, shown in Table

all except the last one, where B nuclei take part, are probable.

These examples raise at least two new questions.

What must be understood when we say that the width of the potential hole has to be

equal to a whole number of times of the minimum wavelengths of de Broglie of the compc

sing particles (relation 8)?
^

How must be resolved the problem on the probability a nucleus to be built of one or

another cluster unit?

We shall try to give an answer based on elementary logical considerations.

We think that the width of the potential hole may be slightly larger - with a few

percents, no more - than a whole number of times of elementary waves of de Broglie of

the eventual structural units. If it is eventually smaller, then the difference has to

be considerably smaller than parts of the percent.

Concerning the second question, according to our opinion, when relation (8) is more

precisely fulfilled for certain clusters, then it is more probable that it is composed

of them.
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It would be fine, but quite strange, if everything was so simple. Among the incre-

dibly large number of isotopes, exceptions appear at once. Table 3 shows the EES of some

nuclei that make an exception: they should be stable from the point of what was said

just now but, unfortunately, they are not.

Table 3 may be still supplemented with quite many examples from the beginning of the

periodical system of isotopes. It is important that, for many of the unstable nuclei,

the width of the potential hole may again contain a whole number of times of elementary

waves of de Broglie, but of unstable clusters; this might be a cause for their insta-

bility.

It seems that some nuclei are unstable since, because of the unsuitable width of the

potential hole, they cannot hold certain stable components for a long time. Other are

unstable because they consist of unstable components. It is possible that this charac-

terizes simply the relativity of the notion stability. The time scales in the nuclei

and in our life differ greatly.

Impressing is the way, how the idea of stability, as an idea of the availability of

.a potential hole containing a whole number of times of elementary waves of de Broglie of

the clusters composing the nucleus, turns almost at once into an idea of the necessity

the elementary waves of de Broglie of the clusters composing the nucleus - stable or

not - to enter a whole number of times in the width of the potential hole. This will

then determine the stability or instability of the composed nucleus. Then it is logical

to assume that the nucleus most probably will be composed of those clusters whose ele-

mentary waves of de Broglie satisfy relation (8).

However there are nuclei which decisively disobey relation (8).

In Table 4 we have chosen some of them, confining to relatively not yery complex

nuclei and remaining thus at the beginning of the periodical system of isotopes.

The first is the He nucleus. In the width of its potential hole there is not a whole

number of times of the elemntary waves either of proton or of deuteron, which might be

its only cluster units. It should be unstable but in fact it is one of the most stable

nuclei. This fact impels us to assume that here perhaps we come across something like

a new constructive unit. As it seems, the neutron realizes an exceptionally stable bond
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3 betv#een

between the two protons in He and, further on, in some heavier nuclei, considerably

separated deuterons.

We are tempted to consider this as an indication that the neutron is generally abU

to realize a very strong internuc Tear bond, which we would like to call neutron bond.

Let us take B. In its twofold EES there is a whole number of times of

elementary waves of deuteron. It seems that here the deufrons are already separated

as cluster units, and the neutron realizes the bond between the deuterons.

All said up to now sounds unusual and the lack of experimental evidence is an addi

tional obstacle for its acceptance. The cluster hypothesis, to which ours is very close

unfortunately cannot help much in this respect. However, we would like to draw at once

attention to the work of Katb et al.^ ' They investigate the cluster structure of

24
Mg and propose the following

2% = 1*0. See.

at excitation energy 10 < E < 20 MeV, and

'% - ^\ . 'h

at Eg^ > 20 MeV.

These authors think that in the excitation region 18-19 MeV there must be li-

near ^He - ^^0 -^He clusters.

We think that this is in very good agreement with the results of our hypothesis.

Data from the cluster microscope investigation of confirm very well our con-

cepts. These data are presented by Tohzaki - Suzuki ^^ who thinks that the nucleus

may be considered as crystal-like consisting of He-clusters. Tozaka^ ' who investigat

20 4
Ne also finds that it consists of He-clusters.

It is quite natural to consider the results of this study of a relatively small par

of the great variety of isotopes as preliminary. When thoroughly new suggestions are

made, it is natural that their deep significance and importance can be not revealed

at first.
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TABLE 1

_ 1 O

R (in 10 m) for proton (p), deuteron (d) and triton (t]

Sign Z A Composition R 2R Stability Eventual clusters
(in years)

p 1.538 3.176 - -
,

p + n 0.769 1.538 - " ' Ip

p + 2n 0.510 1.020 12.26 0.67p, 1.34d

p
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-18
Rj. (in 10 m) for some stable nuclei

TABLE 2

Sign Z A Composition R^ Z\L. Eventual clusters

1.534 3.068 Ip

2.301 4.602 3.00 ^He; 6.00 d

3.836 7.671 lOd; 5^He; 3.75 "^He

4.603 9.206 12d; 6^He; 4\i

5.370 10.740 14d; 7^He; 4.67 ^Li; 3.50 ^Be

6.137 12.274 16d; 8^He; 3.999 ^Be; 3.2 ^°B|

5.33 ^Li; 2.66 ^^C

7.671 15.342 20d; 10 ^He; 3.999 ^°B;

4.999 ^e

^^Ne 10 22 10p + 12n=2^^B 6.974 13.947 9.09 ^He; 3.99994^^8

^% 12 24 12p + 12n =12d = 6^He = 9.206 18.411 12 ^He; 5.999®Be; 4.79 ^°B;

2^He + 2^Be 8^Li

TABLE 3

- 18
R|^ (in 10 m) for some unstable nuclei obeying relation (8)

^He
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TABLE 4

-18
R|^ (in 10 m) for some stable nuclei not obeying relation (8)

Sign
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27 February 1990
Prof. Wolfgang Rindler
Physics Department
The University of Texas of Da

Richardson
TX 75083 - 0688

Dear Prof. Rindler,

I send you copies of my Letter to the Editor of the AM. J. PHYS., submitted on

the 20 December 1989 under the title "Relativity and Magnetism", of Prof. Romer's

letter to me of the 9 January 1990 and of my letter to Prof. Romer of the 26 Febru-

ary 1990.

I shall be very glad if you will suggest to Prof. Romer that he publishes my
Letter to the Editor.

For your information I 'send you also a copy of my "Childishly simple experiment
violating the principle of relativity" which I submitted to the AM. J. PHYS. in the

case that my Letter to the Editor will be published.

If you should be interested to receive some of my books, I shall gladly send them

to you.

Hoping to receive your answer soon (in the case that you will suggest the publi-

cation of my Letter to the Editor, as well as in the case that you will not suggest
its publication), I remain at your disposal for any questions which you would like

to pose me.

Sincerely yours.

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note . The above letter remained unanswered.

The three above mentioned documents are published, respectively,
pp. 221, 317 and 323 of TWT-VII.

^1.
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CZECHOSLOVAK JOURNAL OF PHYSICS

REDAKCE
FYZIKALNl OSTAV CSAV

No Slovance 2, 180 40 Praha 8

tel. 82 90 82

y^Q &-i

Dr. Stefan Marinov

Morellenfeldgasse 16

A-8010 Graz

Austria

VASE ZNACKA

VE C :

VAS DOPIS Z

Dear Dr.Marinov,

NASE znaCka PRAHA 2. 3 •1990

,^i ', <' ;t IBt^Jj

I have to inform you that your paper No .2 952 entitled

••Action of conj^tant electric current on electrons at rest due

to the absolute velocity of the earth" was not recommended for

publication in Czechoslovak Journal of Physics. We therefore

send back the manuscript and enclose the referee s report.

Youra sincerely,

Ends. : as stated above

Ref.No. : 198/90-2952

q)r.J.i'^ratochvil

Deput;y Editor-in-chief

Editorial note . The above mentioned paper is published on p. 110 of TWT-IV.

Marinov answers this letter with his letter of the 8 March 1990.
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r u. CZECHOSLOVAK JOURNAL OF PHYSICS

In th« paper of\

Stefan Marlnov

"Action of Constant Electric Current on Electrons at Rest dLim
to the Absolute Velocity of the Earth"

I

the author uses a "new" electrodynamics In laovingf systems a£

reference to explain experiments of Sansbury, Edwards, Kenna^

and Jfarlnov concerning the above problem.

Against this theory one can advance

1> The author gives no convincing arguments for changing th»

usual electrodynamics,

2> The new theory is not gauge invariant.

The main equation <2>

B = -grad^ - jj^ -»- v x rot t -»- ^^ < v?) gradjf

I- X rotJ -I- <tgrad)t

describes "the force acting on a unit positive electric

charge", . . ."where <f and t are the laboratory electric and

magnetic potentials . .
.".

Obviously equ. <2> and equ. <6> are not gauge invariant.

But this problem is neither discussed nor another invariance

group is mentioned.

For concrete calculations <p. 5.) 1 is used in the iisual form
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(But S in equ. <2) isVnot invariant -under the remaining

restricted gauge group given by D;t = o» rsp. A;t = Q'>

3> In the case 1> on p. 2a loop at rest with a constant

current is considered.

By J' = <yi, by the surface conditions

<i,nl . ) <»xt . )

and by

^ = -grad^ ,

one has on the surface of a homogeneous wire
>

f<s> = ^ ^ s

(.1 is the length of the loop).

s
This establish^ a Dirichlet problem for the electric

potential f in the exterior of the wire.

So one will receive a small $ of higher multipole structure.

For the investigation of the force on a charjs^e it will be

necessary to discuss the amount of this electric contribution

also. The author' s demand ^ = is only a first

approximation.
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The experimental dlff IcTiltles are described on p. 6.

Only the right ascension of the earth velocity apex could bi

measured. The questions arising are:

Vhy only one measuring was performed (.22. 1. 89 >?

Vas Is Impossible to continue the measurements over a longex

time? How large are the error limits of the reported

experiment?

From a theoretical point of view a lot of questions are open

The referee Is thoroughly convinced that the author can not

overcome the difficulties of his theory.

In the present form the paper can not be published.

It should be rejected.

•it

^ '- 5f .;
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INDIAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS
INDIAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE CULTIVATION OF SCIENCE

JADAVPUR, CALCUTTA-700 032, INDIA

From

To

Dr. (Mrs.) K. K. Datta

Scientific Editor & Assistant Secretary.

Indian Journal of Physics.

Ref. No....^./V9.C>/y

cfrM. •^WLry^iA

J-Ur(^.lhlJi^Ae^id'^<P(r^ l^z

Sub: .<2b. (iCz, c!Lh:s:o.Ld.!^.: z..z...z...r. :...:

"^....Z....^. ' " '
.'....'...'....v.! ^^f^^c^<:/rP'^S'

[\^ The above paper has been found unsuitable for publication by the referee.

The paper (with original diagrams ) is being returned with referee's comments.

The author belongs to the class of people who question the

well established Einstein's theory. He goes a step further

to question Maxwell's theory of electronagcnetisn. All of

them have one common characteristic that they lack in

scientific rigour which is also indicated by their work not

being published in the research journals, so much so that

the authors have to publish their work all by theiriselves (in

this case, the title 'Thorny way of Truth' is perhaps the

author's o\/n publication).

I do admire the spirit of questioning tlie established facts

and theories but there should be good scientific reasons for

this. Einstein did question the Newtonian concepts^ We

should always Keep the room open for such people but the

present author does not belong to this class.

The work in question is based on the author's theory which

is unacceptable and hence it must be rejected outright.

Editorial note . Marinov answers this letter with his own of the 20 June 1990.
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g| * ''^OV Dr. J. Kratochvil
Morfurfciir^^-^iri 8 Marcn lyyu

^^^ech. J. PHYSICS
A-8010 GRAZ - AUSTRIA Na Slovance 2

Tel. 0316/377093 '^>»«''^ CSR-180 40 Praha 8

Dear Dr. Kratochvil

,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 2 March 1990, although the rejection of

my paper

ACTION OF CONSTANT ELECTRIC CURRENT ON ELECTRONS AT REST
DUE TO THE ABSOLUTE VELOCITY OF THE EARTH

was, of course, not pleasant for me.

I show in my answer to the referee's comments, which is enclosed, that the objec-

tions of the referee are WRONG. Thus, I beg you to give my paper to an arbitrator who

has to decide whether I or the referee is right.

In his letter to me of the 31 January 1990, whose acceptance I now acknowledge.

Dr. J. Fischer wrote the following: "I nevertheless maintain the general conviction

that a controversial subject should be discussed in a journal specialized in the cor-

responding field." - I show since 20 years that the relativity theory and conventional

electromagnet ism are wrong. I submit papers to ALL physical journals of the world. The

"specialized" journals, as well as all leading relativists in the world know since

many years that I am right and that relativity is dead (Dr. Langer could persuade

himself about the situation on the GR-conferences in the last years where we met). How

ever they close the doors of their journals for my papers, because they know that by

publishing my papers they will lose their prestige. Thus I can publish my papers only

in journals which are not in the hands of the "relativistic lobby". I hope that the

CZECH. J. PHYS. is one such journal. If Dr. Langer*has rejected during the last 20

years my papers, this was NOT because he takes part of the "relativistic mafia" but

because he has not understood that I am right (this is the case with many of the space

time specialists in the world who are not "consecrated").

As the referee has raised the question about the gauge invariance, I now submit

also my paper

^., THE ELECTROMAGNETIC EFFECTS ARE DETERMINED BY THE
POTENTIALS AND NOT BY THE INTENSITIES.

and I RESUBMIT my paper

ACTION OF CONSTANT ELECTRIC CURRENT ON ELECTRONS AT REST
DUE TO THE ABSOLUTE VELOCITY OF THE EARTH.

The last paper was examined in your office ONE YEAR. Meanwhile the referee's opinio

has been written in no more than 10 minutes. I hope that now, after so many years of

stagnation, people in Czechoslovakia have understood that without expeditivity, fair-

ness and GLASNOST human society cannot progress. Hoping this time to receive your

decision In due time, /)//•/
•Dr, Langer is NOT my present Sincerely yours,

y^. ^^#if/ stefan Marino
referee

.
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AUTHOR'S ANSWER TO THE REFEREE'S COMMENTS ON THE PAPER

"ACTION OF CONSTANT ELECTRIC CURRENT ON ELECTRONS AT REST DUE

TO THE ABSOLUTE VELOCITY OF THE EARTH" by Stefan Marinov

1) The first objection which the referee raises against my paper is the follwoing:

"The author gives no convincing arguments for changing the usual electrodynamics".

The results of the rotational Kennard experiment (1917) and of the inertial Kennard

experiment carried out by me and reported in the present paper present ENOUGH experimen-

tal evidence for discarding the theory of relati'ity and conventional electromagnetism

and for accepting my absolute space-time theory.

In the rotational Kennard experiment (fig. -2) there is a double circular current loop

and a piece of wire put along the radius between both circular loops. The inertial

Kennard experiment (fig. 1) is a "topological" transformation of the inertial one where

there is a prolongated rectangular loop with a piece of wire between its bases. I give

the effects observed by Kennard and by me, and the predictions of Einstein and of me.

I leave place, so that the referee gives also HIS predictions. "Yes" signifies appearance

of electric tension along the wire, "no" signifies that electric tension does not appear.

d -

I
^' ~"~

^
b b-bo V

^

Fig. 1



yes
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surements also on other days, but I give the observation for the 22 January 1989, as

on the different days (because of the difference between solar and sideral times) the

hours of the day when observing maximum effects are different.

b) How large are the error limits of the reported experiment? - The error limits can

be not precisely enough settled. I observed maximum opening of leaves (when the axis of

the apparatus pointed "north-south") for about 1.5 hours. Thus, the reported right as-

censions are to be taken with an incertitude of about ± ^5^.

Finally the referee writes that from a theoretical point of view a lot of questions

are open. The referee can find the answers to ALL his questions by reading my books.

My CLASSICAL PHYSICS is an encyclopaedic book and in my series THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH

all experiments which contradict conventional electromagnetism, the theory of relativity

and the laws of conservation of energy and angular momentum, known at the present time,

are analysed. ;.
? .

i:^.^

At the end of my comments I should like to point to the recent AMAZING fact. In the

December-1989 issue of the AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS the well-known relativist Prof.

Wolfgang Riridler asserts that for the case of a magnet moving with velocity v and gene-

rating at a reference point the magnetic potential A, the induced electric intensity is

not

E = - vxrotA, (1)

_as conventional electromagnetism assert, but

E = (v.grad)A, (2)

as I assert .

The question now is FOR WHICH of the above two formulas will the referee vote. If

he will vote for formula (1) he will enter into contradiction with Prof. Rindler and

the results of the rotational and inertial Kennard experiments. If he will vote for

formula (2), he destroys all arguments raised by him against my submitted paper.

Thus if the referee will not dare to vote for one of the formulas (1) or (2), my pa-

per is to be given to a second, then to a third referee, and if none of them will dare to

vote for one of these formulas, my paper is to be published. If at indecisive answers

of THREE referees my paper will be rejected, one can say only one: "Jdete do prdele!"

Marinov's note . The above letter and comments remained unanswered, cim mohli bychom
prispet k vysledku, ze redaktor a recenzent sami se rozhodli zahajit
odhod do prdele.
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fyzikAlny Cstav
Centra clektro-fyzikAloeho vytkumu Sloventke} aksdimie vied

Dubtaytki cesta 9, 842 28 BrattsUra.

Vaia xm&M

Vec

NaU zin<k«

Dr«S,.Hai±iiov '

Inst* for Frmdamental Physics

Morellenfeldgasse 16

A-8010 G r a 8

Austria

Bctuiar. 12^3^1990,

Dear Dr»Marinov,

Eaclosed please find the referee report on your paper

"Physical Essence of the Maxwell-Lorentz Eqiiations". The

referee did not recommend to publish the paper in our jou2>-

nal^ Thus Editorial Board or the journal Acta Physica Slo-

vaca decided that the mentioned paper wuold not be publish-

ed in our journals

I am sending you baclc the manuscript*

Thank you very much for sending the paper to our
office*

With best regards

Tours sincerely

RNDr/J.Kaluzn;?' GSc.
,

M^aging Editor

Editorial note. Karinov answers this letter with his own of the 16 March 1990.

The above mentioned paper is published in TV'T-I, p. 323.
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ACTA PHYSICA SLOVACA

(see TWT-I, 323)

Re-ference report on the p^ptsr by S.Marinov: Physical essenct

o-f the Maxwel l-Lorentz equation (51/39).

In the pAper , author tries to elaborate a non-

conventional theory o-f electromagnetic phenomena, based on

instantaneous interaction between charged particles.

Unfortunately, his approach suf-fers from number of serious

shortcomings (s6me o-f them are mentioned below) , which make

this theory physically inacceptable.

First o-f all it concerns the conservation laws o-f

•nergy, momenftum and angular momentum, which were firmly

confirmed by thousands of experiments and any theory, dealing

with electromagnet ism must take them into account. In

conventional theory, the set of Maxwell equations together

with the Lorentz force equation describes closed system

consisting of moving charged particles and corresponding

electromagnetic fields. In such system, the energy, momentum

and angular momentum can be transferred from particles to

fields and vice-versa, however, the total sum of energy,

momentum and angular momentum remaines unchanged, except for

ammounts, that are carried away from the system by a

radiation part of the fields, in accordance with the

corresponding conservation laws. Because electromagnetic

fields can carry energy, momentum rnd angular momentum, they

have an existence, totally indepedent of charges and

currents.

In the paper, because of instantaneous character of

interaction between charged particles, the concept of field

is not used. One could accept this, however, one cannot

accept, that the special theory of relativity is ignored as

well. Therefore it is not surprising, that in such theory

the violation of conservation laws may occur.
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Author asserts, that in his theory, radiated energy

propagate with the velocity o-f light. It is not clear, by

means o-f what the radiated energy is carried, i-f there is no

-field in this theory.

The derivation o-f the Lorentz -force equation -from thei

law o-f energy conservation is not correct, because magnetic

-field does not contribute to the change o-f kinetic energy o-f

the moving charge.

ci/' In conventional theory, the Lorentz -force equation andj

the Maxwell equations Ars mutually independent and cannot be

derived one -from another. This is due to -fact, that while

Maxwell equations describe the electromagnetic -field itsel-f

and its generation by the moving charges, the Lorentz

equation describes -force exerted on the charge -from the side

o-f the -field. There-fore it is very dubious to attempt to

derive Maxwell equations -from the Lorentz -force equations as

it is done in the pAper.

The above mentioned de-fects Are very serious and cannot

be removed by minor changes of the theory, i«hich, in

consequence, cannot be taken seriously as describing the

electromagnetic phenomena. There-fore I do not recommend this

paper -for publication.

f^'t, ^S
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• Dr. Petr Beckmann
Mord-mv^v-^-lf' GALILEAN ELECTRODYNAMICS '

ik-8010 GRAZ — AUSTRIA Box 251

14 March 1990
Bould^^

Dear Dr. Beckmann,

Thank you yery much for No. 1 of your journal which you kindly sent me and which
as received in Graz a couple of days ago.

I read this first issue with great interest. The journal seems to become very inte-
esting.

One of the most important informations was DISSIDENT NEWS about Silvertooth's ex-
eriment. I am very glad that you will inspect Silvertooth's experiment. Then it will
e fine if you will present your impressions in your journal.' If Silvertooth, indeed,
as succeeded in measuriig the Earth's absolute velocity by an optical arrangement where
here is no rotating axle and no Newtonian time synchronization is realized, his
xperimental success will be of a very high value. Silvertooth's experiment in my
uasi-Michelson variation is pretty easy for repetition and if his quasi-Wiener ex-
riment works, then my quasi-Michelson experiment, REPEATED IN THE SAME LINES AS

N THE LAST SILVERTOOTH'S PUBLICATION, can be carried out in numerous optical labo-
atories. Thus we must do our best to spread the information on Silvertooth's expe-
iment.

I however established that Silvertooth's experiment, where one looks for a spacing
isplacement between the nodes, DOES NOT WORK. In the enclosed note I show that, ac-
ording to me, also the experiment where one looks for a phase difference in rea-
hing maximum illumination at the differlHrm?)^ CANNOT WORK, at the present state
f experimental technique, if using light waves. I think, however, that if using
adio waves (where the period is not so short as for light), effects can be observed,
hus the discussion on Silvertooth experiment mur ; be SPREAD OVER THE WORLD.

I beg you to elaborate your decision on the rejection/acceptance of my contribu-
ion AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. In the case of rejection I should like to submit my paper
another journal. If you will accept the paper, then I should beg you to compose

t in Boulder (I shall gladly pay for the work).

Hoping that with the time you will begin with the publication of my other papers,
nd looking forward for yoir prompt answer.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

S. I have the text of a note which John Maddox will publish on me and on the rota-
ional and inertial Kennard's experiments on the 22 March (but one can never believe

the promises of Dr. Maddox, may be it will appear a week or two or three later). The
mportant fact is that after more than a year the promised by him CHRISTMAS PUZZLE
s written and composed by him. Thus on the pages of NATURE my figures from
EW SCIENTIST, 112, 48, (1986) will appear with the comments of Dr. Maddox. As very
rudent. Dr. Maddox does not give his predictions on the issues of the Kennard and
uasi-Kennard experiments. However, I think that the only fact that this PUZZLE
ppears under the signature of Dr. Maddox will bring in a couple of months whole
elativity to collapse.

onL^r^Mmr"^
*^'* you have invited Fr. Muller from Miami to submit papers to yourournal. Muller is one of the most brilliant physicists on this Earth!

PS. I hope that you have received my last letter from January (or February).

di toria l note. This letter is answered by Dr. Beckmann with a letter of the 25. 1 1 1. 90,
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'r^fvv
r. 16 March 1990 P:;.^;..!!;!"^^

. .J:x''^r. .^
'* AMcVniA ACTA PHYSICA SLOVACA

A.80I0 GRA. - AUSFRIA
Dubravska cesta 9

Tel. 0316/377093 CSR-842 28 Bratislava

Dear Dr. Kaluzny,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 12 March 1990, although the rejection of
my paper

PHYSICAL ESSENCE OF THE MAXWELL-LORENTZ EQUATIONS

was not, of course, pleasant for me.

I found a very well written referee's report (what is not the case with the other
physical journals as PHYS. REV., J. PHYS., IL NUOVO CIMENTO, etc.), however, unfortunat
ly, the concepts of the referee (and of conventional physics) are WRONG. I give apart
my objections to the referee's comments. In the light of these comments, I allow me to
submit again my paper and to. ask that you give the whole correspondence to an arbitrate-
who has to decide publication or rejection. In the case of publication, I should invite
the referee to appear with a criticism on my concepts and experiments in the press.

Almost all referees who criticize my papers do not know the whole extent of my theo-
retical and experimental research and think that I do some "student" errors. To make
more clear to you and to your referees the extent of my reasearch in the last 30 years,
I submit to ACTA PHYSICA SLOVACA also the following THREE papers:

1. VIOLATIONS OF THE LAWS OF CONSERVATION OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM AND ENERGY.

?^ 2. REPETITION OF WHITEHEAD'S EXPERIMENT FOR DEMONSTRATING THAT
DISPLACEMENT CURRENT IS A PURE MATHEMATICAL FICTION.

3. MAXWELL'S ILLUSION: THE DISPLACEMENT CURRENT.

Of course, you can publish only one or two of these papers, but I should like that
the referee and the arbitrator have all three papers under the hand.

I should like to note that I am an "old friend" of Czechoslovakia where I spent some'

of my most happy years. I send you two newspaper clippings on my demonstration on Ven-

ceslao square in 1978 and two Czech poems from my collection of poems LIST OTBRULEN,
edited in Washington, D.C. in 1978. I am in contact with the CZECH. J. PHYSICS since
20 years and I visited twice its editorial office and my referee Dr. Josef Langer in

Prague (in 1978 and in 1979). On the other hand Bratislava is so near to Austria that
one can say, we are in the same boat (your letter of the 12 March was received by me on
the 14 March).

I have little hopes that you will publish a paper of me. But the recent events in

Czechoslovakia have shown that every one of us, on the place on which one is, must take
ALONE decisions thinking with his own head. Otherwise society falls in stagnation. The
only authority in life (and in science) is the EXPERIMENT.

Hoping to receive your acknowledgement for the reception of this letter and then in

due time also your final decision on the acceptance/rejection of my papers.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note. This letter is answered by Dr. Kaluzny with a letter of the 6 June 1990
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AUTHOR'S ANSWER TO THE REFEREE'S COMMENTS ON THE PAPER

"PHYSICAL ESSENCE OF THE MAXWELL-LORENTZ EQUATIONS" by S. MARINOV

I express my cordial thanks to the referee for his critical comments, as one sees
that he has attentively read my paper and has perfectly well understood its essence.

Unfortunately, I cannot agree with the referee's comments as they are WRONG, i.e.,
the referee's concepts (as well as the concepts of conventional electromagnetism)
ARE NOT ADEQUATE TO PHYSICAL REALITY.

I shall give my remarks to all critical comments of the referee.

1) The referee is perfectly right by asserting that "the conservation laws of energy,
momentum and angular momentum were firmly confirmed by thousands of experiments". I

shall even add, not by thousands but by millions of experiments, as, for example, every
electromagnetic motor or generator gives confiriiation of these laws. However, now, at
the end of the XXth century, certain electromagnetic machines have been constructed
which violate these laws. The most important of them is the machine TESTATIKA which
is an electrostatic perpetuum mobile producing (in one of its variations) 3 kW FREE
ENERGY, i.e., energy from nothing. The Vth volume of my sequence THE THORNY
WAY OF TRUTH is dedicated to the machine TESTATIKA where there are many photographs
of the different models. I have also a 30-minutes video on it. The machine TESTATIKA
is constructed in the religious commune METHERNITHA in the village Linden, 30 km south-
east of Bern. I am a member of the commune, where there are no money, hierarchy,
exploitation and the ruling slogan is "every for all, all for every one". -— Then come
the experiment Of Graham and Lahoz (NATURE, 285, 154, 1980), which violates the
angular momentum conservation law, and my Bul-Cub machine without stator (see the en-
closed paper "Violations of the laws of conservation of angular momentum and energy")
and my Rotating Ampere Bridge with Displacement Current (RABDC) (TWT-IV, p. 126), which
also violate the angular momentum conservation law. I have observed violations of the
energy conservation law in my machines ADAM and MAMIN COLIU (see the enclosed paper
"Violations of the laws..."), however the observed effects there are small. Maybe, I

am in error and my experiments do not violate the laws of conservation. I explain
their effects only as VIOLATION of these laws. If somebody would be able to explain
the effects in these experiments in the frame of the laws of conservation, HE MUST DO
THIS. Moreover, the violation of the angular momentum conservation law in my machines
Bul-Cub without stator and RABDC can be explained BY EVERY CHILD on the basis of the
Lorentz force equation (which I call the Newton-Lorentz equation). The pro-
fessors all over the world evade to recognize that the Newton-Lorentz equation vio-
lates Newton's third law (as I showed in my books EPPUR SI MUOVE and CLASSICAL PHYSICS,
only the full Newton forces, mu + (q/c)dA|/dt, are equal and oppositely directed accor-
ding to the Newton-Lorentz equation, but the simple kinetic forces, mu, where u is the ^

acceleration of a particle with mass m which is at a space point where the magnetic
potential of the surrounding system is A). But this violation was established by Grassmann
in 1845, and when considering the interaction of two current elements according to the
Newton-Lorentz equation, one arrives at the formula of Grassmann, As for the interac-
tion of closed current loops Newton's third law is preserved, conventional physics
(following Maxwell) has saved this law by asserting that ALL circuits are closed, as
if there is a condenser in the circuit, the so-called displacement current flows be-
tween its plates. According to Maxwell, this displacement current has exactly the same
magnetic character as conduction and convection currents, i.e., it must generate its
own magnetic intensity field, acting thus with potential magnetic forces on other cur-
rents, and react with kinetic forces to the potential magnetic action of other currents.
However, this assertion of the Maxwell ians IS NOT TRUE! THE EXPERIMENT SHOWS EXACTLY
THE OPPOSITE! Thus the circuits with condensers are OPEN circuits and for such circuits
the Newton-Lorentz equation leads to violation of Newton's third law. As said above,
I have carried out experiments demonstrating violation of the angular momentum conser-
vation law and the effects observed coincided with those calculated by the help of
the Newton-Lorentz equation.
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2) The referee writes:

In conventional theory, the set of Maxwell equations together with the Lorentz

force equation describes closed system consisting of moving charged particles and

corresponding electromagnetic fields. In such system, the energy, momentum and

angular momentum can be transferred from particles to fields and vice-versa, how-

ever the total sum of energy, momentum and angular momentum remains unchanged, ex-

cept for amounts, that are carried away from the system by a radiation part of the

fields, in accordance with the corresponding concervation laws. Because electro-

magnetic fields can carry energy, momentum and angular momentum, they have an exis-

tence, totally independent of charges and currents.

The truth, however, is the following: The Electromagnetic fields are of three kinds:

potential, radiation and radiation reaction "fields". The potential fields "appear"

MOMENTARILY in whole space, they have no energy and momentum density. The potential

fields depend on the charges and their velocities and are inversely proportional to the

second power of the distance from the generating particles. The radiation fields PROPA-

GATE with a velocity c from the generating particles. The radiation fields depend on

the charges and their accelerations and are inversely proportional to the first power

of the distance from the generating particles. The radiation reaction fields depend on

the charges and their super-accelerations and are inversely proportional to the zero

power of the distance from the generating particles, i.e., they act on the radiating

particles. If the referee knows of some experiment where somebody has established expe-

rimentally the existence of energy and momentum in potential electromagnetic fields,

I beg him to cite this experiment. Unfortunately HE CAN'T. However the referee can imme-

diately carry out an experiment to see that potential electromagnetic fields have no

momentum density. He has to take a permanent magnet generating the magnetic intensity B

and a charged condenser generating the electric intensity E. If he will put a wall

in perpendicular to the vector n= (c/47t)ExB he will NOT register a pressure equal to

this vector. If, however, E and B will be the electric and magnetic intensity in a RADI-

ATION FIELD, he will measure the above pressure (such experiments were done first by Lebedev

in 1905).

3) The referee writes:

In the paper, because of instantaneous character of interaction between charged
particles, the concept of field is not used. One could accept this, however, one
cannot accept, that the special theory of relativity is ignored as well.

I have shown by numerous experiments that the theory of relativity is WRONG: my rota-
ting axle experiments with whose help I have measured a couple of times the absolute ve-
locity of the Earth in a closedlaboratory by light signals (one such experi-
ment was published in CZECH. J. PHYS. 824, 965, 1974), my inertial Kennard experiment
with whose help I measured the same velocity by electromagnetic effects (the paper is no*
in consideration in CZECH. J. PHYS.), my inverse Rowland experiment with whose help I

showed that if a charged body moves, there is a torque on a magnetic needle at rest, but
if a magnetic needle moves and a charged body is at rest, there is NO torque (TWT-VII,
p. 331), etc. Thus one can take SERIOUSLY a physical theory not when it takes into accoun
the theory of relativity but only when it clearly and DEFINITELY rejects it. Any physicalf
theory based on the WRONG principles of relativity and equivalence must be rejected AUT
MATICALLY as wrong, as these principles are NOT TRUE.

4) The referee writes:

The author asserts that, in his theory, radiated energy propagates with the velocii
of light. It is not clear, by means of what is radiated energy carried away if
there is no field in this theory.

Radiated energy are PARTICLES called photons. Whether the photons are of light or of
radio waves, the difference between them is only one: the difference in their wavelengths
There are NO other differences. I should not like to discuss here the particles-waves
dualism, as this problem is TOO LONG.

5) The referee writes:
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The derivation of the Lorentz force equation from the law of energy conservation
is not correct, because magnetic field does not contribute to the change of kine-
tic energy of the moving charge.

In the enclosed paper "Violation of the laws..." I give MATHEMATICALLY CORRECT deduc-
lon of the Newton-Lorentz equation when proceeding from the definition equalities of
ectric and magnetic energies (the laws of Coulomb and Neumann) and the energy conserva-
lon law. I beg the referee to show WHERE my deduction is not correct. If he will be
iable to find some mathematical error (and he surely will not find), he has to accept
lat the Newton-Lorentz equation can be deduced on the basis of the energy conservation
iw (by the way, ALL equations in contemporary physics are deduced on the basis OF THIS
(IGMATICAL LAW!). The referee is right that the magnetic intensity B does not contribute
) a change in the kinetic energy of a test particle, but the magnetic energy W DOES.

6) The referee writes:

In conventional theory, the Lorentz force equation and the Maxwell equations are
mutually independent and cannot by derived one from another. This is due to the

fact that, while Maxwell equations describe the electromagnetic field itself and
its generation by the moving charges, the Lorentz equation describes force exer-
ted on the charge from the side of the field. Therefore it is very dubious to

attempt to derive Maxwell equations from the Lorentz force equation as it is done
in the paper.

The truth, however is the following: The fundamental equation in electromagnetism (the

quation of motion) is the Newton-Lorentz equation. The fundamental "field" quantities
n electromagnetism are the potentials $, A, and not the intensities E, B. The intensi-
ies are MATHEMATICAL PRODUCTS of the potentials being defined as follows

E = - grad$ - (l/c)8A/8t, B = rotA. (1)

If the QUANTITIES E and B are defined in this way as functions of the PHYSICAL QUANTIT-
IES $ and A, they must be BY FORCE connected by the mathematical relations called
axwell equations. The referee can see how one can obtain the Maxwell equations from
he above definitions equalities on pp. 44 and 45 of the enclosed paper "Maxwell's illu-
ion: the displacement current". In the rejected paper I showed that besides the defini-
ion equalities (1), one has to take also the MATHEMATICAL RELATIONS following from the
EFINITION EQUALITIES for the potentials $, A and for the charge and current densities
and J. For stationary systems this relations are

A4) = - 47tQ, AA = - (4-rT/c)J (2)

nd for dynamic systems they are

^$ = - 4ttQ, -QA = - (4-ft/c)J. (3)

For stationary systems the Maxwell equations have the form

rotE^^ = - (l/c)8B/9t, divB = (4)

rotB = 9E/c9t + (4tt/c)J divE = 47tQ (5)

nd E,.. in equ. (4) is DIFFERENT from E = E , in equ. (5). Only for radiation fields
hese two electric intensities coincide.

I
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Tel. 0316/377093 f 4^^^uron'orr^^'"®^*
-u , ,.; ,ir ..t,.... ..^..^* .* London WC2R 3LF

Dear Dr. Maddox,

II send you TWT-VII, which you ordered yesterday, begging you to send me the price
IN CASH in a letter (k 20), as from a cheque I lose one third part. I enclose also the'
covers of TWT-IV, V, VI. If you would like to order also some of these books, send k 20
for any of them.

As I said you, your fax with your article was received so badly that I could not de-
cypher it and I have not included it inTMT-VI I. But yourpaper in NATURE which will appear
on the 29 March (as you promised me yesterday on the phone) will be printed in TWT-VIII
Now I shall not criticize your paper, as I am sure that you will change the text. Thus
I shall comment then your PRINTED paper. I hope that on the 29 March also my LETTER TO
THE EDITOR will appear (as you promised me yesterday on the phone).

I wish now to put an order in our relations and to no more sacrifice your and my time
for inconclusive phone conversations. Thus I beg you to answer WRITTENLY the following
SIX questions:

1) When will appear my correspondence with Tiomno? Please, determine the date of puW
lication.

2) Will you publish my COMPOSED paper EXPERIMENTAL VIOLATIONS OF THE PRINCIPLES OF
RELATIVITY, EQUIVALENCE, AND CONSERVATION OF ENERGY AND ANGULAR MOMENTUM? This paper ha.

to appear on the 18 August 1988, then on the 13 October 1988 (see your letter of the
29 July 1988 on p. 330 of TWT-III). Then its publication was postponed for undeterminedi
time. Now, after the publication of your puzzle, when the whole world will see that re-
lativity is DEAD, you have either to determine the date of publication or to REJECT thei
paper. I CANNOT MORE AWAIT. If you will reject publication, I beg you to present some
motivations. For this paper I phoned you at least 300 times and came FIVE TIMES TO LON-
DON. The last trip was paid by you but the other four trips were paid from the pocket
of a poor groom.

3) During my visit in London in December 1988, you said that a friend of you will
reconstruct my Rotating Ampere Bridge with Sliding Contacts (RABSC) described in my pa-
per PROPULSIVE AND ROTATING AMPERE BRIDGES VIOLATE THE PRINCIPLE OF RELATIVITY. If it
will rotate, as I assert, you will publish both the reports of your friend and of me.
"Your paper will be printed first" said you, looking above your spectacles. I suggested'
that you give my paper for examination also to Prof. Graneau who is an expert in the
field and who has spoken with you on the phone on this very day. In about a month later
you said me on the phone that your friend has reconstructed the RABSC and it DOES NOT
rotate. I begged you to send me the photograph and the report of your friend "so that I

can publish them in TWT and show to the world that England which once was a leading
technical nation has totally degenerated and there one is unable to construct even a chl"

dishly simple gadget" (the text in quotation marks is taken from my PREPAID advertise-
ment THE PERPETUUM MOBILE IS DISCOVERED - TWT-VI, p. 305 - whose publication was REJEC--
TED BY YOU). You promised to send me the photograph and the report but they NEVER rea-
ched me. Then you said me on the phone that Prof. Graneau has sent a critical report on
my experiment from which it is not clear whether he suggests publication or rejection,

j
I met Prof. Graneau at a conference in Perugia in September 1989 (you can see a common I
picture on p. 214 of TWT-VII). He said me that he NEVER has received a letter from you'
with my paper. Thus I beg you to answer: "Will you publish this paper or you will reject
it?" If you further insist that according to you the RABSC cannot rotate, I am ready
immediately to bring my machine, under the condition that if it will rotate, you will
pay me the trip (k 500).

4) Will you publish my paper THE MYTHS IN PHYSICS or you will reject it?

5) Will you publish my paper ACTION OF CONSTANT ELECTRIC CURRENT ON ELECTRONS AT REST

DUE TO THE ABSOLUTE VELOCITY OF THE EARTH or you will reject it?

6) Will you publish mv paoer CHILDISHLY SIMPLE EXPERIMENT VIOLATING THE PRINCIPLE
OF RELATIVITY or you will reject it?

'

Sincerely yours. <7. •^^^'^
Stefan Marinov
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21 March 1990
Prof. Bengt Nagel
Nobel Committe for Physics
Sturegatan 14

S-114 36 Stockholm

Dear Prof. Nagel

,

I send you the Vllth volume of my series

THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH.

I beg you very much to acknowledge the reception of this book.

As you may see also from this volume, I try with ALL physical journals of the world

but there is NO possibility to print my papers in which crucial experiments violating
the principles of relativity and equivalence and the laws of energy and angular momen-

tum conservation are reported. I address you once more with the question: Would the

Nobel committee suggest to PHYSICA SCRIPTA to examine some of my papers? Otherwise

the scientific community will further remain without information on my experiments, as,

unfortunately, the circulation of my books is very restricted.

There is a FUNCTIONING PERPETUUM MOBILE in the community Methernitha. The first proto-

type was constructed 10 years ago. I have examined the machine a year ago. I did ALL

what is in my possibilities to bring the information on this machine to the World
and I can't. Is our world not an IDIOTIC world? Answer, please, this question. The

responsibility of the Nobel committee of not having helped me to inform the world
that the energetic crisis is solved is BIG.

Hoping to receive not only an acknowledgement for reception of my book but also some

answer to my questions.

Sincerely yours.

/7. J/mi^^
Stefan Marinov

PS. I have a 30-minutes video on the perpetuum mobile TESTATIKA. If I should be in-
vited by the Nobel committee, I shall gladly come to Stockholm (FOR MY ACCOUNT)
to present the film to members of the committee.

Editorial note . The above letter is answered by a letter of the Nobel comnittee of
the 2 April 1990.
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STEFAN MAIUNOV
Morcllcnfcldgasse 16

A-80I0 GRAZ - AUSTRIA

Tel. 0316/377093

23 March 1990
The Director
IL NUOVO CIMENTO
via L. degli Andalo 2

1-40124 Bologna

Dear Sir,

I submit to IL NUOVO CIMENTO B the following two papers

1. REPETITION OF WHITEHEAD'S EXPERIMENT FOR DEMONSTRATING
THAT DISPLACEMENT CURRENT IS A PURE MATHEMATICAL FICTION.

2. MAXWELL'S ILLUSION: THE DISPLACEMENT CURRENT!

The PACS numbers are 03.50, 41.10.

AH charges will be paid by myself.

Here I transfer the copyright for these papers to IL NUOVO CIMENTO.

I wish to inform you that on the 11 July 1988 I submitted my paper (Nr. 9718 NCBR)

VERY EASY DEMONSTRATION OF THE VIOLATION OF THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM
CONSERVATION LAW AND OF THE FAILURE OF CONVENTIONAL ELECTROMAGNETISM.

This paper received a referee opinion in which the referee did not raise objection
against my experiment but only about the interpretation of the results (on the 9.1.89)

I presented my objections on the 14.1.89. Every author who has constructed an ori-
ginal and PUZZLING experiment has the right for his own interpretation of the results,

I affirm that my BUL-CUB MACHINE WITHOUT STATOR, described in that paper VIOLATES
the law of angular momentum conservation. If the referee pretends that it does not
violate this FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICAL LAW, he has to present his objections IN THE PRESS.

However more than a year I do not receive the decision of the vice-director. Prof.

Remo Ruffini, although having asked many times with letters addressed directly to Prof
Ruffini.

I beg you very much to investigate this case and to inform me: will my paper be publ

liched or it will be rejected. In the case of rejection I should like that motiva-
tions should be presented.

The effects in the BUL-CUB MACHINE WITHOUT STATOR and the effects observed and dis-

cussed in the papers submitted now are tightly connected. I have established (my

conclusions are based also on some historical experiments) that THERE IS NO DISPLA-
CEMENT CURRENT (neither in vacuum nor in dielectrics). I have demonstrated this by

clear and EASILY REPEATABLE experiments. I wish to see my papers published. If some-
body will raise objections against the interpretation of the results of my experiments
I beg him to appear in the press but not to STOP the information on these CRUCIAL EX-

PERIMENTS.

Hoping to receive your acknowledgement for the reception of these two papers and
then your decision on all THREE papers submitted by me.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note. This letter is answered by a letter of Prof. Ruffini of the 20 April 1
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STEFAN MARBVOV
Morellenfeldgasse 16

A-8010 GRAZ — AUSTRIA
Tel. 0316/377093

23 March 1990

Dr. Hermann Feshbach
ANNALS OF PHYSICS
Deptm. of Physics, Room 6-318A
M IT
Cambridge
MA 02139

Dear Dr. Feshbach,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 26 December 1989, although the rejection

of my paper "Violations of the laws of conservation of angular momentum and energy"

s, of course, not pleasant for me. In your letter of rejection you wrote:

"We find no evidence that your paper is incorrect, but must reject it on account

of limited space."

In my paper I gave a pretty detailed account on my BUL-CUB MACHINE WITHOUT STATOR

ich VIOLATES the angular momentum conservation law. If you have the opinion that

this paper is CORRECT, it must be published BEFORE ALL OTHER PAPERS, as I report on

VIOLATION OF A LAW OF CONSERVATION. Thus I beg you, when rejecting my papers to be

re attentive in the "rejection formulations". Of course, if you do not wish to main-

tain contacts with me, you can write this clearly, as many of the leading physical

journals of the world have done (PHYSICAL REVIEW, IL NUOVO CIMENTO, EUROPHYSICS

LETTERS, ACTA PHYSICA POLONICA, AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS). I prefer to receive such

letter for "braking the diplomatic relations", than "diplomatically

written" rejections, as this will spare your and my time. But if you would like to

receive papers from me, then make BETTER rejection formulations.

Now I subrtiit to your journal my paper (in one copy)

THE MYTHS IN PHYSICS.

I beg you that you read NATURE of the 29 March* where Dr. Maddox, after twenty years

of contacts, five visits to London and about 1000 phone conversations, finally will

point HIMSELF at one of the present myths in physics.

Hoping to receive your acknowledgement for the reception of my paper and then in

due time also of your final decision.
Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

PS. Enclosed are the covers of the seven volumes of my series THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH.

You can receive any of these volumes by sending me ? 25 (+ ? 10 for air mail).

'if, of course. Dr. Maddox will not again deceive me and postpone the publication. In

any way, if you are interested to read the paper of Dr. Maddox, I can send you the

text, which Dr. Maddox faxed to me on the 13th March.

Editorial note . The answer to the above letter is given with the letter of Dr. Feshbach

of the 17 April 1990.
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GAULEAN EUECntODYNAMICS
Box 251

Boulder, CO 80306

tel. 303-444-0841

25 March 1990

Dear Dr Marinov:

Many thanks for your letter of 14 March, received yesterday,
(You received only no. 1 of GE? You should have received no. 2

also.)
I cannot take your contribution, because as a letter

commenting on my "Dissident News" it is far too long, and as an
article it is too chatty. As you will see I am extremely short of
space and can bring only articles that have condensed "meat" in
it: brief arguments supported by mathematics with a minimum of
prose, and no personal experiences or judgements at all. The
composition of such a paper for people who have no access to word
processors is no problem, I will do it for them, though it is a
chore

.

Yes, I did get your reply to my preceding letter. I cannot
give you the names of the two persons who made the allegations.
In both cases they were letters somebody else and sent to me by
th^d parties. I do not feel that I have the right to make their
names public.

I have no objection to printing papers by you if they qualify
under what I have said above. However, for the reasons stated
previously, I cannot take the risk of publishing anything using
the results of your experiments.

With best wishes.

Yours sincerely.

Petr Beckmann
Editor

i

P.S. I checked your calculation that the node of a standing wave
does not change its distance from the mirror with the direction
of the ether wind, and I find the same result by a slightly
different method.
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PHYSICS LETTERS A
ROr ESSOR J.R VIGIER

'niversiti Pierre et Marie Curie

entre National de la Recherche Scientifique

aboraloire de Physique Thiorique

tslilul Henri Poincar^
' Rue Pierre et Marie Curie
'5231 Paris Cedex 05

ssistant Editor: Dr PR. Holland

-lephone (33 I) 43 36 25 25 ext. 3776/84/82
7x (33 I) 40 51 06 61

lex: UPMC Six 200 145 F

l^ll^f^t) (26 March 1990)

(^ VS->L-

TRANSCRIPTION.

Dear Dr. Man" nov,

I enclose a report on your ms V1280a. It has not proved possible to elicit a report
on V1281a. I have looked through both papers and cannot find in either of them material
deserving rapid publication. I regret therefore that I cannot accept your papers for

P""'^"*^""- Yours sincerely, JPV

Editorial note. Marinov answers this letter with his own of the 9 April 1990.

NORTH-HOLLAND PHYSICS (Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.)

P.O. Box 103. 1000 AC Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Cahles: ESPOM Amsterdam. Telex: 10704 espom nl. Telephone: 20 5862638. Telefax: 20 5862580
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Comments on V 1280 a:

CALCULATION OF THE PUSHING FORCE WHICH ACTS ON THE AMPERE BRIDGE

\ N by Stefan Marinov

I do not understand this paper. There seems to be a lot of infor
mation missing. If the author provides this, I will be glad to revi^
a more complete paper. My questions are:

1. Since references 1 and 2 are not readily available, how d|

Marinov derive equ.(l)?

2. The shape and area of the cross-section of the conductor ar
known to have a marked effect on the measured force on the Amper
bridge. Why does Marinov expect his calculations for an infinitei
thin conductor agree with experiment?

3. Why does the author talk about "pushing forces" when the Grass;
mann force actually "pulls" the Ampere bridge from the front. H
would be justified to speak about pushing forces had he used thi

Ampere formula.

4. What does the author mean by "edge force"? His infinitely thi.

conductor is all edge!

5. To make it easier to oversee the various experimental results
they should be collected together in a table. Marinov ignored thi

measurements by Roper, Cleveland, Graneau, and Peoglos. They shoul
also be included in the table.

6. Magnet designers have found the same difficulties with integratio
singularities which Marinov mentions. For this reason they develope
the "stick model". The author should compare his method of calcula
tion with the stick model.

7. From magnet calculations I know that the shape of the "shoulder
has a significant effect on the calculated Grassmann force. Measure
ments apparently have not revealed this shape dependence. Commenti
please.

8. The author's diagrams do not show the important parameters o
'

a
• and ' aO '

.

Editorial note. The above paper is published in TWT-VII, p. 165,
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INDIAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS
INDIAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE CULTIVATION OF SCIENCE

JADAVPUR, CALCUTTA-700 032, INDIA

From : Dr. (Mrs.) K. K. Datta

Scientific Editor & Assistant Secretary,

Indian Journal of Physics.

Ref

Date

.No...§i.s/?:̂T

To

Sub

:„^.:/<:J(.\:n ///.a.Z/..J.LCy.^

..Vj*o.(A.iii^..o^..:^

- - - -
.:..:.,.'....:..':...:.,:....:..'.: ^^^^V.*

[VJ^ The above paper has been found unsuitable for publication by the referee.

The paper (with original diagrams ) is being returned with referee's comments.

Yours sincerely.

Referee report on the paper, ^Violations of the laws... and

energy', by Dr. S. Marlnov: (published in TWT-III, 33)

In the first part of his paper. Dr. Marinov describes a

new derivation of the equations of electromagnetism from

three axioms. There is nothing new or enlightening in this

derivation. His claim of the discovery of a new kind of

induced electric intensity is just a misunderstanding.

The rest of the paper deals with non conservation of

angular momentum and energy in electromagnetism. These are

well tested principles and any gross violation, as he claims

to have observed, necessarily implies that most of the

physics as we know is wrong. Dr. Marinov has not brought out

his points and arguements, experimental or theoretical,

convincingly in this paper. Also, the general style and

language are such that the ideas are obscure. Therefore, I

suggest that this paper may not be published in the Indian

Journal of Physics.

Editorial note. See Marinov 's answer in his letter of the 20 June 1990.
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NOBEL COMMITTEES FOR PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY

lW*^-i
""""^ '^"^^^ SWEDISH ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

April 2, 1990

Dr Stefan Marinov

Moreiienfeidgasse 16, A-80lb Graz

Dear Sir,

hmjt-

This is to acknowledge receipt of your ^ooK "The Thorny Way of Truth", part VII.

I am sorry to say that the Nobel Coirmittee cannot suggest to you where

your papers should be submitted for publication.

Yours sincerely.

ylC'^A
r /*

7

Anders B&r4ny, Seer, to the Physics Committee

Editori al note . With this letter the Nobel committee answers Marinov's letter of

the 21 March 1990.

s2 "y •"'JB 1 ff
•«- Jt-mrn'r^

itmlho-t - ^J
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PHYSICS LETTERS A
OFESSOR V.M. AGRANOVICH

tituie of Spectroscopy

SR Academy of Sciences

vtsk

yscow 142092

:SR

2 anpejiH 1990 r.

/ioporoi! CTe(|aH MspuHOB,

B OTBGT Ha Bnrae nwcbMO ot 10. 12,89 r. Mory Jiwrab cooC^mHTb,

tiTO peqeHseHTH KaTeropw^ecKH OTK^SHBaroTCH tjTO-JiHf^o nucaTb no

uoBOjay BaniHx CTaTeW. fl ^yMaio, tiTO y^e Hctrepnaji cpoh bosmokhocth

noMOtTb BaM. B 9toW cwTyauHH npomy Bac ^ojiee He npncFjiaTb MHe

BsniH CTBTbH. nonpo(5yJ?Te nowcKaTb pet^enseHTOB an oKeaHOM.

lejiaio ycnexoB.

Ilpo^eccop /l2^^cUoml B.M.ArppHOBHti

TRANSLATION

Dear Stefan Marinov,

Answering your letter of the 10 December 1989, I can inform you that the
referees categorically reject to write anything on your papers. I think, I

have exhausted my possibilities to help you. At this situation I beg you to
not send me more your papers. Try to find referees over the ocean.

Wishing you successes.

Prof. V. M. Agranovich

NORTH-HOLLAND PHYSICS PUBLISHING * P.O.B. 103 ^ 1000 AC AMSTERDAM ic THE NETHERLANDS
Cables: ESPOM Amsterdam— Telex: 10704 espom nl— Telephone: 020 - 586 29 1

1
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SIEFAN MARINOV Dr. Petr Beckmann
MorcIIenfcldgasse 16 7 April 1990 GALILEAN ELECTRODYNAMICS

A.80I0 ORAZ - AUSTRIA
, , # Box 251 g

Tel. 0316/377093 - -* %md. h.^ Boulder * * *
CO 80306

Dear Dr. Beckmann,

After returning from Switzerland (where I saw the big machine TESTATIKA which will

produce 30 kW FREE ENERGY) I found your letter of the 25 March- in my post.

Yes, shortly after having written you my letter of the 14 March, I received No. 2

of GAL. ELECTROD. Thank you very much. I find your journal VERY INTERESTING. Just a

journal which the world needs.

As you have not accepted my paper ONCE MORE ON SILVERTOOTH'S EXPERIMENT, I shall

submit it to SPEC. SC. TECHN. , where Silvertooth's paper and my criticism on it have

been published. I still am looking forward to read your comments on Silvertooth's expi

riment after you should see it.

I think that my papers:'

THE ELECTRODYNAMIC EFFECTS ARE DETERMINED BY THE POTENTIALS AND

NOT BY THE INTENSITIES
and

A COMMENT ON W. A. SCOTT MURRAY'S ARTICLE.

submitted to your journal on the 12 October 1989, match the requirements which you
settle for my papers in your last letter. Thus, if you will accept them for publi-

cation, write me as soon as possible. If they will not take the hurdle, I shall sub-

mit some other paper (I have dozens and dozens of papers which await to be published)

Next year with Prof. Bartocci and Dr. Monti (who organized the conferences in Bolo-

gna and Perugia in 1988 with Silvertooth and Aspden) we organize a big conference
GALILEO BACK IN ITALY III (the first and the second were the mentioned conferences in

Bologna and Perugia). If you would like to publish information on that conference in

your journal (or if you will be only interested in it), I shall gladly
send you relevant information. There is money and we intend to make a representative

conference and to put finally an end to the nonsensical relativity. Constructors of

machines which violate the laws of conservation will be invited at the conference.

Hoping to receive your answer soon, -

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

PS. I am in the organizing committee of the Russian conference on which Prof. B.

Wallace reported in No. 2 of your journal (the next Russian conference will meet

on 1991). Russian scientists will be invited at the GALILEO BACK IN ITALY III. The

first Russian scientist who was invited by me at an anti-relativity conference was Dr

S. Pankratov, the editor of NAUKA U ZHIZN', at our conference in Munich in 1988.

Editor's note. This letter is answered by Dr. Beckmann with his own of the 6 July 199f
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A-8010 GKf>.:^ — AUSTRIA

Tel. 0316/377093

9 April 1990

Prof. J. P. Vigier
PHYSICS LETTERS A

11 Rue Pierre et Marie Curie
F-75231 Paris Cedex 05

Dear Prof. Vigier,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 26 March 1990 which I found yesterday in

ny post returning from Switzerland where I saw the big TESTATIKA machine with 30 kW

)utput of FREE ENERGY (for more information see my book TWT-V).

The rejection of my papers V 1280a and V 1281a was, of course, not pleasant for me.

I show with the enclosed comments that the referee's criticism on my paper V 1280a
I5 UNTENABLE. Thus I beg you either to give this paper (together with the referee's
riticism and my comments) to an arbitrator or to send my paper for publication. If you
ill decide nevertheless to reject my paper DEFINITELY, I beg you to inform me about

^our decision AS SOON AS POSSIBLE, as I should like then to submit my paper to another
journal

.

Concerning my second paper V 1281a you write in your letter:

It has not proved possible to elicit a report on V 1281a. I have looked through

the paper and I cannot find material deserving rapid publication.

In my paper I give the report on an experiment where according to conventional physics

:here MUST BE an effect. Meanwhile I established EXPERIMENTALLY that THERE IS NO EFFECT.

\nd you assert that the report on SUCH an experiment does not deserve rapid publication.

[ AM WONDERING! To show to you how important is my experiment, I pose to you the follow-

ing question:

Will, ACCORDING TO YOU, the ring in fig. 4 of my paper rotate when filled with dielec-

:ric or not?

If you will not answer this question by "yes" or by "no", I remain with the opinion

that you have NOT read my paper. Thus I shall accept the rejection of my paper, only

if you will answer the above question by "yes" or by "no" (or by "I do not know").

I beg you VERY MUCH to acknowledge the reception of this letter and to inform me

whether you DEFINITELY reject my papers or you will send them to referee and to arbitra-

tor. I repeat, a definite rejection of the second paper must be accompanied by your

"yes-no" answer to my question.

I beg you to understand that the scientific community will accept my experiments where

I demonstrate violations of Newton's third law and of the angular momentum conservation

law only when they will understand that the displacement current is NO current. My paper

1/ 1281a is dedicated to an experiment which can be repeated by CHILDREN and which

)atently shows that the displacement current is NO current.
^ ^

Please, acknowledge the reception of this letter AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

Ed itorial note . About the answer of Prof. Vigier to this letter, see Marinov's letter
to Prof. Vigier of the 7 May 1990.

Paper V 1280a is the paper "Calculation of the pushing force..." published
in TWT-VII, p. 165. Paper V 1281a is the paper "Repetition of White-
head's experiment..." published in TWT-VII, p. 26.

Prof. Vigier answers the above etter with his letter of the 2.V.90.
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PHYSICS LETTERS A

Ref. No. V 1280 a

OBJECTIONS OF STEFAN MARINOV TO THE REFEREE'S COMMENTS ON

MARINOV'S PAPER "CALCULATION OF THE PUSHING FORCE WHICH ACTS ON THE

AMPERE BRIDGE"

I find alj[ referee's objections UNTENABLE. Here are the proofs of my assertion.

1. The referee writes that he cannot understand how formula (1) is derived, as refe-
rence 1 is not available. The derivation of formula (1) is a problem which EVERY STUDENT
can solve in three minutes. Indeed, let us have a n-form Ampere bridge with legs of
lengths L and shoulder of length a. Let us take a plane reference frame xOy with ori

gin at the left corner of the bridge, with abscissa along the shoulder and with ordinate'

directed oppositely to the left leg. At a point on the shoulder, distant x from the ori-

gin, a current I in the left Teg (which I assume flowing towards the shoulder) will ge-

nerate, according to the definition of the magnetic potential , the following magnetic poi

tential .

A = l{Moldr/Avr)9, (A)

where r is the distance between the current element dr along the leg to the point on thei

shoulder distant x from the frame's origin. As dr = dy, r = (x2 + y2)l/2^ v^e obtain

A = (MoI/4tt)/(x^ + y^)'^^^dyy = (MQl/4TT)Ars1nh(L/x) y. (B)

Grassmann's formula for the force with which a current element I'dr' acts on a current

element Idr, when the distance between them is r (pointing from dr' to dr),is the folloW'

ing one -

df = (yQir/4TTr-^)dry(dr'xr) = Idrxrot(yQrdr'/4TTr) = Idrxrot(dA). (C)

Grassmann's formula can be found in any textbook published before WWI and in one of

77 textbooks published after WWII (according to my statistics). Any student can in one
minute deduce Grassmann's formula from the Lorentz equation which can be found in any
textbook on electromagnetism published before, between and after the world wars.

For the force with which a wire with length L acts on the current element Idr we have
to substitute dA in (C) by A taken from (B), writing Idr = I dxx. After integration for

ao ^ X ^ a, where ao is a very small quantity, as for ao = there is a singularity, we
obtain for the net force acting on the whole bridge, taking into account that there are
two legs,

f = 2/IdxxxrotA = (vi^l2/2TT)/L(x2 + L^)'^''^dx/x)y = (^^1^/2^) / (dx/x)y = (p^I^/2Tr)ln(^

ao a© ao
'

where, as it can be easily calculated, for a bridge with a/L < 0.33 the approximation
leads to an error not bigger than 5%.

This the formula (1) from my paper about which the referee is wondering where from it

may come.

But if the referee is puzzled by formula (1), I ask him: How he does calculate the for

acting on a Il-form Ampere bridge? - The answer of the referee surely will be: "I do not

know how." Thus the first question of the referee reveals the fact that he NEVER has cal-

culated and NEVER has seen the analytical expression of the force acting on a n-form Am-

pere bridge. Indeed, formula (1) can be found in NO textbook on electromagnetism all

over the world, as it CLEARLY SHOWS that the Ampere bridge moves by the action of interna

forces and it thus PATENTLY VIOLATES Newton's third law. I am asking the referee: "Is,

according to him, the Ampere bridge violating Newton's third law?", but I know with suret

that the referee will be AFRAID to give an answer to this question.
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2. The referee knows (I presume) that the electric potential of a sphere charged homo-

eneously (in its volume or on its surface) with electric charges does not depend on the

adius of the sphere (at any point of space outside the sphere). I showed in my paper

hat the force acting on a topsyturvy U-form Ampere bridge does not depend on the radius

f curvature. It is thus CLEAR that the magnetic pushing force acting on a U-form Ampere

ridge will NOT depend on the thickness of the wire and it is CLEAR that the force on ALL

-form Ampere bridges will be the same as that one calculated for an infinitely thin wire.

13. In our world there are NOT "pulling" forces. When one goes through a door on which

t is written "pull", one PUSHES the door by one's hand in a direction OPPOSITE to one's

lovement. But the force acting on the Ampere bridge is NEITHER a pushing force, as the

mpere bridge is a SELFPROPULSING object set in motion by INTERNAL FORCES, in a drastic

iolation of Newton's third law and of all concepts of humanity about the forces according

which alv/ays a body A acts on a body B. The Ampere bridge is a body A which ACTS ON

TSELF.

4. The edge forces are the forces acting on the wire elements with lengths ao at both

dges (corners) on the shoulder of the Il-form bridge. For a n-form bridge of an infinitely

hin wire the forces acting on these small current elements are INFINITELY BIG. The refe-

ee can read how Pappas, J. APPL. PHYS. 59, 19 (1985) (Pappas is the FIRST person who has

one QUANTITATIVE measurements of the forces acting on the Ampere bridge) evades in his

ALCULATIONS and MEASUREMENTS the availability of these "edge forces".

5. In my paper I do NOT compare theoretically calculated forces acting on the Ampere

ridge with experimentally measured forces, as I show that even for the MOST SIMPLE U-form

ridge the calculation leads to an improper integral, and I was UNABLE to establish MA-

HEMATICALLY whether the integral is converting to a final number or to infinity. Thus

t has no sense to cite the numbers of different authors obtained for different n-form

mpere bridges. (LATER - see this volume, p. 14) I found that the integral converges to infinity!)

I do not know the measurements of Roper but, surely, this Roper, if he really does

xist, has not made some valuable measurements, as nobody of the scientists treating

he "Ampere-bridge problems" in the last years makes reference to Roper. I shall be, how-

ver, infinitely thankful to the referee if he will supply me with reference to Roper's

xperiments. Cleveland has done only QUALITATIVE but not QUANTITATIVE measurements of

he forces acting on the Ampere bridge. Graneau, NUOVO CIMENTO D7, 31 (1986) and Peoglos,

PHYS. D 21, 1055 (1988) obtain quasi the same number as Pappas

f = 10"^ N/A^.

All these authors search for different tricks to resolve in their experiments the prob-

em with the "edge forces".

In my experiments (S. Marinov, THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH, East-West, Graz, 1988 and 1989,

art III, p. 74 and Part IV, p. 140) where the contact between the bridge and the wires

hich are solid to the laboratory is realized by BALL BEARINGS, I found

f = (5 ± 2.5)xlO"^ N/A^.

However I was UNABLE to calculate the force even on the MOST SIMPLE tupsytorvy U-form

ridge, as my mathematical abilities are LIMITED. Meanwhile a GOOD mathematician MUST BE

IBLE to establish whether the first integral on the right side of formula (9) in my paper

s convergent to infinity or to a certain final number. The referee of PHYSICS LETTERS

urely must be a GOOD mathematician and I do not doubt that he will be able to calculate

he integrals (9). I shall be infinitely thankful to him if he will do this. As the calcu-

ations will take some time, I shall gladly pay lim % 200 for the work. The money can be

REPAID to the Editor of PHYSICS LETTERS in the case that the referee will promise to do

;he job. (I repeat, LATER - see item 5 above - I found that the integral converges to infinity.
)

6. The "stick model" has absolutely no reference to the calculation of the force acting

in a U-form Ampere bridge. The "stick model" is applied when there are conductors with

INITE cross-sections. My conductors are with INFINITELY SMALL cross-sections. For more

nformation, see A. Ludwig, IEEE Antennas and Propagation Society Newsletter, p. 40, Fe-

>ruary 1989, where there are many other references treating the above topics.
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7. I showed mathematically that the pushing force on the U-form Ampere bridge does

depend on the radius of curvature of the half-circular "shoulder". From here one MAY con

elude that the force will not depend on the shape of the bridge. However, I do not perral

to me to make such a generalization, as I am unable to calculate even the force acting

on the U-form bridge. With my paper I intend to turn the attention of the scientific coi

munity to this HIGHLY INTERESTING problem.

8. The parameters a and a© appear only for the n-form bridge. The ONLY parameter of

the U-form bridge is the radius of curvature of the "shoulder" (at infinitely long legs)

CONCLUSION. If an author has given answers to ALL questions of the referee and has

Shown the untenability of ALL critical remarks of the referee, the paper must be either

given to an arbitrator or sent for publication. Otherwise science cannot progress.

I wonder that Prof. Vigier has sent my paper to an AMERICAN referee. The Americans ar
I6N0RENT AS CHILDREN concerning basic problems in physics. The Americans are scientists
WITHOUT MEMORY, as one cannot find old European journals in the American libraries. They
accept the dogmas which the European scientists have forged during centuries as Hegel's
absolute truth and can progress only in the frame of these dogmas. Papers of basic re-
search are to be sent only to EUROPEAN referees. Exactly the same is to be said about th
Japanese scientists. However in applied physics areas Americans and Japanese are EXCEL-
LENT.
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J. P. WESLEY, Ph.D. Physicist

Welherdanmstr. 24, 7712 Blimberg, West Germany, Tel: 07702-658

12 April 1990

Dear Stefan,

Enclosed is the first 1/3rd of the book I am writing with the

pretentious title ADVANCED FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICS. Any help, suggestions,
corrections, changes, alterations, etc. that you can send me would be
most greatly appreciated. Please note especially Chapter 4. Here I

lean heavily on your "hitch-hiker" model for light propagation in a

moving medium. I feel it is correct to second order in v/c, and not

merely to first order, like the Fresnel ether drag idea. I hope you see

the beauty of Hoek's experiment! It is sort of like sitting back and

scratching your navel to discover truths of the universe.

You say on page 216, line 13 etc., of your THORNY WAY OF TRUTH PART
VII that with independent toothed-wheels one cannot know the

relative phase of the two spinning wheels. Ycu are wrong!!! Ore can,

of course, know and adjust the relative phase as one wishes. If you had
actually bothered to study my paper you would see that the relative
phase is measured very accurately by a method of triangulation. Two
beams from wheel one,coi^^e£gii)g slightly, pass through two gaps in wheel
two. Measuring relative^mtensity differences to 1 tr[£__then__g ives the

relative angular position of the two toothed v^eels /TCv^ich^^re turning^

at the same rate accurate enough for the determination of the absolute
velocity of the laboratory).

You, like all the "true believers" in 'special relativit/', invent
problems that don't exist in order to support your thesis. You have
some nonsensical idea, like all the other believers in "special
relativity" that clocks must be "synchronized"; therefore, N
experiment is possible that can possibly refute your dogmatic,
unwarranted, stupid claim! You close your mind conpletely! You cannot
even read a single experiment to see what it involves. And v\^at is more
irritating is your perpetual claim to be against "special relativity".

You are stuck at the Builder level of "special relativity". You, like

Prokovnik,* are an apologist for "special relativity". If you would
admit your rigid religious conviction that "special relativity" is right,

then one could more readily understand what you try to say. This is the
reason, I assume, for your refuting the obvious experiments to claim the

Biot-Savart law; it is the law necessary for "special relativity". Etc.

I wish you were not so rigid and could learn. I wish you were able to

see when you are wrong. I have changed my mind a dozen times about
things since I have known you; I cannot recall that you have ever
changed your mind about a single thing! Your stance is charaterized by
your "axiomatic physics"; no science can be "axiomatic". No physics
theory can ever be correct in any absolute sense; it is only correct to

within experimental error and or else to within certain convenience
criteria. One has to be ready to change with the changing evidence!

Also see inclosed a preprint showing that terrestrial Bradley
aberration cannot be observed. I have changed my mind ! I was wrong!

Yes, count me in on the Milano Conference. It is good that you are
so charming, talented, intelligent, amusing and that you are a gentleman
(I am not!); so that I can value vas a good friend; because I do not
approve of much of your physics. (^^)

Prokhovnik
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J. p. WESLEY. Ph.D. Phyeiciet

Welherdanwstr. 24, 7712 Btumberg» West Germany, Tel: 07702-658

13 April 1990

Francisco J. MUller
8470 SW 33rd Terrace
Miami, FL 33155

Dear Francisco,

I finally got around to studying your new experiments that you
describe in your letter of 16 January 1990. The linearization of the

displacements (instead of rotations) helps to close a possible loop hole.

I was satisfied with the rotations; but believers in "special relativity"
might need the extra information.

The removal of the semicircular magnets (one or both) (which you
label cm/2) does not seem very interesting to me. When these ends are

removed the situation becomes too conplicated or "dirty". I cannot see

that it represents anything fundamental. I am not going to try to

predict what the removing of these ends should produce. There will now
be local time changes of the magnetic field B in the yoke. One might
see the situation as a change in the reluctance of the magnetic circuit
when the magnets without ends are moveH"! The reluctance will decrease
as the magnets are displaced from their central symmetric position.
Moving the magnets in time then produces a time rate of change of the

reluctance, which in turn produces a time rate of change of the magnetic

flux through the upper yoke, which then finally produces a time rate of
change of the flux through the electric circuit lECR, which then yields
a time changing emf. This seems like all straightforward Maxwell theory.

1 see no fundamental principle that is being tested (????!)

I hope yair formal education does not brain wash you into accepting
too much of the traditional establisliment physics that is fundamentally
wrong. Most professors are too timid to think for themselves; they
usually hide behind a textbook which safely represents the establishment
views - which are, as you know, wrong in some very important fundamental
ways.

I also hcpe you do not take Stefan Marinov too seriously. I would
not call him a "non-relativistic physicist"; as he believes in "time
dilation", the Biot-Savart law, and (as far as I can tell) most of the

rest of the "special relativity" nonsense. He does, however, recognize
the need for absolute space, wfiich is not too unusual these days for

some apologists for "special relativity", such as Builder and Frokhovnik.

It is difficult to discover exactly what Marinov believes; but it seems

to me that he is now rejecting experimental result which do not happen
to agree with his ideas. As you know, he no longer believes in Newton's

third law, the conservation of linear momentum, nor the conservation of

energy. I no longer know what he does believe in. So don't take hiM
too seriously.

Enclosed is a review paper on Weber electrodynamics. The mathematics
may be a bit advanced for you (?). The Weber theory when generalized
to fields fits all of the known experimental facts. It predicts results

that the MaxwelTTheory and the Biot-Savart law cannot predict. And the

Weber theory satisfies Newton's third law, the conservation of linear

mnmcntun, and the conservation of energy.

Keep me informed of your progress and your experiments.

best regards
\
fJ^

copies to Marinov and Tappas

i
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April 17, 1990

Dr. Stefan Marinov

Morellenfeldgasse 16

A-8010 Graz Austria

Dear Dr. Marinov:

I regret to inform you that the Editorial Board has decided not to publisJr •

your paper, "The Myths in Physics," which you kindly submitted to the

ANNALS OF PHYSICS. We feel that your field of research is unsuitable for

our journal.

Thank you for having considered us. We are returning the manuscript to yaui

under separate cover.

Sincerely,

/-J^-^i^UcJ^/'^^

Herman Feshbach
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ikolstva, middeie a telesnej vychovy

Shvenskej sodalistickej repubUky

JtoPlStiT ^ V' '^^

Stefan Marinov
Morollenfeldgasse 16
A-80i0 Graz, Osterroich

Bratislava, April 17,1990

Dear Mr. Marinov,

thank you for your letter of March 20th. I apologize
very much for the delay, but I am temporarily serving at the
Slovak Ministry of Education and only once per 10 days or so
I am picking up my mail at the Dept. of Physics at the
University.

I am very sorry that the reception of your paper at the
Bristol office of EJP was not acknowledged. As far as my
experience goes the EJP office in Bristol has been working
always in an excellent and correct way. I must confess I do
not remember ever having seen your paper "The
demonstrational Mulller-Marinov machine" - but that may be
due to failures of my memory.

Please submit your paper again to the Bristol office
and asked them to have it refereed in the standard way.
Unfortunately, I cannot be helpful in this matter, since my
term of office as the Honorary Editor of EJP came to the end
in Dec. 89.

Thanks also for your poems. I found them very nice, in
what concerns my daughter* and your paper I shall try to
persuade her to read the paper - the problem is not the
language, she only pretends that she is always completely
occupied-

Best wishes
Sincerely Yours

Marinov 's note . For saving place I do not reproduce here my letter to Dr. Pisut.
Concerning Dr. Pisut's daughter (who still is visiting a college)
I wrote the following:

Some time ago you wrote in the EUROP. J. PHYS. that your daugher said once to
you, after returning from school, that in physics "there is no fun". I think
that in my paper there IS fun. Moreover, I beg you not to send my paper to soi
professor for examination BUT TO YOUR DAUGHTER.
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18 April 1990

Prof Stefan Marinov
Morellenfeldgasse 16

A-8010 Graz
Austria

Dear Prof Marinov

RE: MODERN PHYSICS LETTERS A (MPLA)

I am sorry to inform you that your paper entitled

"PROPULSIVE AND ROTATING AMPERE BRIDGES VIOLATE THE PRINCIPLE OF
RELATIVITY".

has not been recommended for publication.

Please find enclosed a copy of the referee's report. I wish to
thank you for submitting your paper to our journal and hope that
we will be able to publish some further work by you.

Yours sincerely,

Editorial note . Marinov answers this letter with his &^
letter of the 25 April 1990.

E H Chionh (Ms)

Editor (MPLA)

ComiTients on the paper
Propulsive and Rotating Ampere Bridges Violate Principle of Relativity

by S. Marinov

1. This paper reads like it has been taken straight from a earlier book/monograph

of the author, with certain referencing not consistent with a research paper.

2. The paper also reads like one more suitable for an engineering journal than

Modern Physics Letters - there are lots of details, but yet the reader does not

get totally convinced by the claims in the paper. There is simply too much
unorthodox jargon about the experimental setup, which is at least acceptable

if there are sufficient calibration studies - i.e. certain known results can be

shown to be reproduced by the setup.

My general frrling is thnf. I cannot recommend this paper for publication in

the Modern Physics Letters, partly because I am not convinced of the claim of the

violation of the principle of relativity made (and supposedly verified) in the paper,

and partly because the nature of the paper is not in line with the editorial policy.
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April 20, 1990

lr&'

VICEDIREZIONE«B<

Prof.S. MARINOV
MORELLENFELDGASSE 16,

8010 GRAZ. AUSTRIA

1175 NCBR

Dear Prof. Marinov,

I have read your paper " repetition of whitehaed'd etc. "with great

Interest and attention. I regret to say, however, that ideas you present on

issues of physical theories generally regarded as well-settled appear to

be more appropriate for journals specifically conceived for that purpose,

like Foundations of Physics, Speculations in Science and Technology, or

International Journal of Theoretical Physics.

It is the opinion of this new editorial board that // Nuovo Cimento "B"

will mainly address topical physical issues.

1176 NCBR

I have read your paper " MAXWELL' S ILLUSION etc. "with great

interest and attention. I regret to say, however, that ideas you present on
issues of physical theories generally regarded as well-settled appear to

be more appropriate for journals specifically conceived for that purpose,

like Foundations of Physics, Speculations in Science and Technology, or

International Journal of Theoretical Physics.

It is the opinion of this new editorial board that // Nuovo Cimento "B"

will mainly address topical physical issues.

Cordially.
Editorial note . With this letter Prof. Ruffini

answres Marinov 's letter of
the 23 March 1990.

Remo Ruffini

Vice-Director

Dipanimento di Fisica Universild La Sapienza Pie Aldo Moro 2-00185 Roma
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QUESTIONS IN PHYSICS

Editor:

E. Panarella 23 April 1 990
PE2253/kla

Dr. Stefan Marinov

Institute for Fundamental Studies

Morellenfeldgasse 16

A-8Q1Q GRAZ .

AUSTRIA

Re: Manuscript: PROPULSIVE AND ROTATING AMPERE BRIDGES VIOLATE THE PRINCIPLE OF
RELATIVITY, by Stefan Marinov, submitted for publication in Physics

Essays (received 19 July 1989)

Dear Dr. Marinov:

Please find enclosed a review of your paper.

As you probably know, the Editorial Policy of "Physics Essays" prescribes that authors

should take an objective and careful look at the reviewers' reports in order to see if there are

elements of value that can be used to improve the quality of their papers, on both the aspects of

correctness and of clarity of exposition, and this is what I am encouraging you to do now.

In particular, I believe you should address the serious questions raised by the reviewer

because they seem to indicate that your experiments were not capable of proving your point.

Since I would like to keep a tight schedule on this process of revision, I would therefore

like to have your revised manuscript. In triplicate, back to me by 8 June 1990. at latest.

Moreover, in retyping the manuscript, please follow the Instruction to Authors here enclosed.

I thank you for having submitted your paper to us.

Sincerely yours.

Editorial note . Marinov answers thi$ letter witl^ CT^ ^^^7)
his letter of the 3 May 1990. ^V ,

v

'
J^nc ^^CCz>^

E. Panarella

End.

EP/kIa

c/o National Research Council, Rm. 100 Bldg. MIO. Ottawa, Ontario KIA OR6, Canada

Tel: (819) 770-0477. Fax: (819) 770-3862
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. : j Comments on:

PROPULSIVE AND ROTATING AMPERE BRIDGES VIOLATE THE PRINCIPLE OF
RELATIVITY

by Stefan Plarinov

Marinov claims selfpropulsion for the linear and rotational
motion of an Ampere bridge (U-shaped conductor). If the operative
force law were the Grassmann law, his claim would be valid. There
is now ample experimental evidence available proving that, in
selfcontained circuits, the reaction forces between parts of the
circuit are governed by Ampere's law and not by Grassmann' s. Twelve
of these experiments are described in Graneau's book [P. Graneau,
Ampere-Neumann electrodynamics of metals , Hadronic Press, Nonantum
MA, 1985].

The Grassmann law fails precisely in the situations which
are being considered by Marinov. All experiments performed with
metallic conductors in the 165 years since Ampere formulated his
law have been in agreement with this law.

The Ampere law easily explains the various motoring actions
shown in this paper. The propulsion forces are reaction forces
between parts of the circuit which can move relative to each other.
Consider figure 1. When ABC and FGH are stationary and sliding
contacts are provided at C and F, the bridge will move in the
f3-direction, but the f3-forces are not acting on DE. They are
longitudinal forces in CD and FE produced by repulsion across
the corners from BC and GF.

The same longitudinal forces also explain the rotation
of the motor when BC and GF are metal discs with sliding contacts
to CD and FE.

The Ampere force law predicts that Marinov 's motor will
not rotate if C and F are welded conductor junctions and AB and
GH are made very long compared to DE. The current from a battery
or other source would then have to be introduced with slipping
contacts at A and H. Also the battery leads would have to be kept
well away from the motor. If the motor still rotates with
these modifications, then I accept Marinov has proved his point
of selfpropulsion.
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Mord'cnfoHc-.r.'^e 16 25 April 1990
A-8010 GRA2 — AUSTRIA

Tel. 0316/377093

Ms. E. H. Chionh
Editor of MPLA
Farrer Road

P.O.Box 128

Singapore 9128

I'k-t

Dear Ms. Chionh,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 18 April, although, I must confess, the

rejection of my paper PROPULSIVE AND ROTATING AMPERE BRIDGES VIOLATE THE PRINCIPLE
OF RELATIVITY was, of course, not pleasant for me.

I consider the objections of the referee untenable. Here are my motivations.

I refer to certain books published by me. The referee objects that such a referen-

cing is not consistent with a research paper. He has no right for such an assertion,

as any author can refer to ANY PUBLISHED BOOK. It is true that I have a WHOLE series

of papers (with an extreme importance) which are published only in my books. All these
papers have been SUBMITTED to research journals and rejected as they contradict the.

theory of relativity which is accepted as true by the establishment. All my papers

are based on EXPERIMENTAL evidence. This evidence DRASTICALLY contradicts the theory
of relativity. The only way to bring the information on my experiments to the scienti-
fic community is the publication of my papers in research journals.

The second objection of the referee is that my paper "more suitable for an enginee-
ring journal than Modern Physics Letters". My paper shows the untenability of a funda-

mental PHYSICAL theory. This problem is NOT an engineering problem. The fact that my

experiment is childishly simple and any engineer can reconstruct it is NOT a motiva-
tion that the paper is an "engineering paper".

Another objection of the referee is that "the reader does not get totally convinced
by the claims in the paper". If the referee has certain questions or some aspects of

my experimental setup and theoretical explanation of the effects is not clear to him,

he has to ask me. Otherwise his assertion is GROUNDLESS. If the referee would like to

have some "calibration studies" of my experimental setup, he has to note WHICH.

I know very well that the claims of my experiment will be UNPLEASANT for ANY sup-

porter of the principle of relativity. But an experiment is AN EXPERIMENT. And its re-

sults MUST BE ACCEPTED.

I can further discuss with the present referee only if he will answer the follow-

ing four questions (by "yes", "no", or "I do not know"):

1. Will the Rotating Ampere Bridge with Sliding Contacts rotate when current will

be sent ?

2. Is the rotation of the rotor due only to internal forces?

3. Is there an interaction of the currents in the conductors solid to the laboratory

with the currents in the conductors solid to the rotor supporting the rotation?

4. If the referee has answered the first question by "yes", will be a back electro-

motive tension induced in the rotor's conductors? (Of course, also questions 2 and 3

must be answered only if question 1 is answc ed by "yes".)

I repeat, if the referee will not answer these four questions, I do not like to main-

tain any contact with him. As I am sure that the referee will deny to give answers to

these questions, I beg you to send my paper (with the referee's comments and my pre-

sent letter) to an arbitrator who has to decide whether the paper must be rejected or

accepted.

I submit also another VERY IMPORTANT paper (in a single copy)

CHILDISHLY SIMPLE EXPERIMENT VIOLATING THE PRINCIPLE OF RELATIVITY.

The PACS number is 03.30. Additional numbers 03.50, 41.10.

Please, acknowledge the reception of this letter and send me in due time your final

decision. /O //y^ >

Sincerely yours, /J. M^^^W
Editorial note. This letter is answered by Stefan Marinov

Ms. Chionh with her letter of the 14. IX. 90.
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Den 1 Mai 1990
'

Michael Garber
A-8010 ri / - - /-.usTrJA Chefredakteur

An den Genossen

Tel. 0316/377093 '* DIE VOLKSSTIMME
Hbchstadtplatz 3

A- 1206 Wien

Kopie: An die Organisation
der KP, Graz

Sehr geehrter Genosse Garber,

Ich schicke Ihnen meinen Artikel

DEM CHRISTLICHEN KOMMUNISMUS ENTGEGEN,

urn ihn (zusammen mit dem Artikel MEINE YORSCHLAGE ZU DEM 27. PARTEITAG) in der VOLKS-
STIMME zu publizieren.

Das Bild von der MaschineT TESTATIKA muB etwa in der angegebenen GrbBe erscheinen.
Der Artikel "MEINE VORSCHLAGE. .

." muB im Rahmen erscheinen.

Als ich den Artikel "MEINE VORSCHLAGE..." in November zum Druck in der VOLKSSTIMME
vorgelegt hatte, habe ich, auBer mit Genossen von der Grazer Organisation, auch mit
dem Genossen Eduard Danzinger gesprochen und ihm angeboten, nach Wien zu kommen,
urn ein langeres Gesprach mit den Genossen von der ZK zu flihren. Mein Angebot wurde
nicht angenommen.

Wenn es nbtig ware, ich werde auch diesmal gem nach Wien kommen. Ich stehe aber
fest, den Artikel genau in diesem Wortlaut zu verbffentlichen. Also ich werde nicht
kommen urn Uber den Inhalt des Artikels zu handeln, sondern die Genossen Uber die Hinter
grUnde meines Artikels (Stal inismus, Metherrtitha, TESTATIKA) zu informieren.

Es ist Zeit die bsterreichische KP von der Isolation herauszuziehen und als eine
angesehene Partei in das Parlament zu bringen. Ich hoffe, daB die Leute, die das tun

kbnnen, nicht aus der Partei entlaBen werden.

Mit freundlichem GruB:

Stefan MARINOV

PS. Ich werde mich freuen die Korrekturen des Artikels. IN DER FORM IN DER DER ARTIKEL
erscheinen wird, zu bekommen. Ich tue das mit ALLEN meinen Artikdrt!

Ich bitte Sie auch, nach dem Druck mir das Foto der Maschine TESTATIKA zurUckzu-
schicken, weil ich es dringend brauche.

Ich werde mich sehr freuen, wenn mein Deutsch wird sprachlich ausgebeBert.

Editorial note . This letter is answered by the letter of the journal DIE VOLKSSTIMME

(CC of ACP) of the 21 May 1990 and by the letter of the journal DER

STANDARD of the 26 June 1990.
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DEM CHRISTLICHEN KOM^UNISMUS ENTGEGEN

In November 1989 hab ich den in Rahmen gedruckten Artikel der Parteizeitung DIE VOLKS-

STIMME vorgelegt und die Grazer Organisation und das ZK der KPO gebeten mich, Mitglied

der KPD, an den Parteitag in Januar 1990 zuzulaBen, um die Botschaft der Kommune METHER-

NITHA zu verklindigen. Der Artikel wurde abgelehnt und mir wurde nicht erlaubt dem Par-

teitag beizuwohnen.

Seit November geht der Zerfall des V/eltstalinismus mit raschen Schritten weiter. Der

Tyran Ceausescu und seine besessene Gattin sind erschoBen. In der Sowiet Union, in der

DDR und in Bulgarien enthlillt man die Massengraber, wo tausende una tausende unschuldige

Menschen begraben wurden. Aber die Reste von vielen der Opfern wird man nie finden. Wie

jetzt eine Komission des bulgarischen Ministeriums flir Innere Angel egenhei ten mit Ver-

nahme von Zeugen (Haftlinge und Aufseher) festgestellt hat, hat man in den mehr als 50

bulgarischen Vernichtungslagernmit den Leichen der erschoBenen, aus Hunger, Krankheiten

uncTLeiden gestorbenen, und bis zum Tode verprligelten Leute riesiege Lagerschweine ge-

flittert, deBen Fleisch nachdem auf den Markten Bulgariens verkauft wurde, so daB eine

ganze Bevblkerung, ohne es zu wissen, in Antfopophagen verwandt wurde. Im Vergleich mit

den bulgarischen stalinistischen Degeneraten, d ? Hanker Himmlers mit dem Badetheater

in den Gaskammern und mit ihren komischen Verbrennungsof en treten nur als elende Dile-

tanten vor.

Wenn wir die letzten Nachrichten von Albanien hbren, kbnnen wir sagen: Der Stalinis-

mus in Europa ist tot.

Die bsterreichische KP muB auch das letzte Kreuz liber ihre stalinistische Vergan-

genheit legen, die, dank daB die KP an die M^cht nicht gekommen war, die Greueltaten

ihrer bstlichen "Bruderparteien" nicht begangen hat. Um dieses letzte Kreuz zu legen,

schlage ich vor, den Vorsitzenden der Partei in den letzten Jahrzehnten, den Genossen

Franz Miiiri von der Reihen der Partei auszuschl ieBen.

Viele von den kommunistischen stalinistischen Parteien haben sich umgenannt. So die

bulgarische kommunistische Partei hat sich sozial istische Partei genannt. Die Leiter

der Partei sind aber die alten Aparatschicks geblieben. Das ist nur ein widerliches

Zirkus, von Leuten gedreht, die nur ein einziges Ziel in ihrem Leben haben - an die

Macht zu bleiben.

Ich wende mich nochmals an die Mitglieder der bsterreichischen KP mit dem Aufruf:

Macht SchluB mit dem Stalinismus und mit der Akrobatik das zu retten, was nicht zu

retten ist, weil furchtbar stinkt. Benennt unsere Partei in christlich-kommunistische

Partei und verklindigt den wahren christlichen Kommunismus, der uns von dem Unsinn der

kapitalistischen Ausbeutung von Erde und Mensch retten kann. Mit der Entdeckung der Ma-

schine TESTATIKA haben wir Energie in Hlille und Flille, reine, saubere Energie aus NIGHTS.

Luft, Wasser und Boden sind auf unserer Erde genug. Wir brauchen nicht von Morgen bis

Abend wie verrlickt zu rennen um dem grausamen Mammon zu dienen und die Luft, das Wasser

und die Erde zu vers^chen, sondern in Frieden, in Demut und in gemeinsamer Verstandi-
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gung das zu genieBen, was die Gnade Gottes uns geschenkt hat.

Wenn dieser Artikel bis zum 15 Mai nicht gedruckt wird. werde ich ihn der freien

Presse vorlegen und von der Reihen der bsterreichischen KP, aus Protest gegen die

Verbleibsel der antidemokratischen "Mundbindung" von der jungsten Yergangenheit,

austreten.

Stefan MARINOV, Graz.

:ff^frf^%^-f

Ein kleines Mode 11 der Maschine TESTATIKA, die Energie aus nichts (oder aus einer i

bekannten Quelle produziert. Die etwa groBere Modelle liefern 3 kW freie Energie

dir rSr^ von Glelchrtron, von 10 A unter Spannung von 300 V)- ^ine groBe Masc ine I

Scheibendurchmesser 2 m). die fast gebaut ist. wird 30 kW freie Energie liefern.
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MEINE VORSCHLAGE ZU DEM 27. PARTEITAG DER KPO.

von Stefan Marinov, Graz

Noi arriviamo da lontano.

E. Berlinguer

Ich komme in die Reihe der bsterreichischen Koimunisten nach einem langen Weg. Mein

Vater war noch vor dem I. Weltkrieg Mitglied der bulgarischen Partei der engen Sozia- ,

listen (die erste, seit 1903, kommunistische Pci.'tei der Welt). Die Schwester meiner

GroBmutter war Mitglied des ZK der illegalen konmunistischen Partei Bulgariens zwi- ^

schen den beiden Weltkriegen. Wahrend des zweiten Weltkrieges als Kind half ich meinen ,

El tern in ihrem Kampf gegen den Faschismus in Bulgarien. Viele Angehbrigen meiner Fa- ,

milie, die in Bulgarien, Spanien und in der Sowiet Union fur den Kommunismus kampften,
j

haben flir ihre Ideen mit dem Leben bezahlt - zwei Onkel und eine Tante in den stali-

nistischen Vernichtugslagern.

In so einer Familie hat mir die stalinistische Pestzu frlih die Augen gestochen ^.^^,,

und ZU frlih hab ich verstanden, daB der Kampf fur den Komnunismus zuerst ein Kampf

gegen den Stalinismus sein muB. Als Sohn einer angesehenen kommunisti schen Familie

hat das bulgarische KGB etwas gezbgert mich zu verhaften und zuerst wurde ich nur

verhbrt und gewarnt. Aber in 1966 saB ich schon in dem Sofioter Zentralgefangnis und

dann wurde ich flir Jahre in den Psychiatrien von Sofia von meinen "verruckten" Ideen

und Handlungen zwangshaft "geheilt", bis ich in 1977 ausgewiesen wurde und meine

bulgarische BUrgerschaft mir aberkannt wurde.

Wir erleben einen raschen Zusammenbruch des Stalinismus im Osten. Der Stalinismus

aber hat sich zu tief mit dem Kommunismus verschmolzen. Es besteht die Gefahr, daB

der Zusammenbruch des Stalinismus zu einem Zusammenbruch des Kommunismus flihren wurde...

Als Kofnmunist seit meiner Kindheit mochte ich diesem Zusammnbruch wrerstehen.

Darum wende ich mich an den 27. Partei tag mit den folgenden Vorschlagen:

1. Die osterreichische KP muB klar und deutlich sich von dem Stalinismus distan-

zieren.

2. Als ein unentbehrlicher Schritt auf diesem Weg schlage ich vor, daB sich der

Parteitag mit einem Brief bei der Genossin Elisabeth Koplenig und bei alien mit ihr

aus der Partei ausgeschloBenen Genossen sich entschuldigt und sie alle bittet, wieder

in die Partei einzutreten.

3. Der Parteitag muB klar und deutlich der Perestroika in der SU seine Unterstutzung

geben und alien demokrati schen Kommunisten wie Gorbatschew, Eltzin, Djilas, Dubcek

seine Sympatien aussprechen.

4. Die stalinisti schen Totengraber des Kommunismus, in erster Reihe der rumanische

Tyran Ceausescu,muB verurteilt sein.

5. Als die christliche Kirche eine Staatskirche wurde, hat sie sehr schnell die

Ideen des Evalngeliums verraten. Es waren viele Bewegungen (Bogomilen^ Kataren), die

das Christentum wieder zu der Lehre Jesu zurUck bringen wollten. Die starkste solche ^
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Bewegung in dem XlX-en und XX-en Jahrhundert war der Komnuni smus . Die Stalinisten habei

die wahre Wurzel des Kommunismus geschnitten und einen wider! ichen Kampf gegen die

Christen und gegen das Christentum entfalten. Nach dem Zusammenbruch des Stalinismus U
Osten werden die Volksmassen wieder zu den korrupten katholischen, protestantischen uni

orthodoxen Kirchen fur seelische Rettung suchen. Um das zu vermeiden, mUBen die kommunf

stischenParteien klar und deutlich sagen, und es mit Taten beweisen, dag sie die wahre

Nachfolger Christi sind. Einen wichtigen Schritt in diese Richting kann die iJsterrei-

chische KP erweisen, wenn sie an diesem Parteitag den Namen christi ich-kommunistische

Partei nimmt. Damit kdnnen wir eine groBe Hilfe der KP Italiens leisten, die seit gerai

mer Zeit einem neuen Namen vergebens sucht. Vergessen wir nicht die profetischen Worte

Dostojewskis zu der •. Welt des goldenen Kalbes: "Nur wenn glaubenden Kommunister

kommen, wi rd ihr Reich des Gel des zu Grunde gehen."

6. Der "Kommunismus" im Osten hat zu einem Zerfall der Wirtschaft gefUhrt. Als Ret-

tung von diesem Zerfall sucht man jetzt wieder den kapitalistischen Weg. Dieser Weg ist

kein Weg. Ich mbchte dem Parteitag bekanntmachen, daB echt kommunistisch gefUhrte Wirt-

schaft nicht zum Zerfall fUhrt, sondern der einzige Weg von der bkologischen Krise ist,

in welcher die ganze Erde versijinkt. Ich mbchte von der christlichen Kommune METHERNITHA

in der Schweiz berichten, wo die Leute eine gerechtigte und gesunde Wirtschaft haben und

wo sie in Ruhe, sozialerSicherheit und gemeinsamerLiebe leben. Jeder kann in die Kommune

eintreten, der Lahme und der Gescheiterte, der Jude und der Grieche. In dieser Kommune

wurde die Maschine TESTATIKA gebaut, die Energie aus nichts produziert und die also die

verhangnisvolle en^getische Krise der Welt lost (ich habe diese Maschine und ihre

physikalische Grundlage in meinem Buch THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH, Band \t der Welt bekannt-

gegeben). Die Kommune aber glaubt, daB eine kapitalistische Welt diese energetische
wtirde

Quelle nicht zum Gunsten der Menschheit ausnlitzen., sondern um ihren Nfedergang

noch beschleunigen. Ich wende mich zu dem 27. Parteitag der KPD mit der Bitte, mir

die Mbglichkeit zu geben die Botschaft der Kommune Methernitha, deren Mitglied ich bin,

der Welt bekannt zu machen: Kehrt zu den Prinzipien des christlichen Kommunismus, bevor

es zu spat ware. Die technologischenProbleme fUr eine gesunde Zukunft der Menschheit

sind gelbst. Aber ohne die geistlichen Probleme zu Ibsen, wird uns die Technologie alleim

nicht retten.
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Editorial note . With this letter Prof. Vigier answers Marinov's letter of the 9.IV.90.

STEFAN RIAMNOV Dr. E. Panarella
Morellenfeldgasse 16 3 May 1990 PHYSICS ESSAYS

A-8010 GRAZ — AUSTRIA Nat. Res. Council

Tel. 0316/377093 Room 100, Bldg. MIO
Ottawa
Ontario KIA 0R6
Canada

Dear Dr. Panarella,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 22 April 1990 concerning my paper PE2263/kla,

I have answered the referees comments in a polite form in the addendum to my paper.

In this letter I should like to tell you, that NOBODY has calculated the most simple
interactions of loops by the help of Ampere's formula, as the calculations are terribly
difficult from a mathematical point of view. Pappas always asserts that he makes
the calculations by the help of computors. Attached is p. 183 of my book THE TPlORNY WAY
OF TRUTH, Part VII, where I offer to Pappas to make certain SIMPLE calculations by the
help of Ampere's formula and if he will be successful, I shall pay him for any of the
calculations good amounts of money. Until the present day I have not received certain
of these problems solved. You can give this p. 183 to my anonymous referee. If he will
be able to solve the posed problems, he will receive the indicated sums.

Ampere's formula is a very CLEVER formula, as it ALWAYS (for closed loops) gives the
results which can be obtained also by the Grassmann's formula. But this is only a theo-
retical conclusion. When one tries to calculate something by the help of Ampere's for-
mula, one encounters TERRIBLE mathematical difficulties.

However, the decisive answer that Grassmann's formula is the right one and that Am-
pere's formula is wrong givewny Bui -Cub Machine without stator and my Rotating Ampere
Bridge with Displacement current. If you will be interested xhe reports on these experi-
ments, I shall gladly send them.

The PACS numbers of the paper are: 03.30, 03.50, 41.10.

I beg you to send the invoice for the page charge to the following address:

Dipartamento di matematica (to the attention of Prof. Bartocci)
Universita di Perugia
via Vanvitelli 1

1-06100 Perugia, Italy.

The photograph of the RAF-machine is enclosed only to the first copy (original) of
my paper. After using the photograph, I BEG YOU VERY MUCH to send it back to me.

Hoping to receive an acknowledgement for the reception of this letter and then in due
time also your final decision.

Sincerely yours. /? /Ao/u.tm/'
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See the paper "Propulsive and..

ADDENDUM
published in TWT-IV, p. 136.

The anonymous referee of the above paper who is supporter of Ampere's formula for th

Interaction of two current elements and who considers Grassmann's formula (1) as wrong ,

presented the following objection:

The Ampere law easily explains the various motoring actions shown in this paper.

The propulsion forces are reaction forces between parts of the circuit which can

move relative to each other. Consider figure 1. When ABC and FGH are stationary

and sliding contacts are provided at C and F, the bridge will move in the f^-direc

tion, but the f^- forces are not acting on DE. They are longitudinal forces in CD

and FE produced by repulsion across the corners from BC and CF.

The same longitudinal forces also explain the rotation of the motor when BC and

GF are metal disks with sliding contacts to CD and FE.

The Ampere force predicts that Marinov's motor will not rotate if C and F are

welded conductor junctions and AB and GH are made very long compared to DE. The

current from a battery or other source would then have to be introduced with sli-

ding contacts at A and H. Also the battery leads would have to be kept well away

from the motor. If the motor still rotates with these modifications, then I accept

Marinov has proved his point of selfpropulsion.

I agree that Ampere's formula predicts for my rotating Ampere bridge a torque in the

same direction as predicted by Grassmann's formula.

However the referee is not right when asserting that if the wire BCDEFG in fig. 1 is

solid with sliding contacts at the points B and G and with a rotational degree of free-

dom about the axis ABGH, then according to Grassmann's formula a rotational moment

(torque) should exist (according to Ampere's formula, of course, the torque in such a

case must be null ).

Now I shall show that also according to Grassmann's formula the rotational moment

must be null.

Indeed, if assuming BC = CD = DF = EF = FG = a and if transferring the origin of the

reference frame from point D to point B, the moment of the forces f-. which will drive

the bridge clockwise about the axis ABGH, will be given by the following formula (see

formula (6))

Pi, .2R(-2)x/df3y = (u^I^/27i)R/(dx/x)x. (18)

^0 ^0
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vhile the moment of the forces f^ and f,, which will drive the bridge counter-clockwise

ibout the axis ABGH, will be given by the following formula (see formula (6), introducing

'^espective changes in the notations and taking into account the action of the forces

around the point C as well as around the point F)

'- * ^n a.
^^ +H^^ = 2/yyxdf2(-z) + 2 / (R-z)(-2)xdfj(-y) =

= (1^1^/271) /dy(-x) + (y^l2/27T)R/(dz/z)(.x) + (y^l2/27r) /dz(x) =

^0 ^0 ^0

= (yoI^/2Tr)R/(dz/z)(-x).
^

^^^f

^0

Thus We obtain

n = -{M +M ). (20)
^3 ^2 ^1

so that the net torque will be null.

It is common place that the forces of interaction of two current loops or of the two

parts of one current loop (which always can be presented as two loops, by connecting

the border points by two infinitely near parallel wires along which the same current

as in the loop flows in opposite directions) calculated according to the Ampere and

Grassmann formulas areequal. These forces are different only when the one (or both)

of the interacting loops contains condensers (with dielectric or without dielectric).

As the so-called "displacement current" which "flows" between the plates of a condenser

neither acts on other currents with potential magnetic forces nor can be set in motion

by the potential action of other currents, such loops containing condensers present in -

8 3 4
terrupted loops. First Graham and Lahoz and then the present author ' with the help

of his Bul-Cub machine without stator and his Rotating Ampere Bridge with Displacement

Current have shown that Grassmann 's fromula is the right one and Ampere's formula is

wrong .

Here I should like to note the following simple but important conclusion: The force

acting on the Ampere bridge does not depend on the form of the bridge; consequently a

n-form and a U-form bridges are pushed by the same forces. If this will be not true a

rectangular loop, on the one side with U-form end, will be set in motion by

internal forces. In Ref. 9 I showed that the pushing force acting on a U-form bridge

does not depend on the radius of curvature. v.

w
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SIEFAN MAMNOV Prof. J. p. Vigier
MorcllcnfcU'cas c 16 7 May 1990 PHYSICS LETTERS A

A-8010 GRAZ — AUSTRIA 11 Rue P. et M. Curie
F- 75231 Paris Cedex 05

Tel. 0316/377093

Dear Prof. Vigier,

Thank you for your letter of the 2 May vrfth which you answered my letter of the

9 April and for the final rejection of my papers V1280a and V1281a.

In my letter of the 9 April I wrote:

Concerning my second paper V 1281a you write in your letter:

It has not proved possible to elicit a report on V 1281a. I have looked throu*
the paper and I cannot find material deserving rapid publication.

In my paper I give the report on an experiment where according to conventional
physics there MUST BE' an effect. Meanwhile I established EXPERIMENTALLY that
THERE IS NO EFFECT. And you assert that the report on SUCH an experiment does
not deserve rapid publication. I AM WONDERING! To show to you how important is

my experiment, I pose to you the following question:

Will, ACCORDING TO YOU, the ring in fig. 4 of my paper rotate when filled with
dielectric or not?

If you will not answer this question by "yes" or by "no", I remain with the opi-
nion that you have NOT read my paper. Thus I shall accept the rejection of my
paper, only if you will answer the above question by "yes" or by "no" (or by
"I do not know").

As I expected you did NOT answered my question. Thus you have rejected my paper

WITHOUT HAVING GIVEN IT TO A REFEREE AND WITHOUT HAVING READ IT. This is a VERY DANGE-

ROUS TREND in the publication policy of ALL physical journals of the world (see confin

mation of this assertion in my collection of documents THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH). The

physics journals of the establishment, seeing that many of the basic concepts of con-

ventional physics are WRONG, search to preserve the status quo by rejecting to pub-

lish the experimental evidence showing that these basic concepts are wrong.

I shall submit my papers to another journal but I expect also in the next journal

exactly the same answer as yours. Editorial note . Paper V 1281a entitled "Repetitior
is published in TWT-VII, p. 26.

another
Now I submit paper (in a single copy, as I see that you even do not send my papei

to a referee). If the paper will be rejected, I again ask you to give an answer by "yes"

"no" or "I do not know" to the following questions:

1. Will, according to you, the inverse rotational Rowland experiment give a positivt

effect?

2. Will, according to you, the Inverse rotational Rowland experiment give a null eff<

3. Will, according to yoii, the inverse inertial Rowland experiment give a positive

effect?

4. Will, according to you, the inverse Inertia! Rowland experiment give a null effe<

^ The title of the paper is (PACS etc. as for all my papers)

CHILDISHLY SIMPLE EXPERIMENT VIOLATING THE PRINCIPLE OF RELATIVITY.

I hope that this time either you will accept the paper, o^ill give answers to the

above questions after rejecting It. If you will do neither the first not the second.

I can only say "0 tempora. o mores I

-

/j.^;m"''^ Stefan Hartnov
Editorial note. Answered on the 14.V.90.
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SHEMN TV^AI^E^OV Prof. Remo Ruffini
Mord'cnf-lrVn,-;^ I<5 g ^gy jggQ jL ^^jq^q CIME^jq B

A-8010 GRAZ - AUSTRIA
Tel. 0316/377093 ?-in,Si''o

^""^^ ^

1-00185 Roma

Dear Prof. Ruffini,

Thank you for your letters of the 20 April with which you rejected my papers REPETI-
TION OF WHITEHEAD'S... (Nr. 1175) and MAXWELL'S ILLUSION... (Nr. 1176).

You suggest that I submit these papers to FOUND. PHYS., SPEC. SC. TECHN. and INT. J.
HEOR. PHYS. My relations with the editors of these journals are the following:

1. After visiting me in Sofia in 1976, Prof. Yourgrau published about 10 of my papers
n FOUND. PHYS. After his death. Prof, van der Merwe, his successor, continued with the
)ublication of my papers but in 1984 he wrote me that being under the pressure of the
•elativistic lobby he must stop with the publication of my papers, otherwise the finances
if his journal will be ruinated, remaining, nevertheless, a good friend of me and writing
ie e^ery now and then a letter.

2. I publish papers in SPEC. SC. TECHN. Recently (12, 187, 1989) I published there a
laper on my repetition of Silvertooth's experiment, but I cannot publish all my papers
n one journal

.

3. The INT. J. THEOR. PHYS. published few papers of me when its editor was Prof. Yates.
lowever when David Finkel stein took the power there, the doors of this journal (as well
s the doors of all journals which are in the hands of the relativistic lobby) remained
losed for me.

My papers in the seventies and early eighties were from the domain of space-time phy-
ics and I showed with many experiments which can easily be repeated that space and time
re the most simple and clear Newtonian categories and the theory of relativity is a con-
lomerate of nonsenses.

But after 1984 my papers are dedicated predominantly to the violation of the laws of
onservation, as I and some other investigators have observed violations of these laws.
his is an enormously important TOPICAL PHYSICAL ISSUE. The reports of my experiments
ust be published in the most AUTHORITATIVE physical journals and the scientific comnu-
ity must begin to discuss them.

My paper VERY EASY DEMONSTRATION... (Nr. 9718) is since almost TWO YEARS in your of-
icG and you still do not send me your final decision, although I have asked for this
inal decision with many letters. I submitted my above rejected papers (Nr. 1175 and 1176)
ERSONALLY in the Bologna office of IL NUOVO CIMENTO and in the accompanying letter ad-
ressed to the Director of N.C. I begged him to investigate the problem with paper Nr.
718 and to send me the final decision of the Editorial Board as soon as possible. Now
ou reject the papers submitted on the 23 March 1990 but you still do not give me the
inal decision on the paper 9718 submitted on the 11 July 1988.

In paper 9718 I give the report on an experiment where I demonstrate violation of the
aw of angular momentum conservation. And this paper is blocked for two years by you. I

m asking WHY?

The two papers rejected now show that the displacement current is a fiction deprived
f ANY PHYSICAL REALITY. This aspect of the displacement current gives the explanation
hy my Bui -Cub machine without stator (reported in paper 9718) rotates under the action
f INTERNAL FORCES, violating thus the angular momentum conservation law. The so-called
y you "well-settled" physical theories are ful of ELEMENTARY LIES and experiments which
an be carried out by CHILDREN can reveal these lies. It turns out that the law of conser-
ation of energy is not valid. This has tremendous importance for the future of mankind.
beg you to pay a due attention to my papers and to give them to authoritative referees.

e have already a perpetuum mobile which produces energy from nothing. I informed the
tali an public about this machine in two journals: SEAGREEN, Bologna, autunno 1988 e
RIGIDAIRE, Roma, 108, novembre 1989. The topics of my papers are of such scientific im-
ortance that they must be discussed in N.C. if your journal wishes to be a leading phy-
ical journal. Thus I beg you to give my papers 1175 and 1176 to a referee and to send
e your final decision on paper 9718 AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

dit orial note. See Marinov's Sincerely yours, V, /»'>/^ Stefan Marinov
letter of the 16.8.90.
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SIEIAN MARINOV Prof. J. p. Wesley
Morellcnfeldgasse 16 Weiherdammstr. 24

; A-SOIO GRAZ - AUSTRIA D-7712 Blumberg
12 May 1990

^ ,^py^ p^^,^ p^ , p^pp,^

Dear Paul,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 9 May. As it contains certain details wh
will be of no interest for the readers of TWT, I shall cite in my present answer only
this part of your letter which will be of interest for those readers.

In yourletter of the 12 April you blamed me that "I am rejecting experimental resul
which do not happen to agree with my ideas". In my letter of the 30 April I wrote: '\ s

be very thankful to you if in your answer you will notice such experiments." In your
letter of the 9 May you wrote:

You ignore the force on Ampere's bridge! Since the Biot-Savart law
gives mathematically any answer what-so-ever; your decision to choose
the Ampere result does not mean the Biot-Savart law predicts the force
on Anpere's bridge; it does not and cannot . If you really were not to
ignore the Ampere bridge experiment, then you would be forced to accept
the empirical law of Ampere. I know of no other law that gives the
right answer. You ignore the forces on Pappas' Z-shaped antenna! Either
you are ignoring the experiments or you are incapable of handling the
math involved. Perhaps both?

Here are my comments.

Until now the force on the n-form Ampere bridge was calculated NEITHER proceeding f
Grassmann's formula, NOR proceeding from Ampere's formula, as both formulas lead to sir

larities which can be not went around. Instead of a n-form bridge I analysed a U-form
bridge (a topsy-turvy U), hoping that there will be no singularities and taking into

account that the forces on a n-form and U-form bridges must be equal (indeed, if they
would be not equal, then, making the one end of a rectangular loop to have a U-form, oi

will be able to set this loop in motion by internal forces). As I showed (see TWT-VII,

p. 165), also for a U-form bridge, Grassmann's formula leads to singularities. This wa*

3 very strange result. Now Prof. Bartocci of the Penlgia Institute of Mathematics has

calculated the improper integral (9) on p. 167 of TWT-VII and showed that it converges
to infinity. The calculation will be presented in TWT-VII I and we have to conclude tha

thfere is no way to calculate the pushing force on a U-form Ampere bridge made of an in

nitely thin wire.

It is, indeed, very strange fact that the pushing force on a U-form bridge comes out

to be infinitely big according to Grassmann's formula, as there are NO GEOMETRICAL sin<

larities. Thus, it remains a strange conclusion that the force between two infinitely
near current elements along a CIRCULAR wire becomes infinitely big when the angle betwe€

these two infinitely near current elements tends to zero, as according to Grassmann's
formula the force between col linear elements is zero. On the other hand I showed (see

the mentioned paper) that the force on a U-form bridge does NOT depend on the radius ot

curvature. Thus the U-form bridge can be made with a very big radius where the angles
between infinitely near current elements will be definitely zero. This problem is tonne

ting me a lot in the last time.

On the other hand, however, if the force on a U-form bridge will be finite, then we

shall come to a very unpleasant MATHEMATICAL contradiction: As the force on a n-form
bridge is definitely converging to infinity and as the forces on a n-form and U-form
bridges must be equal, then the force on a U-form bridge CANNOT be finite. You see, ho*»

MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS with a SUPERB SUBTERFUGE falls always on its feet!

Thus, until the present day NOBODY has calculated the force pushing the Ampere bride

(I repeat, NEITHER the proponents of Grassmann's formula, as me, NOR the proponents of

Ampere's formula, as you and Pappas). Consequently, the effects measured on the Ampere

bridge give no indication which formula is the right one and you have NO right to blame

me that I reject the Ampere bridge experiment, moreover taking into account that I was

the first man after Ampere who has CONSTRUCTED the rotating Ampere bridge and PROVED by

measurements ALL my theoretical predictions on that bridge (see TWT-IV, p. 136).
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One must especially EMPHASIZE that the pushing force on the Ampere bridge does not de-

fend on its form, on its size and on the thickness and the chemical^ substance of the

vire, so that all authors (as Pappas etc.) who search for finding experimentally such

dependencies are simply losing their time. I should like to note that here one comes to

J highly strange PARADOX: It is obvious that the force on a n-form bridge depends

)n the length of the shoulder (for a longer shcilder the force must be bigger). On the

)ther hand the force on two U-form bridges with radius of curvature respectively equal

:o the half shoulders of two n-form bridges is the same. Hence if taking two rectangular

loops ending on the one side with U-forms, then for the case that the net force on the

one bridge is zero, on the other will be different from zero. Which is the solution of

:his paradox? - The fact that ideal n-form bridges can be not realized. Thus if you will

:ake one U-form bridge and if you divide it at the top point incerting there some

straight wire of an arbitrary length, making thus the bridge much wider, then I am

;ure that the pushing forces on these two bridges (which can be easily calculated in

:he form of improper integrals) will be THE SAME. I have not done these calculations, as

[ need my time for more important things and AS I AM SURE that the forces will be equal.

[f you can show by calculation that the pushing forces on these two bridges will be

DIFFERENT, you will receive from me 100 DM.

Let us now come to the other experiment: Pappas' Z-shaped antenna. You cannot blame
ne that I ignore that experiment, as I was the editor who published Pappas' report (in
rWT-IV, p. 158) and you, surely, have learned abouth this experiment from my publication.

It SEEMS that the null result of Pappas' experiment with the Z-shaped antenna rejects
^rassmann's formula which predicts an effect. However, has Pappas taken into account
ALL forces which act on his antenna? - No. He has IGNORED the CURRENT JET forces. As far
is I know, I am the only author in the world who has introduced the current jet forces
into physics. Until now I do not know about an EXPERIMENTAL confirmation of these for-
:es (when the current streams in metal wires). I have proposed (see TWT-II, p. 98) a

)retty simple experiment for separating these forces from the "Grassmann's" forces
i.e., from the magnetic forces between current elements) and for measuring the pushing
'orce of the current jet forces, but until now NOBODY has carried out this experiment.
"his experiment (if done with precision) will give us a reliable number for the energy
/elocity of the current conducting electrons, which I FIRMLY expect to be of the order
)f c. Thus at the present moment the current jet forces of the current conducting elec-
:rons streaming in a wire are HYPOTHETICAL, however when the electrons leave the wire
ind continue to stream in vacuum, they manifest their current jet forces, as this has
)een many times experimentally established.

In the Z-shape antenna of Pappas (see the first figure 5 on p. 167 of TWTtIV), only
the Grassmann forces are indicated which, as a matter of fact, MUST set the antenna in
notation. However, the current jet forces are not indicated. A rotating moment about the
ixis of rotation, besides of the current jet forces at the angles, will be generated by
;he current jet forces of the electrons streaming to the end points of the antenna and
Tom the end points of the antenna. The reaction forces of these electrons when they are
itopped and then accelerated in the opposite direction generate a rotational moment
XACTLY OPPOSITE to the "Grassmann" moment. The law of angular momentum conservation will
equire that the moments of rotation of these two kinds of forces must be equal and oppo-
iitely directed. You might object that, according to me, this law can be violated and
;hat I have experimentally demonstrated such violations. Yes, but in the majority of ca-
;gs the law is preserved. Pappas experiment shows that here the law is preserved.

Now I shall reveal to you a certain detail of Pappas' experiment which Pappas has not
ommunicated to the reader but only to me. When the experiment was done first, Pappas HAS
)bserved a clear and definite rotation in the same direction as predicted by Grassmann's
ormula. He noticed, however, that there was a stream of electrons out of the antenna's
?nds (there was a slight noise). Pappas covered the ends by scotch, the noise disappeared
ind the rotating moment, too. This aspect of Pappas experiment (which is WELL KNOWN) shows
:hat the current jet forces are enough big. We need further detailed and precise experi-
lents for separating the current jet forces from the magnetic forces and only then we
:an make a verdict on Pappas Z-shaped antenna. I will be happy to hear your comments and
:o print them (along with another your interesting paper) in TWT-VIII which will appear
;omewhere in July.

Yours*
ditorial note. Answered on the 15 May 1990. ' /IIH
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TRANSCRIPTION:

Dear Dr. Marinov,

I regret that your work is not suitable for publication in PLA and I return your
ms herewith.

Yours sincerely, JPV

Editorial note . With the above letter Prof. Vigier answers Marinov's letter of the

7 May 1990. Marinov's answer to the above letter is given in Marinov'

letter of the 1 June 1990.

The rejected paper entitled "CHILDISHLY SIMPLE EXPERIMENT VIOLATING

THE PRINCIPLE OF RELATIVITY" is published in TWT-VII. p. 325

I

NORni HOIIAND PHYSICS (l-lwvier ScJenct PuWUhm BV.)

PC). BoK 101. 1000 AC- AmMcfdam. The Nnhcrland*

CaNex l-SPOM Ain^lrrii.-im. Telex: 10704 cspoin nl. TvUi'hnnc: 20 5M2M8. Tel^ax: 20 5XA25m
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J. P. WESLEY, Ph.D. Physicist

Weiherdammstr. 24, 7712 Blumberg, West Ge-many , Tel: 07702-658

15 May 1990 -^'

Dear Stefan,

Thanks for your letter of 12 May 1990.

•
^ u?^^^^^ V"^"^

problem is not ignoring the experiments but is anmcapablility of handling the math involved.
^^^ ^

i-ho/°'' ""-^f^u
^^^ ^P^""^ ^^ ^^ Grassmann law "lead to singularitiesthat cannot be avoided". TTiis is NOT TRUE . As every physic^ student

ng^laf sources' f'e°"'
'''' of^Iiu^ity physics^ ?f'one assiessingular sources, i.e., sources that can go to infinity then one

?Ihor'
' ""^T^" ^?''''- ^^"^^ ^^i"i^^ f°'^^^ ^-- never Lnd in ?he

^L^o^'^K
never ever m any experijnent actually has a "point"

no^ me^ tTt on?
''

^^^^f^ ^^ terns of ^oint charges; but this doesnot mean that one can find point charges iTT nature' The usualexpression for Coulomb's law is'liiHly a mathematical artifact For^y
Fv^n i

^^^™^"^ °"^ ^'^ ^^ over a continuous distribution of chirks
L^^tn'^'"'^""''

regarding the electron itself, its charge is al^ys*assumed to be some continuous distribution over space. The Ampere lawand Grassmann law, as usually expressed in terns of line

^I™ tt^^^'^tl
'''''°^''! singular sources, or infinite sources. No oneassumes these abbreviated expressioiB can be used as is in the laborato?^anymore than Coulonb's law can be used as is in the laboratory) WitT

at [eL?'?n'Li^r'Vf? ^^'^^ ''^^ ^^^^^^^^ '' -^^^^' infinite forces

onP iTt "".^^^^^ 1^^)- Since no infinite forces are ever observed;one must either interpret the laws (as clearly intended) or m^stexplicitly present them as having no inifinite nor sin^^ar sour^sSince you seem to need the actual Ampeie aiid biol-bavart laws which cL^be checked m the laboratory—-^( NO singularities or inHnite forcSare implied no matter what the abbreviated%otation might be! ); here they

^pere: d^d^d^' = (R/R^) C -2J.J' . 3(J.R) (J- .R)/R^}
,

fi 1 7
CORRECT!

Biot-Savart: dV/d rd r' = J x (J' x R)/R^
~~

These are the full expressions for the usual abbreviated forms which arenot physically tenable as is, namely:
^

^P"""^ d^F = nt-2ds.ds' . 3(ds-R)(ds'.R)/R^}R/R^

Biot-Savart: d^F = Il'ds x (ds' x R)/r'
jmONGi

dement It'r"
"'

^' 'i' f''f" ^"'^""" "" ^^""^"^ '' ^ ^"^ a primed

^nH !^lh 'k ^t'^'^l^l^y
the Coulomb's law that is empirically correctand which can be checked in the laboratory is

correct
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d^F/d\dV' = PP'R/r\ CORRECT!

not
F = qq'R/R . WRONG!

Contrary to ypur claim, I calculated the force on Anpere's bridge
using the Ampere formiila and the Biot-Savart fomula for wires of finite
rectangular cross section. You can find the explicit expressions in

PROGRESS IN SPACE TIME PHYSICS 1987. There I show the Biot-Savart law
to be completely ambiguous (having nothing to do with your artificial
singularity due to using incorrect linear current elements"!.

You are also wrong in claiming Pappas fails to mention the corona
discharge effect on hi-s antennas; he does mention it. Moreover, you are
wrong in claiming the intimate details of the contact of the ends of the
bridge are irrelevant. Everyone . reports the difficulties! You are
ignoring experimental facts again.

a
But enough! You force me to discuss things on/ too elementary and

primitive level. I thought I left it all behind me when I no longer
had to explain things to my graduate students who I felt were too
uneducated. Now you demand that I reduce myself to the undergraduate
level! Sigh!

I hope to see you in Milano.

TschiiE

Copy to Pappas

P.S. Enclosed is a reprint of a model for an electron that is rather
cute. Such things I do not take too seriously; but at least it is

infinitely better than the quantum electrodynamics nonsense for the

anomalous magnetic moment of the electron!

P. P.S. I will keep TWT in mind if I ever have anything appropropriate
to contribute.

Editorial note. Marinov answers this letter with his own of the 6 June 1990.
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Zentralkomitee der

Kommunistischen Partei Osterreichs

Gen.

Stefan Marinov

Morellenfeldgasse 16

80I0 Graz

Lieber Genosse Marinov !

Postadresse: A-1206 Wien, Hbchstadtplatz 3

Telegrammadresse: KPO A-1206 Wien
Telex: 114082/114162
Telefon: 33 46 11

Bankkonto: Landerbank 110-102-189-00

Wien 199o o5 21

Wir danken Dir fUr Deinen Brief und mussen Dir

leider mitteilen, dass auf Grund der Lange Dein Bei-

trag in der " Volkss timme" nicht verof f entlicht werden

kann (Leserbriefe sollen nicht langer als eine halbe

Maschinschreibseite sein).

Wir ersuchen Dich daher, Deine Gedanken kurz zu-

sammenzufassen und der Redaktion der " Volksstimme"

als Leserbrief zu schicken. Weiters mochten wir Dir

mitteilen, dass wir Deine Oberlegungen gelesen haben

und einige Gedanken sehr interessant finden. Wir ver-

sichern Dir, dass Deine Anregungen in unseren Diskus-

sionen ihren Niederschlag finden werden.

Mit freundlichen GrQssen !

r
Org.-Referat

Veronika Stockl-Holzknecht

Editorial note .

This is the answer to Marinov's letter of the 1 May 1990.

See the letter of the journal DER STANDARD of the 26 June 1990

and the pages following this letter.
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ACTA PHYSICA HUNGARICA
DirARTMBNT Of ATOMIC PHYSICS

BUDAPEST POLYTBCHNICAt UNIVERSITT
BUDAPEST

BUDAPOKI Or •. BUNCART
B-ltSI

Budapett, 74th Uay XqqO,

Dr StefflM AtoriMOv

Morel lenfeld^asse \6

A^aolO Graz, Austria

Re: Your paper: "New measurement of tHa Earth's absolute
velocity witft the help of the

experimeMt"

Dear Dr Marinov,

Coupled Shutters-

According to our Referees' opinion, we rennet
Mot to be able to accept your paper for publication
in Acta Pkysica,

Editorial note. This letter is answered
by Marinov with his

letter of the 6. VI. 90.

Yowrs sincerely

Prof. I. Kovdcs

Editor

Referee's Report on the paper
"New measurement of the Earth's absolute velocity,

The paper is not suitable for publication because the result
reported is not original. The person who originally detected
the absolute motion of the Earth is German Karginov. He
carried out his experiment with a slightly different apparatus,
and using the sunlight. However, the outcome of both experiment.*
is remarkably similar, and Karginov was unable to publish his
results.
If the author wishes to learn about the discovery, I suggest
that he may contact Karginov, who used to live in Budapest. I

do not know his present whereabouts, but it may be of help to
mention that he is the author of the book "Rodchenko" which
has been translated also to Hungarian and was published in 1975
by Corvina.
I should like to add that the present form of the manuscript
is unsuitable for publication, independently of the validity
of the results, because it contains a large number of side-
remarks which are unnecessary for communicating the results.
However, the paper is written in a quite enjoyable style,
and it could be published either as a personal edition or
perhaps in a literary magazine.
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International scientific, technical and medical publishers

Ref: LMR/CW

31 May 1990

Dr S Marlnov
Morellenfeldgasse 16

A-8010 Graz
AUSTRIA

Dear Dr Marlnov

lOP PUBLISHING LTD

Techno House
Redcliffe Way
Bristol BS1 6NX
England

Telephone 0272 297481
Telex 449149 INSTPG
Facsimile 0272 294318
Telecom Gold 87; WQQ563

mpjp

Your papers were discussed at a meeting of the Editorial Board where
It was agreed that they were unsuitable for publication In Classical
and Quantum Gravity.

I enclose the typescripts together with the Board Report.

Yours sincerely

\A^ /uZ6

Editorial note . This letter was answered
by Marinov with his

letter of the 7.VI.90.

Linda M Richardson
Managing Editor
Classical and Quantum Gravity

I 'Propulsive and rotating ampere bridges.

f bv Stefan Marinov.

and 'The action of constant electric current.

These articles are concerned with experimental work in the field of elementary elec-

tromagnetic theory. As such, they are not app*.opriate for the Journal of Classical and

Quantum Gravity, which deals with neither Special Relativity/electromagnetism nor with

practical experimental work. (The journal does cover experimental tests of General Rela-

tivity but only from the point of view of theoretical analysis.)

Clearly, if the ideas proposed proved to be correct, the ramifications for General

Relativity would be profound, and these ramifications might reasonably be discussed in this

journal. However, both Special Relativity and General Relativity have been experimentally

tested to extreme accuracy with numerous independent tests and it is therefore up to the

author either to show that his theory also satisfies these tests or to show why they are

wrong.

I therefore advise that the articles should be rejected.

BOARD REPORT
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ST^y^l f.tARIMOV
p^^^ J p

Morc)lcnfddga^<;e 16 1 June 1990 * Duvcirci CTTroc a

A.80.0 GRAZ - AUSTRIA
J^Itltut'^'poincare

Tel. 0316/377093 11 Rue P. et M. Curie
F-75231 Paris Cedex 05

Dear Prof. Vigier,

Thank you for your letter of the 14 May with which you rejected my paper V 1465a en-

titled CHILDISHLY SIMPLE EXPERIMENT VIOLATING THE PRINCIPLE OF RELATIVITY.

I am amazed, however, to see that you rejected my paper without giving MOTIVATIONS fo

the rejection. In the last years you rejected my papers by sending me comments of your

referees where there were coarse MATHEMATICAL errors and I begged you many times to sean

for the advices of people who had good notes in mathematics when being students. Now, as I

see, you could neither find some mathematical invalid to help you in writing a negative

comments.

Meanwhile my paper rejected without presenting motivations is of an extreme scientifi

importance, as it gives the t-heory and the report on a very easy experiment which demon-

strates drastic violation of the principle of relativity.

As you were unable to present negative comments justifying at least FORMALLY the re-

jection of my paper, I pose you the following two questions which I insist that you an-

swer by "yes", "no" or "I do not know":
Y^^ ^ j ^^ ^^^ ^

<1. Will the rotational inverse Rowland experiment give an effect
opposite to the effect given by the rotational direct Rowland

experiment?

2. Will the inertial inverse Rowland experiment give an effect

opposite to the effect given by the inertial direct Rowland

experiment?

If you will not answer these two questions, you will demonstrate to the world on whic

THEORETICAL scientific level was my paper rejected.

If you will answer the first question by "yes", you will demonstrate that you have re

jected the report on an experiment which contradicts your scientific prediction. Such an

act can be categorized only as obscurantism.

Now my paper ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE NEWTON- LORENTZ EQUATIONS (V 791a) which was rejec-

ted on the ground of the IDIOTIC comments of your referee sent to me with your letter of

the 12 September 1989, where there were blunt mathematical errors (see my corrments sent

to you with my letter of the 9 October 1989) will appear in PHYSICS ESSAYS. I send you

the proofs of the paper and I invite your referee or you to appear with a criticism on

this paper in the press. If in six months from now such a paper will appear in PHYSICS

LETTERS A, I shall pay you % 1000. The money can be prepaid. If the paper will not ap-

pear, you have only to send the money after six months back to me.
wil 1

I know, dear Prof. Vigier, that you NOT dare to appear in the press with a criticism

on my paper ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE... And I am afraid that you will not dare to answer the

two questions posed in my present letter. Et je m'adresse a I'ombre de celui, qui a

chante gloire a la vaillance: "Sont-ils morts au jour d'hui les braves valets de Gas-

cogne... et de la France?" .

I am submitting again my rejected paper V 1465a and I am looking with curiosity for

your prompt answer. y
With sincerity: V, J/^^'Om"

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note. With a letter of the 13 August 1990, Prof. Viqier rejected paper V 1465c'

entitled "Childishly simple experiment... (published in TWT-VII, p. 325)
by usinn the following NINE words:

!- I CONFIRM THAT PAPER V 1465a IS DEFINITELY REJECTED.
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Moreilenfeldgasse 16

A-3010 GRAZ — AUSTRIA
Tel. 0316/377093

5 June 1990

Prof. B. Pippard
EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS
Cavendish Laboratory
Cambridge CB3 OHE
England

Dear Prof. Pippard,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 11 May 1990 which I answer after a 20-days

rip to Switzerland and Italy.

If some of my correspondents notes that his letter to me is not to be published, I

not do this. I have many such letters which throw abundant light on some delicate

spects of the scientific background. Although being very interesting, these letters

ill never reach the public. Your letter is not of this kind, as you treat in it

ome purely scientific problems, but, as you begged me not to publish it, of course it

ill remain only in my archives.

I shall shortly answer your remarks concerning the paper submitted by me.

THE DEMONSTRATIONAL MOLLER-MARINOV MACHINE. You write:

I must point out that your remark, at the bottom of page 3, concerning the apparent

violation of Newton's third law, is wide of mark. I am not aware that anyone tries

to conceal this from students, but it is not significant violation since two com-

plete (your italics - S.M.) circuits influence one another with equal action and

reaction. Thus there are no observable consequences of this odd phenomenon, and

Newton cannot be held responsible for omitting to comment on an unobservable effect.

According to my statistics, of 77 only 1 textbook on electromagnetism for universities

nd colleges published after WWII mentions this "odd" violation. Meanwhile any textbook

ublished before WWI, where Grassmann's formula is introduced, mentions it. I qualify

his "odd" fact only as concealment. In the last five years some scientists, as my friends

appas, Graneau, Wesley, Assis, etc., who are honest with themselves, seeing that Grass-

lann's formula (i.e., the fundamental electromagnetic LORENTZ EQUATION) is contradicting
iewton's third law, try to save this "sacred" law rejecting Grassmann's formula and em-

iracing the older Ampere's formula which preserves Newton's third law. All other scien-

ists make as if Grassmann's formula does not exist, although it is an immediate conse-

juence of the Lorentz equation which can be not left without attention, as we do ALL our

/lalculations in electromagnetism proceeding from this equation (as I showed - see my CLAS-

)ICAL PHYSICS - Maxwell equations are result of the Lorentz equation).

The motivation to not take into account the violation of Newton's third law by the

.orentz equation, which all scientists sustain, is presented in your letter: "As at the

nterection of two complete circuits action and reaction are equal, why to bother about
-he violation bewteen NON-COMPLETE circuits. In nature all circuits are complete!" The

ast assertion which was not given in your letter (but which you CERTAINLY also sustain)

iS, however, NOT TRUE. Any circuit with a conden? .r is not complete. You will certainly
pbject: "It is made complete through the displacement current 'flowing' between the con-

ilenser's plates." Sorry, Prof. Pippard, but this is another LIE which all scientists re-

3eat more than a century (although Maxwell introduced it as an EXPERIMENTALLY NON CON-

IRMED HYPOTHESIS). So many experiments (see TWT-VII) have shown that displacement cur-
rent (in vacuum and in dielectrics) is NOT current, as it neither acts with potential
lagnetic forces on other currents nor reacts with kinetic forces to the potential action
)f other currents. And by realizing interaction between UNCOMPLETE circuits, I violated
Jewton's third law in the MOST DIRECT WAY with my "Bui -Cub machine without stator" and
'Rotating Ampere Bridge with Displacement Current" (see TWT-III and TWT-IV).

All my efforts to publish the reports on my experiments violating Newton's third law

in electromagnetism failed. I consider this attitude of the editors of the scientific
journals as CONCEALMENT OF THE TRUTH.

Concerning your remark that Newton is not to be blamed for the violation of his third
iaw, I can say only the following: At the time of Newton there was no electromagnetism
^nd he, indeed, cannot be accused of having overseen this violation. But the scientists
Df the XlXth and XXth century ARE TO BE BLAMED for sustaining that this law has a GENE-
RAL VALIDITY.
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Concerning the MUller-Marinov machine, you write:

Turning now to your machine, I do not understand why you think it adds anything
to any argument concerning relativity... May I stress that I do not discuss your
ideas - I simply cannot tell from your presentation where the conflict lies be-

tween your views and those of others.

I assert (and I demonstrate this assertion with my machine) that when rotating the

metal sticks keeping the magnetic belt at rest, an electric intensity is induced in the

sticks according to the formula

W = (v/c)xrotA, (1)

where ¥ is the velocity of the sticks and A is the magnetic potential originated by the

magnetic belt at the space domain where the sticks are located.

However, when the sticks are at rest and the belt rotates, there is NO induced tensioi

as in this case the induced electric intensity is to be calculated according to the for-

mula

W-tr = (l/c)(v.grad)A, , (2)

where v is the velocity of the magnetic belt, and, as formula (7) in my papee shows, for

my machine E„^. 4.^ = 0.^ mot-tr
These two completely different effects and the competely different formulas (1) and

(2) contradict the principle of relativity . For the second case relativity writes the

WRONG formula

E = - (v/c)xrotA. (3)

I beg you that in your answer you state which, according to you, is the right formula

for the second case: my formula (2) or the relativistic formula (3)? If you will not
give a clear answer by writing "formula (2)" or "formula (3)", you will give a demon-
stration of a concealment of the scientific truth.

And I beg you not to try to juggle with subterfuge of inertial and rotational motion.
You can take the magnetic belt in the form of RECTILINEAR "conveyor" belt where the mo-

tion of sticks or belt will be PERFECTLY INERTIAL. And another remark: The effect of

presence of induced tension along the sticks will be detected by attaching golden leaf-

lets at the ends of the sticks (as one does in the electrometers). I have used this me-

thod in my inductive INERTIAL KENNARD EXPERIMENT (see TWT-IV) with whose help for a

FOURTH time in the last 15 years I have measured the Earth's absolute velocity.

I submit again my rejected paper, hoping that YOU will publish it.

Enclosed are the covers of TWT-III, TWT-IV and TWT-VII which you can receive by sen-
ding the indicated prices.

Hoping to receive your answer soon.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note . This letter remained without answer.

Harinov's note . In his letter of the 11 May 1990 Prof. Pippard beoged me especially to""^
NOT publish it.

.^ V J
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Sre^NMAEINOV p,of. I. Kovacs
Morellcnfcldgasse 16 6 June 1990 ACTA PHYSICA HUNGARICA

A-8010 GRAZ - AUSTRIA Department of Atomic Physics
Tel. 0316/377093 Budafoki ut 8

H-1521 Budapest
Dear Prof. Kovacs, Your letter of 24 May 1990 .

Thank you very much for the quick decision taken on my paper "New measurement of the
Earth's absolute...", although, I must confess, its rejection, of course, was not plea-
sant for me. There are already six years that I cannot find a scientific vehicle to
publish the report on my "coupled shutters" experiment which has shown, CONTRARY TO THE
PREDICTIONS OF TODAY'S PHYSICS, that the velocity of light in the laboratory of the mo-
ving Earth is direction dependent and so I succeeded to measure the Earth's abso-
lute velocity.

I was however unpleasantly shocked when reading the motivations with which the refe-
ree has rejected publication of my paper:

The paper is not suitable for publication because the result reported is not ori-
ginal. The person who originally detected the absolute motion of the Earth is

German Karginov. He carried out his experiment with a slightly different apparatus,
and using the sunlight. However, the outcome of both experiments is remarkably si-
milar, and Karginov was unable to publish his results.

First, if the report on an experiment has not been published, such an experiment DOES
NOT EXIST. Second, if the experiment of Karginov and my experiment have given "REMARKABLY
SIMILAR OUTCOMES", the referee and you, as Editor of ACTA PHYSICA HUNGARICA, are OBLIGED,
if you both consider yourselves as adepts in the temple of science, to publish the
reports of Karginov and me, and to save finally the world from the idiotic dogma pro-
posed by Einstein that velocity of light in a moving laboratory is NOT direction depen-
dent. Two men, Karginov and Marinov, do independently one of another two similar experi-
ments and obtain for the Earth's absolute velocity (which according to official science
can NEVER be measured) "REMARKABLY SIMILAR RESULTS", and you reject to publish the re-
ports of these two men. Is this not SUPPRESSION of unpleasant scientific experimental
evidence, because this evidence contradicts well-established scientific THEORIES? Where
we are: in the XXth century or in the time of Galileo?

I beg you to answer this question and I resubmit my paper, hoping that you will pub-
lish it and that you will do YOUR BEST to find and publish also Karginov's report.

On the other hand, I am extremely thankful to the referee that he informed me about
German Karginov and about his experiment, as I have never heard about Karginov, neither
Janossy told me about him (or may be he has done his experiment after the death of Ja-
nossy?). — - I looked today in the telephone directory of Budapest but the name of Kar-
ginov is not there, and I think that my letter to the Editorial House "Corvina" (whose
address I do not know) will remain without answer (the year 1975 is 15 years behind).

Thus I am addressing the referee with the following plea: If he will find for me the
address of Karginov, or if he will send me the report on his experiment, I shall send
him 3 50. If this money is not enough, I shall send % 100, or even 3 200.

You surely know that I am one of the best world experts in "perpetuum mobile" prob-
lems. You cannot imagine how many perpetua mobilia have existed and EXIST now in the
world (I send you the cover of the sequence TWT, volume V, dedicatojto the Swiss per-
petuum mobile TESTATIKA). But because detailed descriptions of these machines have not
been published (for different reasons, not only for thestubbornness of the editors), many
of the machines have "died" and nobody will be able to find their secrets and resurrect
them. I will do my best to not leave TESTATIKA to "die".

Thus I am anxious about Karginov and I do not wish that his experiment also "dies".
Help me to save the experiment of Karginov for future generations!

I submit also another paper where the description of a CHILDISHLY SIMPLE experiment
for measuring the Earth's absolute velocity is described. Its title is:

ACTION OF CONSTANT ELECTRIC CURRENT ON ELECTRONS AT REST DUE TO THE ABSOLUTE VELOCITY...

Enclosed is my article "Absolute and Relative Newton-Lorentz Equations" where a more
detailed account on the theory of this experiment is presented (the paper will appear
in PHYSICS ESSAYS). If you appreciate the reports on my experiments, publish them, if not,
reject them, but do not give me the advice to bring them to a literary magazine,

t. note. Answered on the 4.X.90. Sincerely yours, (j.jUQIit^^ S. Marinov
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STRPAN MAPJNOV
i d u i

Morellenfcldgassc 16 6 June 1990
Wesley

A-8010 GRAZ - AUSTRIA Copy: P.T. Pappas
Tel. 0316/377093 U. Bartocci

Dear Paul ,

After reading once more your letter of the 15 May and your paper on p. 170 of SPACE-
TIME PHYSICS 1987, I decided not to write a letter intended for publication in TVfr-VIII

as I wish to clear some problems and I hope that you will help me (in the shortest pos-
sible time).

for
I agree with you that the calculation for the case when one searches the forces with

which current elements of the SAME circuit act on each other is to be done taking the

current densities and not the current elements as infinitely thin filaments. But for th»

case of my U-form Ampere bridge where there are NO geometrical singularities and where
ACCORDING TO GRASSMANN FORMULA, the forces with which current elements lined up in row
are ZERO, I EXPECTED that the calculation with infinitely thin current elements will

lead to a final integral. Unfortunately this was not the case. Now Prof. Bartocci made
DETAILED calculations of the" integral (9) on p. 167 of TWT-VII and he showed that it is

converging to infinity. I shall present Bartocci 's calculations in TWT-VIII.

At this stage of my research on the U-form Ampere bridge FROM THE VIEW-POINT OF GRAS
SMANN FORMULA, I am addressing you for help. Can you calculate FOR ME the pushing
force on the U-form Ampere bridge, BY USING GRASSMANN FORMULA and YOUR method with the^

current densities. You write in your letter that you have done such calculations for
the n-form Ampere bridge not only according to Ampere formula but ALSO according to

Grassmann formula (see the first line in your letter, p. 2), but in SPACE-TIME PHYSIC^
1987 I found only the calculations with the Ampere formula. Can you supply me with tf _
calculations with the GRASSMANN FORMULA? And can you do the calculations with the U-fob
bridge, taking into account the preliminary calculations which I did in TWT-VII, thus,
practically transforming the result in the integral (9) on p. 167 of TWT-VII to volume
integrations. I shall be very thankful to you for this help and especially if you will

help me in shortest time, as I wish to prepare the paper for TWT-VIII.

Indeed, I claimed that nobody has calculated the force on the Ampere bridge. The rea

son is that I did not take seriously your calculations in S.-T. PH. 87. And the reason
for this was that when reading the paper after receiving the book, I found blunt (accor
ding to me) mathematical errors. Here are my problems with your calculations:

The term in the brackets in formula (4) on p. 174 is written by you in the form

- 2Y/r^ + 3Y"^/r^,

meanwhile , as J, and J^ are parallel to r, I obtain this term in the form

- 2Y/r'' + 3Yr'^/r^ = Y/r*^.

Please, note where am I wrong.

Then in formula (12) on p. 175 I obtain the third term on the right side not - (2/3)
but + (2/3)ln2. Please, note whether you or I did the right calculation of the sum of
F' and F". Then I beg you to write me in more detail the calculation of the integral (9
for obtaining the integral (10).

Then I have some objections of principle: I affirm that the force on the Ampere brid
cannot depend on the FORM of the bridge, on the THICKNESS of the wire, shortly it must
be THE SAME for ALL bridges (small or big) and must depend ONLY ON THE CURRENT. Thus th

force for 1 A must be a PRECISE NUMBER FOR ALL Ampere bridges. Indeed, if this is not

true, then making a circuit with two Ampere bridges at their ends, one will be able to

set the circuit in motion in this direction in which the force on the respective bridge

is bigger. (I beg you now, FOR A WHILE, to suppose that the right formula is the Grass-
mann formula!!!) Thus your formula (15) where I see dependence on the thickness must be

wrong in principle. (You may object that you calculate according to Ampere and for this

reason you obtain such a dependence, etc.). The fact that Pappas has observed a depen-

dence on d is not an argument, as I know how imprecise are the measurements on the Am-

pere bridge.

My FIRM intuitive opinion is that the force on ANY Ampere bridge (with infinitely Ic

I
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-7 2
legs) must be \1q = 4ttx10 N/A or some multiple (2, or 4) of \1q. Thus a PRECISE calcu-
lation MUST lead to such a UNIVERSAL CONSTANT. This will be a v^ry interesting PHYSI-
CAL result, as pq will obtain a firm and solid physical ground (as, for example, that
c is (eoyo)"^'^^' I clo not leave my efforts to calculate PRECISELY the pushing force on
the U-form Ampere bridge and I beg you to help me with your method with the current den-
sities.

And, please, answer, whether, according to you, the pushing force on the Ampere bridge,
CALCULATED WITH THE HELP OF AMPERE FORMULA, wiT lead to a dependence on the FORM, SIZE
and WIRE THICKNESS of the bridge. I am FIRMLY PERSUADED that for Grassmann formula such
dependences CANNOT EXIST.

Then I beg you for the following: Take in your fig. 1 on p. 173 or SP.-T. PHYS. 87
the lengths N and M equal to infinity. And calculate the force on the Ampere bridge,
taking into account only the forces with which wire 2 acts on wire 5 and wire 10 acts
on wire 7, ACCORDING TO AMPERE. You have done such calculations obtaining formulas (8)
and (10), but there you have such expressions as, ln2N which from a mathematical point
of view are nonsensical, as N has dimensions, and if I shall put N = °°, I shall obtain
an infinity. The force on this INFINITELY LONG Ampere bridge MUST BE a simple figure.
If you cannot obtain such a simple figure (calculating according to Ampere formula),
this signifies that, surely, your calculations were wrong, or that Ampere formula is

wrong. Thus I beg you once more, send me the calculated by you value, if you can make
for such a case a PRECISE calculation according to your method.

And I have another question: If in your integral (9) on p. 174 I shall put R = 0,
then the integral becomes improper and, surely, will be equal to infinity. Explain to
me WHY you save your integral from infinity and I cannot save it for the case of my
integral (9) on p. 167 of TWT-VII. I speak here, meaning only the MATHEMATICAL aspects
of the problem. You have an integral with infinitely big integrand and I have an inte-
gral with infinitely big integrand, but you obtain a finite number for the integral,
and I cannot. WHY?

Now to some other topics in your letter. I said in my letter of the 12 May that Pap-
pas has NOT reported in his paper published in TWT-IV that when the end points of his
Z-shape antenna were NOT covered with scotch, then there WAS rotation, as prescribed
by Grassmann formula. You wrote in your letter of the 15 May:

You are also wrong in claiming Pappas fails to mention the corona discharge effect
on his antennas; he does mention it.

Please, note the page and the line where Pappas mentions the corona discharge!

Then I cannot UNDERSTAND what you mean with the following phrase:

... you are wrong in claiming the intimate details of the contact of the ends of
the bridge are irrelevent. Everyone reports the difficulties!

As I see from the end of your letter, you are a little bit boring to discuss with me
things on a too elementary and primitive level. Unfortunately, I can discuss things ONLY
on a primitive and elementary level. I lose myself in a complicated discussion and CANNOT
rationalize. And my WHOLE theory and ALL MY EXPERIMENTS are done on an UNDERGRADUATE
LEVEL. As I consider THIS my statement AS VERY IMPORTANT, I decided to publish the above
letter in TWT-VIII. Thus, also your valuable answer will be published. Hoping to re;

ceive this answer soon. Yours, ^^/

larinov's note . In chapter 6 of his future book which Prof. Wesley kindly sent to me
on the 30.x. 90, the force F acting on the Ampere bridge, calculated

y Prof. Wesley with volume integrals, is given in the form (see fiq. 1 on p. 273 of
Wesley's SPACE-TIME PHYSICS 1987), for w small,

c2f/2i2 = - 1 + (1 + lW)^/^ - ln{l + (1 + lW)^/2}+ Ind + (1 + l^/{\A-li)^)^/^}

,

Thus, for L/M ^ 0, L/(M-N) -^0, one obtains the ABSURD result F = 0. In my letter of the
7. IX. 90 to Prof. Wesley I noted that such an ABSURD result (force on the Ampere bridge
*qual to zero when its legs will be much longer than its shoulder) is a SUFFICIENT INDI-
CATION that Wesley's calculations MUST BE WRONG.

Vof. Wesley answers the above letter with his letter of the 14 June 1990.
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fyzikAlny Ostav
Centra elektro-fyzildtlneho vyikumu Sloveoske} akad^mie vied

Dubravski cesu 9, 842 28 BratiilaTa

1 Dr.S, M a r i n o V
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STEFAN MARINOV
'

acta'^physJca'slovaca
Morellenfeldgasseie 7 June 1990

Oubravska cesta 9A.80I0ORAZ- AUSTRIA CSFR-B^ 28 Bratislava

Dear Dr. Kaluzny,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 6 June, although I was unpleasantly shocked
to read such a superficial opinion of the arbitrator on my paper PHYSICAL ESSENCE OF THE
MAXWELL-LORENTZ EQUATIONS. I close the problem with the submission of this paper but I

wish to give expression by the present letter of my disaccord with the opinion of the
arbitrator. The potentials (4) in my paper SATISFY the equations (10). I show THIS on
p. 45 of my paper MAXWELL'S ILLUSION: THE DISPLACEMENT CURRENT which is now on examina-
tion in your journal. I have the feeling that you have not handed to the referee also
the other three papers which are now under examination in your journal. It is a pity
because in these papers I describe in detail my experiments with which I show that Max-
well's displacement current is NO current, that circuits with condensers are NON-CLOSED
circuits, and with such circuits I demonstrated violation of the angular momentum con-
servation law. The problems (better to say the SOLUTIONS) which I bring to the attention
of the scientific community are of a too great importance and it is highly inappropriate
to reject my papers with such a kind of motivation as that presented in the report of
your arbitrator.

To show to your arbitrator the extent of my research, I send him (and I grant to him)
the fifth volume of my encyclopaedic work CLASSICAL PHYSICS. I give to him the advice
to read Chapter V and to see that the potentials with which one must calculate ALL elec-
tromagnetic effects are the potentials AT THE MOMENT OF OBSERVATION and not, as it is

commonly WRONGLY accepted, the potentials at the RETARDED moment (which, as a matter of
fact must be called ADVANCED moment, as I do in my theory). The big error of conventional
physics is that it takes the magnetic potential in the form A = qv'/r'(c - n'.v'), where
all primed quantities are taken at the moment t' = t - r'/c, called by me advanced, as
it is previous to the moment of observation t. Meanwhile the right formula is
A = qv/cr = q(v' + r'u'/c)/r'(c - n'.v'). Only working with MY form one obtains the Lo-
rentz frictional forces (the radiation reaction "field") by AUTOMATICAL calculation and
one has not to make artificial calculation leading to the so-called "self-acceleration",
as one does in the conventional theories.

Hoping to receive your decision on my other three papers submitted on the 16 March
in a due time, A ll t

Sincerely yours,
'J, JJM^^ Stefan Marinov

Editorial note. Dr. Kaluzny answers this letter with his letter of the 29 June 1990.

?>*§iif ^.^t;*
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fjm^m MARINOV , ,._ ,... Ms. Linda Richardson
r^crcl! nreKL.nssc 16 '

^""® ^'^^^
JOURNAL OF PHYSICS A

A-SOIO GRAZ- AUSTRIA lOP Publishing Ltd

Tel. 0316/377093 Redcliffe Way
Bristol BSl 6NX

Dear Ms. Richardson,

Thank you for your letter of the 31 May which finally, after so many letters and

phone calls from nyside, reached me.

I am, however, AMAZED that the papers which I have submitted to the JOURNAL OF PHYSIC

A have landed in the scholastic and Talmudic JOURNAL OF CLASSICAL AND QUANTUM GRAVITY
(who, my God, has observed quantum gravitational effects!). I have submitted my papers
to the JOURNAL OF P HY S I CS A ! Enclosed are the letters of submission.

I asked you SO MANY TIMES to acknowledge the reception of my papers, but you did not
acknowledge their reception. And now I receive referee's opinion from the JOURNAL OF

CLASSICAL AND QUANTUM GRAVITY. Why is the whole this play with me? If the JOURNAL OF

PHYSICS does not wish to have contacts with me, it has to state this clearly in a

letter, as already PHYSICAL REVIEW, EUROPHYSICS LETTERS, some of the editors of the

JOURNAL OF MODERN PHYSICS and some of the editors of PHYSICS LETTERS have done. But if

such a letter will not reached me, I beg you to handle my correspondence in the usual

way and papers submitted to the J. of PHYS. to not catapult to other journals.

Thus I send you AGAIN both papers rejected by Classical and Quantum Gravity and I

beg you to send them to a referee of the JOURNAL OF PHYSICS. These two papers are
sent now in single copies:

1. PRPOPULSIVE AND ROTATING AMPERE BRIDGES VIOLATE THE PRINCIPLE OF RELATIVITY.

2. ACTION OF CONSTANT ELECTRIC CURRENT ON ELECTRONS AT REST DUE TO THE ABSOLUTE
VELOCITY OF THE EARTH.

The PACS numbers are 03.30, 03.50, 41.10.

Herewith I transfer the copyright for these papers to the JOURNAL OF PHYSICS. JL

All eventual charges will be paid by myself. f
Since the date of submission of my second paper many things have CHANGED in electrt

magnetism. Prof. W. Rindler in AM. J. PHYS., 57, 993 (1989) has recognized that for

the case of moving magnet NOT the relativistic formula

E = - vxrotA,

but MY formula

W-tr = (v-9'-»<')A

is the right one. And this aspect of electromagnetism allowed me to measure the Earth'!*

absolute velocity with my inertial Kennard experiment reported in the second paper. I

enclose also my paper "Absolute and Relative Newton-Lorentz Equations" which gives the:

detailed theoretical ground of my second paper and I beg you to hand this paper to the

referee, as it will appear after a couple of months in PHYSICS ESSAYS.

.the referee's conment? qn
With my letter of the 30 March 1989 I presented my objections t57rtTy paper "Violatior

of the laws..." (Q/13004/P) but until now I do not know whether these objections are

considered and whether there will be a new decision on this paper. Please, inform me

which is the fate of THIS paper. Copies of my objections are enclosed.

Thus I beg you to acknowledge the reception of the above two papers and to write me

whether my objections to the third paper are under examination. And I beg you to do
this IMMEDIATELY after the reception of this letter. Do not let me to send you again
a dozen of letters and to phone you a dozen of times asking whether my papers have

reached you. And I repeat, if the JOURNAL OF PHYSICS does not wish to maintain scien-

tific contacts with me, state this clearly in a letter, which is to be signed by the

EDITOR of the journal and not by you. Physics is COMPLETELY different from that present
In the papers published in your journal. The scientific community must become aware of

r^i** . Ti.4 1 *. -A Sincerely yours. ' /;';., Stefan Marinov
Edit, note. This letter remained / •.. i

unanswered.
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STEFAN MARINOV
,

Prof. Robert Romer
Morellcnfeldgasse 16 11 June 1990 ' '• ''* AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS

A-8010 GRAZ — AUSTRIA Merrill Sc. Bldg., Room 222
Box 2262 ,.

.

Amherst
MA 01002

Tel. 0316/377093

Dear Dr. Romer,

To my letter to you of the 26 February 1990 there is still no answer and I am anxious
whether this letter has reached you or not. Neither Prof. Rindler has answered my let-

ter to him of the 27 February and this COINCIDENCE tells me that the cause is not in

the post.

The problems, however, are TOO IMPORTANT to be "settled" by silencing them. I wish
to have your answer whether you have RECEIVED my letter of the 26 February.

The question which I wish to clear is the following:

Prof. Rindler asserted in the AM. J. PHYS., 57, 993 (1989) that, for the case of a

magnet moving with a velocity v and generating the magnetic potential A, the electric
intensity induced in a piece of a wire at rest is not

E = - vxrotA, (1)

as it is commonly accepted by the relativistic physics, but

E = (v.grad)A, (2)

as it is already deduced in many of my publications.

On the 20 December 1989 I submitted a Letter to the Editor of the AJP to note that
formula (2) is already deduced by me (and that ANY child has to deduce this formula).

You rejected my Letter to the Editor with the following motivation in your letter

to me of the 9 January:

... we are not interested in publishing papers that criticize or attack well-

established theories such as relativity and Maxwell's electromagnetism.

Meanwhile with my Letter to the Editor of the AJP I wished only to defend MY prio-

rity in introducing the extremely important formula (2).

Now my paper ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE NEWTON-LORENTZ EQUATIONS (rejected by the AJP on

the 1 August 1989) will appear in PHYSICS ESSAYS. A copy of this paper is enclosed.

In the light of this publication I pose you my INSISTENT question and I should
like VERY MUCH to have your WRITTEN answer:

WILL YOU PUBLISH MY LETTER TO THE EDITOR OF THE AJP AND RECOGNIZE MY PRIORITY IN

INTRODUCING FORMULA (2), OR YOU WILL PREFER TO FURTHER SILENCE THE PROBLEM?

I am looking for your prompt answer.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note . This letter remained unanswered.

Marinov 's letter to Prof. Romer of the 26 February 1990 was published

in TWT-VII, p. 323.
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STEFAN Miy^XJNOV p^of. D. Finkelstein
Morcllcnfcldi,assc 16 n j^ne 1990 ,^„, INT. J. THEOR. PHYS.

A-SOIO GRAZ - AUSTRIA ^mi Georgia Inst, of Techn.

Tel. 0316/377093 GeToIIzO-OAZO

Dear David,

I use the occasion to thank you for your letter of the 10 November 1989 (post stamp
date) although the rejection of my VERY IMPORTANT paper THE MYTHS IN PHYSICS was, of
course, not pleasant for me, moreover taking into account that you have not presented
motivations for this rejection.

Now I submit to your journal other two EXTREMELY IMPORTANT papers:

1. REPETITION OF WHITEHEAD'S EXPERIMENT FOR DEMONSTRATING THAT
DISPLACEMENT CURRENT IS A PURE MATHEMATICAL FICTION.

2. MAXWELL'S ILLUSION.: THE DISPLACEMENT CURRENT.

The PACS numbers are 03.50, 41.10.

All charges will be paid by myself.

Herewith I transfer the copyright for this paper to your journal.

In the paper THE MYTHS IN PHYSICS which you have rejected (surely without having
read it attentively) I reported on my Bui -Cub machine without stator with which I

demonstrated a violation of the angular momentum conservation law. In the present t\

papers I report on^historical and on my original experiments which show that displa-

cement current neither acts with potential magnetic forces on other currents nor reaci

with kinetic forces to the potential magnetic forces of other currents, i.e., that
the displacement current is not current. These experiments show that circuits with
condensers are OPEN circuits and, as according to the Lorentz equation (i.e., accor-
ding to Grassmann's formula) the action of current elements VIOLATES Newton's third
law, my present experiments SHOW why could I violate this law MACROSCOPICALLY with
ny Bul-Cub machine without stator.

In the case that you will reject my paper (and I am almost sure that you will rejec

it) I beg you to answer the following question:

WILL, ACCORDING TO YOUR CONCEPTS, THE DIELECTRIC RING IN FIG. 4 OF THE FIRST PAPE

ROTATE WHEN ALTERNATING CURRENT WILL BE SENT IN THE APPARATUS or NOT? I shall

not accept the rejection of the paper if this question will be not answered by Y

A photograph to the first paper and better executed drawings will be sent if the

paper will be accepted for publication. I must however emphasize that the reproduction
of the figures from Whitehead's historical paper can be not very good. I can, of cours

redraw these figures but I think that it is better to publish the ORIGINAL figures.

Hoping to receive your acknowledgement for the reception of these two papers and tk

in due time also your final decision.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note . This letter was answered by
Prof. Finkelstein with his own
of the 1 July 1990.

J
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PHYSICS Essnvs

AN INTERNATIONALJOURNAL DEDICATED TO FUNDAMENTAL
QUESTIONS IN PHYSICS

Editor:

E. Panarella

11 June 1990

PE2500/KLA
Dr. Stefan Marinov

Institute for Fundamental Studies

Morellenfeldgasse 16

A-8010 GRAZ.
AUSTRIA

Re: Manuscript: PROPULSIVE AND ROTATING AMPERE BRIDGES AND THE PRINCIPLE OF
RELATIVITY, by Stefan Marinov, submitted for publication in Physics

Essays (received 19 July 1989).

Dear Dr. Marinov:

I sent your manuscript and comments back to the original reviewer, who responded with

the enclosed comments.

I am still worried about your paper especially In light of the first comment by the

reviewer.

I would like you to consider very carefully f id objectively this review and revise the

paper in the text, and not as an Addendum. In rewriting your paper, please use a very detached

tone, almost an impersonal one. In this way your paper might have some impact on the physics

community, which otherwise would be lost. Also, the title should be mitigated into the one

indicated above. These are all steps that encourage a reader to study your article, rather than

avoiding it.

Since I would like to keep a tight schedule on this process of revision, I would therefore

like to have your revised manuscript, in triplicate, back to me by 28 August 1990. at latest .

Moreover, in retyping the manuscript, please follow the Instructions to Authors here enclosed.

i thank you for having submitted your paper to us.

Sincerely yours,

Editorial note . Marinov answers this letter > ' -/^ ^('

with his letter of the — ^n^^'..^.,y.

25 June 1990.

Enc.

E. Panarella

c/o National Research Council, Rm. 100 Bldg. MIO. Ottawa. Ontario KIA 0R6. Canada

Tel: (819)770-0477. Fax: (819)770-3862
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PHYSICS ESSAYS

'l Comments on:

PROPULSIVE AND ROTATING AMPERE BRIDGES VIOLATE THE PRINCIPLE OF
RELATIVITY with Addendum

by Stefan Marlnov

1. Marlnov now accepts that Ampere's force law does explain the
torque on his Ampere bridge motor. Since this law complies
with Newton's third law, it cannot produce self-propulsion
nor perpetual motion. So what is the point of the paper?

I did not assert anything about the circuit portion BCDEFG
of fig.l, and therefore the mathematics of equs.(18) to (20)
does not apply to my closed loop ABCDEFGH plus return conduc-
tors.

3. I do not agree that two parts of one current loop can always
be represented by two loops. Infinitely thin, coincident fila-
ments cannot carry finite currents. Two real wires of finite
cross-section would greatly change the calculated forces.
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STEFAN MARINOV Dr. Peter Newmark

Morellcnfeldgasse 16 12 June 1990 NATURE

A-8010 GRAZ - AUSTRIA 4 Little Essex Street

Tel. 0316/377093 ,.^. ,:
London WC2R 3LF

Dear Dr. Newmark,

You know very well which are my relations with Dr. Maddox. During 5 years he conti-
nuously promises to publish papers of me and on me (written by him) and he does not
this. During these five years I came five times to London with the only scope to acce-
lerate the publication of these materials and during these five years I spoke with
Dr. Maddox more than 1000 times on the phone.

I think that Dr. Maddox is an ill person, he is a kind of a CLINICAL LIER. Dr. Mad-
dox has an excellent character, he is well-educated person and he acts on me with an
IRRESISTIBLE CHARM. I said this many times to Dr. Maddox and I can confirm this sta-
tement also to you: I love Dr. Maddox, he is for me an EXTREMELY SYMPATHETIC PERSON.
But after five years of hearing his lies (in which, can you imagine, EVERY TIME I BE-

LIEVED because of his personal charm acting on me!), I see that simply we have an ill

person. I beg you very much to tell me, how you (and your colleages) appreciate Dr.

Maddox. If you also are the opinion that he is an ill person (you know him much better
than me), then, please, take "my problem" in your hands and give me the decision of
NATURE on the papers submitted by me and accepted by Dr. Maddox for publication.

You know very well that the paper "Experimental violations..." was composed BY ME
in the Nature's office. Dr. Maddox confirmed to me writtenly that it will appear on

the 18 August 1988, then (with his letter of the 29 July 1988) postponed the publica-
tion date for the 13 October 1988. When I visited the Editorial office of Nature in

September 1988 YOU PERSONALLY confirmed to me that the paper will appear. Meanwhile
the paper until now has not appeared.

I send you my last two letters to Dr. Maddox (of the 27 February 1990 and of the

21 March 1990). I beg you very much to answer all questions posed in these two letters.
Perhaps you will say that you have to await for the return of Dr. Maddox (he will be

in the office on the 25 June). Leave the answers of these questions which you cannot
answer without him and answer these questions which you CAN answer, first of all, tell

me whether you consider Dr. Maddox as an ill person.

I beg you also to write me your DIRECT phone number. I phone from Austria and when
I go through the operator, I lose too much time (and money). After receiving your
letter I should like to have a conversation with you.

Maybe, Dr. Maddox is not an ill person, but he postpones the publication of my ma-
terials because he wishes to be sure who is right: Einstein or Marinov and jump at

the just train. I gave him too much time for taking a decision; following his invita-
tion, I came to London once more to explain to him the errors of today's physics. I

can no more await. NATURE has to decide: either to publish my papers or to reject them !

Dr. Maddox ordered on the phone my book TWT-VII which I sent him on the 21 March.

In every phone conversation he promised that "next day" he will send me the money for
the book (k 20). If NATURE does not wish to purchase the book, be so kind to send it

back to me, putting b 5 for my post expanses.

I beg you to write me as soon as possible. The experiments which I have done are
from an extreme importance for mankind.

Sincerely yours,

'

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note. This letter remained unanswered. '• /
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J. p. WESLEY. Ph.D, Phyaiciat

Welherdaiwnstr. 24, 7712 Blumberg, West Germany, Tel: 07702-658

14 June 1990

Dear Stefan,

Although you might find the word "tension" used to mean voltage ii

some English text of over a hundred years ago; it is new limited to i

mechanical force tending to tear something apart. Its original meaning
belongs on the psychoanaly3er V couch, having no physcial meaning at
all. You can't change the vagaries of a language. You cannot expect
to invent your own Italian language and expect to be understood in Italy.
The language of physics in English is arbitrary, and as you note, not
always sensible; but its the only language available; so if you write
a physics paper in English then you must use the English language for
physics!

No, I will not bother with the Biot-Savart law for your particular
geometry for a wire of finite cross section. Enclosed is a paper in i

which ^^ iy dv^c for a rectangular bridge.

Re: page 174, Eq. (4) Prog. Space-Time Phys. :

2
r^ - (x^ - x^y ^ (y^ - y^y * (z^ - z^)^.

Since J, and J^ are parallel to the x, y, or z directions; how could they
be parallel to r?

You are right; I copied a sign wrong! It should be +(2/3) ln2 in

Eq.(12) on page 173, and not -(2/3)ln2. The error is contained in

further work in the paper and in Fig. 3. The error is not in the enclosed
paper.

I do not understand you. The force on Anpere's bridge for a finite
cross-sectional area, as given by Eq. (12) (with corrected sign) in
Prog. Space-Time Phys. page 175, is an extremely strong function of the
thickness of the wire (for a given current I); as given by the ln(L/w)
term. As expected, it goes to infinity if you let w go to zero! Where
do you get the idea that it is not a function of the thickness of the
wire? You confuse me!

The constant Uo has no physical meaning what-so-ever; it is

arbitrarily and nonsensically chosen as 4^x10"''. It is one of the sad
asp)ects of the engineering system (Sl-system) of units. They are
ridiculous. Only gaussain units are scientific. When gaussian units
are used only a c occurs and that only in combination with the time t.

For the case of M and N going to infinity as you wish to consider
the answer for w small and a square wire is given by Eq.(12). The force
is

F/2P = 13/12 - Tr/3 * (2/3)ln2 + 1 - + ln(L/w).

What is your problem? Naturally a ln2N term cannot stand alone; after
all tenns are combined, one gets Eq.(12) with no such ln2N term all by
itself.

.Again one usually gets in their undergraduate courses proofs for the
convergence of integrals involving th« inverse square force over volume
densities. It may be readily shown that integrating Eq.(2) on page 171
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over a sinall volume where J, and J^ occupy the same volume yields a

finite answer. I have done it (even though I already knew the answer).

I have no idea where my notes are. I don't want to do it again here.

I don't want to spend the time.

A corona effect is easily distinguished from a possible "Grassmann
effect" by 1) turning off the lights and seeing the blue glow, 2) by
putting ones finger near the end and feeling the prickling sensation, 3)

by listenning carefully and hearing a very slight crackelling sound.

And, if in doubt, one simply puts a bit of tape over the ends! The tape

will not change the Grassmann effect; but it will change the corona
effect

.

If you do the Ampere bridge experiment, you too will find that the
mercury cups give problems. Everyone reports the difficulties; and they
are to be expected.

I see no merit in publiTiing my letters (or not publishing my letters)

in TWT; as I find that you are too far off from any reasonable under-
standing of the electromagnetic problems involved.

.••
, /

copy to Pappas

Editorial note. See Marinov's answer on the next page.
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STEFAN MA^NOV P'^o^- J- p- w^siey

Morellcnfddyasse 16 20 June 1990 Weiherdairmstr
.
24

A-8010 GRAZ - AUSTRIA D-7712 Blumberg

Tel. 0316/377093 Copy: P. T. Pappas

Dear Paul,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 14 June 1990.

I shall publish your letters to me in TWT, only if they are written in a clear and
DIDACTIC way, so that the reader can easily "enter" into the problem and profit of the
exchange of our thoughts. I beg you to take seriously the publications in TWT as soon
(because of the perpetual motion machines described there) TWT will be sold in thousands
of copies.

Unfortunately many aspects of your letters are not clear evenfor me, although I read
your writings with great attention.

Now let me answer your letter of the 14 June.

1. I sustain firmly the opinion that the word "electric tension" is to be introduced
again into the English scientific language and the word "voltage" is to be abandoned.
Also the word "electromotive force" is to be abandoned and replaced by the word "elec-
tromotive tension". The symbol^ for electromotive force used at the present time (which,
moreover, cannot by found in the typing machines nor distinguished by handwriting from
the usual letter E) is to be replaced by the symbol U, with which I denote the quantity
"electric tension". There are different kinds of tension: electromotive tensions (chemi-
cal, inductive, piezoelectric etc.), ohmic tensions (when current flows along a wire)
Coulomb tensions (between the plates of a condenser) etc. All of them are to be distin-j

guished one from another, when appearing in the same context, by respective indices. I

shall follow this line in my writings hoping that after 100 years humanity will accept

Many scientists are unhappy with the word "electromotive FORCE", as "force" has com-

pletely different sense and dimensions. Some recent authors use the term "electromotance
which I consider also as bad.

I beg you to take into account that these changes which I introduce in the terminoloj
are not linguistic but scientific.

2. It is a pity that you did not wish to help me to calculate the pushing force on
the Ampere bridge by the help of Grassmann's formula when using your method with the
current densities.

3. You object my assertion that the current density J along the portions 2 45 (and al:

7&10) of your Ampere bridge on p. 173 of Sp.-T. Phys. 87 is not parallel to the distana
r between the current elements of these portions. I repeat, when the cross-section of
the wire is small I do not see how J can be not parallel to r.

I do not understand your mathematics in the WHOLE Sect. II on p. 172 of Sp.-T. Phys. 1

If you wish to help me, write and explain all mathematical calculations as to an under-f
graduate. I am your very SYMPATHETIC reader and I spent much time trying to understand
and check your mathematics but I could not. Help me.

4. The force on the Ampere bridge (with long enough legs) depends only on the currenj

It depends neither on the thickness of the wire, nor on the shape (form), nor on the sif

The most easy proof can be given for the shape: If the pushing forces on a n-form and

U-form bridges will be different, then if making a very long rectangular loop ending
on the one side by a U-form, the loop will be set into motion by internal forces. Simi-j

larly can be given the proof that the force cannot depend on the thickness of the wire.]

In TWT-VII, p. 165 I showed that the pushing force on a U-form bridge does not depend
on the radius of curvature, i.e., on the size of the bridge. Many authors also have no-
ticed that the pushing force on the Ampere bridge depends only on the current and on

NOTHING ELSE. For this reason I have dedicated too much time for trying to calculate in

a mathematically exact way the pushing force on a U-form bridge, but I obtained only the

result that the force must by stronger than 0.3443 piN/A^. I do not abandon the ef-

forts to obtain an EXACT number for this force and I beg you to help me.

5. If the force on the Ampere bridge will be f = u N/A' in the system SI, it will be
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2 20 2 2
f = 4tt/c = 4Tr/9xlO dyne/abampere (cm /sec ) in the CGS-system, what is a universal
constant.

6. I see that you save your formulas where you have such terms as ln(2N), where N is

length with dimensions "cm", but formulas must ALWAYS be written well. If some of your
undergraduate students will write InN, you, surely, will give him a bad note. Meanwhile
in your final result (formula (15) on p. 178 of S.-T. Phys. 87) you have again a NASTY
term Ind, where d is length measured in millimeters.

Nevertheless I have the feeling (not the conviction!) that your calculations are good.
They are only difficult for understanding by people with undergraduate mentality and
mathematical capabilities as me.

7. The problem with the corona effect in Pappas Z-shape antenna experiment is not of
how a corona effect can be detected (if you have read my paper on p. 8 of TWT-V and my •

paper on p. 235 of TWT-VII, you could establish that in the last time I investigate the
corona effects experimentally very intensively). The problem is WHY when there is a co-
rona effect the Z-shaped antenna of Pappas does rotate and why when there is no corona
effect, it does does not rotate. You will say: At the availability of corona effect,
there will be a back push on the antenna caused by the electrons leaving the antenna,
as is the case when charging the antenna by static electricity. Meanwhile I shall say:
When there is a corona effect the electrons in the alternating currents streaming to
the end points of the antenna are NOT stopped there and the unbalanced Grassmann's for-
ces which remain to act alone set the antenna into rotation.

8. Now I should like to give a general comments on the Weber-Wesley electrodynamics.
I find your approach very interesting and the fact that you obtain so many important
results is remarkable. I think, however, that the W.-W. electrodynamics is WRONG.

I shall present a speculation on an undergraduate level as FUNDAMENTAL controversies
can be settled only on an undergraduate level. I beg you VERY MUCH to answer my criti-
cism also on an Undergraduate level.

I shall refer to your paper EVIDENCE FOR WEBER-WESLEY ELECTRODYNAMICS AND LIMITATIONS
OF MAXWELL THEORY which you kindly sent me with your last letter.

You affirm (formula (10)) that according to your theory the magnetic potential ori-
ginated by a current element I'dr' at a space point distant r from it is

A = I'dr'/cr. (A)

In the text after your formula (7) you assert that the magnetic intensity is to be
calculated from the magnetic potential according to the formula

B = rotA. (B)

Thus the magnetic intensity originated by the above current element will be

B = rotA = (I/c)rot(drVr) = (I/c){(l/r)rot(dr
'

) - drxgrad(l/r)} = I'dr'xr/cr^. (C)

as rot(dr' ) = 0.

You assert (formula (73)) that the force acting on a charge q moving with a velocity
v in a magnetic field B is

f = (q/c)vxB = (q/c)vx(I'dr'xr/cr"^). (D)

Writing qv = Idr, we obtain

f = (H7c^r"^)drxdr'xr. (E)

Thus for the interaction of two current elements you obtain GRASSMANN FORMULA. Meanwhile
you assert that the right formula must be Ampere's formula and that Grassmann's formula
is WRONG.

On p. 183 of TWT-VII I wrote: "If Pappas will write the magnetic potential A generated
by a current element Idr at a distance r along an arbitrary direction, so that by multi-
plying in a certain manner this magnetic potential A by another current element
I'dr', he will obtain Ampere's formula, I shall pay him % 1000." --- Although Pappas is
always short with money, he could not win this sappy sum. y /l-f/yLi
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STEFAN MARINOV Indian journal of physics

Morellcnfeldgasse 16 20 June 1990 Jadavpur

A-SOIO GRAZ - AUSTRIA Calcutta 700 032

Dear Dr. Datta,

Thank vou very much for your letters of the 7 and 2 March 1990, although the reject

of my papers ON THE ABSOLUTE ASPECTS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONS and VIOLATIONS OF

LAWS OF CONSERVATION OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM AND ENERGY was, of course, not pleasant for -

I do not accept the referee's criticisms on these papers. The fact that my papers ar«

published with difficulties in the scientific journals is not an argument against my

theory and EXPERIMENTS. Experiments either must be accepted or one has to show that

their results are wrong. If the referee cannot show that the experiments are wrong, he

MUST accept their results. Then the referee either has to try to explain these results

in the frame of the conventional theory, or (in the case that he cannot do this), he mus

ACCEPT the new proposed theory. Only this way is a scientific way.

I have done a lot of experiments which show that the answer of NATURE is not such a

one as one should expect proceeding from the conventional theory on space-time physics

and on electromagnetism. The results of my experiments must be presented to the judge-

ment of the scientific community. Of course one can be mistrustful and one can reject

my papers, but this can last only a limited time, as experiments cannot be silenced.

I know how difficult is for the referees and the editors of the physical journals to_

publish my papers. But with DIFFICULTIES I already published about 50 papers in the reff

reed journals. My published experiments are not discussed in the li^?;;^^":;^, ^^^?"^%"?:
body daresto take the responsibility to say "yes" or "no", but soon THEY WILL BE DISCUS-

SED. (A paper of me has appeared in the IND. J. PHYS.. 558, 403 (1981)).

But I have many CRUCIAL experiments which VIOLATE laws of conservation. Such are

the BUL-CUB MACHINE WITHOUT STATOR and the ROTATING AMPERE BRIDGE WITH DISPLACEMENT CUR^

RENT (to distinguish it from the ROTATING AMPERE BRIDGE WITH SLIDING CONTACTS consructw

recently by me, a report on which will be published in PHYSICS ESSAYS). The presentatio*

of these two machines are given in the paper

THE MYTHS IN PHYSICS

which I submit now to IND. J. PHYSICS. - '^ ^

These two experiments VIOLATE the law of angular momentum conservation. Yes, ihey

VIOLATE a fundamental physical law . If the referee should suggest rejection, he has-

1) Either to show that my experiments are WRONGLY done, i.e., that they cannot den

strate the reported effects.

3) Or, if he will accept their effects, he has to show that these experiemts do NOT

violate the law of angular momentum conservation. I think, however, that even if he wi1

be successful in showing that these apparatus do not violate the ^^^^^ angular momentu

conservation, the paper is to be published, as the experiments are INTERESTING and one

must allow to the executor of an interesting experiment to present his explanation of

the effect observed.

I send only one copy of the paper, as my hopes that the paper will be accepted are

feeble. The photographs will be sent, if the paper will be accepted. I can change the

style of the paper, but I think that when one destroys a FUNDAMENTLA PHYSICAL LAW, one

must be allowed to say this loudly enough, without the etw-nal Saxon "it seems ,
one is

afraid", etc. -^^^^

You, Dr. Datta, have a difficult task. I shouldVthat you find enough scientific

courage to publish this paper.

Hoping to receive your acknowledgement for the reception of this paper and then als(

yor final decision in due time.
Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note. The answer to the above letter is given by Dr. Datta with his letter

of the 3 July 1990.
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STEFAN MARINOV Dr. E. Panarella

Morellenfeldgasse 16 25 June 1990 PHYSICS ESSAYS

A-8010 GRAZ — AUSTRIA Nat. Res. Council

Tel. 0316/377093
Room^lOO, Bldg. MIO

Ontario KIA 0R6

Dear Dr. Panarella.

Thank you very much for your letter of the 11 June 1990 concerning my paper PE2500/KLA.

I have rewritten the paper following ALL your suggestions and convincing me once more
in the validity of the formula

Impact = (Quality) ,

i.e., that the impact which a paper can have on the reader is equal to the quality of
of the paper at a power n, where n is the number of rewri tings of the paper. Thank you
of having suggested to me to rewrite the paper! Now it is almost perfect.

Here I shall answer the three remarks of the referee in his second comments.

1. I do NOT accept Ampere's law when writing (in the addendum of the last variation
of my paper): " I agree that Ampere's formula predicts for my rotating Ampere bridge a

torque in the same direction as predicted by Grassmann's formula". I only noticed that
Ampere's formula predicts the SAME direction of rotation as Grassmann's formula (and as

Nature does). From this conclusion the referee cannot make the conclusion that I accept
Ampere's formula. - I also agree that Goebbels' f^tatement "Every lie if 1000 times re-

peated becomes a truth" is true, but this does not signify that I accept Dr. Goebbels.

Thus I continue to assert that the Ampere's bridge is propulsing by the action of in-

ternal forces and NOT by the action of the currents in the stator (as is the assertion
Df Ampere's formula). The point of the paper is exactly AT THIS POINT.

2. In his first comments the referee wrote:

The Ampere force law predicts that Marinov's motor will not rotate if C and F are

welded conductor junctions and AB and GH are made very long compared to DE. The

current from a battery or other source would then have to be introduced with slip-
ping contacts at A and H. Also the battery leads would have to be kept well away
from the motor. If the motor still rotates with these modifications, then I accept
Marinov has proved his point of selfpropulsion.

I showed in the addendum (this text is now included in the paper - p. 8) that if

the sliding contacts will be put at the points B, G or at the points A, H, far enough
from the bridge, then ALSO ACCORDING TO GRASSMANN'S FORMULA, the bridge will NOT rotate.
According to Grassmann, a CLOSED current loop cannot rotate about an axis and violate
the angular momentum conservation law. But an UNCLOSED current loop CAN ROTATE about
^n axis violating thus the angular momentum conservation law. Such are the loops in my
3ul-Cub machine without stator and in my Rotating Ampere Bridge with DISPLACEMENT current.

UNCLOSED loops(i.e., circuits with condensers) rotate under the action of INTERNAL
-ORCES and such a rotation can be explained only by Grassmann's formula but NOT by Ampere's
'ormula as the WHOLE stator wire comers from infinity and goes to infinity ALONG the AXIS.*

3. I gave in the new version of the paper a more DIDACTIC explanation (p. 5) why two
)arts of one and the same current loop act one on another with equal and oppsoitely di-
rected forces (according to Grassmann). If this "topological" explanation is not suffi-
:ient for the referee and he will ask me "How thin must be the two parallel wires", or
'One cannot send finite current along very thin wires because they will be burnt", etc.,
: shall prefer to cut the discussion because even to the statement "The day has 24 hours"
)ne can raise objections of being imperfect.

Hoping to receive soon your final decision concerning my paper

PROPULSIVE AND ROTATING AMPERE BRIDGES AND THE PRINCIPLE OF RELATIVITY,

: wish to point out that the photograph of the RAF-machine was sent with the previous
/ersion of the paper.

Sincerely yours.
One can put the source of alternating tension

j //.,, .^ ,

ilong the axis of the Bui -Cub machine .7- cUtiUf-^l
/ithout stator BETWEEN THE POINTS OF SUSPENSION and Stefan Marinov
hen the ROTATING system will be COMPLETELY ISOLATED.
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Herm
Stefan Marinov

Morellenfeldgasse 16

8010 Graz

Wlen. 26. Junl 1990

Sehr geehrter Herr Marinov,

wlr bestatlgen dankend den Erhalt Ihres Schrelbens vom 20. Junl d. J.

und der Artikel "Meine Vorschlage zu dem 27. Parteitag der KPO",
und "Dem christlichen Kommunisnius entgegen".
Wir haben den Inhalt mit Interesse zur Kenntnls genonmen, mllssen Ihnen

aber leider mittellen, daO wir beide Artikel axis Platzmangel nicht ver-

cjffentlichen kOnnen. Wir haben in der Ausgabe vorn 22. Junl d. J. einen
Artikel liber den bevorstehenden Parteitag der KPO auf Seite 9

vercJffentlicht und haben auch liber den Bundesparteitag berichtet.

Mehr kbnnen wir leider nicht dariiber schreiben, da uns wie gesagt,

nicht genug Platz zur Verfligung steht.

Mit freundlichen GrllBen

2iiSTANDARD[)!R STANDARD
Hiedaktibn/

Editorial note . See Marinov's letter to the journal DIE VOLKSSTIMME of the 1 May
1990.
See the following page.

<>S« ARF1k<»NNIH(;|s.mH.H.6*(:«).K(;- RM)AMIONI'NI>VlRtAli:A-IOI4WlFN.HFRRhNtiAS>,| I.PosTIM II22I.

tl-UK>N:(0222»SM70.Ti II.x:IIS6(.7nK()N.THHAX:Rii.AMUiN (0222) SHA>l>w. 1^1. VhRiAr. !)>». MAN7hK!FNAnn^^^
Bankvi RiiiNix 'N( ;: PSK Kn v-Nr.7577.062 nl.ZftlXXX). i)VR 0S542I9
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annnor maphhoba k efo yawio amcm mhpoboh kcmiyhhsm ot kpyiuehhh

I'lraK raaeTa DIE V0LKSSTI^t1E OTKasajia ony6jiHKOBaTb moio craTHo DEM CHRISTLICHEN KOMMU-

NISMUS ENTGEGEN. H nocTasHJi 3tot Bonpoc nepeA napTHHHOH opraHHsaimeH b Ppaue. FeHocce

3. KajibTCHerrep e3Ann b BeHy h o6cyw^aJT 3tot Bonpoc b raaeTe h b UeKa, ho OTBeT 6bin tbcpa:

IlapTHH H raaeTa we comacHbi ony6jiHKOBaTb mok) craTbio. B pesyjibTaTe 3Toro oTKasa h BbmonHHJi

iiocTaBjreHHbiH moh ynbTHNiaTyM h Bbuieji hs pjmoB KTI Abctphh.

Moe oHCbMO renoccy FapSepy h o6e CTareHKH 6binH nocjianbi aBcrpHHCKHM raacTaM DER STAN-

DARD, DIE PRESSE H HeMe^KOMy >KypHany DER SPIEGEL.

DER STANDARD oTBeTHn mhg cbohm hahotckhm /HenofliiHcaHHbM/ nHCbMOM or 26-ro hoiih, noflo6-

HbM KHHOTCKOMy HHCbMy raseTbi DIE VOLKSSTIMME ot 21-ro Man, xaK qTo h TonbKo CKaaaji ce6e:

"A Hero 7Ke eme mqkho OOTwarb or 3thx ySorHX bchckhx npoBHUUHajioB , Koropbie, HaBepHoe,

HHKorfla B )KH3HH He cjibiuiajiH , ^^o TaKoe FlEPnETyyM MOBHJIE h KaKOBo ero sHaneHHe ajth wejio-

BeqecTBa, ocoSenno npH HacrojnueH TparHMHoft 3Hepro-3KOJiorHMecKOH cmyauHH."

FaaeTa DIE PRESSE h )KypHajT DER SPIEGEL cohjih Moe yTBepweHHe , mto nanaHH Vammepa b

jiarepHX AyiiiBHue h Bejib3eHe-Bejib3eHe HBJiHiorcfi majiKHMw flHneTaHTaMH no cpaBHeHwo c hx koji-

jiaraMH b jiarepnx JIoBe^e h Bejiene-BejieHe KaK o6nay na neMeuKyio nauHio h Boo6me Mne ne or-

BeTHJlH.

TaKHM o6pa30M iJieHHbiH onbiT npHBHeceHHbiH BojirapaMii b PHraHTCKOH 6opb6e c HHaKCMsicnHeM

,

HHaKOMyBCTBHeM H HHaKOBepHeM /ne ra3dM flyiiiHTb h b seMnio 3aKanbn3aTb, a AySHHOH /conoft/

npHKaHMHBaTb H CBHHeH KOpMHTb/ OCTaHeTCH "onblTOM B HyCTblHe".

H Koraa Syayume lYiNfvinepbi npHCTymiT CHOBa k flejiy /a b pasHbix crpanax MHpa ohh h Tenepb

He JieHHTCH/ , to ohh OnHTb yXBaTHTCH 3a HeSKOHOMHMHblH H Hea^xJjeKTHBHblH , HO mHpOKO-H3BeCT-

Hbrfi HeNieUKHH CnoCOS MaCCOBOrO yHHMTOJKeHHH.

51 npHJiaraio CTaTbio h3 UlTIirEIW, rjxe SojirapcKOMy cnocoSy KopMnenHJi CBimeH yfleneno napa

MeJlKHX CTpOMeK, a H3BeCTH0, HTO CyiUeCTByeT HH(}X)pMaqHOHHbIH nopor, KOTOpblH MejTKan HH^XDP-

MauHH He MO)KeT nepecTyriHTb h ^aiOTwecKii TaKaa HH(}x3pMauHH yMHpacT k Beqepy Toro caMoro

flHH, B KOTopoM ee HaneqaTajTH. Be^b Aiipeicrop BhBhCh Tax nanyTCTBOBan cbohx cjiy^raiuHx:

"MTo6bi He AonycTHTb Kanyio-To HHcjKjpMauHH) noifra nicBOTy, ee hjokho BbinycTHTb TOJibKO pa3 b

flByx cjioBax."

Das erste Opfer am Tag meiner An-

kunft war ein Mann aus Plowdiw.

Er muBte aus der Reihe treten, sich

mit dem Gesicht nach unten auf die Er-

de legen und wurde vor unser aller Au-

gen mit KnQppcln erschlagen.

„Zuerst hat er geschrien und um Gna-

,, , „„. uiti«ro iir»H de gebettelt, doch die Bewacher haben
Horror-Loge nach Hitlers und

^^/,^^^ ;;^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^B 3,^^ 3„,
Stallns Vorbild: Bulgarien ^^^ Nacken des Mannes. Die beiden

hatte, Wie erst jetzt tierauskommt, OfTiziere, Lagerchef Oberstleutnant Ni-

selnen Gulag. kola Gasdoff und sein sadistischer Vize

Schmutzige
Knochen
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Zwadco Goranofr, sdilugen nodi, als der

Mann schon Iftngst tot war."

Bojidar WitanofT, 47, dcr die Horror-

Szcne erstmals schildert, war MithSft-

ling und Augenzeuge. Als ISjahrigen

SdiQIer hatte man ihn in das berflchtigte

,A»<>cits-Erziehungslager** Lowetsch,

130 Kilometer nordOstlich von Sofia,

etngetierert. Morgens urn fDnrkJingelten

mchrcre mit Pistolen bcwaffnete Man-
ner an Witanoffs WohnungstQr: „Sie ka-

men in mein Zimmer gestflrzt und
schrien: Sic h6ren imperialistisdie Mu-
sik! Wohcr haben Sic die? Wo ist das

Tonband? Gestchen Sic alles! SpSter,

auf der Miliz-Wache am Boulevard

DondukofT, hat sich keiner mchr dafUr

intercssiert."

Jaz2-Fan WitanolT war zuvor schon

siebenmal von der Miliz festgenommen

In den Jahren zwischen 1945 und
1962 unterhicit das Regime mindestens

20 soldier Umerzichungslager, die neue
politische Opposition ftlhrt sogar 60 La-

ger auf. Alle waren nach nazideutschem

Voifeild etngcrichtet und bctrieben wor-

den. Haftlingsbaracken, Zwangsarbeit,

Hungcrrationen, Kapo-Bewacher, Zflhl-

appell, Tritte, Schiage, Qufllereien und
Mord bcherrschten auch in Bulgarien

den KZ-Alltag. Toten wurden sogar, wie

bci den Deutschen, die GoldzShne her-

ausgebfx>chen.

Berichte von Obcricbenden mit prSzi-

sen Angaben flber Opfer und TSter

zwangcn die noch immer regicrenden

Kommunisten, die sich Anfang April in

„Bulgarischc Sozialistische Partci"

(BSP) umbenannten, zur Flucht nach

schreckiichen Wahrheit schr nah
kommt Die Lager waren fClr Kriminel
und politisch gefahriiche Personen e

richtet worden, ObcrgrifTe und Rccht,
verietzungen seien auf die mangelnci
Aufsidit durdi die BehOrden zurQckzi

fUhren. Als Hauptgrund fDr die Tode
faile werden „grobe Pervcrsionen d(

Regimes, stAndige Prilgel und Verle

zung der menschlidien WDrde" angey
ben.

MOrder der HSTtlinge waren lai

Kommission in der Mehrheit „Krimine
le, ein Kreis grausamer Sadisten**. Zwi
sind fast alle namentlich bckannt,

kein einziger der sadisdschen TSter

dc bisher festgenommen.
Die Bulgaren wQhlen nun selbcr in ii

rer Vergangenheit - und das im Wor
sinn. Nach Hinweisen aus der BevOlki

Staatsprasident Mladenoff, geSffnetes Massengrab: .Endlich einen SchluBstrich Ziehen'

worden, wegen zu enger Jeanshosen, zu

langer Haare oder weii er sich mit jun-

gcn West-Touristen im Musik-Cafe des

Hotels ^Bulgarija" getroffen hatte.

,.Wahrschcinlich hat mich einer der

Nachbam verpfiffen."

14 Monate tang muBte er in den Stein-

brflchen des Todeslagers Lowetsch
schuften. »Wie durdi ein Wunder" hat er

Oberlebt. Von den 1235 Gefangenen al-

lein im Lager Lowetsch wurden nach of-

fiziellen Untersuchungen 147 Haftlinge

ermordct, nach Mcinuhg der Obcricben-

den ist die wirkliche Zahl der Toten
„mindestens dreimal so hodi".

Ein halbes Jahr nach dem unblutigen

Ende der Diktatur des starrsinnigen KP-
Chefs Todor SchiwkofT hcherrscht Ver-

gangenheitsbewaitigung die politische

Debatte. Immer deutlicher cnthOllen

Horrormeldungen das AusmaB des bul-

garischen Gulag, der die Herrschaft der
Putei absichem sollte.

Staatschef Petar Mladenoff, dcr am
10. November vorigcn Jahres den crfolg-

reidien Putsch gegen Schiwkoff ange-

fDhrt hatte, lieD - ganz im alten Stil - oh-
ne GerichtsbcschluB drei der fQr die To-

deslager Hauptverantwortlichen verhaf-

ten.

Dodi ihr Chef, der ehemaiige Innen-

minister Georgi Tsankoff, blieb unbe-
helligt. Die Erkiarung der Justiz: Der
Mann sei zu alt, und zudem habe man
dem Minister, „wic in sozialistischen Re-

gimen Qblich", nie erzAhlt, was in den
Lagem wirklich geschah.

Mladenoff setzte cine Untersuchungs-
kommission am Pariamentariem und
Beamten des Innenministeriums ein, die

frcilich alle schon dem alten Regime gc-

dicnt hatten. Kommentar der grOOten

Oppositionszcitung Demokrazija: „Die
MOrder richten Qber sich selbst."

Im April legte die Kommission einen

Zwisdienberidit vbr, welcher der

rung haben OpF>ositionsmitglieder Obe

ail im Land gehcime Grtber geOffn

und die Skelette von Opfem ausgegr

ben, die 1944 nach dem Sieg der Ro(r

Armee hingerichtet und verscharrt wo
den waren: Arzte, Lehrer, Kaufleute nt

KOnsder, aber auch angebliche Fas

sten und Kollaborateure.

Fast taglich werden GrSber gefun<;

in Waidem, an Bahndammen, in M
ren oder in verfallcnen Hausem. i

'

neue sozialistische Staatsmacht muO
20 000 willkQrlidi Hingerichtete cinr

stehen, die Opposition schfltzt die 7

auf mindestens 200 000.

Aus Angst vor neuen EnthQIIungc

hat Innenminister Atanas Scmerdsdif

unkontrollicrte Ausgrabungen in:

schcn verboten, angeblich um die (

besruhc der Toten zu schOtzen. Abet

Bulgaren lassen sich von dem Vn'

nicht abschrecken. In der vorvergam

ncn Woche wurde in der Nahe des Dc
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; Tran, nurwenige Kilometervorderju-
slawischcn Grenze, wieder ein Grab
t mindestens 30 Toten in einem ver-

. ; gten Brunnen entdeckt.

Die stalinistischen Verbrechen der bul-

,|-ischen Kommunisten wurden das
' ;htigste Thema des Wahlkampfs. Am
Timenden Sonntag kdnnen die Bulga-
I uber das erste freie Parlament seit 44

.iren bestimmen. Die „Union der De-
r kratischen Krafte" (SDS), ein Wahl-
\ idnts von 25 neuen Parteten und Bflr-

fbewegungen, wirft der ehemaligen
; atspartei BSP vor, sie weigere sich, die

^^ntwortung fiir die Blutschuld ihrer

/^angenheit zu Qbemehmen. Nach
j
gsten Umfragen liegen die Sozialisten

i ler Wahlergunst mit 44,5 Prozent weit

vn, gefolgt von der SDS mit knapp 26
1 zent der Stimmen.
Jm ihre kleinbOrgerlichc Klientel nicht

2 enmsichem, haben die Sozialisten ih-

,r /crgangenheitsbewaltigung unterdes-

gebremst. Die Beschaftigungmitdem
n Regime, so ihr Parteiblatt Duma,
me den Bulgaren den Elan, sich mit
komplizierten Problemen von Ge-

wart und ZukunR zu befassen.

ine Leserbriefkampagne unterstQtzte

in alten Zeiten die neuc Linie der Par-

,Es muB endlich SchluB gemacht wer-
mit der Nekromanie**, empSrte sich

ireuer Genosse, „wichtiger als die al-

Knochen ist Bulgariens Wirtschafts-
rm.** Ein anderer wamte: „Denken
ungen Leute, diejetzt mit den Gcrip-
Stimmung machen wollen, audi da-
daB unter diesen Skeletten mancher
nutzige Knochen ist, der das Vater-
I verraten hat?"

ie drei fUr die Todeslager verantwort-
;n Politiker wurden inzwischcn aus
Untersuchungshaft entlassen, blei-

aber weiterhin unter Hausarrest. Ge-
phoienst-General Petko Kiproff, Mit-
jlJ der Untersuchungskommission
ui Chef der Archive im Innenministe-
T 1, behauptet: „Was in den Opposi-
I'szeitungen steht, ist gelogen und
1' trieben. In den Lagem haben fast

iichlieBlich Kriminelle und freche
HMigans gesessen.**
' b Lagerhaft, Zwangsarbeit oder der
M d an Haftlingen eine angemessene
>tre fUr angebliche Rowdys seien, bc-
ir 'ortet der General mit einem Achscl-
'-^ en: „Das ist das Gesetzdes Lebens."
^walthabeesschlieBlichimmergege-

)f „Die Guillotine arbeitete wShrend
le Franz5sischen Revolution wie eine
"^ maschine, und Straflager kannte Si-
>i n schon vor Stalin."

ich StaatsprSsident MladenoFT will
>! t weiter in der VergangenheitwOhlen.
'v lieB er an einem. Fclsen im Stein-
>rh des Todeslagers Lowetsch eine
•M iseme Tafel anbringen mit der Auf-
ci rt: „Nie wieder Gewalt, nie wieder
^(itsbruch. Wir vemeigen uns vor den
)| -rn des Totalitarismus". Aber bci der

Oberlebende im Gulag Lowetsch*
,Das Verbrechen darf nIcht verjOhren'

Gedenkfeier seiner Partei, Mitte April,
forderte er, „endlich cinen SchluBstrich
zu Ziehen".

OppositionsanhSnger lassen sich dar-
auf nicht ein. Sie hatten in der Nacht vor
der Parteifeier an einer unzug^nglichen
Steilwand ein Transparent angebracht
mit der Aufschrift: „Die MOrdcr kehren
an den Tatort zurOck".

Doch das tun auch die Opfer: Zu den
angeblichen „Kriminellen" oder „Hooli-
gans", die in Lowetsch eingesperrt wa-
ren, gehOrt auch Nikola DafinofT, 48,
damals ein SchQIer von 17 Jahren. Sein
Verbrechen bestand darin, daB er privat

sieben Sprachen, darunter auch „kapita-
listische" wie Englisch, FranzOsisch und
Deutsch, lemte. Dafinoff: „lm Felsen
arbeiteten Manner und Frauen von mor-
gens fQnf Uhr bis zur Dunkelheit, selbst
am Sonntag muBten wir bis mittags
schuften. Mit Loren wurden die Fels-
brocken zur SteinmUhle transportiert,

was besonders mOhsam war, wenn die
verrosteten Gleise bci Regen und
Schnee unter Wasser standen."

„Manner und Frauen, Alte und Junge,
jeder muBte 17 Kubikmet'^i- Steine tag-
lich abliefem. Doch die meisten Straflin-

ge waren Intellektuelle, denen schwer«
karperiiche Arbeit fremd war. Kaum ei-

ner konnte die Norm crfDIIen."

Wer wcniger ablieferte, bezog bcim
abendlichen ZShlappell PrQgel. Ohne
Muhe kann der Ex-Haftling ein halbes
Dutzend Namen der Mehrfach-MOrder

• Bojidar WitanofT. Nadja Ilkowa, Nikola Darinoff
vor der omzicllen Gcdenktard.

nennen: „Schacho der Zi
geuner, Blago der EscL
Gantscho der Barbiei-
und, die Schlimmste im La-
ger, ,Julia die SchOne*.
„Einen SchuB habe ich wflh-
rend meiner gesamten La-
gerzeit nie gehSrt", erzahit
DafinofT. „Die tSglichen
Toten, zwischen flQnf und
acht, sind allean den Folgen
der Schlage gestorben."

Auf den Totensdieinen
der Lagerverwaltung, heute
im Archiv des Innenmini-
steriums, sind die Todesur-
sachen anders angegeben:
Herzstillstand, Lungenent-
zundung, Gehimerkran-
kungen, siebenmal sogar
Hitzschlag- mitten im Win-
ter. Die Leichen wurden in

Sacke gesteckt und neben
den Toiletten gestapelt, bis

ein Lastwagen einmal in der
Woche die Opfer abholte.

„Vorallem im heiBen Som-
mer stank es bestialisch",

erinnem sich DafinofT
und seine Leidensgenossin
Nadja Ilkowa, 61.

Keiner der Haftlinge ahnte damals,
was mit den Leichen geschah. Erst jetzt

konnten andere Zeugen die Wahrheit
bekanntmachen: Um keine Spuren zu
hinteriassen, licBen die Gulag-Herren
die Toten auf der Geflngnisinsel Belene
in einem „Objekt 6" genannten Bau den
Schweinen zum FraB vorwerfen.

Militarstaatsanwalt Boris Jotsoff, der
im Lowetsch-ProzeB die Anklage vertre-

ten soil, auf die besorgte Frage von Boji-

dar WitanoH", ob er filr seinen Freimut
nun mit Unannehmlichkeiten rechnen
mQsse: „Von mir nicht. Aber Sie wissen
ja, cs gibt noch viele Stalinisten mit gro-
Bem EinfiuB in unserem Land."
Deren Wut bekommt auch Petar Kor-

najeff zu spQren, der Vorsitzende des
neugegrQndeten bulgarischen Advoka-
tenverbandes. Fast taglich gehen bei

ihm Drohbriefe mit der Forderung ein,

sich aus den Untersuchungen der kom-
munistischen Verbrechen herauszuhal-
ten.

Komajeff tut das genaue Gegenteil.
Er klagt den Prasidenten Mladenoff Of-

fentlich des Rechtsbruchs an, die Regie-
rung und das Pariament wegen Veriet-

zung der Verfassung. „Wir, die Bulga-
ren, haben in der Nachkriegszeit drei-

mal, zuletzt in der KSZE-Urkunde, fei-

eriich unterschrieben, daB Verbrechen
gegen die Menschlichkeit nicht verjfth-

ren kdnnen. Der ProzeB gegen die M5r-
der von Lowetsch muB gefOhrt werden."
Der Anwalt hofft auf den Sieg der

Opposition bei den Pariamentswahlen:
„Wir wollen mit Anstand und WOrde
auf das neue Europa zugehen." <
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fyzikAlny Ostav
Centra elcktro-fyzikilneho vyskumu SloTcntkej akademie vied

Dubravskik cesu 9. 842 28 Bratislava

Dr. &, Marinov
Morellenfeldgasse 16

A - 8010 G R A Z

Austria

Vatenaaca

Vec

Natoznailu Brntisuva J\me 29th, 1990

Dear Dr. Marinov,

Thnnk you vory much for your letter of June 7th,

1990 nnd the enclosed volume of your encyclopaedic

work Class.ical Physics. I sent it to the arbitrator

of your p-fper "Physical essence of the Maxwell-Lo-

rentz equations".

Plense, Allow me to repeat: Editorial Board of

tlie journal Acta Physica Slovaca with respect of the

point of view of tho referee /the arbitrator agreed

with it/ decided tli <t tho mentioned paper would not

be published in our Journal.

As regards the pipers "Violations of the laws of

conversation of anf^ul ir momentum and energy", "Repe-

tition of V/hiteheatP s experiment for demonstrating

th^t displacement current is a pure mathematical

fiction" and "Maxwell's illusion: The displacement

current" which you sent to our office in the letter

of Mirch 16th, 1990 I am very sorry but I must put it

you that you did not keep the instructions to the

authors. T enclose it to this letter. Therefore, they

are not considered for pui)lishing in the journal

Acta Physic t-iJlovaca.

Ciincerely you^rs

Edit, note . This letter is answered
on 9 July 1990. RNDr. J.Kf>lu7.ny'GSc.

,

Mnnacing >>iitor
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VIS 900612
"address for proofs:

International Journal Ofrlieoretical Physics
Georgia Institute Of Technology

Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0430 ;

(40»)HyiS220 >

)r. Stefan Marinov
nstitute for Fundamental Physics

viorellenfeldgasse 16

\-8010Graz, Austria

^uthor(s):

Stefan Marinov

"ille:

laxwell's Illusion

1 pages +4 figures

tatus:

declined 90.07.01
''^

.uthor misses the physical content of Maxwell's Equations

>ate:

p.07-01

lililor

l>:i\ id I iiik«'Kli-iii

i (litoriiil R<>:ircl

I*. <•. lt<-rKiii:i(iii
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I. PriK<>K<<>t'

I I.IK. I-.IU ..I

itle:

fepetition of Whitehead's Experiment for Demonst.ating

^lat Displacement Current is a Pure Mathematical Fiction

1 pages +4 figures

jtatus:

declined 90.07

Ibte:

).07.01

'•1^

III). 1.1. III. .nil < .11

r.'i II.. .1.11, il IM

I.. SiiNskind

A. Traillman
InMiliiU t.il

riu.-i. lu.il IMi\Mo

V*f ^fU'VM ^.,) -?^S4

litorial note . Marinov answers this letter with his own of the

3 August 1990.

< . r. V. Wrlzsac-kc-r

M.x l-l.iiiik ln..liliilv

t=. P. VI iKiicr

1-1. II. . t.>ii t iii\. i.<ii\

l<i....k

\ll li|ll.ll lillli.lllon ;liltl I llipio l>|>pi>rliinil\ liiNiiiiiii
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PhOlM 46-9371-6, 42-8804-6

42-8883-4. 42-8904

INDASSON
021-6601 IAC8 IN

In reply please quote

Gram

Telex

INDIAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE CULTIVATION OF SCIENCE

From Or.CMrse) K*K« Datta«
^immmiha&m Asst* Secretary &
HfSfAckS^i^SOi Scientific Editor, jadavpur

INDIAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS CALCUTTA-700 032
~. INDIA

No,IJP-l/501/90. 3 - 7 - 90«

To

Dr. Stefan Marinov,
Morellenfeldgasse 16#

A - 8010 GRAZ » AUSTRIA

Dear Dr. Marlnov,

Thank you for your paper 'The myths In Physics* and
the xsKoo^mAik accoppanied letter dated June 20, 1990«

The Board of Editors, however, has decided not to
accept this kind of controversial papers for publication
in Indian Journal of Physics. Hence, you are requested
not to send this kind of paper to our Journal any more.
Your present paper is being returned herewith.

Sorry for the inconvenience 2

Your sincerely,

(K. K. Datta)

Editorial note. The paper THE MYTHS IN PHYSICS is published in TWT-III. p. 59.
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To FAX: 0044/71/8369934

To the Managing Editor
(in her absence to the person
who has taken the responsibility)
NATURE
4 Little Essex Street
London

To hand copy to Dr. Maddox

Dear Lady,

On the 12 June I sent a letter to Mr. P. Newmark to which until the present day I have

lot received an answer. Later I saw in the editorial information in NATURE that Mr.

Newmark is no more in its editorial staff. But my letter was to be answered by this
Derson who has taken his place.

I beg you that you find this letter to Mr. Newmark and that you answer it by FAX to-

day before 17.00 your time.

I beg you also to take from Dr. Maddox my letter to him of the 21 March 1990 and to

give answers to all 6 questions posed there (by discussing the matter with Dr. Maddox).

I beg you to confirm in your fax that Dr. Maddox' article (which he faxed to me on

the 13 March 1990 - or an improved variation) will appear on the 12 July, together with
ny Letter to the Editor, as Dr. Maddox promised to me five minutes ago on the phone.

And I beg you to confirm whether Dr. Maddox wi i 1 send to me the L 20 which he owes me

for the book TWT-VII which he has ordered some months ago.

I was so good to Dr. Maddox. I believed 5 years in his lies. He has not appreciated
ny sincerity and he has trampled with his feet the belief of a man in his fellow man.

Every time I believed in Dr. Maddox' promises. But he has trespassed all limits of
human decency.

I hope that Dr. Maddox will finally understand that his abhorrent behaviour is unpardo-
nable and I shall pray to the Lord to help him in his difficult hours.

Looking forward for your FAX-ANSWER today before 17.00 London time.

Sincerely yours.

'0' j/^^^t^

Stefan Marinov



STEFAN MARINOV ,.^
To fax: 0044/ 7 1/8369934

Morcllcnfeldgasse 16 4 July 1990
A.80I0 GRAZ - AUSTRIA jo the Managing Editor

Tel. 0316/377093 (in her absence to the person

Fax: Austria 0316/827560 NA^fuRr^'^"^"
^^^^

4 Little Essex Street
• -

'

London WC2R 3LF

'-
'-'

To hand a copy to Dr, Maddox
Dear Lady,

I excuse myself that I have not noticed your name, but I have no time to go to the

library to look at.

To my fax of the 3 July there was no answer, although I begged you to send it to me
yesterday before 17.00 London time by fax. I BEG FOR YOUR ATTENTION. ^

My contacts with NATURE have an enormous importance for the progress of science an4
for the future of mankind. I have done numerous experiments which have demonstrated tHk

invalidity of the principles of relativity and equivalence, of the laws of conservatioi

of angular momentum and energy, and the fallacy of a great part of today's concepts
on electromagnetism. With some scarce exeptions of some random journals, no physical

journal in the world publishes the results of my experimental and theoretical research,

as otherwise the whole body of today's space-time physics will crumble to pieces in a

couple of months.

Dr. Maddox was the only editor of an authoritative scientific vehicle who since fi

years promises to publish papers of me. However, during all these five years his promlj

turned to be only systematic flagrant lies. In these five years I came five times to

London (once Dr. Maddox payed me the trip), I spoke with Dr. Maddox more than 1000 ti

on the phone and we exchanged hundreds of letters, telegrams and faxes. This was an

enormous psychic, financial and time devouring expense from my side (I earn my bread ai

a groom in a stable). I did all these sacrifices because I am the only man in the worl

who is able to inform humanity about the first perpetuum mobile constructed on our pla-

net - the machine TESTATIKA in the religious community METHERNITHA in Switzerland of

which I am a member. The problem with this machine is VERY COMPLICATED, as its construe

tor, Mr. Paul Baumann, thinks that humanity is not ripe for this illimited source of

energy. I think that humanity will be never ripe, but I hope that this pure and clean

source of energy will save our world from the ecological and ethical catastrophy to

which it is precipitating. Although I published a whole book dedicated to the machine
TESTATIKA (TWT-V), the world will listen to me only if I shall have a high enough tri-

bune. I can mount on this tribune only when the world will hear about my own important

discoveries. My own publications (the series TWT) reach only a limited number of peop

I have observed in many of my experiments violations of the energy conservation laWi

but I could not succeed until now to construct a machine with a closed energetic circle

(perpetuum mobile), as the machine TESTATIKA is (first of all because of the lack of
money). However I constructed two machines (The Bui -Cub machine without stator and the

Rotating Ampere Bridge with Displacement Current) which demonstrate a patent violation
of the angular momentum conservation law. Such experiments cannot impress the journa-

lists, as they are too stupid, but they can impress the scientific community. If the

reports on these experiments will be published in a big scientific journal, in a coupU
of months the whole world will listen to every of my words. My Bui -Cub machine without
stator is presented in the big paper which Dr. Maddox personally in 1987 and then I in

1988 finally have composed in the editorial office of NATURE. This paper had to appear
on the 18 July 1988 (see the letter of Dr. Maddox of the 29 July 1988 published in

TWT-III, p. 330). But Dr. Maddox still has not published this paper. When I came to Loil

don in December 1988 for a lengthier discussion, I agreed to expect first for the publl

cation of Dr. Maddox' own "Christmas puzzle" (since '84 Dr. Maddox is puzzling about

things clear to 15-years old children!). However during a year and a half this notorion

"puzzle" does not appear, although Dr. Maddox promises to do this EVERY WEEK. I belie^l

to Dr. Maddox all these years. I do not believe more. He has broken the jug

Thus I address you and Dr. Maddox with the following ultimatum. If today before 17.(

London time my last two faxes, the letter to Dr. Newmark and my last letter to Dr. Made

will be not answered by a fax signed by you both, tomorrow at 11.00 I shall commit myse

to theflames on the steps of the English consulate in Graz.
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GALILEAN ELECTRODYNAMICS
Box 251

Boulder. CO 80306

tel. 30M44-0841

6 July 1990

Dear Dr Marinov:

I am sorry I did not answer your letter of 7 April — I
thought I had. I have no help and have to earn a living by pub-
lishing another journal, this one is a labor of love, so things
get very confused at times.

In any case, I don't think your paper is suitable for GE,
as it is really aj.etter to another journal on their article and
contains too many references to be easily understandable. There
are references always, of course, but here all the meat is in
your previous papers and the entire paper seems highly specula-
tive. Please look at the papers published in GE so far (issue 4
went out one month ago) for a model. All of them attempt to
present a closed idea with (easily available) references used
only to buttress peripheral points. That is not the case with
your paper, I am sorry.

Of course, if you argue with somebody in a previous paper,
your procedure is acceptable. But your letter argues with an
article published somewhere else.

As for your paper on electromagnetic potentials, it seems
incredible that a test charge could reverse direction depending
on the shape of the solenoid's cross-section under otherwise
equal conditions, and in any case, I cannot see how this would
explain Muller's findings (which already have a very simple
explanation: the emf is proportional to v cross B)

.

Yours sincerely,

rv:>

\^3^^^<M^
Petr Beckmann
Editor

I Editorial note. Marinov answers this letter with his own of the 2 August 1990.
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P. T. PAPPAS

Pror of Mnlhcmatlcs. Doctor of Ptiysics

Mnrcopulioti 26. Atfiens 117>I4. Greece Tel (0301) 86 23 278

Stefanon Marinou, 7 July 1990.
Paul Wesley,

Dear Stefane and Paul,

This letter will answer the letter of 20 June 1990
of Stefano Marinou to Paul Wesley with a copy to myself, as well
as will answer page 183 of TWTVII. I hope Marinou will publish
it in the next TWT(?)VIII, without excuses. Marinou excuses for
declining papers, when* Marinou does not like, are not new.
Marinou when in power, becomes one of the most severe censors.
The establishment control and censorship looks an amateur tactic
compared to Marinou persistence either rational or irrational.
It seems that sometimes the heroes of the earth mankind surpass
their tyrants at the end when in power themselves.

When I attempted to talk to Marinou some ten years ago about the
matters discussed in the letter of June 20, 1990, Marinou did not
want to hear even the issue. Marinou was too busy constructing
his 1001 energy violating magnetic machine. Briefly, I should
repeat that in the experiment the forces of pi-frames do depend
on the wire's cross dipping in the mercury troughs. Data may be
found in J. Appi . Phys . 59( 1 ) , 19 , 1986 . This is in agreement and
predicted by the Cardinal law of Ampere. Similar predictions are
expected by the Lorentz law, ignoring the reaction problem,
momentum and energy conservation in the field and after making
certain assumptions for the convergence of the involved
integrals. The complete answer is analyzed in Physics Essays,
March 1990. The non rotating S-Antenna with insulating tape
covered ends (International Conference on the Interpretations
of RT, London 1988). is the most striking experiment that favors
the cardinal law and disproves the lorentz lawf*

In the letter Marinou again brings the issue for about a 10001
time of certain terms such as "electromotive force" suggesting
the word "electromotive tension" instead. I would like to suggest
myself a term to use. This term is "Marinou paranoia". The
meaning of this term will be very useful. For example, it will
easily express the answer to the Marinou suggestion to write the
magnetic potential of a current in terms of the Ampere formula.
The answer is: It is a "marinou paranoia" to ask someone to write
the magnetic potential of a current, when one pretends to have
proved that magnetic energy is not preserved 10001 times. It is
even a more "marinou paranoia" to start an axiomatic foundation
of physics and el ectromagnet ism based on the concept of potential
and its implied energy conservation to end up with energy
violation. I suggest to Marinou to check what is meant with
potential energy, and what are the three mathematical
requirements for a force field to be characterized by a potential
function, I hope Marinou should read the first condition for a
field characterized by a potential is that the closed work path
Integral of the field is zero. The work integral integrated
between two points is independent of the path and always equal
to the d;Tfercncr of the two potential values at the two
considered points. This is considered as the condition for
conservation of energy (which Marinou pretends but not believes,
to have violaLod 10001 times, ignoring his forbidding potential
with so murh "mnrinou paranoia").

• which ** Lorentz law
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P. T. PAPPAS

Prof, of Mathematics. Doctor of Physics

Marcopiihoti 26. Athens 117>I4. Greece Tel. (0301) 86 23 278

As far as I am concerned I do believe that energy is not
conserved in 1 part to 10 on the average and in medium
planetary scale. I am aware that the Ampere cardinal law
correctly violates energy and that it will be a "marinou
paranoia" to write a potential function for the cardinal law of
Ampere or even for actual electrodynamics. There is no consistent
potential function. There is no animal in the universe which
people imagine with the name magnetic potential, period. These
ideas are also expressed in the paper I am enclosing for
publication in the TW TruthC?) ylll • A version of this paper was
invited by Mr Ogden for publication in Electronics and Wireless
World. Perhaps, it will also appear there, or it may be the
second paper to be declined after being accepted as it was the
case with the paper "Forces on S-Antennas" . I hope Stefano and
his readers will enjoy the reading.

Sinceraly

iOf've^^

Dr. P.T.Pappas,
Professor of Mathematics
Professor of Physics.

Editorial note. This letter is answered by Marinov's letter of the 26 July 1990.
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CTEFAN MAIUNOV Or J. Kaluzny

!^''^^o'!;^^''*^^if.ll^. 9 July 1990 ACTA PHYSICA SLOVACA
A.8010 CRAZ - AUSTRIA Dubravska cesta 9

Tel. 0316/377093 CSFR - 8^2 28 Bratislava

Your letter: 29 June 1990
Dear Dr. Kaluzny, received: 9 July 1990

Thank you for your letter, although I remained unleasantly shocked, seeing that af-

ter FOUR months following the submission of my papers

1. Violations of the laws...

2. Repetition of Whitehearfs experiment...

3. Maxwell's illusion...

you rejected them "with the motivation: "You did not keep the instructions to the autho

In the instructions you have underlined the following two requirements:

a) The papers should deal with original research, not published so far. - MY PAPERS
DEAL WITH ORIGINAL RESEARCH AND ARE NOT PUBLISHED SO FAR.

b) The authors are requested to attach a letter with a clear demand to publish
their contribution in Acta Physica Slovaca. - IN MY LETTER OF SUBMISSION OF THE 16 MAR
1990 THIS DEMAND WAS CLEARLY EXPRESSED.

As far as the other instructions to the authors are concerned, I saw only two point
of discrepancies:

1. A formal poinrt: You require that the pages should be numbered in the upper right
hand corner. Meanwhile my pages are numbered on the upper side in the middle. Then,
you request that the references should be given as follows: 1. Gillmann, L: Phys, Rev.

104 (1965) 435. Meanwhile I give them in the form: 1. L. Gillman, Phys. Rev. 104, 435
1965).

2. Important point. You request that the international system of units (SI) should b

used. I did this in the second of the submitted papers which is PURELY EXPERIMENTAL
paper. However in the first and third papers, which are predominantly THEORETICAL, I

used the Gauss system. I consider as a CRIME to write THEORETICAL PAPERS DEDICATED TO
THE FUNDAMENT^SOF PHYSICS (as my papers are) in the idiotic, HELAS! , system SI.

Thus I beg you VERY MUCH to note WHICH DEMAND of your instructions to the author
was not fulfilled by me.

If you do not wish to publish my papers because they contradict FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICA
"LAWS" accepted by today's physics, as the principles of relativity and equivalence
and the laws of conservation, you had to write this clearly . I know very well that as
the referees of the physical journals (and I am since 20 years in an every-day-contact
with ALL physical journals of the world) cannot present objections to my papers (and
if such objections are presented, then IMMEDIATELY I show their inconsistency)
and break the contacts in a "polite" form, they presert; some formal reasons. I have
the feeling that this is also the case with you.

Thus I beg you very much to write me clearly whether you should like to receive pa-

pers from me (in such a case you have to examine them, and after the reception of my
objections, you have to give them to arbitrators), or you do not wish. In the second
case you will spare your and my time and money.

Hoping to receive your answer soon (and in the case of breaking of the contacts,
also my submitted papers).

Sincerely yours.

Editorial note . This letter was answered by Dr. /} ^J/IJ^jrhduJ
Kaluzny with his letter of //• ^VKm^im
the 27 July 1990. c* * u •

^ Stefan Mannov
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itefan Marinov's seasonal puzzle
V:h yet another holiday season brewing up in the Northern Hemispehere. readers may wish to brood on a conundrum
c/ised by an anti-relativist. No prizes are offered for a solution.

;- FAN Marinov, the exiled Bulgarian

r sicist now living in Graz in Austria, is

biself a puzzle. He is indefatigable in the

psccution of what seems to be his only

cse, which is to prove that Einstein's

t Dry of relativity is a pack of lies.

larinov claims, among other things, to

be shown by direct measurement that

!l velocity of light differs according to

t direction of its travel along a fixed

pi. He has also partly developed what

h;ays is a perpetual motion machine, a

k J of Wimshurst machine driven by an

e rtnc motor which, when last inspected

a lis joumars London office, was said to

r uire a car battery for its operation.

ut most of Marinov's work is theoret-

ic . Over the years, he has bombarded
tl and other journals with a series of

p ers with titles such as "The myths in

psics" and "Violations of the laws of

oservation of angular momentum and
ergy". Details of his correspondence

«i several editors may be found in his

s< es of volumes called The Thorny Way
Truth, of which seven volumes have

Q' been published by International

PHishers (East-West) at Graz, of which
Nrinov appears to be the sole owner.

-rom time to time, Marinov threatens

Nmmolate himself in front of a British

r)assy or consulate if he cannot get an

tf/cT to a question about the publication

0)ne of his papers. Some years ago,

» n embarked on such an enterprise

D;ide the British consulate at Genoa,
k«inov ran away when the police

• roached. Afterwards he explained

t! he had done so because he was in Italy

' ally, without a visa. Mercifully, he has

3 threatened to immolate himself on
N ire's account for many months.)
in of everybody's difficulty is that

.(. little is said about the details of the

;::riments whose results are said to

» radict conmion expectation for even
"Apathetic critics to be able to provide
:titructive statements of how they and
vinov part company. Another is that

vinov's single-minded zeal for his own
X'iction considerably outstrips the zeal

>iiose who may disagree. But from time
cime, in Marinov's copious writings,

he are relatively simple arguments that

If ;ar accessible even to those still at high
Col. Here is one series of gedanken
^riments presented as if it were a

- stmas puzzle (the original intention),
»^ some helpful (or misleading) hints for

iMlution.

le figure shows a pair of circular con-

ductors arranged as two concentric circles.

Equal electrical currents are circulated in

each, but in opposite directions. The
simplest way of creating this arrangement
is to cut through the concentric pair at

some point and to join the loose ends in

pairs by short lengths of straight conduc-

tor. An electromotive force applied any-

where along the conductor will engender a

current which must be everywhere uni-

form. At the bridged gap, there will be

equal currents flowing in opposite direc-

tions, so their influence on the magnetic

fields in the concentric gap will be zero.

The device is thus a means of arranging

that there is a uniform magnetic field in

the space between the concentric circles in

a direction perpendicular to their plane

(downwards into the plane of the paper
when the current in the circuit flows in the

direction indicated). The sensor in the

experiment is a conductor long enough
just to bridge the gap between the con-

centric circles and mounted on thin insul-

ating supports in such a way that it can be
made to slide around the circle. The
objective is to measure the voltage across

the sliding conductor, either by a standard

voltmeter or by a condenser whose
accumulated charge will be a measure of

the voltage in a steady state.

The simplest case is when the sliding

conductor is at rest. Then there is no vol-

tage. Right? Next comes the case in which
the sliding conductor moves at uniform
speed around the concentric gap, always

pointing along a radius of the concentric

circles. As the slider moves, it will cut

through magnetic lines of force at a con-

stant rate, so there will be a constant vol-

tage across the ends. The polarity of the

slider will depend only on the direction of

the current in the concentric circuit, and
not on whether the slider moves clockwise

or anticlockwise. Right again?

Now comes the tricky part, at least so

far as Marinov is concern d. What hap-

pens if the sliding conductor is fixed in

space, but the underlying concentric cir-
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cuit is rotated about its centre? Relativity

theory naturally predicts that the voltage

across the sliding conductor would be the

same as in the first experiment, and with
the same polarity. On the other hand,
questions may be raised about the degree
to which the pattern of magnetic forces

generated by the current is dragged
around the ring by its rotation. Maybe
there is a smaller voltage, but with the

same polarity. What, asks Marinov, is the

answer?

The second conundrum is superficially

simpler: simply rotate the apparatus in its

own plane, about the centre of the con-
centric circles. (There will be a small vol-

tage due to the Earth's magnetic field, but

this may safely be neglected.) Is there now
a voltage, and with what polarity? If the

answer to the first question is "Yes" the

answer to the second must be "No", and
vice versa. Readers are invited to make up
their minds before reading on.

Marinov's own answers are unambigu-
ous. Vice versa wins the day. When the

underlying concentric circuit is rotated

and the slider is kept fixed, there is no
voltage across the movable conductor.

But when the whole apparatus is rotated

about its centre, the voltage across the

now-moving sliding conductor is identical

with that obtained when the slider is mov-
ing relative to the concentric circuit.

The implications are evidently impor-

tant. The null answer to Marinov's first

question implies that relativity has vanished

through the window, the affirmative

answer to the second implies that an

isolated apparatus carrying a circulating

current will generate a voltage when
rotated, which raises forbidden questions

about absolute space. Indeed, Marinov
has devised a gedanken measurement of

the Earth's velocity through space by
stretching his concentric circuit into a

linear version of it. He also claims that

these violations of simple expectation are

the basis on which his perpetual motion
machine is built.

What is the truth? Nobody is quite sure,

for nobody has done the experiments —
not even Marinov. Indeed, one's confi-

dence in the whole enterprise is somewhat
undermined by Marinov's flat statement

that he does not bother to repeat exper-

iments whose outcome must be obvious.

For one whose confidence in his own het-

erodoxy appears to be sustained otily

by his confidence that experiments will

prove him right. Marinov seems curiously

passive in the business. John Maddox
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STEFAN MARINOV
Morcllcnfcldgasse 16 23 July 1990

A-8010 GRAZ - AUSTRIA

Tel. 0316/377093

Dear Dr. Maddox, --

Once more, now in a written form, I wish to express my admiration for your scientific

K rK^%nnn nr'!13«?r^^''^^?
^°"^ "conundrum" in NATURE. This short article of you will

be the COUP DE GRACE to relativity. The relativists will NEVER promise you this pace
I do not know whether they will poison or stone you. but be cautious. I do not wish tolose you, as I LIKE you, and you know this.

.^ luVl^r^A
^°/^^^'^ Jo"^ ^he publication of my LETTER TO THE EDITOR (published on p. 221of TWT-yil) and for the answer to my last letters, and then to write my corrments toyour article. But after our today's conversation I have the feeling that you will againpostpone and postpone the publication and the writing of the letter. On the other hand,

nr" Sfni"* mom/^I? "tV^ ^V*'.
^°'' ' ^-eaction of the readers to your conundrum. Look.

*[• L 2: J
- NONE of the relativists will send you a comment. NONE, NONE, NONE. Youthink that the re ativists are so stupid to begin a discussion which they surely will

]Z ' I'^'i-^^V^
receiye some comments only by non-relativists, some of them on alow scientific level (unfortunately the scientific level of the anti-relativists is not

Thus, I wrote my comments to your article and I submit it for your CORRESPONDENCE
column. I beg you very much in a very short time (2-3 days) to give me your decision
whether you will publish my comments (and WHEN) or whether you will reject them But

tn^'iJiFU ^?T?MTt<:?c"'^^^^f^
'"'''^''' '' '^ ^^^ "'^ °^ rejection I shall submit this comment:

to NEW SCIENTISTS, enclosing your rejection letter.

Although the relativists will not comment your conundrum. I give to relativity, aftenthe publication of your article, no more than 6 months of life. The CHILDREN will makeWhistles, and these children's whistles will bury relativity.

We surely will speak on the phone in the next days and you will give me your decision
on the publication (rejection) of my present LETTER TO THE EDITOR, but I REPEAT. I wish
to have a WRITTEN answer.

Once more admiring you and thanking you

with my friendly greatings,

Stefan Marinov
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1 LETTER TO THE EDITOR OF "NATURE"

HOW DR. MADDOX BLABBED OUT THE SECRET ABOUT THE GOAT'S EARS

OF KING ALBERT

Dr. Maddox' article in Nature (346, 103, 1990) poses a couple of questions on a conun-

drum which is tormenting him since many years. In his article Dr. Maddox evades to give

his own predictions, although, as he states, the matter "appears accessible even to those

still at high school".

I wish, however, to inform the readers of Nature that Dr. Maddox has already given

his own predictions in a letter to me of the 8 March 1985 and these predictions can be

seen on p. 296 (see also pp. 301 and 304) of the second volume of my series of documents

The Thorny Way of Truth (TWT-II) which is on sale in all scientific bookshops of London.

I shall not cite here Dr. Maddox' answers, and the curious reader can search for them

in my book.

I wish only to note that the simple picture which Dr. Maddox has copied in his article

from my scientific advertisement ( New Scientist , 112, 48, 1986) is not a "conundrum".

This is the diagram of an experiment carried out by E. H. Kennard (
Philosoph. Mag . , 33,

179, 1917) published in the year when Lenin took the power in Russia. The results of

Kennard 's experiment (which I call the rotational Kennard experiment) are the same as

predicted by my absolute space-time theory and contradicting the predictions of King

Albert When the loop consisting of the two concentric circles will be transformed into

a prolongated rectangle, I call this the inertial Kennard experiment.

Variations of the inertial Kennard experiment (when moving the wire with respect to

the loop and when moving the loop with respect to the wire) have been carried out by

my friend Francisco Muller (Miami) and published in TWT-VII (p. 319), noting that Muller

used a flat permanent magnet instead of a loop. MUller's report has now appeared

also in Galilean Electrodynamics (1, 27, 1990).

I carried out the inertial Kennard experiment for the case when wire and loop move

together and succeeded in measuringthe Earth's absolute velocity with an electromagnetic

experiment (my three previous measurements of t*is velocity were optical - Czech. J. Phys ..

B24, 965, 1974; Gen. Rel . Grav. , 12, 57, 1980; TWT-II , p. 68). I submitted a report oii

this experiment to Nature handing it to Dr. Maddox during my fifth visit of his editorial

office in 1988. The report was entitled "Action of constant electric current on elec-

trons at rest due to the absolute velocity of the Earth" and can be read in TWT-IV,

p. 110. Until the present day there is no decision from the part of Dr. Maddox about

rejection or acceptance. The experiment is so simple that even high-school students can

carry it out. For its execution one needs some hundreds meters of wire, two leaflets of

an electrometer and a car battery - nothing else.

Thus the problem is not to give answers to a "conundrum", as the answers are given by

Nature itself (I do not mean the journal Nature), but to recognize the absolute character

of the electromagnetic phenomena and the failure of the principle of relativity.
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' ^^° "
Marinov

Although Dr. Maddox thinks that with his article he has digged out only a hole in

woodland, and after shouting there "King Albert has goat's ears", has covered it again,

but over the hole a willow will grow up, the children will then make whistles of its

branches, and soon the sacred secret will come to the ears of the whole world.

Concerning the perpetual motion a la Wimshurst machine mentioned at the beginning

of Dr. Maddox* article, the truth is the following: The name of this machine is TESTA-

TIKA, its inventor is Paul Baumann, the splrital head of the Christian community METHER

NITHA in the village of Linden, 30 km south of Bern. I never have brougHthis ma-

chine to London (the only machine which I have demonstrated to Dr. Maddox was my ball-

bearing motor during my first visit of his office in 1985). As a member of this religioi

community, I invited Dr. Maddox to inspect this first perpetuum mobile on the planet

Earth. He promised to come, but never found time for the trip. At this situation I pro-

posed to Dr. Maddox the following: If he will come to Switzerland and if then he will

publish in Nature a photograph of TESTATIKA and of him in front of it with the declara-

tion that the machine is not a perpetuum mobile , I shall pay him k 10,000 (the money

should be prepaid before the trip). Neither under these conditions has Dr. Maddox

come to Switzerland. Then I submitted to the advertisement office of Nature a two-pages=

advertisement with a photograph of TESTATIKA and short its description, prepaying the

k 1,000 of the page charge. After three months and dozens of phone conver-

sations, under the intervention of Dr. Maddox, the advertisement was rejected and the

page charge was returned to me. All letters, telefaxes and payment orders are reproduced

in TWT-VI and TWT-VII. TWT-V is dedicated quite the whole to TESTATIKA.

Certain of my machines violating the laws of angular momentum and energy conservatiof

(until the present day I could not succeed to close the energetic circle and to run

some of my machines eternally) are presented in the article "Experimental violations of

the principles of relativity, equivalence, and conservation of energy and angular momeni

(the short title is cited by Dr. Maddo)^. This paper was composed by me in the editorial

office of Nature during my third visit in June 1988, as in the two years after its accef

tance I have not received the proofs from Dr. Maddox, although during my second visit in

March 1987 Dr. Maddox composed a part of the paper himself and I stayed in his room to

correct the proofs. The paper had to appear on the 18 August 1988, then on the 13 Octobc

1988 (see the letter of Dr. Maddox to me of the 29 July 1988 on p. 330 of TWT-III) but

until the present day it is not published and it can be seen only on p. 146 of TWT-III.

Note (second column of Dr. Maddox' article, down). At clockwise and counter-clockwist

motion of the slider, the polarity of the induced tension is not the same, as Dr. Maddoj

asserts, but opposite.

.

I Stefan Marinov

Institute for Fundamental Physics

A-8010 Graz, Austria
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STEFAN MARINOV Prof. p. T. Pappas
Morellenfeldgasse 16 26 July 1990 Marcopulioti 26

A-8010 GRAZ — AUSTRIA GR-117 44 Athens

Dear P.,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 7 July and for the paper

AMPERE'S CARDINAL LAW IN EXPLAINING VIOLENT WATER ARC EXPLOSIONS
VERSUS MAGNETIC POTENTIAL

Which you submitted for TWT-VIII. The paper is accepted and the book will go to print
at the beginning of September.

If in the meantime you will have another paper for publication, be so kind to submit
it. If the paper will come before the end of August, it might be included.

Now I shall answer the different items which you raise in your letter.

1. You blame me that I decline papers submitted to TWT, if I do not like them. Let us
speak about your papers, as you do not know whether I have declined papers of other con-
tributors (I did!).

I have never declined a paper submitted by YOU. If I have declined such paper,
please mention its title and my letter with which I have declined it.

I started to publish papers of other contributors in TWT beginning with the IVth
volume. You were presented: in TWT-IV with three papers, in TWT-V with one paper, entit-
led MARINOV AND HOLYWOOD PHYSICS which, as very colloquious was included in the correspon-
dence section, in TWT-VI with two papers, in TWT-VII with one paper, and in TWT-VIII with
one paper. This summer I phoned you twice to urge you to submit a paper for TWT-VIII. Fi-
nally you submitted such a one on the 7 July.

I have rejected publication only of some letters of you, as you have written them
in haste where bad physics was mixed with low style vituperations which could be of no
help for the readers of TWT and which would be only damaging to your scientific reputa-
tion which I cherish. However, I wrote you that for the page charge of $ 40 I shall print
any typed sheet which you will submit. When my P'-'pers were not accepted by the journals
of the establishment, I paid % 1000 for a page in NATURE and % 3000 for a page in NEW
SCIENTIST. You were not willing to sacrifice % 40 for one page of you.

Yourpresent letter is also of this "vituperative class". This letter will only be
damaging to your scientific reputation. But its physics is more or less reasonable. Thus
I shall publish it free of charge, so that you stop to call me a TYRANT.

2. I always hear VERY ATTENTIVELY what you say to me. Ten years ago (July 1982) you
Rcame to the ICSTA-Conference in Genoa and told me about your experiment with the floating
Ampere bridge. I heard you attentively, although I did not realize at that time the GRAN-
DIOSITY of the problem. I think that neither you have realized AT THAT TIME the grandio-
sity of the problem. However, in the following years YOU turned the attention of the
world to this problem and now it became one of the most discussed scientific controversies
in which many distinguished scientists take part and the rail guns have been classified
in the American military institutes becoming an important item in the SDI program.

I published the report on your Ampere-bridge experiment in the PROCEEDINGS OF ICSTA
(1982) and in the recent years I carriecPinany experiments with this bridge, culminating
with two masterpieces: the RAF-machine (Rotating Ampere Bridge coupled with a cemented
Faraday disk) which was the FIRST rotating Ampere bridge constructed by human hands,
and the RABDC-machine (Rotating Ampere Bridge with Displacement Current) which violated
the angular momentum conservation law. In TWT-VIII you will read about an experiment
constructed by me which is based on the Ampere bridge.

3. There is no reliable experimental evidence whether the force on the Ampere bridge
depends on the wire's cross-section. Your measurements (Table 1 in J. Appl . Phys., 59,
19, 1986) say NOTHING to the topic, as the differences do not show any tendancy and are
to be accepted only as measuring errors.

My latest EXACT mathematical calculations of the force pushing the U-form Ampere
bridge (note that the U-form Ampere bridge is introduced by ME) show that for pretty
thick wire the force is lower because the currents filaments are farther one of another.
However when the thickness of the wire tends to zero, the force converges to a PRECISELY
DEFINED VALUE. For a U-form bridge with infinitely long legs this value is 0.5 pN/A^ .
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My present calculation (see also TWT-VII, p. 165) is EXACT and you will see it in TVfT-Y

Thus the conlcusion of Wesley (Progress in Space-Time Physics 1987, p. 170) that at thi(

ness of the wire tending to zero the force pushing the Ampere bridge tends to infinity

is WRONG.

4. In my letters to Wesley, copies of which were sent to you and which will be publi

shed in TWT-VIII, I gave my treatment of your S-shape-antenna experiment. I do not con-

sider this experiment as a proof of Ampere's formula.

5. I firmly have decided to call the "electromotive force" "electromotive tension" anc

I shall do my best to impel the world to accept this. You, of course, can call me "Mari-

nou paranoia". Perhaps you are right.

I wish only to note that YOU use MY terminology and not that of conventional phy-

sics. Let me cite from your paper published in TWT-IV, p. 169. On p. 171 in the second
half you write: "The two symmetric discs in this way neutralized the TENSIONS induced
by external fields..." If you do not wish to be "paranoic", you had to write instead of
"induced tensions" "induced electromotive forces". Then further on the same page 171

you write: "Under these conditions excessive heating resulted changing the involved
resistors and thermocouple TENSIONS." If you do not wish to be "paranoic", you had to

write instead of "thermocouple tensions" "thermocouple electromotive forces", etc.

6. I, however, do not find any relation between this terminological problem and the

problem whether the Ampere formula allows the introduction of a magnetic potential. And

I consider your categorization of my question whether one can write a magnetic potential

satisfying Ampere's formula as "paranoia" only as a LAPSUS of your hasty writing.

7. It is true that in the last years I have carried out many electromagnetic experi-
ments and constructed different machines in the hope to build a perpetuum mobile. I do

not see any reason for ridiculizing me for my endeavours. Exactly on the opposite, one

has to admire my persistence, taking into account that I finance my whole experimental
activity from my own pocket. And the results are not bad, as I could reveal the weaknessf

of conventional electromagnetism, although I was able to observe violation of the energy,

conservation law only in three experiments: 1) the ball-bearing motor, 2) the cemented
(or uncemented) Faraday disk, 3) the machine MAMIN COLIU. But my research brought me to

the village Linden in Switzerland. And if the only result of my efforts would be the fact

that on the 3rd March 1989 I held in my hands the first perpetuum mobile on the planet
Earth (the machine TETSTAIKA), I should be thankful to God.

8. Thus you agree that you cannot write a magnetic (i.e., vector) potential, so that

Ampere's formula can be obtained as a mathemtaical result of this potential. Well. This

is also MY opinion. But if one cannot introduce the notion magnetic potential A, one is

unable to introduce the notion magnetic intensity B = rotA. I do not see then how you
will be able to calculate the magnetic fields of wires and coils and how you will make

the calculations enabling one to construct the electromagnetic machines on which a good

deal of today's industry is based.
On the other hand, without introducing the electric and magnetic potentials of an

electric charge q moving with a velocity v, one is unable to calculate the radiation

field of this charge, thus one will be unable to calculate the whole technical park of

radio-engineering. By asserting that "there is no animal in the universe which people

imagine with the name magnetic potential, period" you BURN the whole body of human know-

ledge in electromagnetism created during two centuries by its most brilliant heads. Well

If you will be able to CACLULATE all electromagnetic machines which mankind builds with-

out using the notion "magnetic potential", this will be an enormous ACHIEVEMENT. But

first you must show that you can calculate the machines. As a first homework, please,

be so kind to give the answers to the problems 2, 3 and 4 enumerated on p. 183 of TWT-Vi:

and win the total sum of 2100 dollars.

9. You assert that if a force field has a potential (you mean a SCALAR, not a VECTOR
potential), then this force field cannot violate the energy conservation law. Then you
assert that the Ampere cardinal law may violate the energy conservation law. Well. But

Wesley (Progress in Space-Time Physics 1987, p. 193) and Spencer (see this volume) show

that Ampere's formula can be obtained from the SCALAR Weber potential. Consequently Ampe»

formula cannot violate the energy conservation law. Please, comment'
Yours: V/^J
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26 July 1990
Peter Graneau (Donald S, Thompson)
Center for Electromagnetic Research
Northeastern University
Boston MA 02115, USA

Neal Graneau
Department of Engineering Science
Oxford University
Parks Road
Oxford 0X1 3PJ

England

Dear P. Graneau and dearN. Graneau,

I invite ANY of you to submit a paper for the Vlllth volume of my series THE THORNY
WAY OF TRUTH. This volume will be dedicated quite the whole to the problem about the
potential energy between two current elements (two moving charges) and to the force of
their interaction (Ampere-Grassmann controversy).

In this volume, besides my papers on this topic, there are already submitted papers
by P. Pappas, D. E. Spencer and H. Aspden. Prof. Wesley has promised to submit a contri-
bution.

If you would like to submit papers, I beg you to do this AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. I know
that now is summer time, but my intention is to print the volume at the beginning of
September. Your paper(s) can be included even if they will arrive 2-3 days before giving
the volume to print. Of course, I should like to have them earlier, before having num-
bered the pages, so that I can include the article at the "papers section" and not at the
end of the volume (at the end there is always "correspondence section").

I send you for information TWT-VII, so that you can see which will be the character
of TWT-VII I and how you have to prepare the manuscript which will be photocopied (send
it on pages A^ which then will be reduced at the print). As you can see, TWT-VII was de-
dicated quite the whole to the problem whether the displacement current is a current or
not. TWT-VIII will be dedicated to the "cardinal law of electromagnetism", with histori-
:al papers and with reports on original until now not published experiments. Thus I shall
appreciate VERY MUCH experimental contribution, but also purely theoretical contribution
A/ill be welcome.

If you would like to retain TWT-VII, be so kind to send me 2 25 in an envelope IN CASH
(I lose from a cheque more than 1/3 part). If you would like to order also TWT-VIII,
3nclose further $ 25.

I shall be yery glad if you will acknowledge the reception of this letter, so that I

:an know whether you will submit (and when) a paper.

I beg Dr. P. Graneau to transmit my greetings to his wife. I will be happy to meet
them both at the new conference which Prof. Bartocci organizes at the spring of 1991.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

S. Enclosed is an article on the "Kennerd's puzzle" from J. Maddox. Comments on this
irticle are also welcome. This article will be reproduced in TWT-VIII together with the
:omments which Dr. Maddox intends to publish in the next issues of NATURE.

larinov's comments This letters was answered neither by P. Graneau nor by his son. The
volumes TWT-VII have been neither returned nor paid. Let me note that
I suggested to Prof. Bartocci to invite Prof. Graneau at the confe-
rence in Perugia where we established friendly and kind relations.
Prof. Graneau knows "^^ry well that I earn my bread as a groom in a

stable and that AN'Y of my books is extremely precious for me. Poor
Peter!



PHYSICAL SOCIETY OF JAPAN
Kikai-Shinko Building, 3-5-8 Shiba-Koen, Minato-ku

Tokyo 105, Japan

July 26, 1990

Dr. Stefan Marinov
Niederschocklstr. 62,
A-8044, Graz,
Austria

Dear Dr. Marinov:
£»I

This letter is concerned with your article #1031
entitled "Absolute and Relative Newton-Lorentz Equations"
which you submitted for considering to our journal.
We have sent the paper to our referee who is eminent
in the field of particle physics and relativity.
According to his comments, your manuscript should not appear
in our journal.

Considering the referee's report, the editorial
committee of our journal discussed your paper. Our
conclusion is that your paper is not appropriate for
publication in our journal. Consequently we regret
that we cannot publish your article in the Journal of
the Physical Society of Japan. We are returning herewith
your manuscript to you.

Editorial note . This letter and the next one
are answered by Marinov with
his letter of the 16 August 1990.

Sincerely yours,

Taizo Masumi

n:*«r©TW7*T4t*. n.

iif LttlTfi-.

Journal

# ic ?t -r i tt s

J_exainin? thg pgper again, hut, sorry tn say, T rnuld not

change my attitude in rejecting it

I believe it of no use to explain the author which

assumption lead him to the wrong conclusion, because

he does not accept the principle of relativity and the

whole consequence of it.

No reliable experiment has suggested a breakdown of the

ffeidtivistlc conception
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PHYSICAL SOCIETY OF JAPAN
Kikai-Shinko Building, 3-5-8 Shiba-Koen, Minato-ku

Tokyo 105, Japan

July 26, 1990

Dr. Stefan Marinov
Niederschocklstr. 62,
A-8044, Graz,
Austria

Dear Dr. Marinov:

Thank you for submitting your article entitled
"Action of Constant Electric Current on Electrons
at Rest Due to the Absolute Velocity of the EarthJ'
to the Journal of the Physical Society of Japan.

It has been examined by our referee and our
editorial board. Regretfully, we have concluded that
your manuscript is not sufficient enough to be
published in our journal.

We are returning your manuscript to you.

Sincerely yours.

I cannot admit the acceptance c
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STEFAT^ MARINOV Dr. Petr Beckmann
Morellcnfeldgasse 16 2 August 1990 GALILEAN ELECTRODYNAMICS

A-8010 GRAZ — AUSTRIA Box 251

Tel. 0316/377093 ^^If/^^
:

Dear Dr. Beckmann,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 6 July 1990. In the mean time I received

also Nr. 4 of your journal and I thank you VERY MUCH. Write me, if I have to pay the

four issues which you have sent me. I find the journal interesting and I shall gladly

pay the charge. Of course, if you will grant them to me, I will remain deeply touched.

I should like to make some remarks to your comments on my two rejected papers. Per-

haps these remarks will be of help for you.

1. COMMENTS ON W. A. SCOTT-MURRAY'S ARTICLE.

The name of Scott-Murray and the reference to its article can be simply CANCELLED.

This is a self-contained paper and its aim is to show that the gravitational potentials

*, <|)' at two points on sea level which lie at two different lattitudes (f), (J)' ((|) < (()')

are not equal. Moreover, the paper shows that the difference between the potentials is

such a one that if the linear rotational velocities of these points are v = Rfi, v' = R'fi,

where R and R' are the distances from the Earth's axis and fi is the Earth's angular ro-

tational velocity, then

$ - $' = (v- -v)^/2. (1)

For this reason two clocks placed at these two points will run with the same rate,

as the connection between their readings T and T' is

T' = T{1 + (v' -v)^/2c^ + {$' -$)/c^}, (2)

and consequently
T' = T. (3)

Mr. Scott-Mufray enters into the article only with his wrong assertion that the rates

must be different (although observations have shown that the rates are equal).

In this article only TWO formulas are taken without showing their veracity: The first

one is the above formula (2) and the second one is the formula for the gravitational

potential at a point x, y, z on a homogeneous, oblate rotational ellipsoid consisting

of an incompressible fluid of mass density \i {y is the gravitational constant)

where

I = {4TTa^/3b^)(4b^-a^), I = 4TT(6b^ - a^)/15b^, I. = 4TT(3b^ +2a^)/15b^, (5;
a D

where a and b are the major and minor semi -axes of the ellipsoid.

I point out where one can find the deduction of formulas (2) and (4).

If you further will sustain the opinion that in my paper "the meat is in my previous

papers and the entire paper seems highly speculative", then I cannot help you more.

2. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC EFFECTS ARE DETERMINED BY THE POTENTIALS AND NOT BY THE INTEN-

SITIES.

I do not understand what do you mean when writing:

It seems incredible that a test charge could reverse direction depending on the

shape of the solenoid's cross-section under otherwise equal conditions.

In my paper I assert: If there is a solenoid with a cross-section of a prolongated
rectangle, then if moving the solenoid in parallel to its short side, there will be an

induced electric intensity acting on the charge at rest put in the solenoid, however if

moving the solenoid in parallel to its long side, there will be not an induced electric

intensity acting on this charge.

Mliller's findings are explained by the formula E^q^ = vxrotA for the case when a wire
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moves with a velocity v with respect to a magnet generating the magnetic potential A at

the domain of wire's location, but for the case when the magnet moves with a velocity

V with respect to the wire the formula for calculating the induced electric intensity

Is Emot-tr = {v.grad)A.

If you consider the predictions stated in my paper as INCREDIBLE (although Kennard,

MUUer and Marinov have experimentally confirmed them), then it is time to accept them

as true and to change respectively your concepts as soon as possible. Enclosed see my

paper ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVY NEWTON- LORENTZ EQUATIONS which had to appear in June in

PHYSICS ESSAYS. This paper will give you the mathematical apparatus for understanding thi

"strange" phenomena at the motional -trans former induction.

I should like to add that not only you accept the results of our experiments as IN-

CREDIBLE. Such a NEVtREC is also Dr. Maddox and he even has exposed his amazement in

NATURE (his article is enclosed for your information).

The paper of Dr. Maddox isc not written badly but as he is a CLINIC LIAR (if Dr. Maddo

says five sentences, three of them are always LIES), he has put in hts paper again

numerous lies which can be revealed by anyone who will peruse the different volumes of

THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH (TWT).

I send, you my letter to Dr. Maddox of 23 July 1990 and the enclosed to it LETTER TO

THE EDITOR OF NATURE and my letter to the editor in duty of Nature during the absence

of Dr. Maddox of the 1 August 1990.

And now I have the following question: If NATURE will reject my LETTER TO THE EDITOR

OF NATURE, and then NEW SCIENTIST will also reject it, will you agree to publish it on

the pages of the next issue of GALILEAN ELECTRODYNAMICS?

And I submit another paper to your journal, entitled

THE MYTHS IN PHYSICS.

I hope that this time the paper will be accepted. If you will reject it, I shall send

you another paper.

Hoping to receive your answer soon.

Sincerely yours,

'

Stefan Marinov

PS. The photographs for the paper will be sent if it will be accepted for publication.

Editorial note. This letter remained unanswered.

I
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STEFAN MAPJNOV
Morcllcnfeldgasse 16

A-8010 GRAZ — AUSTRIA

Tel. 0316/377093

3 August 1990
Dr. Herman Feshbach
ANNALS OF PHYSICS
Deptm. of Physics, Room 6-318A
MIT
Cambridge
MA 02139

Dear Dr. Feshbach,
Ref. 62412, 62413

Thank you for your letter of the 6 July 1990, although the rejection of my papers

1. Repetition of Whitehead's Experiment for Demonstrating...

2. Maxwell's Illusion: the Displacement Current

was, of course, not pleasant for me.

In my letter of submission of the 11 June 1990, expecting an eventual rejection, I

wrote:

In the case of rejection, I beg you to answer the question:
Will, according to your concepts, the dielectric ring in fig. 4 of the first
paper rotate when alternating current will be sent in the apparatus or not? If

this question will be not answered PERSONALLY by you, I shall remain with the
feeling that you have not read my paper.

You have not answered this question. For this reason, I send you the first paper
again and I beg you ONCE MOREtoanswer this question. If I do all this, the reason is

that you SURELY will give an answer which is CONTRADICTING the experimental evidence.
In such a case you must consent, that my paper MUST BE PUBLISHED and you (as well as

whole conventional physics) have to change your electromagnetic concepts.

Enclosed is the paper which Dr. Maddox wrote recently in NATURE on another "puzzle"

for conventional physics (although there is nothing puzzling, if one will throw over
board the wrong theory of relativity and will errtjrace my absolute space-time theory).
Enclosed is also my comments on Dr. Maddox' paper which is submitted to NATURE but
which SURELY Dr. Maddox will reject. I should like to add that for the publication
of this paper of Dr. Maddox I visited him five times in London, I spoke with him no

less than 1000 (THOUSAND) times on the phone and exchanged some hundred letters, tele-

faxes and telegrams. Please, have the understanding that I cannot expend the same
efforts with everyedi tor of physical journal.

I send you also my paper ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE NEWTON-LORENTZ EQUATIONS which will

appear in PHYSICS ESSAYS, so that you can solve Dr. Maddox' "puzzle" by the relevant
mathematical apparatus.

I beg you VERY MUCH, do not give me the advice to send the papers rejected by you
to PHYSICS ESSAYS. This journal cannot publish all my papers.

Hoping to receive your answer soon

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note . This letter is answered by Dr. Feshbach with his letter of the
23 August 1990.
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SKTAM nV^lCINOV

^ , «,,^,->-,,««^ Georgia Inst, of Technology
Tel. 0316/377093 Atlanta

GE 30332-0430

„ .^ Ref. MS 900612
Dear David,

Thank you for your letters of the 1 July 1990,although the rejection of my papers

1. Repetition of Whitehead's Experiment for Demonstrating...

2. Maxwell's Illusion: the Displacement Current.

was, of course, not pleasant for me.

In my letter of submission of the 11 June 1990, expecting an eventual rejection, I

wrote

:

In the case that you will reject my paper (and I am almost sure that you will

reject it), I beg you to answer the following question:

WILL, ACCORDING TO YOUR CONCEPTS, THE DIELECTRIC RING IN FIG. 4 OF THE FIRST PAPER

ROTATE WHEN ALTERNATING CURRENT WILL BE SENT IN THE APPARATUS OR NOT? I shall not

accept the rejection of the paper if this question will be not answered by YOU.

You have not answered this question. I beg you ONCE MORE to answer it. I am so in-

sisting, because you SURELY will give an answer which will be in contradiction with

the experimental evidence. In such a case you must consent that my paper MUST BE PUB-

LISHED and you have (as well as conventional physics) to change your electromagnetic

concepts.

Enclosed is the paper which Dr. Maddox wrote recently in NATURE on another "puzzle"

for conventional physics (although there is nothing puzzling if one will throw over

board the wrong theory of relativity and one will embrace my absolute space-time theory).

Enclosed is also my comments to Dr. Maddox' paper which is submitted to NATURE but

which SURELY will be rejected by Dr. Maddox. I should like to add that for the publi-

cation of this paper of Dr. Maddox I visited him five times in London, I spoke with him

no less than 1000 (THOUSAND) times on the phone and I exchanged hundred letters, tele-

faxes and telegrams. Please, have the understanding that I cannot expend the same efforts

with every editor of a physical journal.

I send you also my paper ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE NEWTON-LORENTZ EQUATIONS which will

appear in PHYSICS ESSAYS, so that you can solve Dr. Maddox' "puzzle" by the relevant

mathematical apparatus.

I beg you VERY MUCH, do not give me the advice to send the papers rejected by you

to PHYSICS ESSAYS. This journal cannot publish all my papers.

You rejected my two papers by the motivation: "Author misses the physical content

of Maxwell's equations."

There is only ONE WAY to show who understands these equations better: the prediction

of experimental effects. Only this scientist understands well the Maxwell equations

who rightly predicts the issues of experiments. Thus, be so good and give the answer

to my above mentioned question. Then, as a home-work, solve Dr. Maddox' "puzzle".

I know that now in Atlanta it is wery hot and you would prefer to go to the swinming

pool. But, dear David, the questions are SO SIMPLE, SO SIMPLE. Think about in the pool!

Hoping to receive your answer soon.

Sincerely yours,

/" //ffffU 9^0^
THE NEGLECTION OF EXPERIMENTS HAS NEVER cJ<r, M...!n«o
SAVED A THEORY. EcCeslastlcus

"*'" "'""°''

Editorial note. This letter remained unanswered.
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SIEFAN MARINOV
p ^ i p v •

Morellcnfeldgasse 16 6 August 1990 puScir^'i FTTpJ^^r
A-SOIO GRAZ - AUSTRIA PHYblLb LtTlLKb A

T 1 r^o1/r/')-,-7r.n^ Institut H. Poincare
Tel. 0316/377093 ^ ^^^ p ^^ „ curie

F-75231 Paris Cedex 05

Dear Prof. Vigier,

I still have not an answer to my letter to you of the 1 June 1990. I beg you very

much to answer this letter and to confirm whether you definitely reject my paper V 1465a

entitled CHILDISHLY SIMPLE EXPERIMENT VIOLATING THE PRINCIPLE OF RELATIVITY. In the case

that you definitely reject this paper, I shoula like to submit it as soon as possible to

another journal. Thus I beg you to inform me about your decision, so that I know what

to do.

Now I submit to PHYSICS LETTERS A my paper (in two copies)

ON THE ELECTRIC INTENSITIES INDUCED IN RAILGUNS.

The PACS numbers are 03.50, 41.10.

Herewith I transfer the copyright for this paper to PHYSICS LETTERS.

All eventual charges will be paid by myself.

I enclose the "conundrum" which Dr. Maddox published recently in NATURE. Enclosed

are also my comments to this article which I submitted to NATURE but my hopes that Dr.

Maddox will publish it are very feeble. I think also that no relativist with name will

dare to coFiment Dr. Maddox' paper (the reasons are presented in my letter to Dr. Maddox

of the 23 July 1990 which is enclosed too). Nevertheless the children's whistles will

soon tell to the world the truth about the goat's ears of King Albert.

Hoping to receive your answer soon.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

PS. In your article in PHYS. LETT., 142 (1989) 447 you write:

... some experimental confirmations of Ampere's longitudinal forces have even

led some physicists (Marinov,...) to contend the validity of Einstein's theory
of relativity.

I contend Einstein's theory taking into account the effects of dozens of OTHER expe-

riments. Until the present time NOBODY has observed the action of "Ampere's longitu-

dinal forces", as such forces simply DO NOT EXIST.

Editorial note . With a letter of the 13 August 1990 Prof. Vigier confirmed the rejec-
tion of the paper "CHILDISHLY SIMPLE EXPERIMENT..." (see the letter to
Prof. Vigier of the 1 June 1990 - the editorial note at the bottom)
and acknowledged the reception of the paper "ON THE ELECTRIC INTENSI-
TIES... (published in this volume) but then no letter from him arrived.



SlEFAf4 MARlf40V .. ,^^^ .... Prof. Remo Ruffini
Morellcnfeldgasse 16 ^^ August i^^U

jL ^^q^q cimENTO B
A-8010 ORAZ - AUSTRIA „ , ai^ ^P.le Aldo Moro 2

Tel. 0316/377093 1-00185 Roma

Dear Prof. Ruffini

,

I still have no answer to my letter of the 9 May 1990, a copy of which is enclosed.
I beg you very much to answer this letter and to tell me your decision concerning my
paper

Nr. 9718. VERY EASY DEMONSTRATION OF THE VIOLATION OF THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM
CONSERVATION LAW AND OF THE FAILURE OF CONVENTIONAL ELECTROMAGNETISM.

I beg you also to tell me whether my papers

Nr. 1175 REPETITION OF WHITEHEAD'S EXPERIMENT...

Nr. 1176 MAXWELL'S ILLUSION: THE DISPLACEMENT CURRENT

will be sent to a referee.
'

It is time to take my theory and my experiments SERIOUSLY and not to reject my paper*
without having realized their importance for physics.

To show you that the time for opening the discussion on the validity of the princi-
ples of relativity and equivalence and of the laws of conservation HAS COME, I send
you the paper of Dr. Maddox STEFAN MARINOV'S SEASONAL PUZZLE.

I enclose my comments to this paper which, as it seems, will be not published in NA-

TURE. After receiving the letter of rejection, I shall submit my comments to NEW SCIEN-
TIST.

I enclose also my paper ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE NEWTON-LORENTZ EQUATIONS which "solve'

Dr. Maddox' puzzle, as in this CHILDISHLY SIMPLE EXPERIMENT there is NO PUZZLE at
all. Puzzling is only the fact that relativity has survived for almost 100 years.

Hoping to receive your answer soon.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note. This letter remained unanswered.
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' STFFAN MAPIlSinV ^^' Taizo Masumi
^ m™™^^ 16 August 1990 J, PHYS^ SOC JAPAN

A.8010 GRAZ- AUSTRIA ^ r^i'cu'u .^
^•

3-5-8 Shiba-Koen
Tel. 0316/377093 Minato-ku

Tokyo 105

Dear Dr. Masumi

,

Thank you very much for your letters of the 26 July 1990 with which you rejected my
papers:

1.. ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE NEWTON-LORENTZ EQUATIONS.

2. ACTION OF CONSTANT ELECTRIC CURRENT ON ELECTRONS AT REST DUE TO THE...

The referee of the first paper writes: "I believe it of no use to explain (to) the
author which assumption led him to the wrong conclusion, because he does not accept the
principle of relativity and the whole consequence of it. No reliable experiment has sug-
gested a breakdown of the relativistic conceptions."

The principle of relativity is not true, as there are SO MANY experiments which have
showed its inconsistency. One of them is the experiment presented in the second paper
which can be carried out by any student. In the comments on the second paper the referee
writes: "Description of the experiment is not enough and not clear to be judged cor-
rectly. It is not quantitative. I can not believe the experimental results, together with
the wrong theoretical treatment."

In the paper I wrote that I could not calibrate the experiment and give the magnitude
of the Earth's absolute velocity, as the experiment was done very primitively. Neverthe-
less, as the effect is HUGE, I was able to measure the right ascension of the apex of
the absolute Earth's velocity. Instead to say: "I can not believe the experimental re-
sults", the referee had to say to some of his students to repeat the experiment and to
see the effect. Then he will believe the experimental results and he will quickly change
his BLIND belief in the principle of relativity. The issue can be solved only on an ex-
perimental level, as if I shall insist "there is an effect" and the referee "there can be
no effect", we can never come to a mutual understanding.

However, my experiment is of such a kind, that even following the MOST SIMPLE LOGIC,
one must come to the result predicted and OBSERVED by me. This was recognized by Dr. Mad-
'dox, the Editor of NATURE, in his article of the 12 July 1990 which is enclosed. Enclosed
are also my comments to this article which are sibmitted to NATURE. Thus the referee has
to give his predictions for the Kennard's experiment (which is rotational) which was
carried out in 1917 and to my inertial Kennard experiment which was carried out in 1989.
I beg him at least to give his predictions. But I am sure that he will not dare to give
his predictions, as he has to state that I AM RIGHT and relativity WRONG. If now the re-
(feree will not withdraw his comments and if he will not suggest my paper for publication,
then I can only say: In this way science cannot progress.

The referee asserts the following: "in the case of a moving loop, the author conside-
red only a contribution from the vector potential A, but not one from the scalar poten-
tial $ which is non-zero in this case." Thisisanother BIG LIE of relativity, namely that
if a current loop moves, it will become electrically charged. Further BIG LIE of relativity
is that if a magnet moves with respect to a charged body, it will experience a magnetic
force. We have to put once and for ever an end to ALL THESE LIES of relativity. For this
reason I submit now my paper

CHILDISHLY SIMPLE EXPERIMENT VIOLATING THE PRINCIPLE OF RELATIVITY,
,

which serves to show the fallacy of the second of the above relativistic dogmas.

Herewith I transfer the copyright for this paper to your journal.

All eventual charges will be paid by myself.

Hoping to receive your acknowledgement for the reception of this letter and then in

due time also your final decision,

^Aiior:JaJL_"ote. This letter remained unanswered.
Sincerely yours

Stefan Marinov
'O-M^m"
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Relativity values
NATURE VOL 346 23 AUGUST 1990 p. 69'

Sir— Stefan Marinovs apparatns design- We use electromagnetic flow-meters

ed to test relativity (A/orMr? 346. 103; 1990) both as current-meters, in which case the

is clearly similar in principle to the electro- instrument is fixed and the water moves,

magnetic flow-meter, which works by and as ships' logs, where the water may be

measuring the voltage induced by fluid stationary and the instrument moves,

moving in a magnetic field. However. I have not yet managed to get

Assuming that such an instrument is set an output from such an instrument by

up to give zero output for zero flow, a putting it in a bucket of water and march-

reversal of flow direction reverses the ing across the laboratory with it.

polarity of the output. I would therefore A. J. BurmNG

say that "the polarity of the slider depends Institute of Oceanographic Sciences.

on the direction of the current in the Deacon Laboratory.

concentric circuit, and also on whether Brook Road. Wormley.

the slider moves clockwise or anti- Godalming.

clockwise
' Surrey GU8 SUB. UK

To be added to the LETTER TO THE EDITOR OF "NATURE" :

HOW DR. MADDOX BLABBED OUT THE SECRET ABOUT THE GOAT'S EARS OF KING ALBERT

In a recent letter A. J. Bunting
(
Nature , 346, 694, 1990) corrected the error of Dr.

Maddox commented in my above note. Dr. Maddox made in this case a blunt student error,

and I think that Nature is not the right place for discussing such lap6iu moufil.

However, in the second part of his comments Dr. Bunting makes an error which, althou^

being also on a high-school level, must be discussed on these pages, as the whole horde

of King Albert's subjects makes the same error.

Dr. Bunting's error has its roots in the following wrong statement of Dr. Maddox (see

the figure in Dr. Maddox' paper):

The. objective is to measure the voltage across the sliding conductor, either by a

standard voltmeter or by a condenser whose accumulated charge will be a measure of

the voltage in a steady state.

Kennard's experiment can be done (and was done!) only if the measurement of the vol-

tage is carried out in the second way . If the voltage over the slider b -b^ will be

measured by a "standard voltmeter", the latter must be connected to the end points of

the slider by respective wires. Consequently the following three case mentioned by Dr.

Bunting will take place (rotation or rest of the double circular current loop is immate-

rial):

1) If moving the slider by keeping the voltmeter at rest, a tension will be measured.

2) If keeping the slider at rest by moving the voltmeter and the wires which connect

it to the slider, the opposite voltage will be measured (this is the case of Dr. Bun-

ting's "Chips' log").

3) If moving slider and voltmeter together, no voltage will be measured (this is the

case when Dr. Bunting will march with his bucket of water).

Stefan Marinov

Institute for Fundamental Physics

A-8010 Graz, Austria

Editorial note . See Marinov's letter to

Dr. Maddox of the 5 October 1990.
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Editor-in-Chief:

HERMAN FESHBACH
Department of Physics, Room 6-318A

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge. Massachusetts 02139

Assistant Editors:

HENRY EHRENREICH
ROMAN W. JACKIW

ARTHUR M. JAFFE

WILLIAM H. PRESS

Founding Editors:

PHILIP M. MORSE
BERNARD T FELD
HERMAN FESHBACH
RICHARD WILSON

August 23, 1990

Dr. Stefan Marinov
Morellenfeldgasse 16
A-8010 Graz, Austria

Dear Dr. Marinov:

Publisher:

ACADEMIC PRESS. INC.

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Building

1250 Sixth Avenue

San Diego. California 92101

^di)

It is not possible for me personally to confirm or to find
fault with a presentation. We simply receive too many papers
for that to be possible. I iterate we cannot publish all
papers which are correct because of the limited space available
to us. We must select and we have decided not to publish your
paper. You must be aware of the major journals such as Nuclear
Physics and The Physical Review. to which you can submit your
papers.

Yours truly,

Herman Feshbach
Editor

{hl^H

HF/eos Editorial note . With this letter Dr. Feshbach answers
Marinov's letter of the 3 August 1990.

Ref .62412

\y^\''^'i

Editorial Office-

MIT 6-318A

Cambridge. MA 02139 USA
Telephone: (617) 253-7182

Fax: (617) 253-8000

Bitnet: annals & mitvma.mit.edu

Telex: 92-1473
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14 Sept 1990

Prof Stefan Marlnov
Institute for Fundamental Physics
Morellenfeldgasse 16

A-8010 Graz
"

AUSTRIA

Dear Prof Marinov

RE: MODERN PHYSICS LETTERS A (MPLA)

I am sorry to inform you that your article entitled

Childishly Simple Experiment...

has not been recommended for publication.

Please find enclosed a copy of the referee's report. I wish to

thank you for submitting your paper to our journal and hope that

we will be able to publish some further work by you.

Yours sincerely.
Editorial note . With this letter Ms.

Chionh answers Marinov 's

letter of the 25. IV. 1990,

E H Chionh (Hs)

Editor (MPLA)

REFEREE'S REPORT

TITLE: Childishly Experiment Violating the Principle of Relativity

Author: S Marinov

Ref: EPF/202/90

The nature of this paper is not suitable for publication In
Modern Physics Letters A.
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International scientific, technical and medical publishers

Ref: SDB/PAD/D

26 September 1990

Dr S Marlnov
Morellenfeldgasse 16

A-8010 Graz
AUSTRIA

lOP PUBLISHING LTD

Techno House
ReddiffeWay
Bristol BS1 6NX
England

Telephone 0272 297481
Telex 449149 INSTPG
Facsimile 0272 294318
Telecom Gold 87: WQ0563

mpp

Dear Dr Marinov

TITLE:
AUTHOR:

Repetition of Whitehead's experiment for
S Marlnov

Thank you for your submission to Journal of Physics D: Applied
Physics. Your paper has now been considered, and I regret that It

was found to be unsuitable for Inclusion In this journal. I am
therefore returning your typescripts herewith.

I apologise for the delay In our response.

Tours sincerely

S D Byford
Senior Editorial Assistant
Journal of Physics D: Applied Physics

Editorial note . The above paper is published in TWT-VII, p. 26.

Marinov answers this letter with his letter of the

5 October 1990.

lOP Pubkshinq I Id i\ .i i oni(Mt)y wholly owf lod hy
I U- In^tilutc o( PhysK s iih o<|x>f.il>>(1 by Roy.il ( Kwlet

Rpgislerpd number 467514 England

Rpgisterpd oflx e Techno House. RedcMf« \Mk|r

BnslolBS16NX.fnal.ind
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ACTA PHYSICA HUNGARICA
DIPARTMBNT OF ATOMIC PHYSICS

BUDAPB8T POLTTBCHNICAL UNIVBRSITT
BODAPBST

BUDAPOKI OT •. BUNCARY
B-ini

Budapest^
4th Octobpr 1900.

Dr ^tPt^nn "'nritinv

f/nrrl lonfclHrjosse 16

A-RDIO Oroz, Aiistrin

Honr l)r Marinov,

Thank yon for your lottors of 6 Oiine and 13

AiigiiPl;. As I told you in my previous letter we are

ufinhlo to publish your paper "New measurement of

tho fnrlh's absolute velocity..." on account of

imr llpprrnf^'s comments,

V.'a .'jTso regret we cannot find for your the

address or the paper of Karginov.

Your other paper "Action of constant electric

current..." cnnnot be published because the capacity

of ofir jnurn.il Is fully occupied for a longer period

to come.

Tbr manuscripts of both papers are returned

fierewit:b.

Yours sincerely

1 ^^.

fticl.: 2 manuscripts/

11 +7 pages,

i
3 + 1 figures

Prof. I. Kov.^cs

Editor

r
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&IEFAN MAMNOV ^ ^- ^ ,^^^ Dr. S. D. Byford
Mordlenfcldsasse 16 5 October 1990 Journal of Physics D

A-8010 GRAZ - AUSTRIA lOP Publ ishinq LTD
Tel. 0316/377093 Redcliffe Way

Bristol BSl 6NX

Dear Dr. Byford,

Thank you for your letter of the 26 Septenber 1990, although, I must confess, the re-

jection of my paper
REPETITION OF WHITEHEAD'S EXPERIMENT...

/as, of course, not pleasant for me.

As in the case of my previously submitted paper ( "Drag-of-1 ight" experiments), you have

iot presented motivations for the rejection.

I submit now a third paper entitled (PACS 41.10)

VERY EASY DEMONSTRATION OF THE VIOLATION OF THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM
CONSERVATION LAW AND OF THE FAILURE OF CONVENTIONAL ELECTROMAGNETISM.

I beg you, however, in the case of rejection to present motivations.

You certainly will object that the paper is not from the domain of applied physics,

)ut from the domain of fundamental physics. Well. I have submitted this paper to the fol-

lowing physical journals: PHYS. REV. LETT., INT. J. MOD. PHYS., NUOVO CIMENTO, CAN. J.

^HYS., ANN. DER PHYS., J. FRANKLIN INST., FIZIKA, PROC. IEEE, SPEC. SC. TECHN. , GALILEAN

ELECTRODYNAMICS. It was rejected by all of them. Quite all rejection letters, referees'

tomments, my objections and referees' counter-objections are published in the different

[volumes of my series THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH (TWT). If you would like, I can submit

copies of the WHOLE corresponence with these journals.

Almost all referees of the above journals accept that my Bul-Cub machine without sta-

cor WILL ROTATE , but they do not fall on their knees before this WONDER, as according

to all of them the "opposite" angular momentum is "taken by the electromagnetic field",

md thus there is no violation of the angular momentum conservation law. Thus according

to all these referees my machine is not worth the paper on which its description will be

jresented.

I hope that you, as an editor of a journal on APPLIED PHYSICS, will remain amazed that

I bring into rotation a body of about 2 kg which is suspended on an axle, without acting

to it by external forces, and you will agree that this TREMENDOUSLY IMPORTANT EXPERIMEN-

TAL FACT is to be communicated to the scientific community.

In the case that you will reject the paper, I beg you (or your referee) to answer the

following three questions:

1. Will, according to you, the Bul-Cub machine without stator rotate when alternating

turrent will be conducted to it along a vertical wire coming from infinity and going to

infinity?

2. If the first question will be answered positivey, will, according to you, the angu-

lar momentum conservation law be violated?

3. If the second question will be answered negatively, where, according to you, will

De "stocked" the opposite angular momentum?

I shall NOT accept a rejection of my paper, if these questions will be not answered.

I resubmit also my paper REPETITION OF WHITEHEAD'S EXPERIMENT..., because only by re-

,alizing that the polarization current is NO current (my repetition of Whitehead's
Experiment shows THIS), and by taking into account the well-known THEORETICAL conclusion

Ithat Newton's third law is NOT valid at the interaction of UNCLOSED loops, one easily
understands WHY my Bul-Cub machine without stator DOES ROTATE.

Enclosed is the paper which Dr. J. Maddox published on the Kennard's experiment consi-
dered in my paper VERY EASY DEMONSTRATION... and my comments which Dr. Maddox promises
to publish, but instead he published the stupidity of A. J. Bunting (NATURE, 346, 694).

Hoping to receive your acknowledgement for reception and then in due time also your

r!'?^^^^?' Tu Mn .
Sincerely yours: /^ If/Tl/M-^' Marinov

Edit. note. There was NO answer! y i'^(''"^y
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Dr. John Maddox
NATURE
4 Little Essex Street
London WC2R 3LF

iv:oa5;.Pi:!''j;a5sc 16 5 October 1990

A-8010 G;v/ .: — AUSTRIA

Tel. 0316/377093

Dear Dr. Maddox,

I write you just after having spoken with you. I said to you that your English is bad
and I repeat this statement. You must begin to construct your sentences in the clear
way in which I construct my English sentences. Only if writing so, you will be well

however, to note, that your bad English constructionunderstood by your readers. I have
result to a certain degree from:

1) your wrong physics concepts,

2) your bad habit to write lies.

If you cannot correct the first source of your bad linguistic presentations, then I

BEG YOU VERY MUCH, evade to take water from the second source.

I hope that you will not become angry by reading this letter. I am not exploding.
Dr. Maddox, I am a calm man. But I think it is time to stop your play with the wrong
promises and eternal deceptions. If you wish to maintain contact, then fulfil your pro-
mises. If you don't wish, write this clearly and I shall no more bother you every se-
cond day on the phone.

I showed by theory and experiments that space and time are absolute categories. I

showed by theory and experiments that the laws of conservation can be violated. Finally
there is a FUNCTIONING PERPETUUM MOBILE in Switzerland. I need only space to publish
this information in a widely read journal, as my publications have a limited circula-
tion.

You will object that the readers of NATURE are too stupid to understand my papers.
Well, Dr. Maddox, I agree with you that the readers of NATURE (as Dr. Bunting) are
stupid, but I definitely donftagree that they are idiots. And I write in such a manner
that ALL readers of NATURE will understand WHAT have I done. I need only space.

I have a question. Can I buy TWO PAGES in every issue of NATURE which will be entit-
led MARINOV'S PAGES. I shall pay you EVERY week 1000 b for these two pages and I shall
print there only scientific matter written by me and by other persons. You will correct
only my English. If you would agree, phone me, so that we can sign a contract. Then you
shall see what a song will Bondis and Wheelers begin to sing.

I give apart an additional note which is to be added to my Letter to the Editor
"HOW DR. MADDOX BLABBED OUT THE SECRET ABOUT THE GOAT'S EARS OF KING ALBERT".

I shall phone you on Monday to learn whether you have sent to ne the promised HISTO-
RICAL letter.

* See it on p. 304 of this volume,
With love: / ////'r/Jui

Stefan Marinov

PS. Dear Dr. Maddox, I have the following request: Give to your wife your article,

the enclosed LETTER of S. A. Hayward, ny comments to your article and my comments to

the letter of Dr. Hayward and ask her, whose English is the better. Then, if you are a

honest persron, tell me her verdict.

FIVE YEARS TO HAMMER IN ALL YOUR HEADS THE MOST SIMPLE AND OBVIOUS TRUTH!!!!

Five YEARS!!!!

Marinov's note. The letter of Dr. Hayward and my comments are published in TWT-III, pp,

191 and 198.
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Marinov
Sir— I wish to state that the diagram

.̂ xyjotxaaoy by John Maddox {Nature 346.

103; 1990) is not a ''conundrum*, but the

diagram of an experiment carried out by

E. H. Kennard(PAi7. .V/ay.33, 179: 1917).

The result^ of Kennard's experiment

(which I call the rotational Kennard
experiment) are the same as predicted by

my absolute space-time theory. When the

loop consisting of two concentric circles is

transformed into an elongated rectangle. I

call this the inertial Kennard experiment.

Variations of the inertial Kennard
experimerrt (whenpf^moving the wire with

respect to the loop and when moving the

loop with respect to the wire) have been

carried out by Francisco MQller and pub-

lished inteiOliai (p. 319), noting that

Miiller^^tMOil a flat permanent magnet
instead of a loop: see Galilean Elearodv-

I carried ouf the inertial Kennard
experiment for the case when wire and

loop move togeih:r and succeeded in

measuring the Eaith's absolute velocity

yith an with the electromagnetic e.xperiment. I

submitted a report on this experiment to

Sature, but it has not been published.

Thus the problem is not to give answers

to a conundrum, as the answers are given

by Nature itself (I do not mean the journal

Nature), but to recognize the absolute

character of the electromagnetic pheno-

mena and the failure of the principle of

relativity.

Concerning the perpetual motion h la

Imshurst Wimhurst machine mentioned at the

beginning of Maddox'^article. the truth is

the following: the name of this machine is

JTATI KA TESTA-TIKA. its inventor is|thc spiritual

head of the Christian community
METHERNITHA in the village(Linden.

30 km southi'o rdg fron^ Bernf

•/

«x
Text Generqfion
Editor

Creator

Printed

HD2:JOBS:NATURE
WARREN
15/10/90 1 1:56 am

.-vu^ /to^2^ "TKa,

<-*-xc^ j^jtfJhrsaisjil-'

f, ^

DauMtaniU My machines violate the laws

of angular momentum and energy conser-

vation, but I have not been able fco I ooulc^r

not ouootocf to close the energetic circle

and to run^ihem eternally.

Stefan Marinov
Institute for Fundamental Physics.

A-8010 Graz. Austria

/

Editorial note . These are the proofs of Marinov' s conments "How Dr. Maddox blabbed out...*
submitted on the 23 July and edited on the 15 October BY DR. MADDOX. The
corrections are done by Dr. Maddox' hand. See Marinov's reaction in his
letter to Dr. Maddox of the 6 November 1990.
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STEFAN RUnu^/OV '^'^- ^o^" ^addox

Morellcnfeldgassc 16 6 November 1990 NATURE

A.8010ORAZ- AUSTRIA
'^°^«'"'^e'^ ^^^"

4 Little Essex Street
London WC2R 3LF

Dear Dr. Maddox,

You deceived me three times in three consecutive days. You said me thrice that you
have dispatched the proofs of my conments on your "conundrum", and I vainly awaited for
them. Finally, after phoning to Miss Sheehan, it became clear that the proofs have not
been sent. Miss Mary promised to do this, and in two days the proofs arrived. '

You have not corrected my "bad" English, as you said on the phone that you have to do,

as all sentences which remained in the text were written exactly as they were written by
me. No, Dr. Maddox, you have not corrected "my English", you have MUTILATED my comments,
omitting the text where I pointed out all lies which you piled up in your "conundrum".

The shortening of my comments has not been dictated by the necessity of saving place,

as you know pretty well that any line written by my pen is 1000 times more worth than
1000 lines in any of the stupid papers printed in NATURE. I present PROOFS on the viola-
tion of the principles of relativity and equivalence, I present PROOFS on the violation
of the laws of conservation. Finally I try desperately to bring to the attention of the

scientific cormunity the information on the first perpetuum mobile constructed on this

planet. When TESTATIKA will begin to supply electricity to the first car on the world's
highways, Saddam Hussein and the Golf crisis will disappear as a nightmare does with the

first rays of the sun. Why you go out of your skin to stop the spreading of this informa-
tion? - Is it true that I promised to pay you k 10,000 if after visiting TESTATIKA you
will declare on the pages of NATURE that it is NOT a perpetuum mobile? Yes, it is true.
Why then you lie that I have brought this machine to London and it did not work? And why
you do not wish to recognize this lie on the pages of NATURE? You have to publish my
comments and then you have to excuse yourself for having printed a lie. ONLY IN THIS WAY
THE INFORMATION ON TESTATIKA WILL REACH THE WORLD.

Look, Dr. Maddox, you are much more clever than the editors of the other physical jour-

nals. It became clear for you that relativity has lost the battle and that I am the
winner. Join my camp. Give a kick to the stupid theory of relativity. At the present time
you have to do nothing else than to publish my contributions. Don't make comments, only
publish. Publish then the criticism which the "relativiB^ts" will submit, although, I re-

peat once more (see my letter to you of the 23 July 1990), none of the "relativists"
will dare to critisize me, as all of them will be afraid to ridiculize themselves. By
publishing my contributions your authority and the authority of NATURE will raise quickly
up. The first step which you have to undertake in this direction is to publish the inte-

gral text of my comments to your "conundrum" and the letter "Relativity and Electromag-
netism" which since about a year you promise to publish.

But if you do not wish to win renown and you intend to remain a poor servant of a par-

ty which has lost the battle, then publish the mutilated version of my comments. I do
all to help you and to save you from the relativity quagmire. But one cannot save someone
against one's own will.

Enclosed is the introduction to the eighth volume of TWT which will go to print in a

couple of days (together with this letter). Thus, at the end of November TWT-VIII will
be on sale in all scientific bookstores in London. As you can read in this introduction,
I DEFEND you against the attacks of people who do not know WHO ARE YOU.

I am still expecting the b 100 which you owe me since more than 6 months and I am looki
forward for your answers to all questions posed in my letters of the 27.11. and 21. III. 90.

With love:

Stefan Marinov

/^•^^^/^
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STEFAN MAPINOV ^ i
Morellenfeldgasse 16 6 November 1990 4 t Dr. Petr Beckmann

A-8010ORAZ- AUSTRIA GALILEAN ELECTRODYNAMICS

Tel. 0316/377093 lH^lH
CO 80306

Dear Prof. Beckmann,

To my letter to you of the 2 August 1990 I have not received an answer. Please, be

so kind to inform me whether this letter has reached you, and which are your decisions.

Now I SUBMIT to your journal the following contributions:

1) The preface to my book TWT-VIII, of which, of course, you have to cancel the last

sentence on p. 1 and the whole p. 2.

2) The text "Marinov" which, I hope, will appear in NATURE and you have to copy the

printed text from this journal, after its publication. If at the time of publication
of GALILEAN ELECTRODYNAMICS this text will not appear, you have to recompose it.

3) My letter to Dr. Maddox of the 6 November 1990.

4) My Letter submitted to NATURE entitled "How Dr. Maddox blabbed out the secret

about the goat's ears of King Albert".

5) My letter submitted to the Editor of Am. J. Phys. entitled "Relativity and Electro-

magnetism".

1 beg you to publish all these materials in the next issue. If you will do this, your

journal, surely, soon will become a world's scientific focus.

Hoping to receive your answer soon.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov
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PHYSICS LETTERS A
PROFESSOR J. P. VICIER

Labonloin dt Physiqut Thtoriqut

fnstilu( Henri Poincari

II Rue Pierre el Marie Curie

75231 Paris Cedex OS

Assistant Editor Dr. PR. Holland

Wephone (33 If 44 27 66 56 (IP Vigier)

44 27 66 59 (PR. Holland/

fkx (33 I) 40 51 06 61

Wex UPMC Six 200 143 F

iz(^ih

We enclose a report on your paper Vf^pf". Please furnish
any response in triplicate.

Yours sincerely,

J.P, VIGIER P.R. HOLLAND

Editorial note. Marinov answers the above letter with his letter of the 20. XI.90

NOKril HOI I AND PHYSK S (hlscvicr Science Publisherj B.V)

PC). Ilox lOJ, 1000 A( ArtiMctdam. The Nrihctlandt

Cmhlev f-SPOM AmMridam. «•/«•« H»7«M c-pom nl. Trhrhone: 20 5Rft2ft.W. Vrlefax: 20 58M5RO. Hilwl: nhpdc^krd«t Fl\cxirr nl
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BEFORX OH TBB PAPKR ERXIXUSD

PHYSICS LETTERS A

Paper V1607

^OW IHE ELECTRIC INTKNSITtBS IBDDCED Hi JjAlLBOSS

BY S. HARItK)Y>

The present referee vill restrict his coraments to one point, on the

ba^ls that each link in the chain o£ the argument should hold true.

Equation (1) gives the force acting on a unit charge, viz.

eL. = - grad 0-9A/9t + vx curl A

This equation ia consistent with an electric field given by

E = - grad ^ - 3 A / 3 t

At least for v«c. This is entirely correct, but the argument is not

developed further. It is true that the electric field is partly due to

tha changing magnetic field, and partly due to the position of the charges

in space.

' .^^
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SIEFAN MARINGV Prof. J. p. Vigier

A
.^'^^""cnfeldgassc 16 20 November 1990 PHYSICS LETTERS A

A-80I0GRA2- AUSTRIA Institut H. Poincare
Tel. 0316/377093 11 Rue P. et M. Curie

F- 75231 Paris Cedex 05

Dear Prof. Vigier,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 13 November 1990 and for the enclosed
ree's report on my paper V1607. I wish, however, to note that my paper was submitted
the 6 August and you send me the referee's comments (which have been written in some ff'i

minutes) more than three months later. A journal for rapid publications must proceed qu'

cker. On the other hand, as you are a capacity in the field and as you publish actively
papers on the Ampere-Grassmann controversy, I think, that you had to take the responsib'
lity to be a referee of my paper.

The equation giving the force acting on a unit positive electric charge, which I caV
GLOBAL ELECTRIC INTENSITY,

(m/q)u = Eq]qJj = - grad* - 9A/9t vxrotA, (A]

where m is the mass of an electric charge q moving with a velocity v and acquiring an

acceleration u (FIRST PROPER ACCELERATION) when crossing a reference point where the el

trie and magnetic potentials of the surrounding system of electric charges are * and A,

is the well-known Lorentz equation, which I call the NEWTON-LORENTZ EQUATION, especiallj
when it is written in the "Newtonian" form ,,^,^^£^^ ^1 ^1,^

(m/q)uQ + dA/dt = - grad(* - v.A), (B)

which clearly shows that only the FULL KINETIC FORCES of two interacting charges (see
the left part of equation (B)) are equal and oppositely directed quantities but the sim
KINETIC FORCES (see the left part of equation (A)) are NOT.

The referee writes that equation (A) is consistent with an electric field"

E = - grad* - 3A/3t. (CJ

An "equation" can be not consistent with a "field". An equation can be consistent wil

another equation. It is obvious, and any student in the MIDDLE schools knows, that the
electric intensity defined by the equation (C), which is the sum of the COULOMB ELECTRIC
INTENSITY and the TRANSFORMER ELECTRIC INTENSITY, i.e.,

^ = ^coul ^ ^tr = " S"^^^* " ^^^^^* ^^^

gives only a part of the force acting on the unit test electric charge put at the refe-
rence point; the other part is given by the MOTIONAL ELECTRIC INTENSITY

E^, = vxrotA. (E)

What is here more to discuss? Where the "argument" is to be developed further? Why tl"

referee blocks the discussion of the scientific problems by beginning to discuss banali-

ties?

The referee then writes: "It is true that the electric field is partly due to the chl

ging magnetic field, and partly due to the position of the charges in space."

The electric field (i.e., a PART of the force acting on a unit electric charge) is <il

NOT to the time change of the "magnetic field" (i.e., of the magnetic INTENSITY B) at U
reference point crossed by the test charge, but to the time change of the magnetic PO-

TENTIAL A at that point. I shall give the most simple example, so that the referee will

IMMEDIATELY agree with me (if he is a HONEST person), and will give a kick to the wrong
concepts of conventional electromagnetism.

If there is a very long coil along which alternating current flows, the change in til

of the "magnetic field" (i.e., of the magnetic intensity, B) is different from zero onlj

IN the coil and it is equal to zero OUTSIDE the coil. Thus, if we wind a secondary coil

over the primary coil, according to the above statement of the referee (and according U
conventional electromagnetism), an induced current can be NOT observed in the secondary
coil. However, any child knows pretty well, and there are milliards of transformer in tt

world which support the children's prediction, that an induced current IS observed in thi

secondary coil. Why is this current induced? - Because the time change of the magnetic
POTENTIAL A outside the primary coil is DIFFERENT FROM ZERO. (The people who assert that

the magnetic potnetial can be "observed" only in quantum physics by the help of the
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Bohm-Aharonov effect are either blind or liers or both.)

The electric field (i.e., I repeat, a part of the force acting on the unit test charge)
IS not "partly due on the position of the test charge in space". It is due to -grad$ at
:he reference point and to -8A/3t. And on nothing else. To obtain the global electric in-
tensity, i.e., the global force acting on the test charge, we have to add also vxrotA. And
:he problem is closed. There is nothiing more to discuss.

Of course, the referee (as well as conventional physics) is free to call the sum of -

CQUl
^"^

^tc
^^^^^'"^'^ ^^'®ld 3nd B = rotA magnetic field. However, the less will he use

>ne?^ notiort^ in his writings and mental speculations, the better for him. If one wishes
;o understand electromagnetism, one has to forget for a while the notions intensities
I.e., fields) and operate only with the notions potentials. But if the referee (and con-
entional physics) do not wish to operate with the potentials and try always to make cal-
ulations with the intensities, this is THEIR affair.

I developed my absolute space-time theory and gave description of crucial experiments
arned out by me and by other persons in 15 (fifteen) books and in numerous papers. About

papers have been published, but other 50 papers go from one journal to another, recei-
ing, on an average, 20 rejections each. The sequence of documents THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH,
f which now the eighth volume is published (every volume of more than 300 pages) gives
he proof of my assertions.

The probJem now is not to show the logical inconsistency of the IDIOTIC theory of rela-
ivity and^he wrong concepts of the Maxwell ians. The problem, first of all, is to inform
he scientific community about the experiments carried out by me and by other persons
hich contradict the PREDICTIONS of the Raxwell -Einstein concepts. The rejection of these
heories will follow then AUTOMATICALLY.

I submitted so many EXPERIMENTAL papers to PHYSICS LETTERS A, beginning some 20 years
go when Dr. ter Haar was the editor. After 7 or 8 publications, all my following papers
ave been SYSTEMATICALLY rejected. The arguments which have been presented were always
n the POOR level on which the arguments of the present referee are.

,

The scientific community must finally become aware that the principle of relativity
jand the principle of equivalence, too) and the laws of energy and angular momentum con-
ervation have been disproved by my EXPERIMENTS. The scientific community must become
jware that Newton's third law can be violated and that the displacement current is NO
•urrent.

Dear Prof. Vigier, I am addressing you with the question: Can I again submit ALL papers
hich you have rejected in the last years, basing your rejections on opinions of referees
nich are mathematical invalids?

If you will say "No", you will prolong the agony of relativity and of Maxwell electro-
agnetism and the life of physics based on the laws of conservation for some months, maybe
pr 1 -2 years. But for no more! Also people will continue to write papers in favour of
fnpere's formula describing the interaction of current elements, although my experiments
'ith incomplete circuits showed that this formula is WRONG. Why fill the journals with
nnecessary stuff?

Instead to agree to accept for examination ALL MY REJECTED papers, you, of course, can
eject also the present paper V1607.

I

I can do nothing more against your decisions as:

Le pain, le couteau, ainsi que notre sueur
sont dans les mains de bourreau, appele EDITEUR.

Avec mes meilleurs sentiments,

'' ', '
''- )'

'
, '.. 't ^/ V/,-

Stefan Marinov
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GAUUEAN ELECmODYNAMICS
Box 251

Boulder, CO 80306
M. 303-444-0641

November 16, 1990
Dear Dr Marlnov:

I have received your letter of Nov. 6.
Formally speaking, none of your proposed contributions

qualify for publication in this journal, because like all
scientific journals, it publishes original papers only, and
all five items have been submitted for publication else-
where, with some of them already published.

That is all I would have to answer, but let me continue
on a personal level. Judging from some of your writings,
I think you are very talented, but the form of your papers
is, to say the least, bizarre. You miss no opportunity to
name things after yourself (not only tasteless, but also
suspicious, because if something is really good, it is given
a name by others); you engage in personal attacks and
ridicule; you choose gutter press headlines for scientific
papers; you end what is to be a scientific paper with
""Ignorant criminals I '* ; and more.

I will be happy to have a good and serious scientific
paper reviewed, and if recommended for publication, I will
print it, even though I do not hold the same opinions in
physics as you do — as you have seen the papers in GE have
not been limited to my own theory. But such a paper would
have to have a serious title, contain an integrated
derivation without holes to be filled by referring to
obscure and effectively unavailable books or journals, be
void of any personal attacks or denigrations, not contradict
the experimental evidence (or at least explain convincingly
why the laws of thermodynamics may not hold — your
""perpetuum mobile machine*'), be void of any personal self-
aggrandizement by naming things after yourself — in short,
it would have to be a regular scientific paper as in all
other journals.

None of the papers you have sent me so far meet these
very elementary criteria. If you write a good paper that
does, I will be happy to have it reviewed and publish it if
recommended. But if you send me letters and little bits and
pieces that have already been submitted or published
elsewhere, assuring me of ""becoming a world's scientific
focus'' if I print them, you are wasting my time, of which I
have absolutely none to spare, and I will leave them
unanswered.

I would, however, much prefer the former alternative.

Yours sincerely,

'

Petr Beckmann
Editor

Editorial note . See Marinov's answer on the next page.
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Dr. P. BeckmannSTEFAN MARINOV
A o«!^°^« I!~

"^^^^ '*^ 23 November 1990 GALILEAN^ELECTROOYNAMICS
A-8010 ORAZ— AUSTRIA Box 25

1

Tel. 0316/377093 Boulder

Dear Dr. Beckmann,

CO 80306

Thank you very much for your letter of the 16 November, as well as for Nr. 6 of GE which
arrived a day earlier.

By publishing his conundrum (although filled with lies), Dr Maddox offered an excellent
possibility to the supporters of the absolute space-time concepts to "win the play", in

the case that this "conundrum" will be largely discussed in the press, as the rotational
and inertia! Kennard experiments are lethal for relativity - logically invincible and

iexperi mentally childishly simple. The way in which Dr. Maddox deformed my comments on his

"conundrum" will certainly not give rise to a world-wide discussion. I offered you the
possibility to open this discussion on the pages of GE and to make thus your journal a

'world's scientific focus". You denied. I can only say: "SKODA" (Czeque: ALAS).

I thank you very much for the advices which you give me respectively to the names of
the machines invented by me and the formulas introduced by me in the theory. You find the
names given by me as tasteless. Perhaps you are right, but you know that it is senseless
to argue about tastes. I send you an article published in FOUND. PHYS.*, where I defend
the name of the Marinov transformation. But you write (and I thoroughly agree) that it

will be senseless to discuss such kind of problems in our correspondence.

Following your suggestions, I submit now to GE my paper

REPETITION OF WHITEHEAD'S EXPERIMENT FOR DEMONSTRATING THAT DISPUCEMENT CURRENT
IS A PURE MATHEMATICAL FICTION.

Some remarks to the paper ( Ed. note : published in TVrT-VII, p. 26):

1) The captions of §§ 2 and 4: The word "Marinov' s" can be substituted by "Author's".

2) The "obscure" and "unavailable" references 1 and 3 can be easily dropped out. I

shall do this, if you will require it, in the case that the paper will be accepted for
Publication, as otherwise I have to rewrite the whole paper (I always submit neatly
(written papers). I should like only to note that every book which is on free sale cannot
jbe "obscure". If you, however, mean the content of the book, it will be better to
<give opinions after having seen the book. Finally, the 15 books on physics published by
me can be obtained in a week by everybody who will send my % 25 for a volume.

3) The reproductions of Whitehead's drawings are not good, although I did my best
|when photocopying them. Of course, I can redraw them, but, I think, we have to give to
the readers of GE the original drawings.

4) The photograph will be submitted in the case that the paper will be accepted for
publication. On the other hand, I see that you do not print photographs in GE. But I

think, you have to.

I hope that the paper will satisfy your requirements. If you would suggest some other
changes, you can introduce them, without asking for my permission, as I steem you highly
iand I have a complete confidence in you. I accepted even Maddox' s mutilation of my
icomments, as this was the only way to appear FOR A FIRST TIME in NATURE, after so many
articles written ON ME there.

I send you information on the discussion of anti -relativity in the Soviet Academy of
iSciences. I think, it will be very good, if you will inform the readers of GE about this
idenigration, as Ginsburg's "spar nayKH" is very near to Stalin's "epar napcna". Alexan-
drov is the ex-President of the Academy. Ginsburg is the leading Soviet theoretician.
As in SU the whole system is swaying, the relativists there are much more afraid for their
positions than in the West. (See this material on p. 10 of this volume.)

I hope to meet you in Pulkovo at the conference in September 1991.

I repeat, if you would like to publish information on Bartocci's conference in June
on Ischia, write me. Maybe, we can meet at both conferences.

Tolchelnikova wrote me that Wigner has expressed the desire to become member of the
scientific committee of the Pulkovo conference. y, /i //rr'9i ^
"roUNO. PHYS., 13, 1241 (1983).

' ',/- ^ '
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EPILOGUE

It is since about a year that Dr. Stefan Naidenov, head of the Laboratory BIOELEC-

TRONICA, Sofia, Bulgaria, has found a way to "burn the water" by adding to it a mini-

mal quantity of a liquid which is his own invention and SECRET.

Dr. Naidenov has demonstrated burning of water at the international Ecoforum (So-

fia, September 1989). Then he made the same demonstrations on the Bulgarian TV.

In September 1990 I visited twice Dr. Naidenov in his laboratory and he acquainted

me in general with his invention. By adding a special green liquid, he dissosciates

the hydrogene atoms from the oxygene atom and then burns the hydrogene.

According to Dr. Naidenov. his invention has common points with the invention of

the Portuguese Andrews (I do not know how exactly the name must be spelled) in 1913

which then was "rediscovered" by Guido Frank in Canada after WWII (Dr. Naidenov has

an abundant documentation on these two inventions).

Dr. Naidenov showed me only a video. By adding some cubic cm of his green liquid

in a liter of water he drove a Volga-car as long as by 1 1 of benzine. By putting the

same greenly water in a burner, Dr. Naidenof produced a flame about 1 m long and some

20 cm thick.

Dr. Naidenov is ready to sell his discovery to any country, compagny or person

who will pay him $ 50,000,000,000.

Abundant information on Dr. Naidenov (who turned out to be my student colleague)

will be published in my book "M3bWH, CaTana!", Part II, which will soon be published

in Sofia.

People interested to buy Dr. Naidenov's invention for the above mentioned sum can

contact me, so that I introduce them to Dr. Naidenov.

Stefan MARINOV

*
I ask 0.001% of the sale sum for the mediation.
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The eighth part of the collection of documents THE THORNY WAY OF
TRUTH (TWT) 1st dedicated quite the whole to the Ampere-Grassmann
controversy, i.e., to the problem whether the interaction between two
current elements is to be described by the Ampere (1823) or Grassmann
(1845) formula. The first one is In conformity with Newton's third law,

while the second one violates it. Although Marinov's experiments with

unclosed circuits violated Newton's third law and thus definitely resolved

the controversy in favour of Grassm&nn, further investigations are needed
for clearing the basic problem about the interaction between moving
charges. Marinov's theoretical and experimental research is presented

which leads to the conclusion that the pushing force which acts on the

Ampere bridge can be not calculated and the only way for establishing its

magnitude is the experimental measurement. This conclusion offers a

highly interesting and instructive illustration on the touching points bet-

ween mathematical abstraction and physical reality and on the "astute-

ness" of Nature in hiding its weaknesses. Another big problem to which
the present volume is dedicated is the violation of the energy conservation

law in plasma physics. Marinov is photographed above when inspecting

one of the plasma converters of the Bulgarian scientist Cyril Chukanov,
the thermal output power of which superates the electric input power.

Although the measurements are not still conclusive, Marinov intends with

this presentation to turn the attention of the scientific community to this

topic; many other scientists purport the same claims, as the Russian
plasma-physlclst Alexander Chernetski, on whose over-unity plasma con-

verter information is also given. Price: $ 25


